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Prices exclude GSTP  1800 251 497teaching.com.au

Creatistics offers an extensive range of best quality, safe and great value art 
and craft resources which have been developed specially for classroom use. 
Designed to inspire educators and enhance children’s learning through fun, 
creativity and self-expression, the range features all your classroom essentials 
including paint and painting equipment, paper, pencils, markers, glitter, glue, 
dough, clay and craft materials.

Teachables resources are made for teachers! Budget-friendly, practical and 
high quality, Teachables offers stationery and classroom essentials from 
whiteboards and markers to maths and literacy resources such as pattern 
blocks, counters, magnetic letters and much more.

Ordering made easy
Web teaching.com.au 

Freecall 1800 251 497

Email orders@teaching.com.au

Freefax 1800 151 492

Customer Service Hours     7:00am - 6:00pm AEST

Head office
Level 1, 122 -126 Old Pittwater Rd, Brookvale, NSW 

PO Box 1126, Dee Why, NSW 2099 Australia 

Web teaching.com.au

Email orders@teaching.com.au

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

Information guide

Magnetic

Locally Made

New

Exclusive

•  25,000+ resources in stock and online 
•  Fast, easy, safe and secure
•  Real-time confirmation and tracking
•  Multiple secure payment options,  

credit card or your school account
•   Simple and intuitive search

#1 for education resources
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Art & Craft Essentials Kit
This kit is jam packed with classroom art and craft essentials together 
with a craft trolley to keep all these resources organised and stored away 
when not in use. Kit includes coloured cover paper, coloured cardboard, 
A3 white cartridge paper, PVA washable school glue, glue sticks, 
brushes, poster paint, colouring markers, coloured pencils, crayons, 
chalk, air dry ceramic clay, dough, pipe cleaners, pom poms, feathers, a 
wooden scissor block and scissors & a craft trolley.

CS2000K $1,132.95

Creatistics Poster Paint - 2 L
Creatistics Poster Paint is a great value, water-based classroom paint. 
It is a non-toxic, quick-drying, washable paint with vibrant colours and 
smooth consistency.

CS0070K 2 L – Set of 10 $79.95

Creatistics Poster Paint - 5 L
Creatistics Poster Paint is a great value, water-based classroom paint. 
It is a non-toxic, quick-drying, washable paint with vibrant colours and 
smooth consistency.

CS0080K 5 L – Set of 6 $99.95

Creatistics Chunky Marker Kit
A great value kit of our chunky, super-washable markers. Includes 4 x 
tubs of 48 markers.

CS7001K Set of 4 $86.95

Creatistics Slim Marker Kit
This great value slim, super-washable marker kit includes 2 x tubs of 96, 
plus 3 x packs of 12 markers.

CS6001K Kit $59.95

SAVE 22%

SAVE 20% SAVE 16%

SAVE 13% SAVE 20%
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C
lassroom

 Value Bundles
Painting & Drawing Bundles

Creatistics Rainbow Classroom Pencil Kit
Great for organisation by colour coordinating your pencils in glass jars. 
This set includes a class pack of 240 Creatistics coloured pencils and 12 
glass jars.

CS0078K Kit $99.95

Creatistics Jumbo Pencil & Sharpener Kit
This classroom pack includes 144 jumbo triangle colouring pencils and 
the ultimate electric pencil sharpener that sharpens any size pencil with 
ease. Great value!

CS0100K $199.95

Jovi Triwax Crayon Kit
Jovi Triwax triangle crayons feature bright colours and encourage the 
development of drawing and writing skills. Kit includes 2 x boxes of 300 
with a tub of 72.

JV9790K $231.45

Inclusive Skin Tone Craft Kit
This Inclusive skin tone craft kit contains a complete collection of 
inclusive skin tone resources including crayons, markers, pencils, dough, 
paint and paper.

FN80K $126.45

x2

SAVE 15%

SAVE 17% SAVE 12%

SAVE 19%
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Watercolour Artist Kit
Inspire creativity with this 
watercolour artist set. Set 
includes 6 liquid watercolours, 
20 watercolour paper sheets, 2 
x wooden paint pot jar holders 
with a total of 12 glass jars and 9 
sumi brushes.

CS6250K $137.95
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Outdoor Explore Chalk Kit for 15
Includes 15 chalkboard paddles and 20 
sticks of coloured chalk. Great for children to 
explore the outdoors.

CS5059K Kit $199.95

Outdoor Painting Classroom Kit
This kit includes our large outdoor hanging easel, tempera paint, paint 
pots, paper and brushes – everything a class needs to paint outdoors. 
Kit contents may vary.

CS2084K $263.45

SAVE 19%

SAVE 21%

SAVE 17%

Atelier Studio Kit
Create your own Atelier studio with this 
complete range of art resources. This kit 
includes 2 desk top easels, canvas, artists 
manikin, natural jumbo triangle pencils, a 
watercolour palette, brushes, soft pastels, 
charcoal, watercolour crayons and storage 
jars. Kit component details available online.

AM2062K $238.45

SAVE 22%
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C
lassroom

 Value Bundles
Painting Bundles

Creatistics Junior Long Sleeved Smock
Quality polyester 210 denier long sleeved art smock. Suitable for children 
aged between approximately 3-6 years old. Sizing available online.

CS5003K Pack of 20 $189.95

Creatistics Eiffel Easel & Paint Pot Table
This art easel & paint pot table kit includes our Creatistics solid oak, 
eiffel easel with matching paint pot side table (holds 8 pots). A set of 12 
paint pots and 12 brushes is included. Available in 2 easel sizes.

AM2006K Toddler Kit $602.95
AM2004K Junior Kit $636.95

Creatistics Toddler Long Sleeved Smock
Quality polyester 210 denier long sleeved art smock. Suitable for 
toddlers aged between approximately 1-3 years old. Sizing available 
online.

CS5001K Pack of 10 $94.95

Creatistics Outdoor Painting Wall & Craft Trolley
Ideal for outdoor learning areas, this set includes an outdoor painting 
wall and a craft resource trolley for easy storage. Both are made from 
FSC certified eucalyptus hardwood and include lockable castors. Full 
details available online. Illustrated contents not included.

CS1244K $1,199.95

x20

x20

SAVE 21% SAVE 8%

SAVE 5%

SAVE 12%
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Creatistics Matte Paper Shapes Kit
This matte paper shapes pack includes 2 packs of 12 cm (dia.) circles, 
18 cm (dia.) circles, 2 packs of 12.7 cm (dia.) squares and 25.4 cm (dia.) 
squares. Total of 2160 paper sheets. Assorted colours. Double sided. 
70 gsm. FSC.

CS5101K $61.95

Creatistics A3 Coloured Cover Paper & Glue Kit
This great value pack includes 2000 sheets of A3 assorted colour cover 
paper, plus 48 x 35 g Creatistics glue sticks.

TEB0002-GS $258.95

Creatistics Cardboard Kit
This cardboard bulk bundle includes assorted colour 220 gsm cardboard. 
500 sheets of A3 and 1000 sheets of A4. Full details available online.

CB351K $274.95

Cover Paper & Storage Kit
This coloured cover paper and storage kit includes: 4 x 500 sheet packs 
of A4, assorted colour, 120 gsm colour cover paper and 4 large plastic 
storage tubs to keep paper clean and tidy.

TEB0001-K $152.45

x4

x4

SAVE 12% SAVE 7%

SAVE 18% SAVE 7%
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C
lassroom

 Value Bundles
Glue Bundles

Creatistics Medium Glue Gun Kit
A high heat glue gun for bonding and heavy duty art and craft projects. 
For use with 11.2 mm (dia.) high temp glue sticks. This kit includes 5 
medium glue guns and 100 glue sticks 100 (L) x 11.2 (dia) mm. Adult 
supervision recommended.

CS1660K Kit $121.95

Creatistics Mini Glue Gun Kit
A safe low temperature glue gun for general art and craft work. For use 
with 7.2 mm (dia.) glue sticks. This kit includes 10 mini glue guns and 200 
glue sticks 100 (L) x 7.2 (dia.) mm. Adult supervision recommended.

CS1380K Kit $119.95

Creatistics Scrapbook & Glue Stick Kit
This great value classroom bundle includes 24 x 100 gsm scrapbooks 
and 24 x 35 g glue sticks.

QL81800-GS $75.95

Creatistics Classroom Essentials Art & Craft Kit
Top up your art and stationery cupboard with this great value classroom 
essentials art & craft kit. This kit includes class sets of coloured and 
graphite pencils, coloured markers, glue sticks, coloured cover paper 
and cartridge paper.

CS1092K $266.45

x200

x10

x100

x5

SAVE 13% SAVE 19%

SAVE 24% SAVE 9%
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Creatistics Bio-Glitter
Creatistics Bio-Glitter has been certified compostable and will 
biodegrade in the natural environment. Available in 200 g bottles with 
easy pour shaker lids. Non-Toxic. Set includes: silver, gold, rose gold, 
red, green, blue, pink and purple.

CS1100K Set of 8 $177.95

Creatistics Basic Craft Kit
A complete, great value class set of basic craft materials! Kit includes: 
buttons, pipe cleaners, pom poms, feathers, patty pans, felt, doilies, 
sequins, joggle eyes and coloured paper. Kit contents may vary.

AM4108K $150.45

Creatistics Pastel Craft Kit
This great value pastel colour craft kit includes: felt, pom poms, sequins, 
patty pans, pipe cleaners, feathers, buttons, paper shred and a storage 
crate. Kit contents may vary.

CS5160K $121.95

Creatistics Natural Textures Craft Kit
This natural textures kit includes a complete selection of crafting 
resources. Kit contents may vary.

AM4107K $148.45

Fluoro Craft Kit
This great value fluoro craft kit includes fluoro poster paint, modelling 
clay, pom poms, beads, crepe paper, craft paper, cardboard, oil pastels 
and pipe cleaners. Kit contents may vary.

CS1000K $199.95

Inclusive Art & Craft Kit
Celebrating Inclusion, harmony and diversity with a variety of art and 
craft materials. Featuring items from Aboriginal Indigenous artists John 
Smith Gumbula and Luke Mallie. Includes skin tone cover paper, human 
paper shapes, skin tone dough, tempera people paint, colours of the 
world crayons and pencils, Aboriginal design paper, stickers, splash mats 
and Indigenous stamps.

CS2002K $629.95

x3

x2

x2

x2

x2

x3x4

x5 x5

SAVE 3% SAVE 18%

SAVE 22% SAVE 26%

SAVE 21% SAVE 18%
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C
lassroom

 Value Bundles
STEAM Bundles

STEAM Starter Kit
This STEAM starter kit includes essential art & craft resources for all your 
STEAM and makerspace activities. Kit contents may vary. A full list of 
components is available online.

AM4103K $137.45

STEAM Value Kit
This art & craft construction kit includes a huge selection of components 
to create STEAM activities. Kit contents may vary. A full list of 
components is available online.

AM4102K $223.95

Steam Consumables Kit
This STEAM resource kit includes a complete range of resources for your 
construction activities. Includes glue sticks, hot glue guns, paper plates, 
paper circles, cover paper, dough, modelling clay and tools, magic sand, 
pins, polystyrene balls, straws, craft rolls, pop sticks, pipe cleaners and 
balloons. A full list of components is available online.

AM4104K $523.45

Eco Craft & Collage Kit
This eco craft & collage kit includes an assortment of open-ended, eco-
friendly craft resources. The kit includes palm leaf plates, sugar cane 
plates, eco paper cups and eco paper straws.

JM000K $43.45

x2

x2
x2

x2

x2

x2

x4

x5

x5

x2

SAVE 12% SAVE 12%

SAVE 5% SAVE 22%
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Creatistics Explore with Clay Kit
Explore the natural and sensory elements of clay! This kit includes: 6 
beautiful natural wood slices to be used as modelling boards, 10 kg of 
white air dry ceramic clay, a clay cutter, 12 wooden modelling/shaping 
tools and 12 wooden decorative tools. For further details please view 
online.

CS1027K $230.95

Emotion Recognition Kit
This kit has been designed to help young children explore their emotions 
creatively through sensory and tactile elements. Kit Includes 900 g skin 
tone dough x 4, 900 g coloured dough x 4, set of 6 emotion rollers x 4, 
set of 3 natural wood slices x 4 and set of 8 Jumbo emotion stones x 2.

CS2001K $606.45

Creatistics Dough Kit
A great value kit featuring our brightly coloured Creatistics dough. 
Includes 6 x 900 g tubs of dough (red, blue, green, yellow, orange and 
purple), 10 messy mats and 10 modelling tools.

CS2050K $114.95

Creatistics Magic Sand Sensory Kit
This magic sand sensory kit includes: 8 kg of natural coloured magic 
sand, 4 modelling trays, 20 assorted modelling tools, 18 mini castle 
moulds, 20 assorted moulds and 20 modelling tools. Magic sand is a 
unique sensory modelling experience!

CS1500K $162.95

x4

x2

x2

x4

SAVE 19% SAVE 21%

SAVE 20%

SAVE 29%
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Jovi Tempera Paint – 500 ml
Jovi Tempera is a washable, non-toxic, fast-drying poster paint which 
features bright colours and good coverage. Suitable for use on paper, 
cardboard or wood. 12 colours. 500 ml.

JV506K Set of 12 $89.95
JV5067 Primary Colours - Set of 6 $54.95
JV5066 Secondary Colours - Set of 6 $54.95

Educational Colours Finger Paint
Australian-made finger paint is perfect for early art experiences. 
Featuring a thick and creamy texture to reduce splashing and dripping. 
Includes 7 bright colours. 250 ml.

EC257 Set of 7 $56.95
EC250 Blue $8.95
EC251 Red $8.95
EC252 Yellow $8.95
EC253 Green $8.95
EC254 Pink $8.95
EC255 Purple $8.95
EC256 Orange $8.95

Creatistics Poster Paint Sticks
Make painting easy with these brightly coloured poster paint sticks. 
Simply draw on paper, cardboard or wood and it dries almost instantly. 
No water required. Leaves a silky smooth finish.

CS1201 Assorted - Set of 12 $14.95
5 or more $14.20

CS1221 Metallic - Set of 12 $18.95
5 or more $18.00

Creatistics Jumbo Washable Paint Pads
Made with washable paint, these pads are excellent for young children 
to use. Set of 8 brilliant colours include red, yellow, green, blue, orange, 
purple, pink and black. Size: 15 cm (dia.).

SH1660 Set of 8 $33.95

SAVE 9%SAVE 18%
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Poster & Tempera Paint
Painting

Creatistics Poster Paint
Creatistics poster paint is a great-value, 
water-based classroom paint, ideal for 
early childhood and primary students. A 
non-toxic, quick-drying, washable paint with 
vibrant colours and smooth consistency. This 
product does not contain egg, dairy, wheat, 
gluten, soy or peanut products, by-products 
or derivatives. This product does not contain 
latex materials or animal-derived ingredients. 
Sets of six include colours black, blue, yellow, 
white, red and green. CS0071K includes six 
paint pumps.

CS0070K 2 L - Set of 10 $79.95
CS0071K 2 L - Set of 6* + 6 

Pumps
$86.95

CS0080K 5 L - Set of 6* $99.95

2 L

CS0070 Black* $9.95
CS0071 Brown $9.95
CS0072 Blue* $9.95
CS0073 Purple $9.95
CS0074 Yellow* $9.95
CS0075 White* $9.95
CS0076 Red* $9.95
CS0077 Green* $9.95
CS0078 Orange $9.95
CS0079 Pink $9.95

5 L

CS0080 Black* $19.95
CS0081 Brown $19.95
CS0082 Blue* $19.95
CS0083 Purple $19.95
CS0084 Yellow* $19.95
CS0085 White* $19.95
CS0086 Red* $19.95
CS0087 Green* $19.95
CS0088 Orange $19.95
CS0089 Pink $19.95

Creatistics Tempera Powder Paint
Creatistics powder paint can be mixed with water to achieve the desired 
colour. Mix on a palette or dip a wet brush into dry powder. Size of each 
colour: 450 g. Set of 10 includes all colours. Set of 5 includes red, yellow, 
blue, white and black.

CS0060 Set of 10 $99.95
CS0061 Set of 5* $49.95
CS0050 Red* $11.95
CS0051 Orange $11.95
CS0052 Yellow* $11.95
CS0053 Green $11.95
CS0054 Blue* $11.95
CS0055 Purple $11.95
CS0056 Pink $11.95
CS0057 White* $11.95
CS0058 Black* $11.95
CS0059 Brown $11.95

SAVE 9%

SAVE 16%
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FAS Total Wash Paint
This non-toxic, no fuss kids’ paint will wash 
out of all fabrics. Brilliant just as it is, do not 
thin this paint with water before use, just 
use directly from the bottle. Available in 14 
colours and supplied in a choice of 500 ml or 
2 L bottles.

FN164 2 L - Set of 14 $189.95
FN184 500 ml - Set of 14 $74.95

2 L

FN150 Black $15.95
FN151 Cool Blue $15.95
FN152 Warm Blue $15.95
FN153 Brown $15.95
FN154 Beige $15.95
FN155 Green $15.95
FN156 Leaf Green $15.95
FN157 Orange $15.95
FN158 Warm Red $15.95
FN159 Cool Red $15.95
FN160 Purple $15.95
FN161 White $15.95
FN162 Cool Yellow $15.95
FN163 Warm Yellow $15.95

500 ml

FN170 Black $6.95
FN171 Cool Blue $6.95
FN172 Warm Blue $6.95
FN173 Brown $6.95
FN174 Beige $6.95
FN175 Green $6.95
FN176 Leaf Green $6.95
FN177 Orange $6.95
FN178 Warm Red $6.95
FN179 Cool Red $6.95
FN180 Purple $6.95
FN181 White $6.95
FN182 Cool Yellow $6.95
FN183 Warm Yellow $6.95

Educational Colours Liquitemp Poster Paint – 2 L
An Australian-made washable poster paint, water-based and non-toxic, 
making it ideal for younger children to use safely. Made from high-quality 
ingredients with a rich and creamy texture and strong coverage.

EC66K Set of 12 $299.95
EC15 Black $26.95
EC16 Blue $26.95
EC17 Green $26.95
EC18 Red $26.95
EC19 Yellow $26.95
EC20 Orange $26.95
EC21 Purple $26.95
EC22 White $26.95
EC23 Burnt Sienna $26.95
EC24 Leaf Green $26.95
EC25 Pink $26.95
EC26 Turquoise $26.95

SAVE 15%

SAVE 7%
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Poster & Tempera Paint
Painting

Chroma Kidz Paint – 2 L
Chroma kidz washable paint is designed for infants, preschool and 
primary students. It is non-toxic, water-based and quick drying. 
Available in 14 brilliant colours.

CHR024 Set of 14 $249.95
CHR010 Black $18.95
CHR011 Brown $18.95
CHR012 Cool Blue $18.95
CHR013 Cool Red $18.95
CHR014 Cool Yellow $18.95
CHR015 Deep Green $18.95
CHR016 Light Green $18.95
CHR017 Magenta $18.95
CHR018 Orange $18.95
CHR019 Purple $18.95
CHR020 Warm Blue $18.95
CHR021 Warm Red $18.95
CHR022 Warm Yellow $18.95
CHR023 White $18.95

Chroma 2 Paint – 2 L
Chroma 2 washable paint is the perfect paint for young artists exploring 
painting, printing and craft possibilities. It is a versatile, water-based 
paint with great coverage and easy to clean-up.

CHR9920 Set of 14 $369.95
CHR9009 Black $28.95
CHR9012 Brown $28.95
CHR9015 Cool Blue $28.95
CHR9018 Red $28.95
CHR9021 Cool Yellow $28.95
CHR9024 Deep Green $28.95
CHR9027 Light Green $28.95
CHR9030 Honey $28.95
CHR9033 Purple $28.95
CHR9036 Red Oxide $28.95
CHR9039 Warm Blue $28.95
CHR9042 Warm Red $28.95
CHR9045 Warm Yellow $28.95
CHR9048 White $28.95

SAVE 6%

SAVE 9%
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FAS Super Tempera Paint – 2 L
FAS super tempera paint is a thick, non-toxic poster paint suited for 
art education. Ready-made for instant use, this paint does not require 
shaking or stirring. Available in a range of bright colours with great 
coverage. Made in New Zealand.

FN07 White $16.95
FN02 Black $16.95
FN013 Umber $16.95
FN014 Ochre $16.95
FN08 Yellow $16.95
FN019 Deep Yellow $16.95
FN06 Orange $16.95
FN017 Pink $16.95
FN01 Brilliant Red $16.95
FN016 Red Crimson $16.95
FN20 Burnt Sienna $16.95
FN05 Violet $16.95
FN011 Ultra Blue $16.95
FN03 Blue $16.95
FN012 Cobalt Blue $16.95
FN04 Green $16.95
FN09 Leaf Green $16.95

FAS Super Tempera Paint Kit of 12 – 2 L
Kit includes colours white, yellow, deep yellow, orange, brilliant red, pink, 
violet, ultra blue, blue, green, leaf green and black.

FN20-K Set of 12 $169.95

FAS Super Tempera Paint Kit of 6 – 2 L
Kit includes colours white, yellow, brilliant red, blue, green and black.

FN10-K Set of 6 $89.95

FAS Super Tempera Paint Kit of 8 – 2 L
Kit includes colours white, yellow, orange, brilliant red, violet, blue, green 
and black.

FN10 Set of 8 $116.95

SAVE 16%

SAVE 12% SAVE 14%
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Poster & Tempera Paint
Painting

FAS Super Tempera Paint – 5 L
FAS super tempera paint is a thick, non-toxic poster paint suited for 
art education. Ready-made for instant use, this paint does not require 
shaking or stirring. Available in a range of bright colours with great 
coverage. Made in New Zealand.

FN108K Set of 8 $258.45
FN106 White $34.95
FN101 Black $34.95
FN107 Yellow $34.95
FN105 Orange $34.95
FN115 Bright Pink $35.95
FN100 Brilliant Red $34.95
FN102 Blue $34.95
FN103 Green $34.95

FAS Super Tempera Fluorescent Paint – 2 L
FAS super tempera paint is a thick, non-toxic poster paint suited for 
art education. Ready-made for instant use, this paint does not require 
shaking or stirring. Available in 6 ultra-bright colours that glow under UV 
light. Made in New Zealand.

FN201K Set of 6 $129.95
FN021 Blue $21.95
FN022 Green $21.95
FN023 Magenta $21.95
FN024 Orange $21.95
FN025 Pink $21.95
FN026 Yellow $21.95

Paint Pump
This paint pump fits most 2 L and 5 L paint 
bottles.

FNPUMP $5.95

FAS Super Tempera Natural Paint 
– 2 L
This natural tones classroom paint kit 
includes colours burnt sienna, forest green, 
umber, leaf green, deep yellow and ochre. 2 
L bottles.

FN30-K Set of 6 $89.95

FAS Super Tempera People Paint 
– 500 ml
This non-toxic, water-soluble paint is ideal 
for painting skin tones. Supplied in 500 ml 
bottles.

FN80 Set of 6 $56.95

SAVE 8%
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Creatistics Acrylic Paint – 1 L
Creatistics acrylic paint is specially formulated for preschool and primary 
school students. This washable, non-toxic, water-based paint is crafted 
from high-quality ingredients, ensuring a safe and enjoyable painting 
experience for young children. Available in 10 colours.

FN1100K Set of 10 $89.95
FN1100 White $9.95
FN1101 Cool Yellow $9.95
FN1102 Orange $9.95
FN1103 Cool Red $9.95
FN1104 Pink $9.95
FN1105 Purple $9.95
FN1106 Cool Blue $9.95
FN1107 Green $9.95
FN1108 Brown $9.95
FN1109 Black $9.95

Educational Colours Splash Acrylic Paint – 2 L
This classroom acrylic paint has been formulated for kinder and junior 
classes. A non-toxic, water-based paint with a dynamic range of colours. 
Available in 12 individual colours or as a set of 12.

EC1202K Set of 12 $199.95
EC1111 Snowball White $16.95
EC1113 Sunshine Yellow $16.95
EC1106 Tangy Orange $16.95
EC1109 Toffee Apple Red $16.95
EC1142 Cupcake Pink $16.95
EC1110 Purple Blast $16.95
EC1107 Peppermint Turquoise $16.95
EC1112 Sky Blue $16.95
EC1108 Jelly Belly Blue $16.95
EC1105 Martian Green $16.95
EC1114 Chocolate Brown $16.95
EC1104 Liquorice Black $16.95

Educational Colours Splash Acrylic Paint – 5 L
This classroom acrylic paint has been formulated for kinder and junior 
classes. A non-toxic, water-based paint with a dynamic range of colours. 
Available in 10 individual colours or as a set of 10.

EC430 Set of 10 $319.95
EC406 Snowball White $32.95
EC402 Sunshine Yellow $32.95
EC407 Tangy Orange $32.95
EC400 Toffee Apple Red $32.95
EC408 Cupcake Pink $32.95
EC405 Purple Blast $32.95
EC403 Jelly Belly Blue $32.95
EC404 Martian Green $32.95
EC409 Chocolate Brown $32.95
EC401 Liquorice Black $32.95

SAVE 10%

SAVE 3%
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Acrylic Paint
Painting

Educational Colours Liquicryl Acrylic Fluorescent 
Paint – 2 L
A thick, acrylic-based paint formulated especially for the classroom – 
safe, non-toxic and economical. This paint is waterproof when dry which 
makes it ideal for painting items where a durable finish is required.

EC146 Set of 7 $242.95
EC141 Yellow $35.95
EC140 Pink $35.95
EC142 Blue $35.95
EC143 Green $35.95
EC144 Orange $35.95
EC145 Scarlet $35.95
EC1201 Purple $35.95

Educational Colours Liquicryl Acrylic Paint – 2 L
A thick, acrylic-based paint formulated especially for the classroom 
– safe, non-toxic and economical. This paint is waterproof when dry 
which makes it ideal for painting items where a durable finish is required. 
Available in 10 individual colours or as a set.

EC10K Set of 10 $194.95
EC03 Black $19.95
EC04 Brilliant Blue $19.95
EC05 Green $19.95
EC06 Red $19.95
EC07 Yellow $19.95
EC08 Orange $19.95
EC1307 Burnt Sienna $19.95
EC09 Purple $19.95
EC11 Pink $19.95
EC14 White $19.95

Paint Pump
This paint pump fits most 2 L and 5 L paint 
bottles.

EC01 $5.95

Educational Colours Pearl Junior 
Acrylic Paint
Both sets include six colours of pastel 
pearlescent paint: violet, pink, white, green, 
yellow and blue.

EC9001 2 L - Set of 6 $199.95
EC9003 500 ml - Set of 6 $89.95

Educational Colours People Paint 
– 2 L
People paint is a fast-drying, student acrylic 
paint with creamy consistency. Available in 
four skin tone colours. 2 L bottles.

EC0200K Set of 4 $99.95
EC0200 Olive $25.95
EC0201 Peach $25.95
EC0202 Mahogany $25.95
EC0203 Ebony $25.95

SAVE 3%

SAVE 4%
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FAS Fine Art Student Acrylic Paint – 1 L
FAS student acrylic paint is non-toxic, lightfast, fast drying and has great 
coverage. Available in 14 vibrant colours.

FN400K Set of 12* $149.95
FN400 White* $12.95
FN402 Cool Yellow* $12.95
FN407 Orange* $12.95
FN413 Warm Red $12.95
FN403 Cool Red* $12.95
FN406 Magenta* $12.95
FN409 Violet* $12.95
FN410 Warm Blue* $12.95
FN405 Cool Blue* $12.95
FN404 Deep Green* $12.95
FN411 Light Green* $12.95
FN412 Gold Oxide $12.95
FN408 Burnt Sienna* $12.95
FN401 Black* $12.95

FAS Fine Art Student Acrylic Paint – 2 L
FAS student acrylic paint is non-toxic, lightfast, fast drying and has great 
coverage. The set of six includes colours white, cool yellow, cool red, 
cool blue, deep green and black.

FN900 Set of 12* $229.95
FN901 Set of 6 $114.95
FN501 White* $19.95
FN502 Cool Yellow* $19.95
FN505 Orange* $19.95
FN506 Warm Red $19.95
FN507 Cool Red* $19.95
FN509 Magenta* $19.95
FN510 Violet* $19.95
FN511 Warm Blue* $19.95
FN512 Cool Blue* $19.95
FN514 Deep Green* $19.95
FN516 Light Green* $19.95
FN519 Gold Oxide $19.95
FN521 Burnt Sienna* $19.95
FN524 Black* $19.95

Paint Pump
This paint pump fits most 2 L and 5 L paint 
bottles.

FNPUMP $5.95

FAS Fine Art Student Acrylic 
Primary Box – 100 ml
This box set includes 5 acrylic paint colours 
that are waterproof, lightfast, quick drying 
and have bold pigments. Non-toxic paints 
with great coverage. Supplied in easy 
squeeze bottles. Bottle size: 100 ml.

FN5100 Set of 5 $19.95

SAVE 4%

SAVE 4%
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Acrylic Paint
Painting

Chroma School Paint – 2 L
Thick acrylic paint with great coverage. Colours dry with a water 
resistant, satin finish. Non-toxic. Made in Australia. 2 L bottles.

CHR9910 Set of 12 $229.95
CHR9165 White $19.95
CHR9350 Black $19.95
CHR9950 Brown $19.95
CHR9956 Cool Yellow $19.95
CHR9143 Orange $19.95
CHR9155 Cool Red $19.95
CHR9850 Magenta $19.95
CHR9149 Purple $19.95
CHR9250 Turquoise $19.95
CHR9650 Cool Blue $19.95
CHR9129 Green Light $19.95
CHR9450 Green Deep $19.95

Chromacryl Acrylic Paint – 2 L
This Australian made, non-toxic paint is the leading acrylic paint in 
schools. The formula is thick and has great coverage. Colours dry with a 
water resistant, satin finish. Available in 19 colours. Bottle size: 2 L. This 
item is nett-priced and not eligible for any further discounts.

CHR1000K Set of 16* $477.95
CHR9930 Set of 10 $296.95
CHR16590 White* $31.95
CHR11590 Cool Yellow* $31.95
CHR16290 Warm Yellow* $31.95
CHR13600 Orange* $31.95
CHR15990 Warm Red* $31.95
CHR11380 Cool Red* $31.95
CHR13150 Magenta* $31.95
CHR15270 Violet* $31.95
CHR15690 Warm Blue* $31.95
CHR11140 Cool Blue* $31.95
CHR10900 Cobalt Blue Hue* $31.95
CHR15130 Turquoise* $31.95
CHR12730 Light Green* $31.95
CHR12490 Deep Green* $31.95
CHR10420 Burnt Sienna* $31.95
CHR11166 Burnt Umber $31.95
CHR14390 Red Oxide $31.95
CHR16890 Yellow Oxide $31.95
CHR10210 Black* $31.95

Global Colours Fine Art Student Acrylic – 1 L
Global Colours’ student fine art acrylic range is Australian made from 
the highest quality pigments and can be applied undiluted by brush 
or palette knife, or thinned with water for washes. Water-resistant, 
fast drying, semi permanent and completely flexible in light and heavy 
impasto applications. Formulated with an environmental conscience, 
with recyclable packaging, and are non-toxic. Size: 1 L bottles. This item 
is nett-priced and not eligible for any further discounts.

ATS60K Set of 16* $391.45
ATS62K Metallics - Set of 4 $97.95
ATS60 Black* $29.95
ATS40 White* $29.95
ATS41 Cool Yellow* $29.95
ATS42 Warm Yellow* $29.95
ATS61 Fawn* $29.95
ATS43 Orange* $29.95
ATS44 Warm Red* $29.95
ATS45 Cool Red* $29.95
ATS46 Magenta* $29.95
ATS47 Purple* $29.95
ATS48 Warm Blue* $29.95
ATS49 Cool Blue* $29.95
ATS50 Cobalt Blue Hue* $29.95
ATS51 Turquoise* $29.95
ATS52 Light Green* $29.95
ATS53 Deep Green* $29.95
ATS62 Metallic Gold $29.95
ATS64 Metallic Copper $29.95
ATS63 Metallic Silver $29.95
ATS65 Metallic Pearl $29.95

SAVE 4% SAVE 7%

SAVE 18%
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Creatistics Fluoro Poster Paint – 1 L
Creatistics fluoro poster paint is great-value, water-based, non-toxic 
classroom paint. Available in 6 bright neon colours. 1 L bottles.

CS1090K Set of 6 $89.95
CS1090 Yellow $16.95
CS1091 Orange $16.95
CS1092 Pink $16.95
CS1093 Purple $16.95
CS1094 Blue $16.95
CS1095 Green $16.95

FAS Super Tempera Fluorescent Paint – 2 L
FAS super tempera paint is a thick, non-toxic poster paint suited for 
art education. Ready-made for instant use, this paint does not require 
shaking or stirring. Available in 6 ultra-bright colours that glow under UV 
light. Made in New Zealand.

FN201K Set of 6 $129.95
FN021 Blue $21.95
FN022 Green $21.95
FN023 Magenta $21.95
FN024 Orange $21.95
FN025 Pink $21.95
FN026 Yellow $21.95

Educational Colours Liquicryl Acrylic Fluorescent 
Paint – 2 L
A thick, acrylic-based paint formulated especially for the classroom – 
safe, non-toxic and economical. This paint is waterproof when dry which 
makes it ideal for painting items where a durable finish is required.

EC146 Set of 7 $242.95
EC141 Yellow $35.95
EC140 Pink $35.95
EC142 Blue $35.95
EC143 Green $35.95
EC144 Orange $35.95
EC145 Scarlet $35.95
EC1201 Purple $35.95

Educational Colours UV Glow Paint – 500 ml
This innovative, ready-to-use paint will fluoresce under ultraviolet light. 
Ideal for STEAM projects.

EC0501K Set of 6 $89.95
EC0505 White $16.95
EC0503 Yellow $16.95
EC0501 Magenta $16.95
EC0506 Orange $16.95
EC0502 Green $16.95
EC0504 Blue $16.95

SAVE 12%

SAVE 3% SAVE 12%
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Specialty Paint
Painting

Educational Colours Pearl Junior 
Acrylic Paint
Both sets include six colours of pastel 
pearlescent paint: violet, pink, white, green, 
yellow and blue.

EC9001 2 L - Set of 6 $199.95
EC9003 500 ml - Set of 6 $89.95

Creatistics Pastel Paint – 1 L
Non-toxic, water-based poster paint that is 
available in five beautiful pastel colours. Size: 
1 L bottles.

CS2095K Set of 5 $69.95
CS2095 Blue $16.95
CS2096 Pink $16.95
CS2097 Purple $16.95
CS2098 Green $16.95
CS2099 Yellow $16.95

Creatistics Super Sparkle Paint 
– 1 L
Super sparkle paint is non-toxic, water-
based shiny glitter paint. Set of six includes 1 
L of each colour. Size: 1 L bottles.

CS1076 Set of 6 $79.95
CS1070 Gold $13.95
CS1071 Silver $13.95
CS1072 Red $13.95
CS1073 Green $13.95
CS1074 Blue $13.95
CS1075 Pink $13.95

Global Colours Fine Art Student 
Acrylic – 1 L
This non-toxic Australian made student 
acrylic paint is water-resistant, fast drying, 
semi-permanent and completely flexible 
in light and heavy impasto applications. 
Environmentally formulated and recyclable 
packaging. Size: 1 L bottles. This item is 
nett-priced and not eligible for any further 
discounts.

ATS62K Metallics - Set of 4 $97.95
ATS62 Metallic Gold $29.95
ATS64 Metallic Copper $29.95
ATS63 Metallic Silver $29.95
ATS65 Metallic Pearl $29.95

Educational Colours Liquitemp 
Metallic Paint – 500 ml
Water-based, great quality metallic 
finish paint. Available in six colours. Great 
coverage. 500 ml bottles.

EC909 Silver $19.95
EC910 Gold $19.95
EC911 Copper $19.95
EC923 Red $19.95
EC922 Green $19.95
EC925 Blue $19.95

Educational Colours Glitter Paint 
– 500 ml
Each bottle contains sparkling coloured 
glitter to add a dazzling effect to any craft 
project. This set contains 6 dazzling colours. 
Australian-made.

EC93 Set of 6 $69.95

SAVE 17% SAVE 4%

SAVE 18%
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FAS Super Tempera People Paint 
– 500 ml
This non-toxic, water-soluble paint is ideal 
for painting skin tones. Supplied in 500 ml 
bottles.

FN80 Set of 6 $56.95

Educational Colours People Paint 
– 2 L
People paint is a fast-drying, student acrylic 
paint with creamy consistency. Available in 
four skin tone colours. 2 L bottles.

EC0200K Set of 4 $99.95
EC0200 Olive $25.95
EC0201 Peach $25.95
EC0202 Mahogany $25.95
EC0203 Ebony $25.95

Creatistics Blackboard Paint  
– 2 L
Create your very own blackboard surface. For 
best results, apply a coat of acrylic primer, 
then apply two coats of blackboard paint.

CS2081 $19.95

Atelier Pouring Medium
Atelier Pouring Medium is used with acrylic 
based paints to thin paint down and make 
it more fluid. Ideal to create abstract 
and extreme fluid effects and pouring 
techniques. Self-levelling. Dries to a gloss 
finish. 1 L.

CHR72030 1 L $46.95

Atelier Gloss Medium & Varnish
Gloss varnish can be used as a medium & 
protective top coat for acrylic paintings.

CHR70600 250 ml $18.95

Micador Crystal Clear
This Australian made spray varnish is 
permanent and has a clear gloss finish for 
coating drawings, non-watercolour artwork, 
prints, photos, ceramics and more. Acid free. 
This item is nett-priced and not eligible for 
any further discounts.

MD025 450 g $14.95

SAVE 4%
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Watercolour & Tempera Paint
Painting

Poster Colour Palettes
This long-lasting poster colour paint is both convenient and easy to use. 
Each palette contains six colour discs measuring 1.5 (H) x 4.5 (dia.) cm. 
Tray size: 17.5 (L) x 11.3 (W) x 2.3 (H) cm.

TH880-FP Fluoro $12.95
TH880-EP Earth $12.95
TH880-WP Warm $12.95
TH880-CP Cool $12.95

Tempera Block Paint
This convenient and economical poster 
colour block set of six discs comes in a tough 
no. 6 palette. Disc size: 5.7 cm (dia.). Palette 
size: 21.5 (L) x 14.5 (W) cm. Use refill blocks 
SQ26.

EC111 Palette with 6 Discs $7.95

Tempera Colour Block Refills
Solid colour blocks that will not crumble, 
crack or deteriorate when stored. They have 
a high level of lightfastness. Each block is 
4.25 cm (dia.). Brush not included. Refills for 
EC111 and EC37.

SQ26 6 Discs $5.95

Mixing Palette
Stackable plastic palette with six wells. Paints 
not included. Size: 11.4 (L) x 16.5 (W) cm. Use 
refill blocks SQ26.

EC37 $7.50

Micador Tempera Painting 
Station
A handy tempera paint station that includes 
eight colour discs and a non-spill cup with lid 
for easy water storage. Each tempera disc 
measures 1.8 (H) x 5.8 (dia.) cm. Use refill 
blocks MD1112 - MD1119.

MD1111 $24.95
5 or more $23.70

Creatistics Tempera Paint Refill 
Discs
Each tempera disc measures 1.8 (H) x 5.8 
(dia.) cm. Pack of six discs per colour. Refills 
for MD1111.

MD1112 White $5.95
MD1113 Black $5.95
MD1114 Yellow $5.95
MD1115 Purple $5.95
MD1116 Red $5.95
MD1117 Green $5.95
MD1118 Orange $5.95
MD1119 Blue $5.95
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Creatistics Liquid Watercolours – 250 ml
These Australian-made, non-toxic, washable watercolours provide 
brilliant colour! A set of six everyday colours in 250 ml bottles which 
can be used for watercolour painting, tinting pigments or as craft dyes. 
Colours include yellow, red, orange, blue, green and purple.

CS6250 Set of 6 $49.95

Watercolour Artist Kit
Inspire creativity with this watercolour artist set. Set includes 6 liquid 
watercolours, 20 watercolour paper sheets, 2 x wooden paint pot jar 
holders with a total of 12 glass jars and 9 sumi brushes..

CS6250K $137.95

Micador Watercolour Paint Tubes
Micador watercolour paint features a rich, transparent colour that dries 
quickly. Simply mix, thin and clean up with water. Dried paint is re-usable 
by adding water. Size: 12 ml tubes.

MD1028 Set of 12 $14.95

Masking Fluid Marker
Masking fluid is used to keep areas of a watercolour painting white. It 
prevents paint from reaching the paper and can be peeled or rubbed off 
with a crepe eraser to expose the white paper below. Nib size: 2-4 mm. 
7 ml.

TH3455 $14.95

SAVE 22%
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Watercolour Paint
Painting

Micador Watercolour Palette
A great quality watercolour with highly pigmented discs that dissolve 
easily with water.

EDU4101 12 Colours $7.75
MD1120 36 Colours $23.95

10 or more $22.75

Creatistics Watercolour Palette
A flat palette of 12 or 28 watercolour pans. The clear lid can double as a 
palette for mixing colours. Small brush included. Set of 12 size: 22 (L) x 
8.5 (W) cm. Set of 28 size: 23.8 (L) x 16 (W) cm.

CS3012K 12 Colours – Kit of 12 $34.95
CS3012 12 Colours $3.50
CS3028 28 Colours $8.95

Micador Brilliant Watercolour 
Discs
These brilliant watercolour discs are compact 
and convenient. Each tray twists together 
to form a tower. The clear plastic lid doubles 
as a palette. Size: 8.5 cm (dia.). This item is 
nett-priced and not eligible for any further 
discounts.

MD969 12 Colours $29.95
10 or more $28.45

MD0024 24 Colours $44.95
MD0036 36 Colours $64.95

Koh–I–Noor Watercolour Discs
Highly pigmented watercolour discs that 
twist together for storage. Available in 12 and 
18 assorted colour shades.

MD1503 12 Colours $12.95
6 or more $12.30

MD1505 18 Colours $14.95

Creatistics Watercolour Discs
These watercolour discs twist together to 
form a tower. The clear plastic lid doubles 
as a palette. Each disc is 8.5 cm (dia.) and 
is compact, convenient and easy to use. 24 
colours.

MD171 24 Colours $6.95

SAVE 17%
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Creatistics Tie Dye – 1 L
Australian made, water-based tie dye for use on fabric. Non-toxic and 
no chemicals required to set the dye, making this a great choice for 
children. The kit includes all 10 vibrant colours. Instructions can be found 
online. Bottle size: 1 L.

CS900K Set of 10 $199.95
CS901 Lemon Yellow $24.95
CS902 Orange $24.95
CS903 Red $24.95
CS904 Magenta $24.95
CS905 Purple $24.95
CS906 Navy Blue $24.95
CS907 Light Blue $24.95
CS908 Turquoise $24.95
CS909 Green $24.95
CS910 Black $24.95

Creatistics Fluoro Tie Dye – 250 ml
Australian made, water-based tie dye for use on fabric. Non-toxic and 
no chemicals required to set the dye, making this a great choice for 
children. The kit includes all 6 fluoro colours. Instructions can be found 
online. Bottle size: 250 ml.

CS901K Set of 6 $46.95
CS911 Yellow $9.95
CS912 Orange $9.95
CS913 Pink $9.95
CS914 Violet $9.95
CS915 Blue $9.95
CS916 Green $9.95

Educational Colours Craft Dye – 500 ml
A simple and easy to use non-toxic craft dye. Suitable for hand painting, 
dye-bathing, stencilling, screen printing, tie dye and resist techniques 
for fabric decoration. Set of six colours: black, green, purple, blue, red 
and yellow. Size: 500 ml bottles.

EC1260 Set of 6 $84.95
EC1121 Black $15.95
EC1122 Green $15.95
EC1123 Purple $15.95
EC1124 Blue $15.95
EC1126 Red $15.95
EC1129 Yellow $15.95

Craft Dye Fixer – 500 ml
Use to adhere craft dye to fabric. Without this fixer, material would lose 
its colour and vibrancy. To use, simply submerge your garment in a bath 
of fixer before or after it has been dyed for approximately 10 minutes. 
Rinse off under running water for 20 seconds and allow to dry. Warning: 
Adult use only. Use in a well ventilated area. Size: 500 ml.

EC924 $14.95

SAVE 20% SAVE 21%

SAVE 11%
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Ink & Dye
Painting

Educational Colours Fun Dye 
Powder – 500 g
A non-toxic, all purpose craft dye that mixes 
readily with water to create backgrounds or 
dye natural materials. As an alternative, mix 
with starch-based paste to create finger 
paint.

EC1016 Red $42.95
EC1017 Green $42.95
EC1018 Turquoise $42.95
EC1019 Blue $42.95
EC1020 Orange $42.95
EC1021 Yellow $42.95
EC1022 Black $42.95

Educational Colours Fun Dye 
Liquid – 500 ml
A versatile non-toxic dye ideal for craft 
materials such as wood, wool or paper and 
for colouring finger paint based on starch or 
Mix-A-Paste. No mixing required and ready 
to use. Available in a set of 6 colours or 
individual bottles. Colours include red, yellow, 
blue, green, orange and purple. Size: 500 ml 
bottles.

EC107 Set of 6 $79.95
EC100 Red $14.95
EC101 Yellow $14.95
EC102 Blue $14.95
EC103 Green $14.95
EC105 Orange $14.95
EC106 Purple $14.95

Creatistics Vegetable Dye – 1 kg
Non-toxic dye suitable for brush painting, 
colouring papier mache and finger painting. 
Supplied in powder form. A little goes a long 
way. Supplied in five bright everyday colours. 
Size: 1 kg tub.

AFS105 Blue $83.95
AFS115 Green $83.95
AFS126 Red $83.95
AFS140 Yellow $83.95
AFS120 Orange $83.95

FAS Vegetable Powder Dye
This starter pack contains colours yellow, 
green, leaf, blue, orange and red vegetable 
powder dye. 15 g containers. Each container 
makes up to 2 L.

FN1166 Set of 6 $26.95

Bokundo Marbling Dye Set
This marbling ink set includes 6 x 12 ml inks in 
dropper bottles. Colours include yellow, red, 
orange, blue, green and black. A marbling tray 
and comb are also included.

EC1033 Set $88.95
EC1102 Marbling Tray $16.95

FAS Black Indian Ink – 1 L
Waterproof, jet black ink for use with pen, 
calligraphy pen, dip fountain pen, airbrush or 
brush. Wash equipment in water immediately 
after use. 1 L.

FN700 $25.95

SAVE 11%
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Educational Colours Fabric Paint – 500 ml
Australian-made fabric paints can be used on a wide variety of surfaces. 
In addition to fabrics, they can be used on MDF, plaster, canvas and 
wood. Ideal for young children to create t-shirt designs, costumes and 
more. This fabric paint is colour-fast and washable once heat sealed 
using an iron.

EC1213 Set of 6* $72.95
EC1205 Black* $13.95
EC1206 Blue* $13.95
EC1207 Green* $13.95
EC1208 Red* $13.95
EC1209 White* $13.95
EC1210 Yellow* $13.95
EC1211 Gold $13.95
EC1212 Silver $13.95

FAS Fabric Ink – 500 ml
Fastex fabric ink is water-based and non-toxic. Available in six colours 
that can be layered or mixed. When dry, the fabric remains soft and 
flexible. Heat setting is required to ensure designs remain permanent. 
500 ml.

FN4901K Set of 6 $49.95
FN4901 White $10.95
FN4902 Black $10.95
FN4903 Red $10.95
FN4904 Blue $10.95
FN4905 Green $10.95
FN4906 Yellow $10.95

Aquatex Printing Ink – 500 ml
This water-based fabric paint is 100% aqueous, colour-fast, light-fast 
and is easy to use with either brushes or screen printing. There are 6 
x 500 ml jars containing emerald green, mid blue, mid red, mid yellow, 
black and white. The colours can also be mixed to create new colours. 
Once dry you can use an iron to set, or you can put your artwork into a 
dryer.

CB735 Set of 6 $74.95

SAVE 13%

SAVE 24%
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FAS Body & Face Paint – 120 ml
FAS professional face paint is best applied with a brush but can also be 
applied with fingers, cotton swabs or by sponges directly from the jar. 
Dries to a matte finish that is flexible on the skin. All standard colours 
are made with quality cosmetic pigments, non-toxic and are designed 
for safe use on skin. Set of 6 includes colours white, yellow, blue, black, 
green and red.

FN300 Set of 10 $59.95
FN311 Set of 6* $34.95
FN308 White* $7.95
FN309 Yellow* $7.95
FN310 Deep Yellow $7.95
FN306 Orange $7.95
FN307 Red* $7.95
FN312 Pink $7.95
FN302 Blue* $7.95
FN305 Green* $7.95
FN304 Brown $7.95
FN301 Black* $7.95

FAS Body & Face Paint
This set includes 6 x 10 ml jars of face paint, storage tray (not illustrated), 
a brush, face painting guide and a sponge.

PFSS Set of 6 $22.95

Micador Face Paint Sticks
Set of six retractable face paint sticks that can draw on skin and easily 
wash off with warm, soapy water. Perfect for school plays, carnivals or 
to support your local sports team!

MD116 Set of 6 $19.95

Creatistics Sponges
These sponges are soft and ideal to use with 
paint. Pack of 12 includes round and rectangle 
sponges.

UB0127 Pack of 12 $8.95

Jovi Face Paint Class Pack
A high quality, great value face painting kit. 
Includes 12 jars x 8 ml assorted colours, a 
cosmetic pencil, 8 sponges, 3 brushes, a 
brochure and a handy storage tub. Dries 
quickly without leaving a greasy feeling. Can 
be washed off easily with water and soap.

JV1771 $99.95

SAVE 25%
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Creatistics Non–Spill Paint Pots
These user friendly painting tools are easy to open and non-spill. The 
inner rim seal recycles moisture and prevents evaporation. Supplied in 
assorted colours. Each paint pot is 10 cm (H).

SA1610 Pack of 10 $30.95

Non–Spill Paint Pots
These user friendly painting tools are easy to open and non-spill. The 
inner rim seal recycles moisture and prevents evaporation. Each paint 
pot is 10 cm (H).

SA1696 Pack of 12 $27.95

Creatistics Wooden Paint Pot Stand
Perfect for use with our non-spill plastic paint pots. This wooden paint 
pot stand includes 8 holes and is made from FSC certified wood.

DM4116 $59.95

Wooden Paint Jar Holder & Jars
This wooden paint pot tray includes 6 glass jars with plastic lids. Great 
for your atelier art spaces. Tray measures 46 (L) x 8.5 (W) x 5 (D) cm.

QGP107 $39.95

Creatistics Round Non–Spill 
Paint Pots
Sturdy non-tip pots with white lids. The 
unique shape makes it extremely difficult to 
be tipped over. Each pot also comes with a 
stopper which fits snuggly into the lid when 
the paint pots are not in use. Size: 9 (W) x 8.5 
(H) cm.

CS2325 Pack of 6 $14.95

Non–Spill Paint Pot
The lid design prevents spillage even when 
the pot is knocked over. The lid also has 
grooves to rest brushes in. Size: 8.2 x 9 cm. 
Colours may vary.

EC72 $4.95

Coloured Water Pots
Designed with an extra wide base for super 
stability. One of each colour. Size: 9.5 (H) x 
10.5 (D) cm.

EC1023 Pack of 6 $19.95
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10 Well Mixing Palette
This ten well palette measures 26.5 x 11 cm. 
Illustrated brush not included.

EC110 $4.95

Creatistics Paint Palette Class 
Pack
A six well palette that is durable and has 
convenient finger holes for ease of carrying. 
Each palette measures 23 (L) x 15.5 (W) cm.

IP0808 Pack of 20 $29.95

6 Well Mixing Palette
Stackable plastic palette with six wells. Paints 
not included. Size: 11.4 (L) x 16.5 (W) cm.

EC37 $7.50

Lotus Paint Palettes
A pair of strong and durable plastic palettes that feature 7 wells each. 
Size: 16.5 cm (W).

MD1029 Pair $5.95

Coconut Paint Palette
An alternative to a plastic palette. Comprises of 4 coconut shells strung 
together. Each measures approximately 7 cm in diameter. This palette 
can also be used for sorting and counting.

QGP403 Each $11.95
QGP403K Kit of 4 $42.95

Clear Flat Acrylic Palette
Multifunctional palette that can be used for 
painting and printmaking. Ideal for colour 
mixing and rolling out block printing ink. Size: 
38 (L) x 28 (W) cm. 3 mm thick. This item is 
nett-priced and not eligible for any further 
discounts.

NAR1115 $21.95

Paint Pot Holder
Stores and carries paint pots. Recesses in 
sides allow for storage of brushes. Holds 6 
paint pots. Size: 54 (L) x 14 (W) cm.

EC49 $19.95

Paint Tray With 6 Pots
A tough washable tray with six detachable 
pots. The specially designed tray reduces 
the danger of knocking over the pots. Holds 
standard size (4.4 x 1.6 cm) paint blocks. The 
tray measures 17 (L) x 12 (W) x 4 (H) cm.

IP0400 $9.95

SAVE 10%
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Creatistics Wooden Stubby Paint 
Brushes
A child’s first paint brush! The size and weight 
of this brush is ideal for little creative hands. 
Class pack of 24 wooden handled brushes in 
assorted colours. Each brush measures 10 
cm (L).

EC729 Pack of 24 $49.95

Creatistics Stubby Paint Brushes
Each brush is 11 cm (L). Supplied in assorted 
colours.

YA08 Pack of 12 $18.95

Creatistics Easi–Grip Stubby 
Paint Brushes
Easi-grip chunky stubby brushes have a soft 
ergonomic handle and are suitable for small 
hands. This is an ideal first painting brush for 
young children. The brush is fully washable 
for repeated use. Full brush length: 8 cm (L).

CS2140 Pack of 8 $33.95

Creatistics Paste Brushes
Affordable student quality multi-purpose 
brush. Size: 21 cm (L).

CS0959 Pack of 12 $11.95

Paste Brushes
Economical, wooden handle brushes for paint 
or paste. Size: 18 cm (L).

EBG12 Pack of 12 $14.95

Creatistics Easi–Grip Paint 
Brushes
Easi-grip brushes have a chunky ergonomic 
handle, ideal for small hands. Suitable for 
use with all types of paint, they can be easily 
cleaned. Full brush length: 15 cm (L).

CS2566 Pack of 8 $22.95

Creatistics Bristle Paint Brushes
These short handle, chunky grip brushes are 
available in flat and round bristles. Ideal for all 
types of painting.

CS1512 Flat - Pack of 12 $19.95
CS1412 Round - Pack of 12 $19.95

Micador Paint Brush Class Pack
Ideal for early childhood or primary art, these 
brushes feature short wooden handles. 
Includes 15 round and 15 flat synthetic bristle 
brushes.

MDRF30 Pack of 30 $129.95
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Creatistics Round Bristle Paint Brushes
This pack includes 12 round bristle brushes in each of the following sizes: 
2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18. 108 brushes total. These brushes are 
supplied with a 5 L clear container with lid.

YA300K Kit of 108 $159.45
YA202-12 Size 2 - Pack of 12 $11.95
YA204-12 Size 4 - Pack of 12 $12.95
YA206-12 Size 6 - Pack of 12 $13.95
YA208-12 Size 8 - Pack of 12 $14.95
YA210-12 Size 10 - Pack of 12 $16.95
YA212-12 Size 12 - Pack of 12 $17.95
YA214-12 Size 14 - Pack of 12 $19.95
YA216-12 Size 16 - Pack of 12 $25.95
YA218-12 Size 18 - Pack of 12 $28.95

Creatistics Flat Bristle Paint Brushes
This pack includes 12 flat bristle brushes in each of the following sizes: 
2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18. 108 brushes total. These brushes are 
supplied with a 5 L clear container with lid.

YA0200K Kit of 108 $159.45
YA012-12 Size 2 - Pack of 12 $11.95
YA014-12 Size 4 - Pack of 12 $12.95
YA016-12 Size 6 - Pack of 12 $13.95
YA018-12 Size 8 - Pack of 12 $14.95
YA0110-12 Size 10 - Pack of 12 $16.95
YA0112-12 Size 12 - Pack of 12 $17.95
YA0114-12 Size 14 - Pack of 12 $19.95
YA0116-12 Size 16 - Pack of 12 $25.95
YA0118-12 Size 18 - Pack of 12 $28.95

Creatistics Round Paint Brush Class Pack
Great value brush set in round assorted sizes. Short handles.

EC0059 Pack of 60 $54.95

Creatistics Flat Paint Brush Class Pack
Great value brush set in flat assorted sizes. Short handles.

EC0060 Pack of 60 $54.95

SAVE 12% SAVE 12%
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Micador Paint Brush Class Pack
This class pack of long handle, hog bristle 
paint brushes includes an assortment of 
round and flat brushes in various sizes. 168 
brushes total.

MD1800 Pack of 168 $189.95

Micador Flat Bristle Paint 
Brushes
All-purpose, flat bristle brushes for students. 
Great for use with oil, acrylic and poster 
paint. Available in six sizes. Packs of 12.

MD1070 Size 2 - Pack of 12 $14.95
MD1071 Size 4 - Pack of 12 $15.95
MD1072 Size 6 - Pack of 12 $16.95
MD1073 Size 8 - Pack of 12 $19.95
MD1074 Size 10 - Pack of 12 $24.95
MD1075 Size 12 - Pack of 12 $38.95

Micador Round Bristle Paint 
Brushes
All-purpose, round bristle brushes for 
students. Great for use with oil, acrylic and 
poster paint. Available in six sizes. Packs of 
12.

MD1076 Size 2 - Pack of 12 $14.95
MD1077 Size 4 - Pack of 12 $15.95
MD1078 Size 6 - Pack of 12 $16.95
MD1079 Size 8 - Pack of 12 $19.95
MD1080 Size 10 - Pack of 12 $24.95
MD1081 Size 12 - Pack of 12 $38.95

Creatistics Paint Brush Box Kit
This set includes 12 stubby brushes, 6 large area taklon brushes, 12 short 
handle round bristle brushes, 12 short handle flat bristle brushes, 36 
long handle round bristle brushes (sizes 8, 12 & 18) and 36 long handle 
flat bristle brushes (sizes 8, 12 & 18). Supplied with a 5 L plastic container 
with lid.

YA096 Pack of 114 $193.45

Creatistics Assorted Nylon Paint Brushes
Set of 25 assorted brushes in vibrant colours. Contents may vary. 
Assorted sizes and lengths.

YA0025 Pack of 25 $25.95

SAVE 17%
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Creatistics Round Taklon Paint Brushes
Short handle, round taklon bristle brushes ideal for watercolour, inks and 
dyes. Soft and absorbent, economical yet durable.

YA631-K Tub of 72 $300.95
YA631-0 Size 0 - Pack of 12 $14.95
YA631-2 Size 2 - Pack of 12 $18.95
YA631-4 Size 4 - Pack of 12 $27.95
YA631-6 Size 6 - Pack of 12 $34.95
YA631-10 Size 10 - Pack of 12 $57.95
YA631-12 Size 12 - Pack of 12 $65.95

Creatistics Flat Taklon Paint Brushes
Short handle, flat taklon bristle brushes ideal for watercolour, inks and 
dyes. Soft and absorbent, economical yet durable.

YA638-K Tub of 72 $300.95
YA438-0 Size 0 - Pack of 12 $14.95
YA438-2 Size 2 - Pack of 12 $18.95
YA438-4 Size 4 - Pack of 12 $27.95
YA438-6 Size 6 - Pack of 12 $34.95
YA438-10 Size 10 - Pack of 12 $57.95
YA438-12 Size 12 - Pack of 12 $65.95

Creatistics Wide Taklon Brush 
Set
These smooth and easy to clean brushes 
are ideal for large areas. Set includes three 
assorted sizes. Sizes: 17.5 (L) x 3.5 (W) cm, 
18.5 (L) x 4 (W) cm and 19 (L) x 5 (W) cm.

NAR090 Pack of 3 $16.95

Creatistics Taklon Round & Flat 
Brush Kit
This pack of taklon brushes includes an 
assortment of round and flat best-selling 
sizes. Taklon brushes are soft, absorbent, 
easy to clean and can be used with all types 
of paint. Includes round brushes in sizes 2, 4 
and 6 and flat brushes in sizes 2, 6 and 12.

YA600K Pack of 72 $149.95

SAVE 26%
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Assorted Brush Set
A multipurpose set of assorted brushes designed for a variety of art and 
craft projects. Short handles. Set of 9.

TH4050 Pack of 9 $27.95

Foam Brush Set
This natural wooden handle brush set is great for special effects and 
large strokes. Size: 14.5 (L) x 2.5 (W) cm.

NAR102 Pack of 20 $16.95

Sumi Brushes
Set of 3 bamboo brushes ideal for use with ink, dye, paint or underglaze. 
Perfect for adding fine details. Assorted sizes. Largest size: 24 cm (L).

TH570B Pack of 3 $9.95

Aqua Flow Brushes
The perfect brush for watercolour painting or painting with dye. Create 
beautiful blending and strokes with these aqua brushes. Fill with water, 
ink or watercolour paints. Size: 15.5 cm (L).

NAR0112 Pack of 12 $58.95

Creatistics Varnish Paint Brushes
These flat, wide brushes are ideal for applying paint to large areas. 
Wooden handles. Available in 2 sizes.

EC1012 25 mm $3.95
EC1013 50 mm $4.95

Plastic Palette Knives
Five plastic palette knives made of strong flexible and stain free plastic. 
Used for mixing colours, applying or removing paint. Size range from 16.5 
cm to 19 cm.

NAR094 Pack of 5 $7.95
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Classroom Painting Kit
This painting kit includes a set of 10 non-spill paint pots, 12 stubby 
brushes, 6 kindy sponge rollers, 6 paint palettes, 20 foam brushes, 12 
extra long wooden paint brushes and 12 paint pipettes.

AM9000 $117.95

Sponge Painting Kit
This kit includes 24 patterned rollers, 8 texture stampers and 4 roller 
trays.

AM010K Kit $83.45
ARA010 Patterned Rollers - Pack of 24 $29.95
EC1172 Sponge Roller Trays - Pack of 2 $16.95
EC1381 Texture Stampers - Pack of 8 $44.95

Creatistics Bumper Mark Making Set
Includes an assortment of mark making tools for the whole classroom. 
Great for use with paint, clay, dough or sand.

CS7909 $99.95

Kindy Sponge Rollers
These lightweight and easy-to-hold rollers 
feature a smooth sponge roller and a plastic 
handle. Each roller measures 7.5 cm.

EC1190 Pack of 6 $8.95

Foam Stampers
Easy grip foam dot stampers with a plastic 
handle. Use with water-based paints. Size: 7 
(L) x 3.5 (dia.) cm.

TH0111 Pack of 12 $19.95

Creatistics Shape Stampers
Hard-wearing, washable plastic shapes with 
a sponge base. The square shape measures 
10 cm.

IP1900 Pack of 10 $32.95

SAVE 17%

SAVE 23%
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Palm Printers
This set of 4 paint and clay palm printers includes a wonderful variety 
of patterns. Each printer has a handle on the reverse, which easily slips 
onto a child’s hand. Great for use with paint, stamper pads or even in clay 
and dough. Different design on each one. Size: 5 cm (dia.).

CE660 Pack of 4 $19.95

Finger Printers
Children can use finger printers with paint or clay to create different 
designs. Each durable, hard rubber stamp measures 3 cm across. 
Handles easily slip onto one or two fingers depending on the youngster’s 
hand size. Comes with 8 different patterns.

CE6659 Pack of 8 $18.95

Creatistics Paint Effect Stamps
Children can add dazzling effects to their artwork with these paint effect 
stamps. Each stamp measures 3.5 x 3 cm.

CE6652 Pack of 6 $13.95

Wheelie Painters
Wheelie Painters are a set of 4 painters that children can trundle through 
paint or puddles. Each painter has a plastic wheel with a different 
pattern. Wheelie Painters can be used indoors or out.

TTS0230 Pack of 4 $399.95

Texture Wands
A unique set of brushes with a variety of textures. These wands are 
sturdy and lay down different textures and patterns. Set of 8.

EC1038 Pack of 8 $29.95

Hand Painters
Feature six fun-to-paint textures like wavy ripples, tiny speckles, crinkled 
effects and more. Made of machine-washable vinyl. Includes finger 
loops on the back to fit hands of any size.

LS742 Pack of 6 $55.95
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Melissa & Doug Rainbow Stamp 
Pad
This ink pad contains 6 bright colours: red, 
yellow, blue, green, purple and orange and 
they will wash off children’s hands and 
clothing. Size: 16.5 (W) x 12.7 (H) cm.

MND1637 $19.95

Alphabet Stamps
Explore the alphabet with these EVA 
alphabet stamps. Ideal for use with stamp 
pad ink, poster paint or make impressions 
by stamping into dough. Set of 26 letters. 
Approximate size: 6 cm.

TH522 Pack of 26 $39.95

Number Stamps
Children can practise counting and simple 
arithmetic using these 0-9 stampers. Set of 
10 easy to hold stampers.

LS603 Pack of 10 $44.95

Paint Scrapers
Swirl, smear, scrape and blend with these plastic paint scrapers that 
will encourage children to experiment with colours, lines and patterns. 
Supplied in a set of 4 different designs. Each scraper is 12.5 cm (W).

RE5451 Pack of 4 $14.50

Creatistics Jumbo Washable Paint Pads
Made with washable paint, these pads are excellent for young children 
to use. Set of 8 brilliant colours include red, yellow, green, blue, orange, 
purple, pink and black. Size: 15 cm (dia.).

SH1660 Set of 8 $33.95

Creatistics Coloured Plastic Bowls
Colourful, multipurpose bowls ideal for use when painting with sponges 
or brushes. These bowls could also be used for sorting activities. Each 
bowl measures 3 (H) x 13 (dia.) cm.

EC370 Pack of 6 $11.95

Creatistics Coloured Round Sponges
Set of 6 sponge inserts to hold paint for finger painting and stamping. 
Assorted colours. Designed to fit bowls sized 3 (H) x 13 (dia.) cm. 
(EC370).

EC1221 Pack of 6 $17.95
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Nature Rollers
These rollers offer an imaginative way for children to explore  
the natural world through creative play. Roll into dough, clay or paint 
and stamp with the bugs, sea life, pond life and forest friends to create 
hands-on habitats! Made from a durable stone mix, each set contains six 
rollers. Roller size: 7.2 (H) x 3.4 (W) cm.

YD1155 Forest Friends $39.95
YD1154 Garden Bugs $39.95
YD1156 Ocean Life $39.95
YD1157 Pond Life $39.95

Emotion Rollers
These rollers will help children to express 
their emotions and feelings. Made from a 
durable stone mix. Size: 7.2 (H) x 3.4 (W) cm.

YD1186 Set of 6 $39.95

Transport Rollers
Assorted rollers with modes of transport 
imprinted on each one. Made from a durable 
stone mix. Size: 7.2 (H) x 3.4 (W) cm.

YD1217 Set of 6 $39.95

Dinosaur Rollers
Assorted rollers with a mix of dinosaurs, 
plants and landscapes. Made from a durable 
stone mix. Size: 7.2 (H) x 3.4 (W) cm.

YD1216 Set of 6 $39.95
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Flowers of Australia Block Print Stamps
This set of 8 hand carved, Fair Trade, wooden block stamps feature 
floral designs from each Australian state and territory. Crafted from 
sustainable siras wood. Use to adorn your clay works, paper or textile 
projects. Supplied in a box with an information card.

SIC007 Set of 8 $59.95

Luke Mallie Indigenous Animal Block Print Stamps
Featuring the artwork of Australian Aboriginal artist Luke Mallie. This 
set of Fair Trade Indigenous animal block stamps feature 6 beautifully 
hand carved designs. Made from sustainable siras wood. Supplied in a 
drawstring bag.

SIC005 Set of 6 $59.95

Wooden Block Print Stamps
This set of Fair Trade wooden block print 
stamps includes a lotus, heart and petal 
design. Perfect for decorating paper, textiles 
and clay. Hand carved from sustainable 
siras wood. Diameter of the heart block 
is approximately 6.5 cm. Supplied in a 
drawstring bag.

SIC002 Set of 3 $44.95

Coastal Block Print Stamps
This set of Fair Trade wooden block print 
stamps includes 8 coastal designs. Perfect 
for decorating paper, textiles and clay. 
Hand carved from sustainable siras wood. 
Diameter of the sun block is approximately 
5.2 cm. Supplied in a drawstring bag.

SIC001 Set of 8 $59.95

Australian Animal Block Print 
Stamps
This set of Fair Trade wooden block print 
stamps features 8 beautiful Australian animal 
designs. Hand carved from sustainable siras 
wood. Size of the blocks is around 5-6 cm. 
Supplied in a drawstring bag.

SIC003 Set of 8 $59.95
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Wooden Stamps
These beautiful wooden stamps are a wonderful tactile resource that adds a natural shape stamp to all sorts of sensory materials including dough, sand, 
clay or paint. The perfect size for little hands, chunky and easy to hold. Each stamp measures 7 (H) x 5.5 (dia.) cm. The Indigenous symbols and animal 
tracks are designed in collaboration with First Nations artist Mirii Designs on Anaiwan country in NSW Australia.

EC5009 Australian Animals - Pack of 6 $16.95
EC5006 Dinosaurs - Pack of 6 $16.95
EC5002 Emotions - Pack of 6 $16.95
EC5008 Farm Animals - Pack of 6 $16.95
EC5004 Garden Bugs - Pack of 6 $16.95

EC5001 Indigenous Animal Tracks - Pack of 6 $16.95
EC5000 Indigenous Nature Symbols - Pack of 6 $16.95
EC5005 Jungle Animals - Pack of 6 $16.95
EC5007 Sea Creatures - Pack of 6 $16.95
EC5003 Weather - Pack of 6 $16.95
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Solid Timber Smock Stand
Sturdy design makes this more stable 
without taking up more space. Made from 
solid timber, it requires minimal assembly. It 
measures 40 (L) x 40 (W) x 110 (H) cm.

TF0177 $214.95

Creatistics Waterproof 
Sleeveless Smock
Clear frosted sleeveless apron, waterproof 
and designed to keep clothes dry and clean 
when painting, crafting or doing messy 
activities. Suitable for children aged between 
approximately 6-18 months old. Sizing 
available online.

CS5010K Pack of 10 $68.95
CS5000 Each $8.95

Creatistics Toddler Sleeveless 
Smock
Quality polyester 210 denier sleeveless art 
smock, the sleeveless format allows greater 
arm movement for play and activity. Suitable 
for toddlers aged between approximately 1-3 
years old. Sizing available online.

CS5002K Pack of 10 $69.95
CS5002 Each $7.95

Creatistics Toddler Long Sleeved Smock
Quality polyester 210 denier long sleeved art smock. Suitable for 
toddlers aged between approximately 1-3 years old. Sizing available 
online.

CS5001K Pack of 10 $94.95
CS5001 Each $9.95

Bayadherra Toddler Long Sleeved Smock
Designed in collaboration with Bayadherra which is founded by proud 
Aboriginal Yorta Yorta brother and sister Luke and Siena Tieri. Quality 
polyester 210 denier long sleeved art smock. Suitable for toddlers aged 
between approximately 1-3 years old. The artwork story and sizing can 
be found online.

CS6579K Pack of 10 $94.95
CS6579 Each $9.95

SAVE 23% SAVE 12%

SAVE 5%
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Creatistics Junior Sleeveless Vinyl Smock
This heavy duty, vinyl sleeveless art smock is cotton backed for comfort 
and can be easily wiped clean with a cloth. Suitable for children aged 
between approximately 3-6 years old. Sizing available online.

CS5005K Pack of 10 $119.95
CS5005 Each $14.95

Creatistics Junior Sleeveless Smock
Quality polyester 210 denier sleeveless art smock. Suitable for children 
aged between approximately 3-6 years old. Sizing available online.

CS5004K Pack of 20 $149.95
CS5004 Each $8.95

Creatistics Junior Long Sleeved Smock
Quality polyester 210 denier long sleeved art smock. Suitable for 
children aged between approximately 3-6 years old. Sizing available 
online.

CS5003K Pack of 20 $189.95
CS5003 Each $11.95

Bayadherra Junior Long Sleeved Smock
Designed in collaboration with Bayadherra which is founded by proud 
Aboriginal Yorta Yorta brother and sister Luke and Siena Tieri. Quality 
polyester 210 denier long sleeved art smock. Suitable for children aged 
between approximately 3-6 years old. The artwork story and sizing can 
be found online.

CS6578K Pack of 10 $116.95
CS6578 Each $11.95

SAVE 20% SAVE 16%

SAVE 21%
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Creatistics Primary Smock
Quality polyester 210 denier long sleeved and 
sleeveless art smock. Suitable for children 
aged between approximately 6-10 years old. 
Sizing available online.

CS5007K Sleeveless - Pack 
of 20

$159.95

CS5007 Sleeveless - Each $9.95
CS5006K Long Sleeved - 

Pack of 20
$199.95

CS5006 Long Sleeved - 
Each

$12.95

Micador Smock
This durable polyester art smock has a lightly 
elasticised soft fabric collar and cuffs that 
provide more comfort for children. Designs 
and colours may vary. Size ranges for average 
3-8 years.

MD01SM Each $18.95

Creatistics Art Apron
Quality polyester 210 denier apron with 
woven cord tie. Thin, protective and 
lightweight nylon material can be easily 
wiped clean with a cloth. Suitable for ages 
12+ years. Sizing available online.

CS5008K Pack of 10 $74.95
CS5008 Each $8.95

Creatistics Art Apron with 
Pocket
Polycotton art apron with 2 front pockets. 
Suitable for adults and students wishing 
to remain clean when painting, crafting 
or during messy activities. Can be gently 
handwashed. Adjustable neck strap. Suitable 
for ages 12+ years. Sizing available online.

CS5009K Pack of 10 $119.95
CS5009 Each $14.95

Disposable Apron
A great and inexpensive apron that covers 
from the neck to the knee. Easily ties around 
the body. Waterproof and disposable. Size: 
90 (L) x 73 (W) cm.

TEB0215 Adult - Pack of 100 $29.95

Calico Apron
Can be used as a crafting apron or a cooking 
apron at home. Size: 66 (L) x 50 (W) cm.

CAL991 Pack of 10 $59.95
5 or more $56.95

SAVE 20% SAVE 16%

SAVE 20%
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John Smith Gumbula Splash Mat
Featuring the artwork of Australian Indigenous artist John Smith 
Gumbula. These splash mats are supplied as a pack of 3 and are 
reusable. Great to use in the classroom or outdoors. Easy to wipe down. 
Size: 115 (L) x 160 (W) cm.

CS9224 Pack of 3 $29.95

Educational Colours Splash Mat
A heavy duty robust paint mat that will help to keep both classroom and 
home clear of paint splashes. Blue colour with a black print. Size: 150 
cm².

EC1050 $19.95

Round Art Table Cloth
This round art table cloth is a great protective surface for children to 
craft on, keeping mess minimal. Includes an elasticised edge to secure 
over a table. Material: Nylon. Size: 120 cm. Available in Navy Blue.

BM817 $33.95

Rectangular Art Table Cloth
This rectangular art table cloth is a great protective surface for children 
to craft on, keeping mess minimal. Includes an elasticised edge to 
secure over a table. Material: Nylon. Size: 120 (L) x 60 (W) cm. Available 
in Navy Blue.

BM816 $33.95

Teachables Messy Mats
These mats are made from tough 
polypropylene, which is waterproof and 
stainproof. Supplied in assorted colours, each 
measuring 50 x 36 cm.

TEB5102 Pack of 5 $29.95

Natural Spaces Paint Brush 
Holder
This storage unit allows teachers to keep 
their brushes or even markers in a neat 
and organised space. Made from wood 
and perspex material, the holder can 
accommodate up to 24 paint brushes or 
markers.

ACH8802 $49.95

Micador Studio Stand
The perfect desk accompaniment for all 
your artistic needs. Holds brushes and 
pencils. Features 96 compartments. Made 
from plastic. Brushes and pencils shown not 
included. Size: 14.5 (L) x 14.5 (W) x 9 (H) cm.

MD1030 $14.95
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Paint Pipettes
These droppers are excellent for liquid 
watercolours. Each dropper is approximately 
12.5 cm (L).

EC723 Pack of 12 $4.95

Creatistics Paint Bellows
Add a few drops of dye or paint and squeeze 
out a fine mist to obtain a beautiful result. 
Size: 7 x 3.5 cm.

RE5419 Pack of 3 $6.95

Creatistics Dabber Bottles
Fantastic for dot paintings or for adding 
touches of different colour to artworks. Each 
bottle is approximately 9 cm (H).

CB950 Pack of 6 $18.95

Creatistics Mist Bottles
Excellent for general art and craft use. 
Convenient for spraying watercolours and 
dyes onto various projects. Size: 50 ml.

CB842 Pack of 6 $12.95

Foam Paint Bottles
Pump up rich coloured foam paint. Add dish 
soap and paint to the bottles and screw on 
the dispensing pump. A little goes a long 
way! Press the dispensing pump to release 
a beautiful coloured froth. Three clear 
dispensing bottles are 9 x 12.5 cm.

RE54465 Pack of 3 $28.95

Watercolour Sponges
Set of 6 assorted sponges including 2 
synthetic, 2 fine sea silk and 2 course sea 
sponges.

NAR089 Pack of 6 $19.95

Squeeze Bottles
These squeeze bottles are great for mixing 
paints and provide easy dispensing of liquids 
and paints. They create a smooth, even bead 
of paint. Bottle size: 50 ml.

SA1000 Pack of 12 $12.95

Dispenser Bottles
Refillable plastic bottles with a screw top cap 
for easy dispensing. 250 ml bottles.

EC720 Pack of 12 $17.95

Junior Paint Spritzers
These paint spritzer’s can be filled with liquid 
watercolour paint to spray a fine mist of 
colour. Develops fine motor skills as children 
squeeze the pump. Includes an idea guide. 
Size: 15 cm.

RE7853 Pack of 5 $16.95
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Creatistics Coconut Shell Tools
Set of 6 coconut shell tools great for use with paint, dough, clay or sand. 
Great for mark making or for a sensory experience.

CS7900 Pack of 6 $9.95

Creatistics Natural Fish Net
The perfect natural fish net to hang for all the beautiful projects and 
collages done by the children or to give a natural tone to the classroom. 
Size: 6 x 1.8 m.

EC123 $58.95

Creatistics Jumbo Plastic Pegs
These jumbo plastic pegs are great for any 
use in the classroom or at home. Easy wide 
grip to use with holding paper on easels, or 
attaching splash mats firmly to the table. 
Comes in a bag of 24, in 4 bright colours. 
Size: 11 x 3 x 6 cm.

RGP24 Pack of 24 $31.95

Jumbo Pegs
These colourful jumbo clothes pegs come 
in a pack of 40 in 4 different colours. Pegs 
can be used for hanging up wet paintings or 
artwork that needs to dry out.

UB0019JP Pack of 40 $6.85

Painting Pegs
These brightly assorted coloured, heavy duty 
painting pegs have a thread hole through 
the top enabling them to be permanently 
attached to any drying line or display fixture. 
Size: each peg is 7 x 2.2 cm.

EC012 Pack of 12 $14.95
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Creatistics Slim Stretched Canvas – 1.6 cm
Lightweight stretched canvas made from 100% bleached cotton. 
Includes stretcher bars.

CB2020-S 20 x 20 cm $2.95
CB2430-S 24 x 30 cm $3.95
CB3030-S 30 x 30 cm $4.50
CB3040-S 30 x 40 cm $4.95
CB4040-S 40 x 40 cm $5.95
CB4050-S 40 x 50 cm $6.95
CB4590-S 45 x 90 cm $12.95

Creatistics Thick Stretched Canvas – 3.6 cm
Lightweight stretched canvas made from 100% bleached cotton. 
Includes stretcher bars.

CB1515-T 15 x 15 cm $2.95
CB2020-T 20 x 20 cm $3.95
CB2025-T 20 x 25 cm $4.50
CB2530-T 25 x 30 cm $3.95
CB3030-T 30 x 30 cm $5.50

Creatistics Canvas Slate Boards
These great canvas slate boards are an economical way to use canvas. 
Suitable for various media.

CB1520 15 x 20 cm - Pack of 10 $9.95
CB2025 20 x 25 cm - Pack of 10 $12.95
CB2530 25 x 30 cm - Pack of 10 $19.95
CB3040 30 x 40 cm - Pack of 10 $27.95

Creatistics Canvas Roll
This canvas roll is fantastic to create class murals, displays and large 
artworks. Multiple children can work on it at the same time. It features 
double acrylic titanium priming, natural cotton duck and is acid free. 
Size: 5.5 (L) x 1.5 (W) m.

SA9000 $99.95

Magnetic Canvas Boards
Quality canvas with a magnetic back. The 
canvas surface is suitable for paint, drawing 
mediums and collage. Size 7.5 cm².

TH0211 Pack of 4 $8.95

Mini Canvas Boards
Mini canvas boards are great to use with 
poster and acrylic paints. Size: 10 cm².

TH104 Pack of 10 $9.95
6 or more $9.45

Canson Canvas Paper Pad
A ready-to-use canvas textured paper pad 
for practice or finished paintings in acrylic 
and oil. Acid free and archival. 290 gsm. Size: 
33 x 41 cm.

CAN012 10 Sheets $19.95
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Derivan Block Printing Ink
Derivan block printing ink has the perfect consistency for lino and wood 
block printing and transfers onto paper to create fantastic relief prints. It 
is non-toxic, water-based, and washes up easily in water. Available in 13 
colours sold individually and as a pack. This item is nett-priced and not 
eligible for any further discounts.

VD800K Set of 13 $239.95
VD811 Black - 250 ml $19.95
VD812 Burnt Umber - 250 ml $19.95
VD813 Crimson - 250 ml $19.95
VD814 Deep Green - 250 ml $19.95
VD815 Lemon Yellow - 250 ml $19.95
VD816 Orange - 250 ml $19.95
VD818 Phthalo Blue - 250 ml $19.95
VD817 Purple - 250 ml $19.95
VD819 Red - 250 ml $19.95
VD820 Turquoise - 250 ml $19.95
VD821 Ultra Blue - 250 ml $19.95
VD822 White - 250 ml $19.95
VD823 Yellow - 250 ml $19.95
VD810 Black - 1 L $79.95

Clear Flat Acrylic Palette
Multifunctional palette that can be used for painting and printmaking. 
Ideal for colour mixing and rolling out block printing ink. Size: 38 (L) x 
28 (W) cm. 3 mm thick. This item is nett-priced and not eligible for any 
further discounts.

NAR1115 $21.95

FAS Printing Ink
Quality water-based, gloss finish printing ink. Used by professional 
craft printers and students to create a design that is transferable from 
a block to paper or fabric with the use of lino rollers. Features: non-
toxic, intermixable colours, high tack for uniform coverage, excellent 
definition, long open time, an even detailed print. 120 ml jars.

FN800 Set of 6 $34.95

SAVE 7%
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Double–Sided Soft Lino Sheets
These double-sided, flexible vinyl sheets are great for soft lino cutting. 
Available in two sizes.

EC738 15 x 22 cm $5.95
EC736 22 x 30 cm $11.95

Creatistics Printing Foam
This printing foam is an easy and safe introduction to printmaking. 
Available in two sizes.

TH301 A3 - Pack of 10 $33.95
TH300 A4 - Pack of 15 $21.95

Lino Rollers
Hard rubber roller with a plastic handle. 
Ideal for rolling out block printing ink for 
printmaking. Available in sizes 10 cm and 15 
cm.

EC1006 10 cm $21.95
NAR0006 15 cm $22.95

V–Shaped Lino Tool
Produces fine lines when carving into lino 
sheets. Size: 13.5 cm (L).

TH575 $5.95

Lino Carving Tools
Lino carving tools with smooth grip wooden 
handles. Mix of rounded, angular and flat 
blades of varying widths. Set of 6.

MD906 Pack of 6 $13.95

Lino Safety Hand Guard
Protect your hands from sharp cutting lino 
tools. Slot around a right angle corner of lino. 
Suitable for both left and right-handed users. 
This item is nett-priced and not eligible for 
any further discounts.

TH519 $8.95

Wooden Bench Hook
This wooden bench hook provides a safe 
place to do woodwork and lino cut designs. 
Left or right-handed use. Size: 29 (L) x 20 
(W) cm.

TH518 $25.95

Acetate Sheets
Acetate is great for making your own 
transparencies, monoprinting and dry point 
etching. The sheets are 0.5 mm thick and can 
be easily cut with scissors. Size: A4.

TH074 Pack of 10 $20.95
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FAS Fabric Ink – 500 ml
Fastex fabric ink is water-based and non-toxic. Available in six colours 
that can be layered or mixed. When dry, the fabric remains soft and 
flexible. Heat setting is required to ensure designs remain permanent. 
500 ml.

FN4901K Set of 6 $49.95
FN4901 White $10.95
FN4902 Black $10.95
FN4903 Red $10.95
FN4904 Blue $10.95
FN4905 Green $10.95
FN4906 Yellow $10.95

Aquatex Printing Ink – 500 ml
This water-based fabric paint is 100% 
aqueous, colour-fast, light-fast and is easy 
to use with brushes or for screen printing. 
Includes 6 x 500 ml jars. Once dry you can 
use an iron to set or you can put your artwork 
into a dryer.

CB735 Set of 6 $74.95

Aquatex Screen Printing Kit
Set contains: screen with 43T mesh (30 x 
40 cm), 4 x A4 clear acetate sheets, 15 cm 
squeegee, sticky tape, 6 x 250 ml Aquatex 
inks, instructions and a colour mixing wheel.

CB985 $153.95

Foam Rollers
Unique, easy-rolling foam brayer creates 
textured effects resembling airbrush, 
splatter, stipple and dry-brush techniques. 
Use with stencils and cut outs, for 
printmaking, and in other water-based 
painting and printing projects.

TH1011 6 cm $6.95
TH1012 8.5 cm $7.95

Silk Screens
Mesh silk screens (80 micron) 
with a shellac finished pine 
frame. Available in 2 sizes.

NAR080 36 x 25 
cm

$59.95

NAR081 46 x 31 
cm

$76.95

Silk Screen Squeegees
Plantation pine with a shellac 
finish and neoprene rubber 
blade. Available in 2 sizes.

NAR082 20 cm $32.95
NAR083 25 cm $48.95

Acetate Sheets
Acetate is great for making 
your own transparencies, 
monoprinting and dry point 
etching. The sheets are 0.5 mm 
thick and can be easily cut with 
scissors. Size: A4.

TH074 Pack of 10 $20.95

Teachables Masking 
Tape
Masking tape can be used 
to block out sections on a 
screen and keep ink from going 
through. Each roll size: 24 mm 
x 50 m.

TEBPPMT 24 mm 
x 50 m 
- Pack 
of 3

$7.30

SAVE 24%
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Outdoor Explore Chalk Kit for 15
This chalkboard kit includes 15 wooden 
chalkboard paddles and 20 sticks of assorted 
coloured chalk. Great for children to explore 
the outdoors as they are easy to hold and can 
be drawn or written on both sides. A reusable 
and exciting activity.

CS5059K Kit $199.95
ZZ502 Boards - Pack of 3 $49.95
CS5059 Chalk - Box of 20 $4.95

8 or more $4.70

Wooden Chalkboards
These open-ended wooden chalkboards 
feature a chalkboard surface on each side. 
They are ideal for drawing and writing on. 
Made from smooth sustainably sourced 
basswood plywood. Size: 27(L) x 18(W) x 1(D)
cm.

ZZ502 Pack of 3 $49.95

4-in-1 Tabletop Easel
Secured in a thick wooden frame, this 4-in-1 tabletop easel features 2 
interchangeable boards. One board includes a whiteboard and magnetic 
chalkboard on either side. The other is a perspex board that can be 
switched out dependent on your artistic moods! Board size: 44(L) x 
37(W)cm. Easel size: 66(L) x 20(W)cm

QGP106 $119.95

Creatistics Table Top Easel
Includes a whiteboard on one side, and chalkboard on the other. Comes 
with rubber feet to stop the easel from sliding on the table, and also two 
clips to hold paper for drawing or painting. Hinge to fold up legs for easy 
storage. Size: 43(W) x 40(H) x 29(D)cm

AM2061 $40.95

Large Outdoor Daisy Chalkboards
Bright, attractive and weather resistant, these colourful daisy 
chalkboards will transform dull playground fencing into an exciting and 
fun area for young children to explore mark making

TTS0805 Set of 5 $359.95

Large Outdoor Bug Chalkboards
Bright, attractive and weather resistant, these colourful bug/insect 
chalkboards will brighten up any classroom or outdoor area

TTS1502 Set of 5 $359.95

SAVE 21%
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Crayola Sidewalk Chalk
Create big outdoor art and drawings with this Crayola sidewalk chalk! 
The square shape keeps sticks handy without rolling away and produces 
fine lines or broad strokes that simply wash away with water.

BY1048 Box of 48 $13.95

Creatistics Sidewalk Chalk
Creatistics sidewalk chalk is great for art activities outdoors. This chalk 
washes off pavement easily with water. Tub of 20. 8 colours. Chalk size: 
10(L) x 2.5(dia)cm.

CS5059 Box of 20 $4.95
8 or more $4.70

Creatistics Wooden Chalk 
Dusters
These wooden chalk dusters are great for 
classroom use. The wooden handle provides 
a solid grip. Size: 11.5(L) x 3.5(W)cm.

CS0878 Pack of 5 $13.95

Micador Egg Chalk
Easy-grip egg-shaped chalk suits a child’s full 
handed grip. Use on blackboards, pavement 
or even brick walls! Pack includes 24 eggs in 
6 colours.

MD0124 Box of 24 $34.95

Creatistics Chunky Coloured 
Chalk
These coloured chunky chalks come in 8 
different colours. Size: 5.7(L)cm.

EC165 Box of 160 $47.95

Crayola Chalk & Whiteboard 
Eraser
Durable plastic handle with felt eraser. 
Suitable for both blackboards and 
whiteboards.

BY6009 $4.50
5 or more $4.25

Coloured Chalk
Bright and bold dustless coloured chalk. 5 
colours. Size: 8cm long.

FS4100 Box of 100 $6.95

White Chalk
Dustless white chalk is ideal for use in the 
classroom or home. Size: 8cm long.

FS5100 Box of 100 $6.95
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Jovi Magic Bear Crayons
These fun, durable, wax crayons are non-staining and ergonomically 
designed for the hands of young children. The shape allows for drawing 
fine lines as well as larger area colouring. 10 colours.

JV943 Pack of 30 $28.95

Creatistics Rainbow Crayons
Each stick has 6 colours: red, orange, yellow, green, blue & purple. Size: 
6.5(L) x 1.5(W) x 0.8(H)cm. Pack of 25.

AM5090 Pack of 25 $14.95

Micador Giant Octagonal Crayons
Extra thick crayons in bold bright colours. Easy colour lay down that will 
not smudge. Each crayon is 12.2(L) x 1.5(W)cm.

MD1000 Pack of 12 $12.95

Stubbies Crayons
Ideal for small hands to grip easily. Assorted colours. Size: 5.7 (L) x 1.4 
(W) cm.

EC40 Pack of 40 $18.95

Kindergarten Wax Crayons
A large class pack of assorted colour crayons with thick barrels for easy 
grip. Size: 5.8 cm (L).

FC0044 Pack of 96 $28.95
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Crayola Crayons
Large sized crayons in 8 brilliant colours! Smooth lay down and hard to 
break. Size: 10(L) x 1(dia)cm. Non-toxic.

BY5224 Box of 24 $3.50
10 or more $3.35

BY2048 Tub of 48 $24.95
5 or more $23.70

BY1038 Box of 400 $179.95
3 or more $170.95

Crayola Colours of Kindness Crayons
Inspire smiles and happy thoughts with this pack of 24 non-toxic colour 
crayons. The specially labelled crayon names aim to improve mindfulness 
when colouring along with the smooth and pigmented colours. Size: 9(L) 
x 0.7(W)cm.

BY0130 Pack of 24 $3.95

Crayola Colours of the World Crayons
Colours of the world crayons contain 24 specially formulated colours 
representing people of the world.

BY0108 Pack of 24 $4.95
10 or more $4.70

Educational Colours Jumbo Crayons
Extra large jumbo crayons in 8 assorted bright colours. Individually 
wrapped to keep hands clean. Packaged in a handy storage box. Size: 
10.9(L) x 1.4(dia)cm. Box of 200.

EC2001 Box of 200 $156.95
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Jovi Triwax Crayon Kit
Jovi Triwax triangle crayons feature bright colours and encourage the 
development of drawing and writing skills. Includes 2 boxes of 300 plus 
a tub of 72 crayons.

JV9790K $231.45

Jovi Triwax Crayons
Triwax triangular crayons encourage children of pre-writing age to 
develop their writing and drawing skills. Can be sharpened to maintain a 
point. 12 colours. Size: 8.2(L) x 1.2(W)cm.

JV9730 Tub of 72 $35.95
JV9790 Box of 300 $112.95

Jovi Plastic Crayons
Plastic drawing sticks are great for colouring. These crayons do not stain 
hands and are odour free. The plastic wax slides smoothly onto paper 
and is easy to sharpen. The hexagonal shape prevents these crayons 
from rolling off of tables during use. These crayons can also be rubbed 
out using an eraser. 12 colours. Size: 115(L) x 8(W)mm.

JV909 Box of 300 $74.95

Jovi Round Crayons
These round crayons are ideal for young children as they are easy to grip, 
they do not stain hands and they do not break when dropped. Available 
in assorted colours, cultural colour tones and pastel colours. Size: 7.5(L) 
x 1.1(W)cm.

JV9860 Assorted - Tub of 60 $43.95
JV9890 Assorted - Box of 300 $119.95
JV98060 Cultural  - Tub of 60 $43.95
JV98061 Pastel – Tub of 60 $43.95

SAVE 12%
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Creatistics Twist Crayons
Designed for mess-free creativity, these crayons offer a smooth 
consistency for easy colouring. The vivid colours require no sharpening, 
giving faster access to colouring and fun! Size: 16.5(L) x 1(W)cm.

CS11112 Pack of 12 $4.95
CS11120 Box of 120 $49.95

Faber-Castell Junior Twist Crayons
These crayons feature a unique, jumbo size triangular grip for young 
children. Fun and easy to use. Simply twist the top to wind the crayon up 
and down. No sharpening required.

FC0036 Pack of 12 $6.95

Crayola Twistables Crayons
Each of these lovely crayons is easy to use and requires no peeling or 
sharpening. Just twist for colour! These crayons produce bold, brilliant 
colours.

BY7412 Pack of 12 $9.95
15 or more $9.45

BY7432 Tub of 32 $26.95
3 or more $25.60

BY7240 Box of 240 $176.95
3 or more $168.10
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 Creatistics Poster Paint Sticks 
 Make painting easy with these fun, brightly coloured poster paints that 
are easy to use and mess-free. Simply draw on paper, cardboard or 
wood and it dries almost instantly, no water is necessary! Leaves a silky 
smooth finish 

 CS1201    Assorted - Set of 12   $14.95 
  5 or more   $14.20 

 CS1221    Metallic - Set of 12   $18.95 
  5 or more   $18.00 

 First Creations Easi-Grip 3-in-1 Crayons 
 Create 3 effects from 1 crayon! Use as a crayon, oil pastel or as a 
watercolour by going over what you’ve coloured with a wet paint brush. 
These crayons have a chunky barrel that can be twisted at the base to 
expose the crayon. Size: 14(L)cm. 

 EC3112    Pack of 12   $19.95 

 First Creations Easi-Grip 3-in-1 Jumbo Pencils 
 These jumbo wooden pencils can be used as a coloured pencil, wax 
crayon and watercolour when combined with water. The chunky wooden 
barrel is ideal for young artists. Jumbo plastic sharpener included. 

 EC1312    Pack of 12   $21.95 

 Jovi Glass & Whiteboard Crayons 
 These bright, soft and silky crayons can be used on many different 
surfaces. Ideal for glass, perspex and whiteboards. Features an easy 
twist, lipstick like application. 6 colours. 

 JV1906    Pack of 6   $11.95 

 Melissa & Doug Crayons 
 Durable, non-roll triangular shape crayons. 12 vibrant colours. Available in 
princess or truck flip top case with carry handle. 

 MND4155    Princess - Pack of 12   $15.95 
 MND4159    Truck - Pack of 12   $15.95 
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Educational Colours Oil Pastel Class Pack
This classroom set of oil pastels are of superior quality, non-toxic and 
richly colour pigmented. Pastels are round and individually wrapped 
for mess free application. Classroom box of 432 contains 24 different 
colours. Sizes: 7(L) x 1.1(dia)cm.

EC432 Box of 432 $145.95

Micador Standard Oil Pastels
Praised by teachers and used widely throughout schools. Perfect colour 
assortment for children to blend, smudge and mix. Size: 5.7(L)x 0.8(dia)
cm.

MD12P Pack of 12 $3.95
15 or more $3.75

Creatistics Oil Pastels
Creatistics soft oil pastels offer the finest 
pigment of brilliant vivid colours designed 
for children and students. Develop drawing 
techniques such as gradation, scraping, and 
stippling. 12 colours. Size: 7(L) x 1.1(W)cm.

CS00012 Pack of 12 $3.95
CS00120 Pack of 120 $49.95

Micador Large Oil Pastels
These large oil pastels have strong, vibrant 
colours with a buttery composition. Each is 
individually wrapped to keep hands clean. 
Great for use with white and coloured 
papers. Size of pastel: 6.7(L) x 1(dia.)cm.

JAS105 Colourfun - Pack of 12 $7.95
12 or more $7.55

MD12F Fluorescent - Pack of 12 $7.95
5 or more $7.55

MD12M Metallic - Pack of 12 $7.95
5 or more $7.55

MD12W Water-Soluble - Pack 
of 12

$7.95

5 or more $7.55
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Mungyo Coloured Oil Pastels
Mungyo oil pastels have a smooth 
consistency, perfect for a range of drawing 
techniques including gradation, scraping, 
blending and stippling. Available in a range 
of vivid colours that are fade-resistant. 
Designed for artists and students. Size: 7(L) 
x 1.1(W)cm.available in a box of 12, 24 and 48 
colours.

MUN001 12 Colours $5.95
12 or more $5.65

MUN002 24 Colours $11.95
6 or more $11.35

MUN003 48 Colours $22.95
3 or more $21.80

Mungyo Oil Pastels
Mungyo oil pastels have a smooth 
consistency, perfect for a range of drawing 
techniques including gradation, scraping, 
blending and stippling. Fade-resistant. 
Designed for artists and students. Size: 7(L) 
x 1.1(W)cm.

MUN004 White - Pack of 12 $5.95
5 or more $5.65

MUN005 Black - Pack of 12 $5.95
5 or more $5.65

Micador Mega Oil Pastels
Smooth lay down and contains washable pigments, which easily 
wash out of clothes. Twice the thickness of large oil pastels. Size: 
7 (L) x 1.7 (dia.) cm.

MD112 Pack of 12 $11.95

Mungyo Jumbo Oil Pastels
Jumbo oil pastels are bright, smooth and colours blend easily. The large 
size makes them easy to control and ideal for beginners. Size: 7(L) x 
1.7(dia)cm.

MUN006 Pack of 24 $14.95
5 or more $14.20

First Creations Easi-Grip Oil Pastels
Easi-Grip oil pastels are the ideal shape for little hands to grip. The 
pointed tips are easy for children to use for drawing and they’re designed 
to not roll away as the barrels are hexagonal in shape. Each oil pastel is 
individually wrapped to provide extra protection and keep hands clean.

MD1191 Pack of 24 $16.95

Pentel Fabric Fun Pastel Dye Sticks
Bright colours that can be applied directly to fabric. Made a mistake? 
Simply wash it out! Your markings become permanent only when 
pressed with a hot iron.

PET008 Pack of 15 $9.95
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Micador Artists’ Soft Pastels
Artists’ soft square shaped pastels come in 
a fantastic range of vibrant colours that can 
be used wet or dry. Made from finely ground 
pigments with vibrant colours, soft for easy 
application, but firm enough not to crumble 
under pressure. Fine edges can be used for 
detail work. The flat edges can be used for 
fast colour lay down. Size: 6.8(L) x 1(W)cm.

MD997 Pack of 12 $22.95
5 or more $21.80

MD998 Pack of 24 $39.95
5 or more $37.95

MD999 Pack of 48 $69.95

Micador Soft Pastels
Great economy square pastels. Great for fine 
lines as well as thick strokes. Suits both wet 
and dry applications. Size: 6.5(L) x 1(W)cm.

MD120 Pack of 12 $8.95
12 or more $8.50

Mungyo Coloured Soft Pastels
Mungyo soft pastels are available in a range of vivid and brilliant colours. 
They can be easily blended and used for gradation and dry washing. 
The fine edges can be used for fine details while the flat sides can be 
used for fast colour lay-down. Fade-resistant. Designed for artists 
and students. Size: 6.6(L) x 1(W)cm. Available in a box of 12, 24 and 48 
colours.

MUN011 Pack of 12 $11.95
5 or more $11.35

MUN012 Pack of 24 $14.95
5 or more $14.20

MUN013 Pack of 48 $22.95
5 or more $21.80

Mungyo Soft Pastels
Mungyo soft pastels can be easily blended and used for gradation and 
dry washing. The fine edges can be used for fine details while the flat 
sides can be used for fast colour lay-down. Fade-resistant. Designed for 
artists and students. Size: 6.6(L) x 1(W)cm.

MUN007 Earth Tone - Pack of 12 $11.95
5 or more $11.35

MUN008 Grey Tone - Pack of 12 $11.95
5 or more $11.35

MUN009 Charcoal - Pack of 12 $11.95
5 or more $11.35
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Creatistics Willow Charcoal Class Pack
Great classroom tub of charcoal. Reusable tub includes 48 bags of 3 
sticks. Each stick is about 15cm long. Assorted widths.

NAR101 Tub of 144 $69.95

Creatistics Willow Charcoal
These natural willow charcoal sticks provide smooth coverage in a soft 
medium grade. Create beautiful shading or outlines. Comes in a handy 
cardboard tube. Available in 2 sizes: 6mm thick and 9mm thick.

TH634 6 mm $11.95
TH630 9 mm $18.95

Mungyo Charcoal
Black soft pastels that can be blended easily 
and are suitable for any drawing or tonal 
activity. Size: 6.6 (L) x 1 (W) cm.

MUN009 Charcoal - Pack of 12 $11.95
5 or more $11.35

Faber-Castell Pitt Charcoal 
Pencils
Charcoal of the highest quality, produced 
from a fine mixture of soot and charcoal. 
Offers the deepest black and a soft stroke.

FC671 Pack of 6 $26.95
5 or more $25.60

Faber-Castell White Charcoal 
Pencils
High quality white pencils offer soft, vibrant 
colour lay down with no unwanted waxy 
finish. Great for use on dark paper or for 
use as highlighting artwork. Break-resistant 
leads.

FC101 Pack of 6 $19.95

Pastel Paper Stumps
Tightly rolled paper used for smudging pastels, crayons, charcoal or 
pastel pencils. Size: 4.

MD1004 Pack of 12 $22.95

Micador Fixative Spray
Excellent clear, permanent protection for pencil, pastel, chalk, charcoal, 
watercolour, tempera and ceramics. Acid free. This item is nett-priced 
and not eligible for any further discounts.

MD0450 450 g $14.95
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Faber-Castell 9000 Graphite Pencil Art Set
The Castell 9000 is the ideal pencil for all technical and artistic 
applications. Tin of 12 graphite pencils of superior quality with finely 
graded degrees of hardness 8B-2H. Fully bonded, break-resistant, easy 
to sharpen and erase.

FC9065 Pack of 12 $26.95

Micador Sketching Set
Ideal for sketching, shading and drawing. Fully bonded for strength and 
break-resistance. 12 grades of fine quality graphite pencils: 8B, 7B, 6B, 
5B, 4B, 3B, 2B, B, HB, F, H & 2H.

MD1006 Pack of 12 $26.95

Lyra Graphite Sticks
These graphite sticks have a chunky design making them easy to grip 
and control. Hexagonal shaped, each stick is 12mm in diameter. Pack 
includes 24 sticks, including 2B, 6B and 9B.

CAN3240 Pack of 24 $66.95

Faber-Castell Graphite Sketch Set
The set includes 6 goldfaber pencils in 2H, HB, B, 2B, 4B and 6B plus a 
sharpener and dust-free eraser.

FC4000 Pack of 8 $11.95

Progresso Graphite Pencils
Artist quality woodless graphite pencils. Encased in a thin plastic coating 
that keeps student hands clean. Suitable for drawing, sketching and 
shading. Can be sharpened with a regular sharpener. Acid free. Size: 
15.3 (L) x 0.8 (W) cm. This item is nett-priced and not eligible for any 
further discounts.

MD1007 2B - Pack of 12 $46.95
5 or more $44.60

MD8911 4B - Pack of 12 $46.95
5 or more $44.60

MD891 6B - Pack of 12 $46.95
5 or more $44.60
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Teachables Natural Pencils
These HB leads in these pencils contain an excellent mixture of graphite 
and clay, giving a smooth delivery onto the page. Great value for money. 
Size: 17cm (L).

NX3400 HB - Pack of 144 $36.95

Teachables Jumbo Triangle Pencils
The HB Jumbo Triangular Handwriting Pencil encourages the child to 
pinch the pencil with thumb and first finger with the middle finger behind 
and an open and stable thumb web space. The specially developed 
triangular shape has slightly rounded edges for use in a standard twin 
hole sharpener. Size: 18 cm(L).

NX3049 HB - Pack of 144 $47.95

Staedtler Natural Pencils - 2B
This Staedtler Pencil has a natural finish with 
a hexagonal shape and is a great all purpose 
pencil. The lead is a superior quality,  break 
resistant and has a diameter of 2mm.

STA1302B12 2B - Pack of 12 $6.25
STA1302B 2B - Pack of 100 $39.85

Staedtler Natural Pencils - HB
These quality lead Natural Finish Pencils are a 
great economy pencil for school, office and 
home use.

STA007 HB - Pack of 12 $6.25
STA002 HB - Pack of 100 $38.95

Staedtler Jumbo Triangle Pencils
This tub of Staedtler Natural Jumbo Triangle 
Pencils is an ideal class pack. A quality 
graphite pencil ideal for first writing and small 
hands. Aids correct grip technique.

STA119HB HB - Pack of 72 $57.95
STA1192B 2B - Pack of 72 $57.95

Staedtler Tradition Pencils - HB
High quality hexagonal writing and drawing HB graphite pencil. For 
office, home and school use. Break resistant, easy to erase and sharpen.

STA001 HB - Pack of 100 $68.95

Staedtler Tradition Pencils
These high quality leads are great for writing and drawing with their 
break resistant, black colour leads. They are ideal for school, office and 
home use.

STA110-HB HB - Pack of 12 $10.45
STA110-2B 2B - Pack of 12 $10.45
STA110-4B 4B - Pack of 12 $10.45
STA110-6B 6B - Pack of 12 $10.45
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Creatistics Jumbo Natural Triangular Pencils
These natural finish, jumbo triangle barrel pencils have a soft colour 
strip allowing fast colour laydown and a great colouring experience. 12 
assorted colours. Size: 17.5(L) x 1(W)cm. Colour strip is 5mm thick.

CS0105 Stand of 60 $49.95

Creatistics Jumbo Triangular Pencils
These Creatistics jumbo triangle coloured pencils have a large barrel to 
encourage correct grip for young hands and thick, 5mm soft leads for 
smooth colouring. 12 assorted colours. Size: 17.5  (L) x 1 (W) cm.

CS0104 Pack of 12 $7.95
12 or more $7.55

CS0103 Stand of 60 $42.95
CS0100 Box of 144 $82.95

Creatistics Jumbo Stubby 
Triangular Pencils
Half sized triangular pencils for small hands. 
Supplied in a beautiful and handy wooden 
box with a sliding lid. Box of 144 pencils in 12 
assorted colours. Size: 8.7cm (L) x 1 (W) cm. 
Lead is 5mm thick.

CS0101 Box of 144 $59.95

Educational Colours Jumbo 
Stubby Pencils
This great classroom box of jumbo stubby 
coloured pencils have a easy to hold grip plus 
a thick soft colour lay down. 12 colours. Size: 
8.8 (L) x 1 (dia.) cm.

EC605 Pack of 120 $69.95

Jumbo Pencil & Electric 
Sharpener Kit
This classroom pack includes 144 jumbo 
triangle colouring pencils and the ultimate 
electric pencil sharpener that sharpens any 
size pencil with ease. Great value!

CS0100K $199.95

Creatistics Jumbo Hexagonal Pencils
These jumbo hexagonal pencils have a soft colour strip and feature 
bright bold colours. Available in a pack of 24, wooden stand of 60 or the 
large atelier display box of 480.

CS0108 Pack of 24 $16.95
12 or more $16.10

CS0102 Stand of 60 $49.95
CS0111 Box of 480 $332.95

SAVE 17%
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Rainbow Classroom Pencil Kit
Great for organisation by colour coordinating your pencils in glass jars. 
This kit includes a class pack of 240 coloured pencils and 12 glass jars.

CS0078K Kit $99.95
CS0092 Box of 240 $69.95
AM1780 Glass Jar - Each $3.95

20 or more $3.55

Creatistics Coloured Pencils
Creatistics coloured pencils are made with top quality pigments for 
delightfully bright, bold colouring. Perfectly designed for young artists, 
the hexagonal shape prevents pencils from rolling off tables and the 
colour strip inside each pencil is fully bonded to avoid breakage if 
dropped. Available in a pack of 12, tub of 96 or box of 240. 12 colours. 
Size: 17.5 (L) x 8 (dia.) cm.

CS0090 Pack of 12 $3.95
CS0091 Tub of 96 $29.95
CS0092 Box of 240 $69.95

Drawing Essentials Kit
This drawing kit includes all of your classroom essentials – Creatistics 
coloured pencils, Creatistics slim markers and Jovi plastic crayons.

CS5000K Kit $199.95

SAVE 15%

SAVE 7%
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Crayola Round Pencils
These coloured pencils come pre-sharpened and feature softer leads 
that make blending much easier. Each pencil is glued down the entire 
length of the barrel to provide extra strength. BY8024-K includes 
sharpeners. Non-toxic.

BY8024-K Box of 240 $89.95
BY4048 Tub of 48 $19.95

Crayola Triangular Coloured Pencils
These triangular pencils give better control and performance in young 
hands. They also encourage children to hold the pencils correctly. 12 
colours. Size of leads: 3.3 mm (W).

BY4214 Pack of 12 $4.50
BY8248 Tub of 48 $13.95
BY8212-K Box of 240 $102.95
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Staedtler Noris Coloured Pencils
These environmentally friendly pencils have 3mm wide lead that is 
brilliantly pigmented. Break resistant, hexagonal shape.

STA1852 Pack of 12 $4.95
STA009 Tub of 108 $55.95

4 or more $53.15

Staedtler Maxi Learner Coloured Pencils
Larger than standard pencils and designed for smaller hands to 
grasp. Brilliantly coloured, break-resistant lead. 4mm lead. 10 colours. 
Hexagonal shape.

STA070 Pack of 70 $66.95

Faber-Castell Classic Colour Pencils
Faber Castell classic colour pencils have high-quality pigments, vibrant 
colours and a smooth 3.3 mm colour strip which is fully bonded to 
prevent breakage. The pack of 12 includes a bonus gold pencil. The tin 
display includes 15 different colours and five bonus sharpeners.

FC5852 Pack of 12+1 $7.95
20 or more $7.15

FC5873 Tub of 72 $49.95
4 or more $47.45

FC1234 Box of 300 $161.95
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Lyra Super Ferby 4-in-1 Coloured Pencils
Chunky 4-in-1 coloured pencils are great fun for children. Each pencil 
includes 4 colour leads to create a rainbow. Highly pigmented. Size: 17.5 
cm (L) x 6.5 mm (dia.)

CAN410 Pack of 36 $109.95

Tree Bark Pencils
A beautiful set of 12 coloured pencils in a wooden container for easy 
storage. Each pencil is 10cm long.

QGP108 Pack of 12 $39.95

Crayola Colours of Kindness Coloured Pencils
These 12 Crayola coloured pencils are specially labelled with warm words 
to inspire smiles and happy thoughts.

BY2114 Pack of 12 $6.95

Crayola Colours of the World Pencils
Crayola Colours of the World pencils contain 24 specially formulated 
colours that represent people from all around the world. The subtle 
shades inside are formulated to better represent the growing diversity 
worldwide. 24 colours.

BY4607 Pack of 24 $14.95
4 or more $14.20

First Creations 3-In-1 Jumbo 
Pencils
These jumbo wooden pencils can be used 
as a coloured pencil, wax crayon and 
watercolour when combined with water. 
The chunky wooden barrel is ideal for young 
artists. Jumbo plastic sharpener included.

EC1312 Pack of 12 $21.95

Jumbo Metallic Pencils
These metallic pencils have a large barrel for 
children to grip easily. Supplied in a storage 
cylinder. 2 of each colour included: silver, 
gold, copper, blue, pink and green. 5mm thick 
lead.

TH086 Pack of 12 $14.95

Lyra Giant Skin Tone Pencils
This set from Lyra gives a comprehensive 
selection of skin and earth tones. These extra 
thick pencils feature a 6.25mm hexagonal 
natural wood barrel with soft and very 
blendable leads. 12 colours.

EC1276 Pack of 12 $24.95
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Faber-Castell Watercolour Pencils
Soft, vibrant, pigment-rich leads that turn into beautiful  
watercolours when wet. Available in 3 pack sizes.

FC667 Pack of 24 $21.95
FC4472 Tub of 72 $59.95
FC4444 Pack of 300 $169.95

Faber-Castell Goldfaber Aqua Coloured Pencils
These highly pigmented watercolour pencils have soft and intense 
colour laydown and can be used for wet and dry drawing techniques. 
Water-soluble, break resistant and excellent lightfastness. 3.3mm lead. 
This item is nett-priced and not eligible for any further discounts.

FC4624 Pack of 24 $39.95

Micador Colourfun Water Soluble Pencils
These quality coloured pencils feature an extra wide 4mm colour strip 
and vibrant non-toxic pigments. Fully bonded along the colour strip for 
break resistance.

MD212 Pack of 12 $11.95
12 or more $11.35

First Creations 3-In-1 Jumbo Pencils
These jumbo wooden pencils can be used as a coloured pencil, wax 
crayon and watercolour when combined with water. The chunky wooden 
barrel is ideal for young artists. Jumbo plastic sharpener included.

EC1312 Pack of 12 $21.95
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Creatistics Chunky Colouring Markers
Creatistics chunky markers feature thick, easy-grip barrels and high 
quality, super-washable, non-toxic ink that washes easily from hands 
and surfaces. These markers have a sink-resistant, cone shaped nib for 
colouring both fine lines and larger areas. 12 colours. Non-toxic.

CS7000 Assorted - Pack of 12 $6.95
12 or more $6.60

CS7001 Assorted - Tub of 48 $24.95
CS7002 Assorted - Box of 240 $89.95
CS7004 Black - Tub of 48 $24.95

6 or more $19.95

Creatistics Slim Colouring Markers
Creatistics slim markers come in 12 bright, bold colours. Our coloured 
markers feature thin barrels and high-quality, super-washable ink that 
washes easily from hands and most surfaces. The markers have a 
sink-resistant, cone shaped nib for drawing both fine lines and colouring 
larger areas. The super-washable ink allows the markers to be used with 
water to create watercolour effects. Slim markers are available in 3 pack 
sizes: Pack of 12, Desk tub of 96 and a Class pack of 240. Non-toxic.

CS6000 Pack of 12 $4.95
12 or more $4.70

CS6001 Tub of 96 $29.95
CS6002 Box of 240 $69.95
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Creatistics Slim Marker Kit
This great value slim super washable marker pack includes 2 x tubs of 
96, plus 3 x packs of 12 markers. Creatistics slim markers come in 12 
bright, bold colours.

CS6001K Kit $59.95

Creatistics Chunky Marker Kit
A great value set of our chunky, super-washable markers. Value pack 
includes 4 x tubs of 48 markers.

CS7001K Set of 4 $86.95

Creatistics Coloured Markers
Creatistics fine tip markers come in 12 vibrant colours. They are 
washable, non-toxic and have ventilated safety caps making them ideal 
for young creatives. Creatistics fine tip markers will inspire students to 
draw, colour and design.

CS6582 Pack of 12 $1.95

Creatistics Chunky Triangular Markers
Creatistics chunky triangular markers have jumbo barrels and are ideal 
for small hands. They feature super-washable, non-toxic ink and bullet 
shape nibs. 12 colours. Size: 14.5(L) x 1.3(W)cm.

CS9001 Tub of 48 $24.95
CS9002 Box of 240 $99.95

SAVE 20% SAVE 13%
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Crayola Classic Washable Markers
These high-quality markers have good strength of colour, smooth 
application and are highly durable. The large colour barrel allows them to 
last much longer. Washable and non-toxic.

BY8032 Tub of 32 $34.95
BY8200-K Box of 200 $159.95

Crayola Colours of Kindness 
Washable Fineline Markers
These 10 Crayola markers are specially 
labelled with warm words to inspire smiles 
and happy thoughts.

BY7807 Pack of 10 $5.95

Crayola Colours of the World 
Washable Fineline Markers
Crayola colours of the world markers contain 
24 specially formulated, washable colours 
that represent people from around the world.

BY7810 Pack of 24 $15.95

Crayola Bright Washable Markers
These super bright coloured classic washable 
markers draw either thick or thin lines. 
Durable markers with smooth, bright colours. 
Non-toxic.

BY7819 Pack of 10 $11.95
5 or more $11.35

BY8232 Tub of 32 $25.95

Crayola Washable Super Tips
Strong and rich colours with strong reinforced thin tips. Washable and 
non-toxic.

BY8240 Tub of 40 $25.95

Crayola Thin Washable Markers
MTA exclusive class set. These washable markers have bright, smooth 
colour laydown. The reinforced nibs maintain their shape even after 
heavy use. Non-toxic.

BY8211 Box of 200 $132.95
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Faber-Castell Connector Pens
High quality connector markers in medium tip. Unique, creative markers 
that clip together. Available in a pack of 12, tub of 50 or tub of 100.

FC5570 Pack of 12 $7.95
12 or more $7.55

FC681 Tub of 50 $29.95
6 or more $28.45

FC5541 Tub of 100 $39.95

Giotto Turbo Colour Markers
These bright, radiant and non-toxic water based markers are ideal for 
school projects. Medium tip brilliant connector colour markers. Unique, 
creative markers that clip together. Nib size: 1.5 mm.

GT96 Tub of 96 $57.95
GT144 Box of 144 $81.95

Giotto Turbo Maxi Markers
Giotto Turbo Colour Maxi Markers are ideal for use in the classroom. The 
strong tipped markers have barrels ideal for the preschool years and 
beyond. The markers have long lasting 5 mm nibs along with child- safe 
ventilated choke-proof caps and child proof stoppers. Washable. Non-
toxic.

GTM46 Tub of 48 $43.95
GTM96 Box of 108 $99.95

Micador Colourfun Markers
Super washable medium point markers featuring sink proof tips and 
a large reservoir of non-toxic, acid-free and super-washable ink. The 
markers are fitted with ventilated safety caps and secure end caps.

MD958 Tub of 48 $52.95
MD180 Box of 180 $189.95
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Sparkle Dot Markers
Dot Art Markers are a no mess, water based, non-toxic paint style 
marker that have a smooth and round sponge tip applicator which 
produces clean crisp dots when stamped.

TH1032 Pack of 6 $29.95

Creatistics Dot Art Markers
Dot Art Markers are mess free, water-based and non-toxic. These 
markers promote early childhood development as they are easy to grip 
and improve hand-eye coordination. 70ml.

LS212 Pack of 6 $27.95

Liquid Crayon Markers
These markers give the effect of a wax crayon and may be brushed out 
with water to give a washed effect. 12 assorted colours.

SX969 Pack of 12 $39.95

Creatistics Easy-Grip Paint Dabbers
Class pack of round paint dabbers in 6 colours. Easy for young children 
to grip. Size: 55 ml.

CS7908 Pack of 24 $89.95

Fluoro Chalk Markers
Bullet tip fluorescent chalk markers. For use 
on non-porous surfaces. Wipes off with a 
damp cloth. Tip size: 0.9-1.8mm.

UM08 Pack of 8 $27.95

Liquid Chalk Markers
These brightly coloured liquid chalk markers 
can be used to write on chalkboards, 
whiteboards and glass. Available in 8 bright 
colours, shake to get liquid into the fabric nib.

TEB0304 Pack of 8 $16.95

Creatistics Glass & Porcelain 
Markers
Available in a pack of 8 bright colours. These 
high gloss, water-based markers are ideal for 
decorating porcelain, terracotta, glass and 
ceramics. Oven bake to seal design.

CS8000 $49.95
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Jovi Metallic Markers
Great quality, water-based metallic markers. Great coverage on dark 
paper and card. Class pack includes a total of 48 markers; 6 x gold and 
silver, plus 3 x red, blue, green and purple.

JV1624 Pack of 24 $32.95

Crayola Metallic Markers
Add a shimmering effect to your artwork. Water-based ink. Pack of 8 
Metallic colours.

BY58862 Pack of 8 $13.95

Jovi Fabric Markers
Great quality, water-based fabric markers in bright colours. Ideal for 
decorating any type of fabric. Class pack includes 48 markers. 12 
assorted colours.

JV1448 Pack of 48 $39.95

Crayola Fabric Markers
Decorate t-shirts, calico bags and more with these Crayola fabric 
markers. Use warm iron to make design permanent. 10 assorted colours.

BY8176 Pack of 10 $11.95
5 or more $11.35

Giotto Fabric Markers
Students can decorate any type of fabric using these markers. Includes 
48 markers in classic and fluoro colours. This includes 8 standard colours 
and 4 fluoro colours. Permanent and machine washable. Washable at 
40 degrees Celsius. Press the drawing with a warm iron to heat fix the 
colour. Water-based ink and non-toxic.

GT700 Pack of 48 $107.95

Giotto Multi Surface Paint Markers
These multi-surface paint markers are ideal for decorating card, wood, 
glass, leather, crockery, plastic, pebbles, stone, clay or metal. The box 
includes 48 markers in 12 colours. Water-based, non-toxic and safe, 
they will easily wash off your hands.

GT600 Pack of 48 $109.95
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POSCA Markers, Fine
POSCA Markers are a water-resistant, acrylic paint pen. They can be 
used on most surfaces and can be layered over each other once dry. 
They are water-soluble, weather resistant, matte in colour, and have no 
odour. The PC-3M fine tip allows you to create with precision. Its conical 
tip and thin body allows you to work with dexterity. Tip size: 0.9 - 1.3 mm. 
Available in pastel, glitter and assorted colours.

UM300 Assorted - Pack of 8 $35.95
UM301 Pastel - Pack of 8 $35.95
UM302 Glitter - Pack of 8 $35.95
UM304 Assorted - Pack of 16 $69.95

POSCA Markers, Ultra Fine
The PC-1MR ultra fine tip is ringed with metal and offers an ultra-thin and 
dense line. Great for technical drawing and sketching. Tip size: 0.7mm.

UM100 Pack of 8 $25.95
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POSCA Markers, Medium Bullet
POSCA Markers are a water-resistant, acrylic paint pen. They can be 
used on most surfaces and can be layered over each other once dry. 
They are water-soluble, weather resistant, matte in colour, and have no 
odour to ensure students safety. The PC-5M medium bullet tip is the 
most versatile marker in the range, allowing a clean and precise line and 
the most beautiful colouring. Tip size: 1.8 - 2.5 mm. Available in pastel, 
metallic, black, white, gold and assorted colours.

UM500 Assorted - Pack of 8 $38.95
UM501 Pastel – Pack of 8 $38.95
UM502 Metallic - Pack of 8 $38.95
UM503 Assorted - Pack of 16 $76.95
UM505 Black - Each $4.95
UM506 White - Each $4.95
UM509 Gold - Each $4.95

POSCA Markers, Assorted Nibs
These black and white sets of POSCA markers include 8 tip sizes. 
The black pack is great for outlining while the white pack is ideal for 
highlighting. Sizes included: PCF-350, PC-1MR, PC-1MC, PC-3M, PC-
5M, PC-7M, PC-8K and PC-17K.

UM507 Black - Pack of 8 $44.95
UM508 White - Pack of 8 $44.95
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Teachables Bullet Tip Whiteboard Markers Class Set
A great-value class size set of bullet tip whiteboard markers. The pack 
of 144 includes 24 x black, blue, light-blue, red, green and purple. Low-
odour, xylene-free ink.

TEB2000B Pack of 144 $120.70

Teachables Chisel Tip Whiteboard Markers Class Set
A great-value class size set of chisel tip whiteboard markers. The pack 
of 144 includes 24 x black, blue, light-blue, red, green and purple. Low-
odour, xylene-free ink.

TEB2000 Pack of 144 $120.70

Teachables Bullet Tip Whiteboard Markers
Teachables bullet tip whiteboard markers. Assorted packs contain black, 
blue, red and green.

TEB0102B Black - Pack of 4 $6.45
TEB0102A Assorted - Pack of 4 $6.45
TEB0100BL Black - Pack of 12 $14.65
TEB0100B Assorted - Pack of 12 $14.65

Teachables Chisel Tip Whiteboard Markers
These chisel tip whiteboard markers offer quality and value. A must-have 
for every classroom. These are low in odour, xylene free, waterproof and 
have a 1.5mm line width

TEB0100 Black - Pack of 12 $14.65
TEB0101 Assorted - Pack of 12 $14.65

Teachables Whiteboard Cloths
This whiteboard cloth will clean your 
whiteboard surface with ease. No need for 
chemicals and the cloth is machine washable. 
Size 15 x 15cm.

TFC11466 Each $2.35
TFC16369 Pack of 10 $17.45
TFC60095 Pack of 30 $46.95

Teachables Mini Whiteboard 
Erasers
Ideal for use with our individual whiteboards 
and blackboards. A handy item for any 
stationery cupboard. Comes in 6 brightly 
coloured squares. Size: 5 x 5cm.

TX1000 Pack of 12 $20.95

Teachables Interactive 
Whiteboard Spray
Interactive whiteboard cleaner is an easy and 
convenient way for cleaning all whiteboards. 
Spray a small amount of this product on 
to the board and clean with a soft cloth or 
eraser. Size: 250ml. Non-flammable.

TEB0202 $8.95

SAVE 33%
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Pilot BegreeN Vboard Whiteboard Markers
This Pilot VBoard Whiteboard Marker is refillable, bullet tip and light 
resistant. The marker is made from at least 70% recycled material and is 
available in black, blue, red and green.

DP6037 Black - Pack of 10 $34.60
DP102 Blue - Pack of 10 $34.60
DP103 Red - Pack of 10 $34.60
DP104 Green - Pack of 10 $34.60

Teachables Jumbo Whiteboard Markers
Teachables Jumbo Whiteboard Markers have an extra thick line width, 
so it is easily read from the back of the classroom. Xylene free, alcohol 
base ink. Pack includes 3 x black, 1 x blue, x 1 red & x 1 green

TEB492 Pack of 6 $20.95

Faber Castell Connector Whiteboard Markers
Faber-Castell Connector Whiteboard Markers have a bullet tip. The ink is 
child safe and available in 10 different colours.

FC2068 Assorted - Pack of 6 $17.95
FC810 Assorted - Pack of 10 $20.95
FC2924 Assorted - Pack of 24 $68.95

Faber Castell Bicolour Whiteboard Markers
Faber-Castell Bicolour Magnetic Whiteboard Markers are available as 
a pack of 4. These markers have a bullet tip, magnetic lid and built in 
eraser.

FC040 Pack of 4 $15.95

Staedtler Lumocolour Bullet Tip Whiteboard Markers
The whiteboard markers are fast drying, high quality, dry erase markers 
with a bullet tip. Can be dry-wiped from whiteboards and surfaces such 
as glass and porcelain without leaving a trace. Bullet tip line width 2 mm.

STA3514 Assorted - Pack of 4 $12.95
STA3516 Assorted - Pack of 6 $20.95
STA3519 Black - Pack of 10 $29.95
STA3513 Blue - Pack of 10 $29.95
STA3510 Assorted - Pack of 10 $29.95

Teachables Whiteboard & Glass Markers
Dry erase glass markers can be used as glass, whiteboards and 
blackboards. The alcohol based ink is easy to wipe off. Comes in 12 
assorted colours, including neon colours.

TEB713 Pack of 12 $20.95
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Teachables Blank Whiteboards
Teachables blank whiteboards kit allow students to draw or write on their 
own whiteboards and erase with ease. With no fear of making a mistake. 
Simply wipe it off clean with the eraser and start again.

TEB0230 Pack of 30 $62.95

Blank Whiteboards, Tri Markers & Mini Eraser Kit
Write on wipe off blank whiteboards allow children to draw or write with 
ease. These blank whiteboards can also be used as answer boards for a 
classroom activity. Each board is 31 x 23cm. Kit includes 30 boards, 48 
black markers, and 12 mini erasers. Kit contents may vary.

TEB0230K $121.45

Teachables Whiteboard Set for 4
Set includes 4 magnetic whiteboards and 4 chisel tip markers. The 
markers are non-toxic and come in 4 brilliant colours, red, green, black & 
blue. Whiteboard size: 25 (W) x 30 (H) cm

TX6000 $31.95

Magnetic Whiteboards, Chisel Tip Markers & Mini 
Erasers Kit
Set includes 12 magnetic whiteboards, 12 mini erasers and 12 black 
chisel tip markers. The markers are non-toxic. Whiteboard size: 
25 (L) x 30 (W) cm

TX8000 $108.95

Teachables Lined Whiteboards & Markers Kit
This dry wipe board helps children practise writing letters and words in 
straight lines. The board is blank on reverse and measures 31 (W) x 23 (H) 
cm. Kit includes 30 boards and 36 thin line black markers. Kit contents 
may vary.

TEB0237K $85.45

Teachables Whiteboards, Fine Markers & Erasers Kit
This whiteboard kit includes 12 whiteboards, 12 coloured thin 
line markers and 1 pack of 12 small erasers. These great student 
whiteboards have a wipe-clean white, magnetic surface and measure 
25 (L) x 30 (W) cm. The markers are non-toxic and have brilliant colours.

TEB1000 $105.45

SAVE 11%

SAVE 10% SAVE 12%

SAVE 15% SAVE 15%
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Teachables Whiteboard
This 90 (W) x 60 (H) cm magnetic whiteboard has an aluminium frame. 
Great for the reception area, classroom or office. Can be mounted 
vertically or horizontally.

TEB1083 900 x 600 mm $79.95

Teachables Large Pin Board
This 90 (W) x 60 (H) cm green pin board has an aluminium frame and will 
hold push pins securely and hides pin holes. Great for the reception area, 
classroom or office. Can be mounted vertically or horizontally.

TEB1088 $62.95

Teachables Magnetic Whiteboards
This useful board is available in three different sizes. Each has a 
wipe-clean white, magnetic surface with a solid plastic border and a 
compressed wooden backing.

JS2535 25 x 30 cm $7.30
48 or more $6.50

JS3040 30 x 40 cm $12.95
12 or more $12.30

JS4560 45 x 60 cm $26.95
10 or more $25.60

Teachables Whiteboard Paddles
These paddles are useful for question-and-answer time in class 
and other activities. Students will enjoy writing down responses to 
questions and holding up their paddle. Quickly wipe it clean ready for 
the next question! A great way to encourage student participation in 
the classroom. Each board Is made of laminated heavy-duty cardboard. 
Size: 20 (W) x 15 (H) cm.

TEB1090 Pack of 10 $18.85

Teachables Reversible Blackboard/Whiteboard
Whiteboard on one side. Blackboard on reverse. Size 25 (H) x 35 (W) cm.

JS1010 $11.50
10 or more $10.95
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FAS Indian Ink
Waterproof, jet black ink for use with pen, calligraphy pen, dip fountain 
pen, airbrush or brush. Wash equipment in water immediately after use. 
1 Litre.

FN700 $25.95

Faber-Castell Coloured Fineliners
Brilliantly coloured fineliners that are ideal for thin lines and shading. 
Features an ergonomic triangular barrel that promotes a tripod grasp 
and ensures optimum writing comfort. Long metal framed tip for 
drawing with templates and rulers. Line width: 0.4mm.

FC1410 Pack of 10 $12.95
FC1620 Pack of 20 $25.95

Uni Pin Fine Line Pens
Uni Pin fine line pens have a super tough tip and ultra smooth ink flow. 
The ink is waterproof and fadeproof. Great for sketching and technical 
drawing. Available in a variety of packs and tip sizes.

UM2012 Black Assorted - Pack of 12 $27.95

Faber-Castell Black Fineliners
These black fine line pens contains indelible water-based ink and have a 
metal clad fibre tip for super smooth writing. Tip size: 0.4mm.

FC684 Pack of 10 $26.95

Artline Fineline Pens
Artline fineliners features instant drying, 
blur proof ink. The ideal pen for writing and 
drawing.

SX957 # 200 - Black $2.95
SX953 # 210 - Black $4.15

Write Anywhere Permanent Pens
Write Anywhere Permanent Black Pens are 
perfect for writing on most surfaces such as 
paper, cardboard, plastic, glass, wood, calico 
and ceramic. The nib is 0.7mm for a fine line. 
Perfect for writing or art projects.

TH034 Pack of 20 $33.95
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Teachables Fine Tip Permanent Markers
These fine tip Teachables permanent markers offer quality and value, 
a must have for every classroom. They are low in odour, xylene free, 
waterproof and come with a 0.8 – 1mm line width. Pack of 12.

TEB0108 Black - Pack of 12 $22.00
TEB0109 Assorted  - Pack of 12 $22.00

Teachables Bullet Tip Permanent Markers
These permanent markers offer quality and value. A must have for every 
classroom. They are low in odour, xylene free, waterproof and have a 
1.5 mm line width. Pack of 12.

TEB0103 Black - Pack of 12 $22.00
TEB0104 Assorted  - Pack of 12 $22.00

Artline 30 Permanent Mini Markers
The Artline 30 permanent marker is a handy size marker with instant 
drying ink, waterproof acrylic tip. Low odour and Xylene free. Ideal for 
all permanent marking applications, including those on porous materials 
like cardboard and wood as well as non-porous surfaces like steel and 
glass.

SX940 Assorted  - Pack of 12 $37.95
SX950 Black - Pack of 12 $37.95

Artline Permanent Markers
Artline permanent markers are ideal for marking a variety of porous and 
non-porous surfaces including steel, glass, plastic and timber. Choose 
from the popular Artline 70 bullet point (1.5 mm), Artline 90 chisel tip 
(2-5 mm) or the Artline 700 fine tip (0.7 mm).

SX930 # 90 - Black $4.15
12 or more $3.95

SX929 # 70 - Black $4.15
SX1008 # 700 - Black $5.20
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Creatistics Wooden Drawing Boards
These natural drawing boards are the ideal drawing tool inside and 
outside. They fit up to A3 size sheets of paper. Take the children outside 
to draw things inspired by nature.

TEB1011 Pack of 10 $81.95

Explore & Discover Light Panels
Brightly coloured lightweight panels featuring an environmentally 
friendly LED light that can last for up to 50,000 hours. The panels are 
lightweight and durable, excellent for all classroom environments. 
Supervision required.

KD1033 A3 $195.95
KD1022 A2 $259.95

Wooden Manikin
An anatomical adjustable model of the human body. A great tool to learn 
the basics of figure and real life drawing widely used in teaching. Made 
from varnished wood. Size: 30cm.

ROS017 $15.95

Tracing Paper - 90 gsm
This acid-free premium quality 90gsm tracing paper has excellent ink 
and pencil adhesion. It’s great to use with a light panel. Packs of 100.

JA4163 A4 $15.95
JA4171 A3 $29.95

Mirrors
This set of flat mirror panels contains 10 individual mirrors. Each of 
the flat mirror panels measures 21 (H) x 30 (W) cm. Ideal for reflective 
symmetry, light experiments, model making and colour play. Each flat 
mirror panel is made from a scratch resistant plastic mirror.

CT8138 Pack of 10 $109.95

Hand Magnifiers
These hand magnifiers can be used to view small objects up close. Each 
magnifier measures 15.5 cm long, with a diameter of 7.5 cm. Both the 
frame and handle are made of plastic, and the lens is made of glass with 
a magnification of 5X, making small objects appear 5 times larger than 
they are.

NK2804 Pack of 12 $69.25
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Teachables Wooden Rulers 30 cm
This wooden ruler is ideal for use in schools. It measures 30 cm (L). The 
wooden ruler is finished with a smooth and polished surface. It displays 
mm on one side and cm on the other side for accurate measurements.

TEB6039 Pack of 30 $29.95

Teachables Plastic Rulers 30 cm
Ideal for school, this pack of quality clear plastic rulers are strong yet 
lightweight to handle. Shows measurements in cm and mm. Size: 30cm.

TEB6038 Pack of 30 $25.95

Staedtler Maths Set
This metal case contains quality components. Includes a short needle 
safety-point compass with a self-centering mechanism, a 15cm ruler, a 
180 protractor, a 45 set square, a 60 set square, a sharpener, an eraser, 
compass dividers and a lettering guide.

STA019 $7.30

Micador Compass
Durable plastic budget compass featuring a non-needle safety point and 
a special self-centring mechanism. Colours may vary.

MD325 $5.20
50 or more $4.65

Protractors
Full and half circle protractors for easy drawing of circles and arch 
shapes.

TFC11172 180° - Each $1.15
TFC10547 180° - Set of 30 $24.95
TFC11173 360° - Each $2.05
TFC10570 360° - Set of 30 $46.95
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Teachables Electric Pencil Sharpener
The Teachables electric pencil sharpener is the ultimate in pencil 
sharpening. It can accommodate 3 pencil widths up to 11mm. Easy to 
empty as the sharpener lifts off its charging base. Replacement blades 
available.

TEB4101 Sharpener $157.45
TEB4101-BLADE Replacement Blade $22.95

Double Hole Pencil Sharpener
Plastic sharpeners with double holes for standard and jumbo size 
pencils. Colours may vary.

MD1010-1 Each $0.95
MD1010 Pack of 20 $11.50

Micador Erasers
Micador white pencil eraser. Won’t damage delicate papers. Individually 
wrapped. Small size 40 x 20 x 10mm. Large size: 55 x 20 x 10mm

MD303-1 Small - Each $0.35
MD303 Small - Pack of 30 $10.95
MD320 Large - Pack of 20 $12.95

Teachables Double Hole Barrel 
Sharpener
Ideal for students, suitable for any round, 
hexagonal or triangular pencils up to 11mm 
thick.

EC751 $1.20

Micador Fixative Spray
Excellent clear, permanent protection for 
pencil, pastel, chalk, charcoal, watercolour, 
tempera and ceramics. Acid free. This item 
is nett-priced and not eligible for any further 
discounts

MD0450 450 g $14.95

Micador Crystal Clear
This Australian made spray varnish is 
permanent and has a clear gloss finish for 
coating drawings, non-watercolour artwork, 
prints, photos, ceramics and more. Acid free. 
This item is nett-priced and not eligible for 
any further discounts.

MD025 450 g $14.95
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Rangoli Stencils
Rangoli is a traditional and beautiful art form from India. Complex stencil 
designs are commonly used to beautify floors and surroundings for 
festivals and special occasions. Extra large stencils are based on classic 
designs. Comes with an extensive guide detailing this wonderful craft. 
Size: 28cm.

RE5621 Pack of 4 $41.95

Geometric Stencils
A set of beautiful geometric design plastic stencils. Ideal for use with 
fabric paint, pencils and markers. Set includes 6 different designs. Size: 
18cm.

SH1826 Pack of 6 $17.95

Creatistics Alphabet Stencil Set
Plastic stencils for uppercase letter writing. Size: 9cm.

EC27 Pack of 26 $12.95

Number Stencil Set
This pack contains individual stencil numbers 0 to 9. Made of easy-to-
clean thick plastic. Size: 15 x 20cm.

EC195 Pack of 10 $28.95

Family Portrait Stencils
Pack includes 9 stencils, 4 rubbing plate designs and a teacher’s guide. 
The generations of family members in large, easy-to-use plastic stencils. 
Use the specially designed rubbing plates, that are included, to create 
patterns for clothing. Large stencil size: 13 x 27cm.

RE2040 Pack of 9 $48.95

Alphabet Stencils
This alphabet stencil pack includes 4 stencil sheets - each measures 
20.3 x 20.3cm. Each sheet features a different font style. It is simple for 
children to add their name or favourite phrase to their creations using 
these stencils.

SH7453 Pack of 4 $5.95
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Educational Colours Australian Animal Stencils - Set 
1
Set of 6 stencils featuring a koala, platypus, cockatoo, wombat, 
kangaroo, and kookaburra. Made of easy-to-clean thick plastic. Size: 
19cm square.

EC300-1 Pack of 6 $24.95

Educational Colours Australian Animal Stencils - Set 
2
Set of 6 stencils featuring: bilby, echidna, emu, frog, possum and 
crocodile. Made of easy-to-clean thick plastic. Size: 19cm square.

EC300-2 Pack of 6 $24.95

Educational Colours Farm Animal Stencil Set
This set contains 6 different farm animal stencils. Made from easy-to-
clean thick plastic. Size: 20.3cm square.

EC1183 Pack of 6 $24.95

Educational Colours Sea Life Stencil Set
Set of 6 stencils featuring sea life animals. Made from easy-to-clean 
thick plastic. Size: 19cm square.

EC300-3 Pack of 6 $24.95

Educational Colours Dinosaur 
Stencil Set
This set contains 6 different dinosaur 
stencils. Made from easy-to-clean thick 
plastic. Size: 20.3cm square.

EC192 Pack of 6 $24.95

Educational Colours Transport 
Shapes Stencil Set
Set of 6 stencils featuring a helicopter, boat, 
truck, train, plane and car. Made of easy-to-
clean thick plastic. Size: 19cm square.

EC0062 Pack of 6 $24.95

Educational Colours Bug Stencil 
Set
This set contains 6 different bugs to choose 
from. Includes spider, ant, bee, grasshopper, 
beetle and dragonfly. Made of easy-to-clean 
thick plastic. Size: 13 x 16cm.

EC1035 Pack of 6 $24.95
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Pop Art Rubbing Mats
12 classic patterns printed on thick card stock with raised detail. Perfect 
for use with crayons, pastel, charcoal and coloured pencils. Size: 20 x 
21.5 cm.

RE7855 Pack of 12 $29.95

Leaf Rubbing Plates
This set includes 16 leaves and seeds rubbing plates. Use with crayons, 
pencils, or press in clay for leaf impressions. Includes ideas guide. Size: 
10(L) x 13(W)cm.

RE5815 Pack of 16 $37.95

Dinosaur Rubbing Plates
Set of 6 different dinosaur rubbing plates. Includes ideas guides. Size: 
19(L) x 24(W)cm.

RE5823 Pack of 6 $32.95

Bug Rubbing Plates
This set of 6 detailed rubbing plates will add incredible detail to any 
child’s artwork. Includes ideas guide. Size: 18cm square.

RE5843 Pack of 6 $32.95

Texture Rubbing Plates
Place paper over these textured plates and 
rub with crayons, markers or pencils to make 
the designs show. These plates can also be 
pressed into clay. Includes ideas guide. Plate 
size: 22(L) x 28(W)cm

RE5839 Pack of 4 $32.95

Teach Me Shapes Rubbing Plates
16 plates are perfect for exploring shapes and 
patterns through touch. Each rubbing plate is 
10(L) x 13(W)cm. Includes teacher guide.

RE48230 Pack of 16 $37.95

Animal Print Rubbing Plates
This set of rubbing plates feature 6 favourite 
animal skins: zebra, leopard, snake, giraffe, 
lizard and elephant. Includes ideas guide. 
Size: 18 cm square.

RE5817 Pack of 6 $32.95
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Easel Paper - 80 gsm
This quality paper is ideal for use with any 
easel. It is available in 2 large sizes. 80gsm.

KT75 380 x 510 mm $59.95
KT74 440 x 630 mm $74.95

Easel Drawing Paper - 120 gsm
Thick and strong easel paper. Each sheet 
measures 42 x 59.5cm and is 120gsm.

CB956 $91.95

Black Easel Paper - 80 gsm
This black 80gsm easel paper pad, is perfect 
for artwork with bright and pastel colours and 
glitter or metallic paints and crayons. Also 
suitable for display or as a background for cut 
out or smaller works. Size: 510 x 760mm.

AUS1001 $105.95

Easel Paper Roll - 80 gsm
This 80gsm easel paper roll, is perfect for 
children’s artwork, suitable for painting with 
watercolour or acrylic, crayons, markers and 
pencils. Also useful for large projects and 
artworks. Roll measures 760mm x 10m.

AUS1000 $9.95

Melissa & Doug Easel Paper Roll 
- 70 gsm
This easel roll is perfect for use with the 
double-sided easel (MND1282). Great for 
large projects and artworks. Size: 19(L)m x 
46(W)cm. 70gsm.

MND1486 $24.95

Black Kraft Roll - 80 gsm
This big kraft roll can be used for many art 
and craft activities, or as background for 
display. 80gsm. Size: 100(L)m x 76(W)cm.

WHP086 $69.95

Brown Kraft Paper - 70 gsm
Plain brown kraft paper is a great natural 
resource used in art, craft and drawing. Packs 
of 500.

TEB0087 A4 $16.95
WHP087 255 x 380 mm $33.95

Brown Kraft Paper Roll - 65 gsm
Create murals, backdrops or largescale 
drawings. One side is glossy, the other matte. 
65 gsm. Size: 34 m (L) x 45 cm (W).

WHP023 $89.95

Multi Paper Roll - 80 gsm
Handy for projects and large artworks. This 
massive paper roll can be used with many 
different mediums like paint, pencils or 
markers. Roll measures 100(L)m x 92(W)cm. 
80gsm.

WHP084 $74.95
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Cartridge Paper Roll - 110 gsm
Quality 110gsm cartridge paper roll. Handy 
for class projects and large artworks. Roll 
measures 10(L)m x 76(W)cm.

WHP081 $14.95

Cartridge Paper - 110 gsm
High quality white cartridge paper. The 
medium texture and white colour make it 
suitable for printing, drawing and painting. 110 
gsm. Packs of 500.

QL40008 A4 - Pack of 500 $22.95
CB955 A3 - Pack of 500 $49.95
QL40005 A2 - Pack of 250 $62.95
QL40002 A1 - Pack of 250 $102.95

Cartridge Paper - 125 gsm
Premium quality 125 gsm cartridge paper. 
Available in 3 different sizes. Packs of 500.

QL40028 A4 $35.95
QL40027 A3 $67.95
QL40024 A2 $129.95

Newsprint Butcher’s Paper Roll - 
45 gsm
Newsprint or butcher’s paper rolls are great 
value and handy for large group projects, 
brainstorming of ideas and general drawing 
and painting activities. Size: 10(L)m x 76(W)
cm.

WHP083 $14.95

Newsprint Butcher’s Paper - 44 
gsm
Butcher’s paper is great for frequent 
drawings or paintings and brainstorming of 
ideas. 61 x 42.5 cm.

CB954 Pack of 250 $31.95

Newsprint Butcher’s Paper - 48 
gsm
Affordable necessity. Most powerful 
classroom tool to illustrate group thinking 
and convey ideas on. Paper is 48 gsm. Pack 
of 500.

WHP053 255 x 380 mm $17.95
WHP082 380 x 510 mm $42.95
WHP052 510 x 760 mm $56.95

Teachables Coloured Copy Paper - 80 gsm
Teachables assorted colour office paper is ideal for crafting, creating 
flyers, invitations & posters. 80gsm. A4.

TEB0800 Brights - Pack of 500 $23.95
TEB0801 Pastels - Pack of 500 $23.95
TEB0802 Fluoro - Pack of 500 $23.95

Office Copy Paper
Premium bright white copy paper. 500 sheets per ream. 80gsm.

LBR2122 A4 $6.95
5 or more $6.60

LBR2123 A3 $15.95
3 or more $15.15
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Litho Paper - 60 gsm
This litho paper is glossy on one side and rough on the other side. 
Available in 3 sizes. Packs of 500.

WHP040 255 x 380 mm $28.95
WHP041 380 x 510 mm $49.95
AUS089 510 x 760 mm $99.95

Litho Paper - 94 gsm
This high quality extra thick 94 gsm litho paper is glossy on one side and 
rough on the reverse. Packs of 500.

AUS090 380 x 250 mm $39.95
AUS091 380 x 510 mm $79.95

Tracing Paper - 90 gsm
This acid-free premium quality 90gsm tracing paper has excellent ink 
and pencil adhesion, high uniform transparency and will not discolour 
yellow with age or become brittle. Packs of 100.

JA4163 A4 $15.95
JA4171 A3 $29.95

Mineral Paper Pad A4 - 150 gsm
This mineral paper pad is made from stone powder and is great to use 
with any wet or dry media. Create wonderful effects with wet or dry 
media. 150gsm. Size: A4. 20 sheets.

TH340 20 Sheets $25.95

Quill Sketch Pad A3 - 110 gsm
This Quill sketch pad features a premium quality acid-free 110gsm paper 
with a heavy backing board. An essential piece of equipment for all art 
students and professional artists. 30 sheets. A3.

QLPS5A3 30 Sheets $14.95

Melissa & Doug Drawing Pad
This generously sized 9 x 12 drawing pad provides 50 sheets for every 
creative whim. Premium white bond paper is ideal for pencils, crayons, 
markers, chalk, watercolour and poster paints.

MND4108 50 Sheets $12.95
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Handmade Watercolour Paper - 
300 gsm
Create a lovely piece of artwork using 
watercolour or ink. This watercolour paper 
has a rough texture and a natural deckled 
edge. 300gsm. Size: 15cm square.

TH709 10 Sheets $8.95

Micador Watercolour Paper - 300 
gsm
Premium 300gsm artist quality watercolour 
paper designed for all watercolour 
techniques. The paper is acid-free and made 
from 100% cotton fibre. The paper has a cold 
pressed, felt marked surface.

MD1135 210 x 100 mm - 50 
Sheets

$36.95

MD1134 230 x 305 mm - 12 
Pages

$29.95

MD1015 A3 - 12 Pages $54.95

Canson Montval Watercolour Paper Pads
Montval is a cold pressed, student quality watercolour paper with a 
natural white appearance. Ideal for use with watercolour, gouache and 
acrylic paint. Acid-free. Available in 185gsm and 300gsm. 12 sheets.

CAN3216 A4 - 185 gsm $12.95
CAN3215 A3 - 185 gsm $21.95
CAN3225 A4 - 300 gsm $18.95
CAN3224 A3 - 300 gsm $29.95

Canson Mixed Media Paper A3 - 300 gsm
Mixed media & acrylic paper is a white, heavy textured drawing and 
painting paper. This paper is versatile and suitable for pencil, pastel, 
charcoal, acrylic, watercolour, marker, ink and light washes. Acid-free. 
Size: A3.

CAN2599 25 Sheets $34.95

Canson Canvas Paper Pad - 290 gsm
A ready-to-use canvas-textured paper pad for practice or finished 
paintings in acrylic and oil. Acid free & archival. 290gsm. Size: 33 x 
41cm.

CAN012 10 Sheets $19.95
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Quill Visual Art Diaries - 110 gsm
A must-have for any student! Visual diaries are a great tool for keeping 
track of creative ideas, drawings, and other artworks. These visual art 
diaries feature plastic covers and acid-free, 110 gsm white cartridge 
paper sheets. 120 pages.

NP5012 A5 $4.00
60 or more $3.60

NP5010 A4 $5.50
30 or more $4.95

NP5014 11 x 14 in $10.50
60 or more $9.45

NP5011 A3 $10.50
15 or more $9.98

Fold Out Art Journals - 250 gsm
Great for displays, projects or as a small art portfolio, this 8 page journal 
comes ready made with a black cardboard cover and 250gsm white 
paper pages. Size: 19(L) x 13(W)cm.

TH2001 Pack of 10 $28.95

Art Folios - 250 gsm
These brown kraft folios are ideal to protect, transport and store large 
artworks and documents. They feature black tape bound sides for extra 
strength. 250gsm.

AUS447 A3 $1.95
AUS448 A2 $2.95

Art Folios - 180 gsm
Strong and durable kraft folios. Opening at the top with glued sides. 
Available in 2 sizes. 180gsm.

XR007 A3 $2.05
XR008 A2 $3.45
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Creatistics Scrapbook - 100 gsm
Features a 230 gsm cardboard cover and thick 100 gsm paper that  
is suitable for drawing, painting and collage work. 64 pages.  
Size: 24 x 335 mm.

QL81800 $2.50
28 or more $2.25

Creatistics Scrapbook & Glue Stick Kit
This great value classroom bundle includes 24 x 100gsm scrapbooks and 
24 x 35g superstik glue sticks. The ideal starter set for the new school 
year.

QL81800-GS $75.95

Blue Scrapbook - 70 gsm
This 72-page scrapbook comes with a 
cardboard cover and has 70gsm paper. The 
book measures 33 x 24cm. Inside pages are 
plain white.

NP0661 $2.95
60 or more $2.65

Polycover Scrapbooks - 100 gsm
Protext scrapbooks have a durable poly 
cover, 100 gsm paper and come in assorted 
colours.

NP5061 16.5 x 24 cm $2.50
80 or more $2.25

NP5056 24 x 33 cm $3.50
60 or more $3.15

Papier Mache Large Scrapbook
This papier mache scrapbook is beautifully 
presented with a hard cover and lovely 
natural feel. 12 pages. Size: 3 cm square.

PMC1039 $6.95
30 or more $6.25

SAVE 24%
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Creatistics Gloss Paper Shapes - 70 gsm
This gloss paper shapes pack includes 12 cm and 18 cm circles, plus 12.7 
cm and 25.4 cm paper squares. 360 sheets of each shape. Assorted 
colours. Single sided. 70 gsm.

CS5100K Kit $62.95
CS5100 12 cm Circles - Pack of 360 $9.95
CS5102 18 cm Circles - Pack of 360 $18.95
CS5106 12.7 cm Squares - Pack of 360 $9.95
CS5108 25.4 cm Squares - Pack of 360 $29.95

Fluorescent Paper Circles - 70 
gsm
Pack contains 120 fluorescent circles in an 
assortment of 5 colours. 70gsm. Size: 18cm.

HB200 Pack of 120 $14.95

Fluorescent Matte Paper 
Squares - 70 gsm
This pack contains 100 pieces in an 
assortment of 5 fluorescent colours. 70gsm. 
Size: 25.4cm.

HB410 Pack of 100 $17.95

Paper Squares Duo Colours
Matte finish, double-sided coloured paper 
squares with a different contrasting colour 
on the reverse side. Size: 25.4cm.

HB202 Pack of 120 $18.95

SAVE 9%
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Creatistics Matte Paper Shapes - 70 gsm
The kit includes two packs of 12 cm circles, 18 cm circles, two packs 
of 12.7 cm squares and 25.4 cm squares. Total 2160 paper sheets. The 
individual shape packs include 360 sheets. Assorted colours. Double 
sided. 70 gsm.

CS5101K Kit $61.95
CS5101 12 cm Circles - Pack of 360 $7.95
CS5103 18 cm Circles - Pack of 360 $14.95
CS5107 12.7 cm Squares - Pack of 360 $9.95
CS5109 25.4 cm Squares - Pack of 360 $19.95

Matte Black Paper Squares - 70 
gsm
This pack of paper squares is ideal for all 
types of display work and particularly for use 
in outline or ‘shadow’ work. Each single-sided 
sheet measures 25.4cm square. 70gsm.

HB203 Pack of 360 $26.95

Adhesive Squares
No need to glue, just peel away the backing 
sheet for instant adhesion. Each square is 
15cm.

TH430 Pack of 100 $41.95

Paper Craft Strips - 125 gsm
This pack of paper strips can be used for 
weaving, paper chains or sentence strips. 
Pack includes 15 assorted colours. 125 gsm. 
Size: 41 (L) x 4 (W) cm.

TH911 Pack of 500 $12.95

Paper Construction Charts
These paper & cardboard skills & construction charts will enhance your 
learning space. With six charts covering paper and cardboard sculpture, 
construction and engineering. Size: A2.

TH1022 $48.95

SAVE 12%
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Coloured Kinder Paper - 80 gsm
Double-sided craft paper in assorted colours. Also suitable for use with 
inkjet and laser printers or photocopiers. 80gsm. Size: A4.

AUS019 Pack of 50 $7.95

Creatistics Black Cardboard - 210 gsm
Sturdy black card for craft, construction or mounting. 220 gsm.

QL90050 51 x 64 cm - Pack of 50 $44.95

Creatistics Pastel Paper - 80 gsm
This pack includes a range of pastel colours. Great to use with any 
craft activity. Also suitable for use with an inkjet and laser printer or 
photocopiers. Double-sided 80gsm sheets. Size: A4.

TEB0801 Pastels - Pack of 500 $23.95

Creatistics Fluorescent Craft Paper - 80 gsm
This craft paper pack has a range of vibrant fluorescent colours. Great 
to use with any craft activity. Also suitable for use with inkjet, laser and 
photocopiers. Double-sided. 80gsm. Size A3.

AUS303 Pack of 100 $14.95

Pastel Coloured Cardboard - 220 
gsm
These pastel A4 cardboard sheets will 
complement any art and craft activity in the 
softer colour shades. A4. 220gsm. Pack of 
100.

AUS1002 Pack of 100 $16.95

Creatistics Hot and Cold 
Coloured Paper - 80 gsm
A combination pack of 500 sheets (a ream) 
consisting of 50 sheets each of 10 colours. 
A4. 80gsm.

QL90190 Pack of 500 $35.95

Coastal Cardboard - 220 gsm
A cool coastal coloured assortment of A4 
cardboard sheets for card making & crafting. 
5 colours. 220gsm.

AUS502 Pack of 100 $17.95
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Display Paper
Paper

Display Paper Rolls - 85 gsm
Ideal for school display boards, these eye-catching rolls are single-sided 
and measure 10(L)m x 76(W)cm. Available in 11 striking colours. 85gsm. 
The set (CB182K) consists of colours black, yellow, red, green and dark 
blue.

CB182K Set of 5* $47.95
CB921 Sunshine Yellow* $9.95
CB925 Orange $9.95
CB918 Red* $9.95
CB917 Pink $9.95
AUS126 Lavender $9.95
CB923 Purple $9.95
CB919 Royal Blue* $9.95
CB927 Sky Blue $9.95
AUS127 Teal $9.95
CB926 Elf Green* $9.95
CB924 Black* $9.95

Display Paper & Border Roll Pack
A great value display pack to enhance classroom artwork and 
noticeboards. Pack includes 5 x 10 m of display paper rolls and 10 x 15 
m of corrugated border rolls. Colours included: black, blue, green, red & 
yellow.

AUS400 $116.95

Corrugated Border Rolls
Add texture and colour to any craft project or use for display. Each 
colour of these scalloped corrugated border rolls is supplied in 2 rolls. 
Each half measures 15 m (L). The total length supplied in each colour is 
30 m (L). The height of the scallop is 6 cm. Available in 5 colours.

AUS130 Black $14.95
AUS133 Red $14.95
AUS131 Blue $14.95
AUS134 Yellow $14.95
AUS132 Green $14.95

Paper Stripping Rolls
These paper stripping rolls come in handy dispenser boxes. A must-have 
for any classroom. The rolls are available in 7 different colours. Size: 
30(L)m x 25(W)mm.

AUS103 Blue $6.95
AUS104 Black $6.95
AUS105 Red $6.95
AUS106 Green $6.95
AUS107 Yellow $6.95
AUS108 White $6.95
AUS109 Purple $6.95

SAVE 4%

SAVE 6%
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Creatistics White Cover Paper - 
120 gsm
Solid, double-sided paper suitable for 
construction, mounting and project needs. 
Available in A4 and A3 size. 120gsm.

TEB0006 A4 - Pack of 250 $16.95
TEB0007 A3 - Pack of 250 $26.95
TEB0006-2 A4 - Pack of 500 $28.45
TEB0007-2 A3 - Pack of 500 $51.45

Creatistics Black Cover Paper - 
120 gsm
Solid, double-sided paper suitable for 
construction, mounting and project needs. 
Available in A4 and A3 size. 120gsm.

TEB0003 A4 - Pack of 250 $16.95
TEB0004 A3 - Pack of 250 $26.95
TEB0003-2 A4 - Pack of 500 $28.45
TEB0004-2 A3 - Pack of 500 $51.45

Creatistics Black and White 
Cover Paper - 120 gsm
This pack of double-sided cover paper 
contains a mix of black and white sheets. 
Includes 250 black, 250 white per pack. 
Available in A4 and A3 size. Packs of 500.

TEB0008 A4 $28.45
TEB0009 A3 $51.45

Australian Cover Paper - 125 gsm
Handy to have for Australian themed craft 
activities this pack of quality 125 gsm paper 
includes 5 Australian colours: blue, white, 
red, green and yellow. Size: A4.

AUS199 A4 - Pack of 300 $24.95

Creatistics Nature Cover Paper - 
120 gsm
Create nature inspired collages, poster 
designs and displays with this nature 
coloured, double-sided thick 120 gsm cover 
paper. Size: A4.

AUS190 A4 - Pack of 500 $37.95

Skin Tone Cover Paper - 120 gsm
Create multicultural-themed class collages, 
poster designs and displays. Five different 
skin tone colours. Double-sided 120 gsm 
sheets. Size: A3.

WHP090 A3 - Pack of 250 $49.95

SAVE 16% SAVE 16% SAVE 16%

SAVE 5%
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Cover Paper
Paper

Creatistics Coloured Cover 
Paper & Glue Kit - A3
This great value pack includes 2000 sheets 
of A3 assorted colour cover paper, plus 48 x 
35g Creatistics glue sticks.

TEB0002-GS $258.95

Creatistics Coloured Cover 
Paper & Glue Kit - A4
This great value pack includes 2000 sheets 
of A4 assorted colour cover paper, plus 48 x 
35g Creatistics glue sticks.

TEB0001-GS $163.45

Creatistics Coloured Cover 
Paper Class Packs - 120 gsm
A must-have for any classroom. Excellent for 
various art and craft activities. 10 colours. 
500 sheets. 120 gsm.

TEB0001 A4 $24.95
TEB0002 A3 $49.95

Creatistics Coloured Cover Paper - 120 gsm
Quality cover paper in single vibrant colour packs. A must-have for 
any classroom. Double-sided 120 gsm sheets. Available in 11 different 
colours in A4 or A3 size. Packs of 100.

AUS140 A4 - Black $7.95
AUS141 A4 - White $7.95
AUS142 A4 - Lime Green $7.95
AUS143 A4 - Brown $7.95
AUS144 A4 - Red $7.95
AUS145 A4 - Bright Blue $7.95
AUS146 A4 - Purple $7.95
AUS147 A4 - Gold $7.95
AUS148 A4 - Green $7.95
AUS149 A4 - Orange $7.95
AUS150 A4 - Yellow $7.95
AUS160 A3 - Black $12.95
AUS161 A3 - White $12.95
AUS162 A3 - Lime Green $12.95
AUS163 A3 - Brown $12.95
AUS164 A3 - Red $12.95
AUS165 A3 - Bright Blue $12.95
AUS166 A3 - Purple $12.95
AUS167 A3 - Gold $12.95
AUS168 A3 - Green $12.95
AUS169 A3 - Orange $12.95
AUS170 A3 - Yellow $12.95

x4 x4

x4
x4

SAVE 7% SAVE 9%
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Cardboard
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Large Cardboard Sheets
Very sturdy large cardboard sheets. Perfect for backgrounds, mounting, 
posters, construction and other craft activities. 250gsm. Available in 7 
colours. Size: 51 x 63.5cm. Packs of 20.

AUS111 White $16.95
AUS112 Black $16.95
AUS113 Blue $16.95
AUS114 Yellow $16.95
AUS115 Green $16.95
AUS116 Pink $16.95
AUS117 Red $16.95

Large Poster Board - 500 gsm
Extremely sturdy and strong poster board. Use for large displays, 
construction or craft activities. Extra large and thick. 500gsm. Size: 51 x 
64cm. Packs of 10.

AUS080 Assorted $24.95
AUS081 Black $26.95

Creatistics White Cardboard
Sturdy white card for craft, construction or 
mounting. Available in 3 sizes. 220gsm.

AUS208 A4 - Pack of 100 $16.95
AUS198 A3 - Pack of 100 $29.95
QL90030 51 x 64 cm - Pack 

of 100
$59.95

Creatistics Black Cardboard
Sturdy black card for craft, construction 
or mounting. Available in 3 different sizes. 
220gsm.

WHP070 A4 - Pack of 100 $16.95
WHP071 A3 - Pack of 100 $29.95
QL90050 51 x 64 cm - Pack 

of 50
$44.95

Fluorescent Board - 200 gsm
High quality sturdy board in assorted 
fluorescent colours. Ideal for projects, 
backgrounds, mounting and other craft 
activities. 200gsm. Size: A4.

AUS181 Pack of 60 $16.95
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Cardboard
Paper

Creatistics Coloured Cardboard - 220 gsm
These bright cardboard sheets are suitable for a wide range of crafts, 
school projects and creative uses. Packs of 100. 220gsm.

CB350 A4 $16.95
10 or more $16.10

CB351 A3 $32.95
5 or more $31.30

CB352 51 x 64 cm $59.95
3 or more $56.95

Coastal Cardboard - 220 gsm
A cool coastal coloured assortment of A4 
cardboard sheets for card making & crafting. 
5 colours. 220gsm.

AUS502 Pack of 100 $17.95

Coloured Cardboard Squares - 
290 gsm
High quality coloured squares. Ideal for craft 
and construction. Each sheet measures 20 
cm square. 290 gsm. Pack of 100.

AUS087 Pack of 100 $28.95

Pastel Coloured Cardboard - 200 
gsm
These pastel A4 cardboard sheets will 
complement any art and craft activity in the 
softer colour shades. A4. 220gsm. Pack of 
100.

AUS1002 Pack of 100 $16.95

Blank White Flash Cards
Blank white, semi gloss flash cards are a 
perfect educational aid to create memorable 
learning classroom activities. 300 gsm. Size: 
203 mm x 102 mm.

AUS062 Pack of 100 $9.95

Coloured Flash Cards
Sturdy, extra-thick coloured flashcards in 
10 assorted colours. Ideal for craft, letters, 
words and maths. Great aid for teachers and 
students to create subject-related flashcards 
or name cards. Size: 10 x 20 cm. 290gsm.

AUS197 Pack of 100 $15.95

Cardboard White Sentence 
Strips
Sturdy white sentence strips can be used 
with words, labels or any art and craft 
activity. Size: 60(L) x 10(W)cm.

QL12841 Pack of 100 $19.95
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Corrugated Cardboard
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Corrugated Border Rolls
Add texture and colour to any craft project or use for display. Each 
colour of these scalloped corrugated border rolls is supplied in 2 rolls. 
Each half measures 15(L)m. The total length supplied in each colour is 
30(L)m. The height of the scallop is 6cm. Available in 5 colours.

AUS130 Black $14.95
AUS133 Red $14.95
AUS131 Blue $14.95
AUS134 Yellow $14.95
AUS132 Green $14.95

Corrugated Cardboard Squares
Corrugated squares in assorted colours. Great to add texture to craft 
projects. Each square measures 18cm.

AUS088 Pack of 50 $15.95

Natural Corrugated Card
A selection of 4 different structured paper in natural brown tones. Ideal 
for adding texture and 3D effect to your craft work. Size: A4.

TH0130 Pack of 20 $23.95

Corrugated Coloured Board - 280 gsm
This corrugated board will add texture and dimension to all art activities. 
Supplied in assorted colours. Each sheet is 25 x 35cm. 280gsm.

ME127 Pack of 250 $13.95

Metallic Corrugated Card - 276 gsm
Metallic corrugated card is great for decorating seasonal cards and gifts, 
making ornaments, bunting and adding a 3D effect to arts & crafts. 
Includes red, green, gold and silver (6 sheets of each colour included in 
the pack). Size: A4. Pack of 24.

AUS444 Pack of 24 $14.95
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Specialty Paper
Paper

Metallic Ripple Paper
Add shine and texture to your artwork with this ripple paper. Size: A4.

TH167 Pack of 40 $26.95

Glitter Paper
Create cards, classroom displays or student awards. The alluring 
luminous glitter paper is supplied in assorted shades. Size: A4.

AUS027 Pack of 50 $22.95

Metallic Foil Sheets
Shiny metallic sheets in assorted colours. 
Single-sided. Size: A4.

AUS040 Pack of 40 $12.95

Aluminium Embossing Foil
This is a simple yet very effective way for 
children to create fantastic embossed 
projects. Children press into the foil using 
a tool, they can make tealights, hanging 
pictures or anything they can think of. Roll 
size: 1(L)m x 53(W)cm. Thickness: 0.1mm.

TH3010 Pack of 10 $21.95

Printed Foil Kraft Paper
Stunning foil designs on brown Kraft paper. 
10 designs in each pack (4 of each design). 
Perfect for card and gift making. Size: A4. 
40 sheets.

TH914 Pack of 40 $38.95
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John Smith Gumbula Paper
Creatistics has partnered with Indigenous artist John Smith Gumbula 
to feature this pack of 8 artworks printed on A4 paper. Single-sided and 
available in a pack of 40.

CS9222 Pack of 40 $16.95

Aboriginal Australian Design Paper
This pack of Aboriginal Australian design paper includes 8 unique 
designs created by Australian Indigenous artist, Peter Mackay. Peter 
Mackay “Judda” tells his story through traditional and non-traditional 
designs. Pack includes art activities. Size: A4. Single-sided.

TH910 Pack of 40 $34.95

Face Shapes Paper
Create your own unique faces with this assortment of eyes, ears, noses 
and mouths, which are great for collage work. They come in a variety 
of nationalities and ages, which makes them great for all about me or 
multicultural activities. Size: A3. 40 sheets.

TH969 Pack of 40 $29.95

Large Origami Paper
A new idea for classic origami projects. 
Supersized sheets make folding 3D figures 
easy for beginners. The beautiful double-
sided designs are based on traditional 
patterns. This pack includes 6 different 
prints. The size of each sheet measures 30 x 
30cm. 30 sheets.

RE15208 Pack of 30 $34.95

Around The World Paper 
Collection
This paper collection is inspired by cultures 
around the world, and includes: African, 
Native American, Hispanic, Middle Eastern 
and Down Under. Size: 28(L) x 22(W)cm.

RE15199 Pack of 96 $44.95

Oriental Paper
This gorgeous pack of beautifully designed 
oriental paper is excellent for various 
decorating, collage and gift-wrapping 
activities. There are 10 assorted designs and 
40 sheets in total. Each sheet measures 21 x 
29.7cm(A4). 40 sheets.

TH843 Pack of 40 $33.95
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Specialty Paper
Paper

Origami Paper
Great-value, simple patterns and solid prints. 
Size: 15 cm². 72 sheets.

RE15204 Pack of 72 $32.95

Creatistics Pattern Paper 
Squares  - 60 gsm
These premium craft paper squares are 
supplied in a reusable plastic box. Each sheet 
includes a pattern on one side and colour on 
the reverse. 50 colours, Pack of 500. Size: 15 
cm square. 60 gsm.

CS0260 Pack of 500 $32.95

Paper Remnants Value Pack
Scraps and over-runs, this kit includes all 
sorts of remnants with exceptional value. It’s 
a scrap box full of surprises. Approximately 
3.5kg of paper.

RE15003 $79.95

Handmade Collage Shapes
This pack of collage paper shapes includes 
an assortment of designs and shapes. 500g 
pack. Paper shape sizes vary.

TH719 500 g $14.95

Creatistics Pastel Design Craft 
Paper - 90 gsm
Single-sided craft paper in 8 assorted 
colours and designs. 90gsm. Size: A4. 40 
sheets.

CS7207 Pack of 40 $17.95

Assorted Patterned Art Paper
Incredibly colourful patterned papers are 
the perfect addition to any craft supply 
collection. The pack includes 64 unique 
patterns in eight colour schemes. Sheets 
measure 14 x 22cm. 192 sheets.

RE15203 Pack of 192 $47.95
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Impressionist Pattern Papers - 80 
gsm
Assorted impressionist inspired designs. This 
paper is ideal for collage, cardmaking & paper 
craft. Size: A4. Pack of 40 sheets. 8 designs. 
80gsm glossy paper.

TH932 Pack of 40 $26.95

Foliage Pattern Papers - 80 gsm
Assorted plant and leaf designs. This paper 
is ideal for collage, cardmaking & paper 
craft. Size: A4. Pack of 40 sheets. 8 designs. 
80gsm glossy paper.

TH931 Pack of 40 $26.95

Elements Pattern Papers - 80 
gsm
Assorted stone and elements designs. This 
paper is ideal for collage, cardmaking & paper 
craft. Size: A4. Pack of 40 sheets. 8 designs. 
80gsm glossy paper.

TH933 Pack of 40 $26.95

Botanical Cuts Paper Shapes
These intricately cut leaf and flower shapes 
make beautiful additions to collage and 
posters. The 96 leaves and 114 flowers are 
made of two-tone card and an ideas guide is 
included in the pack. Total 210 pieces.

RE15333 $43.95

Creatistics Gingham Paper
Includes 4 pastel colours in a gingham 
pattern. Ideal for collage and card making. 
Single sided. 40 sheets (10 of each colour). 
Size: A4. 90gsm.

CS7295 Pack of 40 $16.95

Amazing Animal Craft Paper
Cut and fold incredible animals. Awesome 
illustrations of popular patterns. The pack 
includes an ideas guide and 8 different 
designs. Each sheet measures 21.5 x 28cm.

RE5256 Pack of 40 $28.95

Crafty Leaves
A variety of beautiful leaves printed on both sides of high quality paper. 
Arrange and paste gorgeous natural crafts. Great on posters or as 
seasonal decoration. Includes an ideas guide. A total of 266 pieces in 
assorted colours.

RE15334 $41.95

Bark Pattern Paper - 80 gsm
This large A3 sized matte bark paper contains 8 beautiful different bark 
patterns, great for collage and learning about different types of trees!

TH0050 Pack of 40 $35.95
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Natural Paper
Paper

Skin Tone Craft Paper
Create multicultural-themed class collages, poster designs and displays. 
Eight skin tone colours. Includes activity guide. Each sheet measures 
21.5 x 27.5cm.

RE5233 Pack of 48 $28.95

Skin Tone Cover Paper
Create multicultural-themed class collages, poster designs and displays. 
Five different skin tone colours. Double-sided 120gsm sheets. Size: A3.

WHP090 A3 - Pack of 250 $49.95

Brown Kraft Paper - 70 gsm
Plain brown kraft paper is a great natural resource used in art, craft and 
drawing. Packs of 500.

TEB0087 A4 $16.95
WHP087 255 x 380 mm $33.95

Brown Kraft Paper Roll - 65 gsm
Create murals, backdrops or largescale drawings. One side is glossy, the 
other matte. 65 gsm. Size: 34 m (L) x 45 cm (W).

WHP023 $89.95

Natural Corrugated Card
A selection of 4 different structured paper in natural brown tones. Ideal 
for adding texture and 3D effect to your craft work. Size: A4.

TH0130 Pack of 20 $23.95

Natural Parchment Paper
Parchment paper is a versatile material for invitations, letters, 
certificates and craft projects. Can be used in all inkjet and laser 
printers. Available in 90gsm and 180gsm. Acid free. A4.

AUS418 Natural 180 gsm - Pack of 50 $27.95
AUS490 Natural 90 gsm - Pack of 100 $21.95
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Assorted Tissue Paper
This assorted tissue paper can be cut, torn, crinkled, folded to intensify 
the colour or overlapped to create a variety of shades.

ME90 25 x 38 cm - Pack of 100 $15.95
AUS194 50 x 75 cm - Pack of 500 $52.95

Bright Large Tissue Paper Bulk Pack
This jumbo size tissue paper can be used for a multitude of art activities. 
Supplied in wonderful assorted colours. Each sheet measures 50 x 
75cm.

DP1432 Pack of 480 $56.95

Pastel Tissue Paper
Premium pastel coloured tissue paper ideal for Easter & Mother’s Day 
crafting. Acid free, 17 gsm. Size: 500 mm x 750 mm.

AUS600 Pack of 500 $52.95

Tissue Squares
These tissue squares can be used in many collage and craft activities. 
Size: 12.5cm square.

AUS101 Pack of 480 $9.95

Tissue Circles
Make flowers or crumple to add texture and colour to collages. Each 
circle measures 10(dia)cm.

RE2172 Pack of 480 $29.95

Creatistics Tissue Paper Squares
Great for all collage works. For a textured look, simply get one square 
tissue and place a pencil base in the middle and wrap the tissue around 
the pencil. Then place the pencil base with the tissue square attached 
onto the sticky object. 2.5cm square – assorted colours.

HG83111 Pack of 10,000 $33.95
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Crepe, Tissue & Cellophane
Paper

Crepe Paper
Stretched, curled, fluted or fringed – crepe paper is ideal for all kinds of 
craft work. Each sheet measures 2.5 m (L) x 5 cm (W).

CL3677 Pack of 12 $11.95
CL3677-4 Pack of 48 $39.95

Creatistics Fluorescent Crepe Paper
This pack comes with 5 vibrant fluorescent colours. Each sheet 
measures 2.5(L)m x 50(W)cm.

AUS200 Pack of 5 $12.95

Metallic Crepe Paper
Add colour and texture to any craft project. This pack comes with 6 
shimmering metallic colours. Each sheet measures 1(L)m x 50(W)cm.

X9200 Pack of 6 $15.95

Paper Streamers
This pack includes 54 streamers in assorted colours. They are perfect 
for decorating the classroom on special occasions.

X102 Pack of 54 $31.95

Crepe Streamers
These colourful crepe streamers come in an assortment of bright 
colours. Great addition to craft projects or classroom decorating. Each 
streamer measures 9.5(L)m x 2(W)cm.

AUS195 Pack of 48 $23.95

SAVE 16%
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Assorted Cellophane
This pack includes 5 colours. Each sheet measuring 1(L)m x 75(W)cm. 
Great for collage and window decorations. 25 sheets.

AUS201 Pack of 25 $19.95

Cellophane Assorted Colours
Includes 4 colours - green, orange, red and white. Each sheet measures 
45 x 90 cm.

ME59 Pack of 20 $28.95

Pastel Paper Shred
Shredded tissue is ideal for seasonal crafting and supplied in assorted 
pastel colours. Pack size: 250 g.

AUS414 Pastel $11.95

Coloured Paper Shred
Enliven creative crafts. Adorn collages, masks and models. Brilliant 
assorted colours. Pack size: 250 g.

AUS014 250 g $11.95

Kraft Paper Shred
Ideal for all natural kraft paper applications, packaging, wrapping, Easter 
bonnets, nests and more. Pack size: 250 g.

AUS032 Kraft $11.95

Creatistics Green Crinkle Paper Shred
Green crinkle paper shred is ideal for adding to Easter baskets or crafting 
grass. Pack size: 250 g.

CS6565 Green $11.95
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Presentation & Mounting
Paper

Pre-Cut Thick Art Frames - Black & White
Create instant framed artworks with these double-sided pre-cut black 
and white mounts with a matte finish. One side is white and the other 
black giving you the option of which frame to use! Available in 3 sizes. 
Packs of 10.

TH1001 A5 $18.95
TH1002 A4 $29.95
TH1004 A3 $39.95

Picture Frame Blanks - 250 gsm
These picture frame blanks feature a white drawing surface area with 
pre-printed colourful frame borders. 10 designs. 250gsm. Size: A3.

TH736 Pack of 10 $33.95

Parchment Paper
Parchment paper is a versatile material for 
invitations, letters, certificates and craft 
projects. Can be used in all inkjet and laser 
printers. Available in 90gsm and 180gsm. 
Acid free. A4.

AUS419 White 180 gsm - Pack 
of 50

$27.95

AUS418 Natural 180 gsm - 
Pack of 50

$27.95

AUS490 Natural 90 gsm - Pack 
of 100

$21.95

Cardboard Display Stands
Suitable for up to A4 sized artwork, these 
lightweight display cardboard stands will suit 
landscape or portrait works. Size: 12.7(W) x 
15(H)cm unfolded.

TH470 Pack of 10 $9.50

Large Black Poster Board - 500 
gsm
Extremely sturdy and strong poster board. 
Use for large displays, construction or craft 
activities. Extra large and thick. 500 gsm. 
Size: 51 x 64 cm. Pack of 10.

AUS081 Black $26.95

White Cardboard - 220 gsm
Sturdy white card for craft, construction or 
mounting. 220 gsm.

AUS208 A4 - Pack of 100 $16.95
AUS198 A3 - Pack of 100 $29.95

Creatistics Black and White 
Cover Paper - 120 gsm
This pack of double-sided cover paper 
contains a mix of black and white sheets. 
Includes 250 black, 250 white per pack. 
Available in A4 and A3 size. Packs of 500.

TEB0008 A4 $28.45
TEB0009 A3 $51.45
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Display Books
These A4 refillable display books feature 20 
pockets for all your document storage and 
presentation requirements.

QL31800 Red $2.05
QL31802 Blue $2.05
QL31805 Black $2.05
QL2649 Clear $2.95

Refillable Display Book with 
Insert Wallet - 20 Pocket
Made from environmentally friendly, durable 
polypropylene material. The 2 clear pockets 
are easy to remove, add or swap around.

ACC3202 $6.25
36 or more $5.60

A4 Sheet Protectors
Allow photocopies to be kept for years 
without chemical reaction with the pocket. 
Reinforced binding edge. Fits all 2, 3 and 4 
ring binders.

ACC027 35 mic - Pack of 100 $7.95

Wooden Clipboards
A sturdy, natural wooden clipboard to make 
notes on the go. Ideal for excursions & 
outdoor learning environments.

NP9602 A4 $3.50
NP9608 A5 $2.95

Insert 2D Binder A4
This 2D binder is available in 4 widths and has 
an insert pocket on the front and spine for 
personalisation. Available in different sizes.

ACC540 25 mm $5.50
QL2732 38 mm $6.85
QL2733 50 mm $7.30
QL2736 65 mm $10.45

A4 Lever Arch File
A PVC Clipboard Folder that is ideal for use 
at school or in the office. Secure and display 
information on the go. Foolscap size.

ACC66010 PE $10.95
ACC63070 Recycled $6.85

PVC Clipboard Folder
A PVC clipboard folder that is ideal for use 
at school or in the office. Secure and display 
information on the go. Foolscap size.

ACC049 Blue $2.95
ACC050 Black $2.95

Insert Display Books
These premium, black display books have 
a customisable insert cover & spine, plus 
durable tear resistant fixed pockets.

QL37715 20 Pocket $5.20
QL37735 40 Pocket $7.30

Display Book
This display book feature a black 
polypropylene cover with insert spine label 
and 2 fixed clear pockets. Ideal for portfolios, 
presentations and storage.

QL28030 $4.95
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UHU ReNature Magic Blue Glue Stick - 40 g
UHU ReNature Magic Blue Glue Stick goes on blue and dries clear. The 
ReNature glue stick container is made from 58% plant-based renewable 
raw materials and is 100% recyclable. The glue itself is made from 98% 
natural ingredients and is safe to use. 40 g.

FC00005 Pack of 12 $38.95
FC00005-1 Each $3.45

UHU ReNature Glue Stick - 40 g
This UHU ReNature Glue Stick is great for use in the classroom and is a 
handy size that will last. The ReNature glue container is made from 58% 
plant-based renewable raw materials and is 100% recyclable. The glue 
itself is made from 98% natural ingredients and is safe to use. 40 g.

FC00047 Pack of 12 $38.95
FC00047-1 Each $3.45

Bostik Glu Stik Clear - 21 g
An acid-free smooth glue stick that dries clear. Non-wrinkle, convenient 
and mess-free. Designed to bond paper, cardboard and fabrics. Acid-
free. Size: 21 g each.

CG23-10 Pack of 10 $37.95
CG23-1 Each $4.15

Bostik Blu Stik - 35 g
An acid-free smooth solid glue stick. Goes on blue, dries clear. Non-
wrinkle, convenient and mess free. Bonds paper, cardboard and fabrics. 
35 g.

CG27-10 Pack of 10 $48.45
CG27 Each $5.20

Creatistics Coloured Cover Paper & Glue Kit - A4
This great value pack includes 2000 sheets of Creatistics A4 assorted 
colour cover paper & 48 x 35 g Creatistics Superstik glue sticks.

TEB0001-GS $163.45

Creatistics Coloured Cover Paper & Glue Kit - A3
This great value pack includes 2000 sheets of Creatistics A3 assorted 
colour cover paper & 48 x 35 g Creatistics Superstik glue sticks.

TEB0002-GS $258.95

x4

x4

x4

x4

SAVE 8% SAVE 7%

SAVE 9% SAVE 7%
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Creatistics Classroom Essentials Art & Craft Kit
Top up your art and stationery cupboard with this great value classroom 
essentials art & craft kit. This kit includes class sets of coloured and 
graphite pencils, coloured markers, glue sticks, coloured cover paper 
and cartridge paper.

CS1092K $266.45

Creatistics Scrapbook & Glue Stick Kit
This great value scrapbook & glue stick kit includes 24 x 100 gsm 
scrapbooks and 24 x 35 g Creatistics superstik glue sticks. The ideal 
starter set for the classroom.

QL81800-GS $75.95

SAVE 19%

SAVE 9% SAVE 24%

Creatistics Superstik
Our Creatistics Superstik glue sticks are a 
fantastic no mess glue stick that is a must 
have for any classroom or office! The glue 
stick spreads on smoothly when pasted. 
Only a small amount is required to make a 
strong adhesive bond, so it is fuss free and 
economical to use. Creatistics Superstik lasts 
3 times longer than usual glue sticks. No dye 
or artificial colours have been used. Water-
soluble and non-toxic. Available in 2 sizes!

JN1203K 25 g - Pack of 48 $57.45
JN1203 25 g - Pack of 12 $17.80
JN1204K 35 g - Pack of 36 $47.95
JN1204 35 g - Pack of 12 $19.90
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Creatistics Strong Craft PVA 
Glue
Extra strong, washable and will bond almost 
any crafting material together. Non-toxic.

CS0004 118 ml $3.95
12 or more $3.75

CS0007 5 L $56.95

Elmer’s School Glue
The primary ingredient for slime! Safe, non-
toxic and washable, this glue is easy to clean. 
3.8 L.

NW340 3.8 L $49.95

Educational Colours Glitter Glue
Australian made, non-toxic and washable 
glitter glue ideal for seasonal crafting. Pack 
includes red, green, gold & silver. 177 ml 
bottles.

EC0004 Pack of 4 $22.95

Creatistics Glitter Glue
Glitter glue that can be used on all materials. 
Easy to apply and great control nozzle. Acid-
free. Non-toxic. Size: 20 g each. 6 colours.

CS6120 Pack of 12 $19.95

Elmer’s Magical Liquid
Elmer’s Magical Liquid is a slime activator. 
Mix 1 bottle of Magical Liquid with 500 ml 
of Elmer’s School Glue. Safe, non-toxic and 
washable. 258.77 ml.

NW511 $16.95

Educational Colours Tacky Craft 
Glue
An excellent all-purpose craft glue. Thicker 
than conventional PVA glue and suitable for 
use on all craft surfaces. Available in 2 sizes.

EC125 125 ml $7.95
EC500 500 ml $19.95

Supertac Glue
Ideal for quick and clear adhesion with paper, 
card, fabric, foam, plastics, polystyrene, 
wood and minor repairs to ceramics. 
Supertac will adhere to the most difficult of 
surfaces. 550 ml.

TH005 $36.95

UHU Super Glue
This handy super glue spreads into the 
smallest corners and joints, and bonds rapidly 
for extreme strength. Features ‘Direct-Stop 
Technology’ that prevents dripping. Bonds 
plastics, ceramics, metal, wood, rubber and 
more.

FC0820 3 g $2.50
12 or more $2.40
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PVA & Craft Glue
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Creatistics PVA Glue
Creatistics PVA glue is non-toxic, washable and acid free. Ideal for home 
or classroom use for all your craft activities. Dries clear.

CS0001 118 ml - Pack of 12 $24.95
CS0300 1 L $11.95

5 or more $11.35
CS0400 2 L $19.95

6 or more $18.95
CS0006 5 L $36.95

Creatistics Clear Glue
Clear washable school glue goes on clear and dries clear. Safe and non-
toxic.

CS0002 147 ml -  Pack of 12 $36.95
CS0003 5 L $41.95

Clag Paste
Non-toxic paste that is smooth and easy to apply. Ideal for cut and 
paste, papier mache, scrapbooks and collage. Dries in around 10-20 
minutes. Made in Australia.

CG35 150 g $6.95
10 or more $6.60

FAS Multi-Purpose Powder Paste
This smooth powder mixes easily with no lumps. Ideal for craft and 
hobby use or to extend paints. Great for making papier mache. Includes 
a small plastic scoop.

FN82-6K Kit of 6 $103.95
FN82 300 g $26.95

SAVE 36%
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Creatistics Mini Glue Gun - Low Temperature
A safe low temperature glue gun for general art and craft work. For 
use with 7.2 mm (dia.) glue sticks. The value pack includes 10 mini glue 
guns, and 200 glue sticks 7.2 (dia.) x 100 (L) mm. Adult supervision 
recommended.

CS1380K Kit $119.95
CS1380 Mini Glue Gun - Low Temperature $11.95
CS1381 Low Temp Glue Sticks 7.2 x 100 mm - Pack of 50 $6.95
CS1382 Low Temp Glue Sticks 7.2 x 200 mm - Pack of 50 $11.95

Creatistics Medium Glue Gun - High Temperature
A high heat glue gun for bonding and heavy duty art and craft projects. 
For use with 11.2 mm (dia.) high temp glue sticks. This kit includes 5 
medium glue guns and 100 glue sticks 100 (L) x 11.2 (dia.) mm. Adult 
supervision recommended.

CS1660K Kit $121.95
CS1660 Medium Glue Gun - High Temperature $22.95
CS1661 High Temp Glue Sticks 11.2 x 100 mm - Pack of 

50
$12.95

CS1662 High Temp Glue Sticks 11.2 x 200 mm - Pack of 
50

$21.95

Mini Glue Gun - High Temperature
Lightweight, easy-to-use, trigger-action glue gun for dispensing hot 
melt glue. Bonds instantly with no fumes or solvents.

CG39 $19.95

High Temperature Glue Gun Sticks
Clear glue sticks, for use with the high temp mini glue gun (CG39). 
Designed to bond decofoam, metals, paper, wood, ceramics, leather 
and fabric. Size: 100 (L) x 7.2 (dia.) mm.

SH4846 Pack of 20 $4.15

Glue Gun Mat
This silicone glue gun mat is great to protect your desk against damage 
from hot glue. Size: 27 (L) x 19.4 (W) cm.

SH173 $7.95

Low Temperature Glue Gun Sticks
Clear glue sticks, for use with the low temperature glue gun. 1 kg pack is 
approximately 80 pieces. Size: 30 cm (L) x 7.5 mm (W).

DC51584 1 kg $36.95

SAVE 19% SAVE 13%
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Creatistics Paste Brushes
Affordable student quality multi-purpose 
brush. Size: 21 cm (L).

CS0959 Pack of 12 $11.95

Paste Brushes
Economical, wooden handle brushes. Great 
value! Size: 18 cm (L).

EBG12 Pack of 12 $14.95

Creatistics Multi-Purpose Bowls
Colourful, plastic bowls. Each bowl measures 
13 cm (dia.).

EC370 Pack of 6 $11.95

Paste Spreaders
Durable plastic, easy-to-clean tools for use 
with glue, paint and modelling materials. Size: 
12 cm (L).

RE5725 Pack of 10 $13.95

Glue Spreaders
Plastic glue spreaders with protective collar. 
Size: 11.5 cm (L).

SQ41-50 Pack of 50 $39.95

Junior Goo Spreaders
Teach children good habits for clean crafts! 
Fun to use, ergonomic to hold and offer 
different glue and paint effects. Perfect for 
little hands! Size: 9 cm (L).

RE7852 Pack of 24 $19.95

Bottle & Cap
Refillable plastic bottles with a screw top cap 
for easy dispensing. 250 ml bottles.

EC720 Pack of 12 $17.95

Teachables Easy Clean Messy 
Mats
These mats are made from tough 
polypropylene, which is waterproof and 
stain-proof. This pack of five messy mats is 
supplied in assorted colours and each mat 
measures 50 (W) x 36 (L) cm.

TEB5102 Pack of 5 $29.95

Paint & PVA Pump
This handy paint pump fits most 2 and 5 Litre 
bottles. For easy glue & paint and dispensing.

FNPUMP $5.95
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Bostik Blu-Tack - Blue
Blu-Tack is the original removable and reusable adhesive for home, 
school and office use. Made in Australia. 75 g.

CG20 $4.95

Bostik Blu-Tack - Coloured
Blu-Tack is the original removable and reusable adhesive for home, 
school and office use. Made in Australia. 75 g.

CG19 $3.95

Teachables StickyTack
Stickytack is a removable, acid-free adhesive used to mount and display 
posters, photos. 1 00 g.

TEB0200 $4.15

Teachables Hook & Loop Dots
These hook and loop dots have a long-lasting, self-adhesive backing 
that adheres to most surfaces. Dot size: 2 cm.

TEB0703 Pack of 124 $17.95

Micador Spray Adhesive
Spray adhesive quickly bonds many different materials including paper, 
cardboard, photos, fabric, wood and metal. Dries clear.

MD4000 400 g $14.95

Double Sided Tape
This polypropylene tape with superior holding power comes with an 
easy to remove backing strip. Ideal for holding most forms of display and 
other presentation materials. Great for art and craft projects or to hang 
posters.

DP9008 12 mm x 33 m $8.35
DP9007 18 mm x 33 m $11.50
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Marbig Clear Office Tape
All-purpose clear office tape with a crystal 
glossy finish. Features a 1 inch core.

ACC014 12 mm x 33 m $1.10
20 or more $1.00

ACC015 12 mm x 66 m $2.05
20 or more $1.85

ACC016 18 mm x 33 m $0.95
ACC017 18 mm x 66 m $2.30

10 or more $2.20

Tape Dispenser Small
Desk tape dispensers for 33 mm tape rolls. 
Tape not included.

ACC019 $10.45

Tape Dispenser Large
Desk tape dispensers for large for 66 mm 
tape rolls. Tape not included.

DP5065 $13.95

Sellotape Double-Sided Tape in 
Dispenser
Double-sided tape comes in a clear dispenser 
that can be easily cut without any need for 
scissors. The tape is instantly ready to attach 
to items to mount or gift wrap leaving a neat 
finish. Size: 15 (L) m x 18 (W) mm.

DP0608 $6.25

Arty Washi Tape
Lightweight, flexible and removable washi 
tape is easy to use and works on a variety of 
surfaces. This patterned washi tape comes 
with a mix of plain and metallic finishes. Size: 
10 (L) m x 15 (W) mm.

TH1625 Pack of 8 $33.95

Glitter Washi Tape
Glitter washi tape is sparkly adhesive paper 
tape that you can use to decorate almost 
anything – papier mache, greeting cards, 
household items and more. Eight assorted 
colour rolls. Size: 10 m.

TH638 Pack of 8 $28.95

Marbig Packaging Tape
Suitable for general use in the office and 
home. Extra long 75m clear rolls. Tape size: 
75 (L) m x 48 (W) mm.

ACC1012 Pack of 6 $25.95

Sellotape Packaging Tape 
Dispenser + 2 Rolls of Tape
This Sellotape packing tape dispenser comes 
with two rolls of 48 mm x 50 m tape. The 
dispenser applies and cuts in one motion and 
the blade has a safety cover.

DP5073 $25.15

Teachables Masking Tape
Quality masking tape for joining. Ideal for 
artwork with a surface that accepts paint, 
markers, crayons and pencil.

DP0540 48 mm x 50 m $11.50
TEBPPMT 24 mm x 50 m - 

Pack of 3
$7.30
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Blunt Tip Scissors 14 cm
Best value classroom scissors ideal for children learning to cut. Colour 
may vary.

WH204 Each $2.05
TEB204-JX12 Block + 12 $36.95
TEB204-J Block + 30 $73.95

Westcott Antimicrobial Scissors
Westcott blunt tip scissors are suitable for right 
or left handed use and the handles are infused 
with Microban antimicrobial protection for a 
safer, cleaner classroom.

DP14618 Green – Right Handed $2.05
DP14616 Blue – Right Handed $2.05
DP13595 Red - Left Handed $2.05

Spring Loaded Scissors 13.5 cm
Spring assisted blunt tip scissors for children 
learning to cut. Suitable for right and left 
handed users.

ECSSJ20 Pack of 20 $36.95

Westcott Antimicrobial Scissors Green 14 cm
Westcott blunt tip scissors are suitable for right or left handed use and 
the handles are infused with Microban antimicrobial protection for a 
safer, cleaner classroom.

TEB14618X12 Block + 12 $41.95
TEB14618 Block + 30 $79.45

Westcott Antimicrobial Scissors  Blue 14 cm
Westcott blunt tip scissors are suitable for right or left handed use and 
the handles are infused with Microban antimicrobial protection for a 
safer, cleaner classroom.

TEB14616X12 Block + 12 $41.95
TEB14616 Block + 30 $79.45

SAVE 8% SAVE 8%
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Soft Touch Scissors 14 cm
Best value classroom scissors ideal for primary school children. Colour 
may vary.

WH607 Each $2.05
TEB607-PX12 Block + 12 $36.95
TEB607-P Block + 30 $73.95

Westcott Antimicrobial Scissors 15 cm
Westcott 15 cm scissors are suitable for right or left handed use and the 
handles are infused with Microban antimicrobial protection for a safer, 
cleaner classroom.

DP14433 Each $2.65
TEB14433X12 Block + 12 $45.45
TEB14433 Block + 30 $90.45

Westcott Antimicrobial Scissors 
17 cm
Westcott 17 cm scissors are suitable for 
right or left handed use and the handles 
are infused with Microban antimicrobial 
protection for a safer, cleaner classroom.

DP14279 Each $3.10
TEB14279X12 Block + 12 $47.45
TEB14279 Block + 30 $100.45

Decorative Craft Punches
Decorative 9 piece holepunch set for art, 
craft and scrapbooking. Comes in a handy 
plastic carry case. Shapes include car, frog, 
heart, butterfly, snowflake, star, thin flower, 
flower & cat. Punched paper size approx: 2.5 
cm.

PB0009 Pack of 9 $49.95
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Westcott 20 cm Titanium Point Scissor
Westcott 20 cm titanium point are the ultimate teacher scissor. Blades 
are titanium bonded, high performance, lightweight and 3 x stronger 
than stainless steel.

DP14849 $20.95

Soft Grip Scissors 21 cm
These high-quality adult scissors have a pointed nose with superior 
stainless steel blades. The soft easy grip handles make the scissors a 
pleasure to use. Size: 21 cm (L).

WH608 $3.95

Craft Knife
Light-duty craft knife with a screw-in blade 
and 12.3 cm smooth aluminium handle. Fine 
sharp point for angle cutting on a range of 
surfaces. Cut on a self healing mat to protect 
tabletops. Safety cap included.

TH0510 $7.50
5 or more $7.15

Lock Knives
This small manual lock knife has an 8 mm 
blade and features a nonslip handle.

JA5804 Small $2.65

Training Scissors
These special scissors allow adults to 
assist young children as they learn how to 
manipulate scissors effectively. Size: 16 cm 
(L).

EC1015 $9.95

Double Sided Self Healing Mat 
A3
Protect your surface with this self-healing 
cutting mat. These mats self heals after 
every cut so you can use them over and over 
again.

TH036 $14.95
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Creatistics Bulk Craft Kit
A complete, great-value class pack of basic craft materials! Includes 
buttons, pipe cleaners, pom poms, feathers, patty pans, felt, doilies, 
sequins, joggle eyes and coloured paper. Full kit details available online.

AM4108K $150.45

Everyday Collage Kit
This everyday collage kit consists of coloured pop sticks, coloured 
matchsticks, short feathers and pom poms. Full kit details available 
online.

CL910 $34.45

Creatistics Pastel Craft Kit
This great-value pastel colour craft kit includes felt, pom poms, sequins, 
patty pans, pipe cleaners, feathers, buttons, paper shred and a storage 
crate. Kit contents may vary.

CS5160K $121.95

Fluoro Craft Kit
This great value fluoro craft kit includes modelling clay, pom poms, 
beads, crepe paper, craft paper, cardboard, oil pastels and pipe 
cleaners. Kit contents may vary.

CS1000K $199.95

x3

SAVE 18% SAVE 23%

SAVE 22% SAVE 21%
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Craft & Collage Kits

Educational Colours Jumbo Creations Box
This craft box is filled with an assortment of craft supplies, including 
chenille stems, pom poms, sequins, pop sticks, feathers, joggle eyes, 
matchsticks and adhesive foam letters.

EC0500 $27.95

Educational Colours Construct & Play Set
This construct and play set includes 300 coloured wooden shapes and 
connectors in a handy storage tub.

EC0601 $33.95

Creatistics Craft Essentials Kit
This kit contains all your classroom crafting essentials. Includes pipe 
cleaners, pom poms, feathers, patty pans, doilies, sequins, joggle eyes, 
cover paper and PVA glue. View online for full kit details.

CS4000K $146.45

Art & Craft Essentials Kit
This kit is jam packed with classroom art and craft essentials together 
with a craft trolley to keep all these resources organised and stored away 
when not in use. Kit includes coloured cover paper, coloured cardboard, 
A3 white cartridge paper, PVA washable school glue, glue sticks, 
brushes, poster paint, colouring markers, coloured pencils, crayons, 
chalk, air dry ceramic clay, dough, pipe cleaners, pom poms, feathers, a 
wooden scissor block and scissors & a craft trolley.

CS2000K $1,132.95

SAVE 22%
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Inclusive Art & Craft Kit
Celebrating Inclusion, harmony and diversity 
with a variety of art and craft materials. 
Featuring items from Aboriginal Indigenous 
artists John Smith Gumbula and Luke Mallie. 
Includes skin tone cover paper, human paper 
shapes, skin tone dough, tempera people 
paint, colours of the world crayons and 
pencils, Aboriginal design paper, stickers, 
splash mats and Indigenous stamps.

CS2002K $629.95

x3

x2

x2

x2

x4

x5x5

Big Box of Art Materials
Created for teachers with tight budgets 
and limited time! A tremendous selection of 
exciting craft items.

RE2101 $247.95

Sensory Art Kit
This group-sized art kit is designed to be at 
the center of your sensory activities! Includes 
reusable optical illusions and light sensitive 
picture shapes, along with papers, tools, 
and sensory collage materials for building 
textured art. Perfect for sensory stimulation 
in art therapy and open-ended play.

RE7854 $129.95

SAVE 18%
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Craft & Collage Kits

Natural Textures Craft Kit
This natural textures kit includes a complete selection of crafting 
resources. Kit contents may vary.

AM4107K $148.45

STEAM Art & Craft Kit
This art & craft construction kit includes a huge selection of components 
to create STEAM activities. Kit contents may vary. A full list of 
components is available online.

AM4102K $223.95

Natural Classroom Craft Kit
This large natural classroom craft kit includes some beautiful natural 
resources. Great for any natural collage. Contents in kit may vary.

Features

• Make natural 3D scenes.

• Use hessian squares like canvases to make beautiful collages.

• Great for sensory activities.

• Hang up your projects using the cord and pegs included.

AM1010 $114.95

SAVE 10%

SAVE 26%

SAVE 12%
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Calico Bunting
Supplied plain for children to decorate with paints or other 
embellishments. Tag shape size: 23 (L) x 18 (W) cm. Triangle shape size: 
20 (L) x 20 (W) cm.

CAL150 Triangle - Pack of 10 $20.95
CAL155 Tag - Pack of 10 $20.95

Cotton Balls
Create great textures with paint using these 
cotton wool balls or glue them to craft 
activities.

UB0385 Pack of 200 $6.95

Plastic Bottle Tops
Create recycled craft with these assorted 
coloured bottle tops. 12 colours: red, pink, 
purple, light blue, dark blue, light green, dark 
green, yellow, orange, black, grey and white. 
Measures 28 x 15 mm.

SH4526 Pack of 100 $20.95

Egg Cartons
A natural based craft material used for 
storage or creating a project for all ages. Size: 
12(L) x 17cm (W).

PL167 Pack of 12 $31.95

Balloons
Good-quality large balloons in assorted 
colours. Great for papier mache crafts or just 
a celebration. Approximate size: 30 cm.

X104 Pack of 100 $18.95

Creatistics Cork Stoppers
Useful for collage activities. A wonderful 
natural resource. Size: 2.5cm. Ages 3+ years.

SH6929 Pack of 10 $16.95

Self–Adhesive Magnetic Sheet
These magnetic sheets have individual 
magnetic squares that can be peeled off 
and stuck to items to create fridge magnets. 
Includes 5 sheets. Size of each small square: 
2(L) x 2.5cm (W).

AM352 Pack of 5 $25.95
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Creatistics Pretty Patty Pans
This pack includes four patterned designs. Size: 5.3 cm base x 3cm high.

CS3108 Pack of 100 $4.95

Coloured Patty Pans
Excellent for a variety of art projects, these patty pans in assorted 
colours are available in two sizes. Mini: 27.5 mm base x 20 mm height. 
Large: 32.5 mm base x 23 mm height. 

TH013 Mini - Pack of 1000 $18.95
X108 Small - Pack of 1000 $19.95

White Patty Pans
Use for collage or baking. A multi-purpose craft item that’s easy to cut, 
glue and create. Size: 8 cm (dia).

TH0115 Pack of 1000 $15.95

Foil Patty Pans
Create a unique dimension. Add to collages, masks and models. 
Sparkling assorted colours. Made from foil. Size: 1.5(H) x 2.5cm (dia).

SH075 Pack of 100 $17.95

Metallic Paper Doilies
Simply creative. Explore dimension, pattern 
and texture. Kit includes a pack of silver & 
gold. Size 18cm (dia).

AUS0167K Kit $34.95
AUS016 Silver - Pack of 50 $22.95
AUS017 Gold - Pack of 50 $22.95

Coloured Doilies
These coloured doilies are a great addition 
to your craft resources. Children can use 
these doilies for stencilling or collage work. 
Supplied in an assorted pack of yellow, green, 
red, pink and blue. Size: 16.5cm (dia).

TH512 Pack of 100 $11.95

Creatistics White Paper Doilies
These paper doilies are a great collage 
resource that can be decorated with paint 
or markers, printed and sprayed through 
to make delicate patterns, used as unusual 
picture frames, or cut, crinkled, and folded as 
flowers. Size: 16cm (dia).

CS0181 Pack of 250 $9.95

SAVE 24%
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Metallic Paper Plates
This pack includes 20 gold, 20 silver and 
20 holographic plates. Great for creating 
baubles. Size: 10cm (dia.).

TH0042 10 cm - Pack of 60 $13.95

Coloured Paper Plates
These are great for crafting unique designs 
and shapes. They are easy to cut and 
children can also draw on them or glue on 
embellishments Contains pink, blue, red, 
green and yellow-colored plates.

TH048 18 cm - Pack of 50 $12.95
TH049 23 cm - Pack of 50 $15.95

White Paper Plates
Supplied in plain white. Ideal for making 
picture frames, masks, models and calendars. 
Children can add embellishments to create a 
seasonal decoration.

MC1651 15 cm - Pack of 50 $6.50
MC1653 18 cm - Pack of 50 $8.50
MC1655 23 cm - Pack of 50 $10.95

Creatistics Cardboard Roll Class 
Pack
Thick cardboard craft rolls great for all craft 
activities. Each measures 11 (L) x 3.8 (dia.) cm. 
Illustrated accessories not included. Supplied 
undecorated.

EC710 Pack of 110 $29.95

Creatistics Cardboard Tubes
Made from sturdy cardboard, these assorted 
diameter tubes are a great addition to all craft 
cupboards. Size: 10 cm (L) and diameters of 
2, 3, 5 and 7 cm.

TH981 Pack of 60 $25.95

Creatistics Cardboard Rolls
Decorate or use in STEAM activities. Each 
roll measures 12 (L) x 4 (dia.) cm. Supplied 
undecorated.

CL9821 Pack of 36 $15.95

Decorative Craft Punches
Decorative 9 piece holepunch set for art, 
craft and scrapbooking. Comes in a handy 
plastic carry case. Shapes include car, frog, 
heart, butterfly, snowflake, star, thin flower, 
flower & cat. Punched paper size approx.: 
2.5cm.

PB0009 Pack of 9 $49.95

Creatistics Crepe Streamers
These colourful crepe streamers come in an 
assortment of bright colours. Great addition 
to craft projects or classroom decorating. 
Each streamer measures 9.5(L)m x 2(W)cm.

AUS195 Pack of 48 $23.95

Creatistics Paper Streamers
This pack includes 54 streamers in assorted 
colours. They are perfect for decorating the 
classroom on special occasions.

X102 Pack of 54 $31.95
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Eco Craft

Creatistics Bio–Glitter
Creatistics Bio-Glitter is made from plant cellulose and is 
environmentally friendly. Bio-Glitter has been certified compostable 
and will biodegrade in the natural environment. Bio-Glitter has the same 
shiny, metallic finish of PET glitter, without the damaging effects to our 
eco-system. Available in 200 g bottles with easy pour shaker lids and a 
pack of 12 x 10 g shakers. Non-Toxic.

CS1100K Set of 8 $177.95
CS1108 Set of 12 x 10 g $22.95
CS1100 Silver - 200 g $22.95
CS1101 Gold - 200 g $22.95
CS1102 Rose Gold - 200 g $22.95
CS1103 Red - 200 g $22.95
CS1104 Green - 200 g $22.95
CS1105 Blue - 200 g $22.95
CS1106 Pink - 200 g $22.95
CS1107 Purple - 200 g $22.95

Toothpicks
Bamboo toothpicks are eco friendly and 
made of material from well managed FSC 
certified forests. Food safe. Size: 65 (L) x 2 
mm (W).

JM111 Pack of 1000 $4.95

Bamboo Skewers
Bamboo skewers are eco friendly and made 
of material from well managed FSC certified 
forests. Food safe. Size: 20cm (L) x 3mm 
(dia.).

X901 Pack of 100 $2.05
4 or more $1.95

Kraft Paper Bags
Recyclable brown kraft paper bags. Food 
safe. Size: 24 (L) x 20cm (W).

JM444 Pack of 500 $27.95

White Sugar Cane Eco Plates
These white eco-friendly plates are made 
from renewable materials and are home 
compostable. Food safe. Available in two 
sizes.

JM750 18 cm - Pack of 50 $6.95
JM950 23 cm - Pack of 50 $11.95

SAVE 3%

Palm Leaf Eco Plate
These 100% organic palm leaf plates are 
sustainable, beautiful, energy efficient and 
food safe. They are safe for hot and cold 
liquid and food, microwavable, oven safe and 
are compostable and biodegradable. These 
plates can also be used for general crafting 
or as a paint palette. Made from fallen areca 
tree leaves. Available in 2 sizes.

JM018 18 cm - Pack of 25 $13.95
JM025 25 cm - Pack of 25 $19.95
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White Eco Paper Cups
These eco friendly cups are made from renewable plant based materials. 
They include a bioplastic lining and are industrially compostable. Food 
safe. Size: 90 x 86 mm. 250 ml.

JM850 Pack of 50 $8.95

Clear Eco Plastic Cups
These eco-friendly cups are made from renewable plant based 
materials. Made of bioplastic and industrially compostable. Food safe. 
360 ml.

JM360 Pack of 50 $15.95

Assorted Paper Straws
Assorted pack of 500 coloured and 
patterned paper straws. For use in art and 
craft. Made from 3-ply food grade paper. 
Size: 20 (L) x 0.6 (W) cm.

JM500 Pack of 500 $19.95

Paper Straws
White paper straws made from 3-ply 
premium food-grade kraft paper. These 
straws are eco-friendly as they are 
biodegradable and compostable. Size: 20 (L) 
x 0.6 (W) cm.

JM251 Pack of 250 $12.95

I’m Green Iron On Beads
Multicoloured iron on beads, for creating fun 
decorations and structures. Environmentally 
friendly and made from bioplastic sugar 
cane. Available in standard (5mm) and jumbo 
(10mm) size beads.

PB6413 Standard - Pack of 5000 $28.95
PB6377 Jumbo - Pack of 5000 $109.95

Eco Craft & Collage Kit
This eco craft and collage kit includes an 
assortment of open-ended, eco-friendly 
craft resources. Includes palm leaf plates, 
sugar cane plates, eco paper cups and eco 
paper straws.

JM000K $43.45

SAVE 22%
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Pom Poms

Coloured Pom Poms
Vibrantly coloured, wire-free, crush-resistant and fluffy. These pom 
poms are great for craft projects, costumes, props and decorations. 
Supplied in assorted sizes and colours.

EC30S Pack of 300 $15.95

Creatistics Coloured Pom Poms
Packs of 100 assorted colour pom poms. Great for adding colour to your 
craft. Available in two sizes.

CL3424 1.3 cm - Pack of 100 $4.95
CL3431 2 cm - Pack of 100 $5.95

Large Coloured Pom Poms
A wide assortment of quality pom poms in a mixture of colours. Available 
in two sizes.

SH1374 2.5 cm - Pack of 100 $10.95
SH1368 3.8 cm - Pack of 50 $9.95

Creatistics Neon Pom Poms
Brightly coloured neon pom poms come in assorted sizes for fun crafts 
or use in collage. Assorted sizes.

CL0171 Pack of 150 $13.95

Creatistics Pastel Pom Poms
Assorted pastel pom poms in colours white, yellow, blue, pink, green and 
purple. Three assorted sizes: 12, 18 and 25 mm.

CS5166 Pack of 300 $14.95
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Assorted Rainbow Pom Poms
Assorted size, bright, fun coloured rainbow pom poms. Sizes include: 
2.5, 4 and 5 cm.

AM1250 Pack of 200 $20.95

Rainbow Pom Poms
So much fun can be enjoyed creating with these rainbow woolly look 
pom poms! Each pom pom measures approximately 2.5cm and is so soft 
& fluffy!

SH8795 Pack of 80 $10.95

Pom Poms with Hole
Multicoloured pom poms with a clear plastic centre tube through which 
wire, thread and pipe cleaners can be threaded! Size: 2cm.

PH20 Pack of 100 $12.95

Coastal Pom Poms
A brightly coloured assortment of pom poms in cool coastal colours. 
Assorted sizes from 12-25mm.

TH1150 Pack of 300 $15.95

Natural Pom Poms
Create adorable animals with this assortment. Add joggle eyes and pipe 
cleaners to create any critter you can imagine. Supplied in assorted 
sizes.

EC30A Pack of 300 $14.95
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Pipe Cleaners

Creatistics Multicoloured Pipe Cleaners
Pipe cleaners are perfect for a wide range of craft activities. Size: 30 cm 
(L) x 6 mm (W).

SH1394 Pack of 100 $6.50

Creatistics Multicoloured Pipe Cleaners Class Pack
A jumbo pack of pipe cleaners in 10 assorted colours. Great for crafting 
different shapes or joining objects. Size: 30 (L) x 0.6 (W) cm.

CL4704 Pack of 1000 $26.50

Creatistics Tinsel Pipe Cleaners
The flexible stems are easy to twist into 
ornaments, flowers and many other festive 
designs. Size: 30cm (L).

CL2205 Pack of 150 $14.25

Creatistics Fancy Pipe Cleaners
A special assortment of multi-coloured, 
bumps, twisted and neon coloured chenille 
lengths. Each stem varies in thickness from 
0.4 to 0.6cm and is 30cm (L).

CL1970 Pack of 200 $14.95

Creatistics Pastel Pipe Cleaners
Assorted pastel colour pipe cleaners ideal 
for seasonal crafting. 6 colours. Size: 30 (L) x 
0.6cm (W).

CS1200 Pack of 300 $11.95

Creatistics Christmas Pipe 
Cleaners
Includes 125 of each colour: red, green, white 
and brown. Create candy canes, reindeer and 
more! Size: 30cm (L).

CS5146 Pack of 500 $14.95

Black Pipe Cleaners
Decorate crafts with these fuzzy pipe 
cleaners. Size: 30cm (L) x 6 mm (W).

CS7918 Pack of 100 $8.95

Animal Coloured Pipe Cleaners
Easy to manipulate. Supplied in 5 assorted 
colours. Size: 30cm (L) x 6 mm (W).

SH210 Pack of 100 $14.95
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Creatistics Long Feathers
Make those imaginative masks authentic 
with these brilliant, brightly coloured long 
feathers. Size: 14 to 18 cm (L).

CL6227 Pack of 140 $7.50

Creatistics Short Feathers
Make your wildlife creations truly wild with 
these brilliant coloured feathers. Assorted 
colours. Size: 10 to 15 cm (L).

CL2670 Pack of 50 $4.50

Creatistics Pastel Feathers
Assorted pastel turkey feathers, a must for 
collage work. Great for adding colour and 
texture. Size: 12 to 15 cm (L).

SH1461 Pack of 250 $14.95

Creatistics Feather Value Pack
Great for decorating masks, collage and 
costume design. Supplied in a 100g pack in 
assorted colours and sizes.

AM0951 100 g $16.95

Creatistics Guinea Fowl Feathers
These guinea fowl feathers will bring a touch 
of magic to students’ projects. Bright and 
colourful. Size: 4 to 10 cm (L).

TH200 25 g $16.95

Creatistics Pink Guinea Fowl 
Feathers
Beautifully coloured feathers in assorted 
shades of pink and white. Each feather 
measures approximately 7 mm (L).

SH4915 25 g $16.95

Creatistics Quill Feathers
Perfect for decorating masks and other art 
projects, this pack contains approximately 50 
large quill feathers. Size: 16 to 18 cm.

SH964 Pack of 50 $9.95

Creatistics Duck Feathers
These duck feathers are great to use for 
natural craft. The feathers vary in size from 
approximately 5 to 15 cm long.

SH403 10 g $7.95

Creatistics Natural Feathers
Great for wild creations and adding an extra 
dimension to your craft. Great for making 
crafted birds. Size: 17 cm (L).

SHE28 10 g $7.95
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Rhinestones & Bells

Flower Rhinestones
This assorted pack of flowers comes in all 
sizes and colours to decorate any card or 
craft. Supplied in a jar.

NR031 90 g Jar $9.95

Mixed Rhinestones
An assortment of mixed rhinestones. Comes 
in all shapes, colours and sizes to decorate 
any craft project. Supplied in a jar.

NR030 100 g Jar $8.95

Creatistics Adhesive 
Rhinestones
Adhesive rhinestones that come in an 
assortment of shapes, colours and sizes. 
Use to cover or decorate anything from 
scrapbooks to your crafted projects.

CL8180 Pack of 950 $15.95

Pink Heart Rhinestones
Add sparkle to cards, scrapbooks or jewellery 
with these rhinestones. Size: 1.4 cm.

NR019 Pack of 30 $3.50

Multicoloured Star Rhinestones
Create wonderful night skies or show 
someone they are your star with these 
fantastic star rhinestones. Assorted colours. 
Size 1.5 to 3 cm.

SH455 Pack of 50 $10.95

Creatistics Mixed Rhinestones
Add glitz and glamour to masks, decorations 
and more! Each rhinestone comes with holes 
on either side for threading. Size: 1 to 2 cm. 

CL7552 25 g $9.95

Creatistics Coloured Bells
These lovely little bells come in bright 
assorted colours and sizes.

TH015 Pack of 150 $22.95

Creatistics Gold & Silver Bells
Pack includes 25 of each colour. Size: 
1.5 cm (dia.).

CV12258 Pack of 50 $7.95

Silver Rhinestones
Silver rhinestones in assorted shapes and 
sizes. Circle size: 11(dia)mm.

SH9734 Pack of 100 $8.95
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Creatistics Sequins in Stackable Container
A large range of sequins in assorted colours, shapes and sizes. Supplied 
in a stackable container for easy identification & storage.

TH332 Pack of 1500 $21.95

Creatistics Glitter Stars
Assorted coloured glitter stars in a 1 g jar. Supplied in a variety of 
different colours.

CL6586 100 g Jar $13.95

Creatistics Assorted Sequins
Brilliant, coloured sequins in all shapes and sizes. Ideal for threading and 
sewing onto fabric.

CL5503 25 g $5.95

Star Sequins
A superb assortment of colourful stars in different sizes and designs for 
enhancing artwork and decorating fabric.

SH1057 50 g $7.65

Nature Sequins
An assortment of nature sequins including flowers, leaves and 
butterflies in a range of colours and sizes.

NR035 55 g Jar $7.95

Mini Star Sequins
Gold, red and green mini star sequins measuring 3mm.

SH249 50 g $7.95
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Sequins & Stars

Embossed Sequins
Add a sparkling touch to craft projects. Glue or pin these to your craft 
for an embossed effect. Size: 8mm (dia.).

SH1061 50 g $6.95

Creatistics Coloured Cup Sequins
These cup sequins can be used with decofoam pins to create fantastic 
finishes on any decofoam shape. The 8 mm shapes come in a variety of 
colours.

SH840 1 kg $55.95

Creatistics Pastel Cup Sequins
Assorted colour pastel sequins for all craft projects. Supplied in a 
reusable jar. Size: 1 mm.

CS5165 100 g $12.95

Creatistics Christmas Cup Sequins
Pack includes over 1600 sequins. Size: 10mm (dia.).

CV11579 50 g $4.95

Creatistics Flat Sequins
Double sided sequins with a hole ready for threading. Size: 1 cm (dia.).

CL5497 25 g $3.95

Creatistics Sequin Flowers
These colourful flower sequins will brighten up any craft activity. Size: 
1.3cm (W).

SH1559 50 g $11.95
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Creatistics Dragon Eyes
Includes assorted coloured eyes for use on a variety of crafted 
characters.

CS7896 Pack of 30 $18.95

Creatistics Moving Eye Stickers
Peel and stick eye stickers that move depending on the angle. Assorted 
designs, colours and sizes.

CS7905 Pack of 144 $7.95

Creatistics Paper Eye Stickers
This roll of paper eye stickers comes with a variety of eye shapes. You 
will definitely find the eye you are looking for in this set. Comes with 2 
eyes. Eye size: 1.5 cm per eye.

SH724 Pack of 2000 $14.95

Creatistics Coloured Paper Eye Stickers
Roll of 2 (1 pairs) of coloured eyes with 1 different colours and 
characteristics. Size of eye: 1.5 cm.

EC2000 Pack of 2000 $14.95

Creatistics Nose Stickers
This pack of 600 nose stickers includes 6 designs that can be used to 
decorate crafted characters. Approximate nose size: 2.5 (L) x 1.5cm (H).

CS0794 Pack of 600 $8.95

Creatistics Stackable Container
This stackable container is great for storing embellishments. Includes 
5 screw-containers to organise your craft station, keeping each 
embellishment separated. Size: 13.3 (H) x 7cm (dia.).

CS0160 $10.45
6 or more $9.95
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Joggle Eyes
Bring crafts to life with these plastic joggle eyes.

CL5333K Assorted - Pack of 300 $18.95
SH092 5 mm - Pack of 1000 $17.95
SH1037 10 mm - Pack of 100 $5.95
SH1035 12 mm - Pack of 100 $5.95
CL5770 15 mm - Pack of 100 $10.95
SH1038 18 mm - Pack of 100 $6.95
CL5381 25 mm - Pack of 100 $12.95

Creatistics Coloured Eyes
Round, plastic, glue-on eyes with lashes in assorted colours. Size: 15mm 
(dia.).

CL6041 Pack of 100 $12.95

Creatistics Adhesive Joggle Eyes
These peel and stick joggle eyes are easy to use. No need for messy 
glues. Pack includes 25 each of 7, 10, 12 and 15mm eyes.

SH980 Pack of 100 $10.95

Creatistics Coloured Eyes in Stackable Container
Assorted coloured joggle eyes in a convenient stackable plastic 
container. Sizes: 5, 8, 10, 12 and 20 mm.

TH420 Pack of 450 $19.95

Creatistics Eyes in Stackable Container
No waste or mess! Assorted joggle eyes in a convenient stackable 
plastic container. Size: 5, 8, 10, 12 and 20 mm.

TH321 Pack of 550 $19.95
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Foam Emotion Stickers
This set of foam adhesive stickers includes 
a range of emotions. Sizes vary from 3.3 to 
4cm.

SH6517 Pack of 84 $9.95

Foam Transport Stickers
This set of adhesive foam stickers features 
all of your favourite methods of transport. 
Sticker size approx. 3-4cm.

SH6902 Pack of 60 $9.95

Foam Rainbow Stickers
This set of foam adhesive stickers includes 
assorted rainbow, sun, cloud, rain drop and 
star designs. Sizes vary from 2 to 4.9cm.

SH6524 Pack of 112 $10.95

Foam Jungle Animal Stickers
Bring the jungle into the classroom with these colourful animal shapes. 
Supplied with an adhesive backing in assorted designs and colours. Size: 
largest 5 (W) x 5cm (H).

SH544 Pack of 100 $10.95

Foam Tool Stickers
These foam tool stickers include assorted designs. Adhesive backing. 
Tool box size: 4.2 (W) x 3.2cm (H).

SH9970 Pack of 100 $10.95

Foam A4 Sheets
Great set of 20 foam sheets in 10 assorted 
colours (2 of each colour) from warm summer 
tones to bright and cheerful spring colours 
for all crafting activities. Size: A4 sheets, 
2mm thick.

AM1590 Pack of 20 $15.95

Printed Foam Bugs
Children will love these smiley bugs and 
butterflies, which will add a happy glow to 
cards and collage projects. Sizes vary from 
2 to 6cm.

SH1478 Pack of 160 $13.95

Creatistics Glitter Star Stickers
3 assorted star sizes: 2.5cm, 3.5cm & 5cm. 
Self adhesive - simply peel back and stick.

CS6571 Pack of 300 $9.95
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Foam Farm Stickers
This set of adhesive foam stickers includes an 
assortment of animals, flowers, fencing and 
tractors to create a farm scene. Sticker size 
approx. 3-4cm.

SH7794 Pack of 60 $9.95

Creatistics Foam Mosaic Shapes
Great for collage and pattern designs. These 
foam pieces come in assorted shapes and 
colours to create a great picture. Size: 2cm 
(dia.).

HG72500 Pack of 500 $17.95

Creatistics Foam Shapes
These foam shapes are ideal for any craft 
project. Supplied in a bag of assorted colours 
and shapes. Size: 1-5.5cm.

CL7637 Pack of 500 $17.95

Foam Alphabet Multi Pack
This foam alphabet multi pack includes small 
foam letters in bright colours. Approximate 
size: 2 x 2cm.

SH1523 Pack of 400 $11.95

Large Foam Adhesive Letters
Fabulous adhesive bright coloured foam 
letters. Supplied in an assortment of colours. 
Average size: 4.5cm.

AM1630 Pack of 200 $11.95

John Smith Gumbula Stickers
Creatistics has teamed up with Indigenous 
artist John Smith Gumbula with this set of 
300 stickers. 16 unique designs.

CS9223 Pack of 300 $9.95

Foam Heart Stickers
These assorted foam heart stickers are 
perfect for decorating cards or seasonal 
crafts. Adhesive backing. Approximate size: 
large 4.5cm (W), small 2.4cm (W).

SH1895 Pack of 120 $9.95

Adhesive Glitter Foam Flowers
Glittery foam flower stickers for craft and 
card making. Approximate size: 4cm.

SH1560 50 g $9.95

Glittery Daisy Flowers
Glittery daisy flowers add sparkle to any 
picture, and make all crafted items stand out. 
Size: large 3cm, small 1.5cm.

SH1556 Pack of 104 $9.95
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Creatistics Circle Mosaics
Paper circle mosaic pieces in a variety of colours and sizes. Great for 
collage work.

SH1536 180 g $14.95

Alphabet Pasting Pieces
Excellent for collage and early reading activities. Create a fun look for 
posters and projects. Each piece measures 2.5cm square.

RE5632 Pack of 2000 $34.95

Spectrum Mosaics
Create exciting mosaic art! Use the squares to discuss colour theory. 
Pack includes 4000 mosaic pieces in 14 bright colours, 4 reproducible 
grids and an ideas guide.

RE5639 Pack of 4000 $41.95

Double–Sided Mosaic Squares
This pack contains 10,000 mosaic squares that are brightly coloured on 
both sides and are made from heavy card. They are ideal for all sorts of 
mosaic and collage projects. Size: 1cm.

RE15630 Pack of 10000 $42.95

Petit Pattern Mosaics
Make beautiful patterns and designs with a wide range of contemporary 
patterns on one side of cardboard mosaics and a solid colour on the 
reverse. Each piece measures approximately 2cm.

RE1549 Pack of 2000 $37.95

Creatistics Mosaic Foam Shapes
Great for collage and pattern designs. These foam pieces come in 
assorted shapes and colours to create a great picture. Circle size: 2cm 
(dia.).

HG72500 Pack of 500 $17.95
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Mosaic Tiles – Warm Colours
These high quality resin deco mosaic tiles come in assorted warm colour 
tones. Size: 10x10mm. 2mm thick.

TH6012 150g $21.95

Mosaic Tiles – Cool Colours
These high quality resin deco mosaic tiles come in assorted cool colour 
tones. Size: 10x10mm. 2mm thick.

TH6022 150 g $21.95

Mosaic Tiles – Earth Colours
These high quality resin deco mosaic tiles come in assorted earth tones. 
Size: 10x10mm. 2mm thick.

TH6032 150 g $21.95

Mosaic Tiles – Pearl Colours
These high quality resin deco mosaic tiles come in assorted pearl 
colours. Size 10x10mm. 2mm thick.

SH8757 200g $22.95

Glass Stones
Great as a decorative piece, these are perfect 
for teaching children about perspective or 
they can craft these to be placed on display. 
Size: 45mm (dia.).

TH170 Pack of 25 $23.95

Mosaic Glass Gems
Assorted colour, flat glass gems that can be 
used in mosaics, as counters and other art 
and craft applications. Size: 2cm.

SH6940 250 g $12.95

Transparent Plastic Mosaics
This transparent plastic mosaic pack includes 
an assortment of shapes and colours. One 
side of the mosaic is flat for easy gluing. Size: 
2.7cm (W).

LK6170 454 g $36.95
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Creatistics Natural Wooden 
Beads
Assorted natural wooden beads supplied with 
4 m of string. Sizes of beads vary.

SH787 Pack of 300 $16.95

Creatistics Wooden Coloured 
Beads
Round wooden beads in assorted colours 
for fun beading and jewellery projects. Size: 
1.2cm.

AM1770 Pack of 300 $17.95

Plain Wooden Beads
Natural wooden beads that can be painted or 
left plain for a natural look. Great for making 
necklaces or bracelets. Size: 1.2cm.

AM353 Pack of 300 $23.95

Pink & White Wooden Beads
A beautiful assortment of pink and white 
wooden beads for jewellery making or key 
tags. Approximate size: 12-19mm.

SH6579 Pack of 180 $12.95

Assorted Coloured Wooden 
Beads
Fabulous assortment of styles, shapes, sizes 
and colours! Size: 0.5 to 2.5cm (L).

NR024 150 g $11.95

Assorted Wooden Tribal Beads
Fun beads! Simply thread onto hemp cord for 
an authentic looking piece. Assorted designs 
and sizes. Size: 0.7 to 2.3cm (L).

NR025 180 g $12.95

Creatistics Wooden Christmas 
Beads
Approximately 400 beads in assorted sizes 
and Christmas colours. Large round bead 
measures 2.5cm (dia.). Designs may vary.

CV13990 450 g $26.95

Creatistics Mixed Craft Beads
Plastic beads in assorted colours and sizes. 
Great classroom pack in a variety of different 
designs. Size: 0.5 to 3cm.

THE037 453 g $17.95

Bi–Cone Coloured Plastic Beads
These 3-dimensional shaped clear beads 
come in an assortment of transparent colours 
that capture the light beautifully. Size: 1.5cm.

SH5269 200 g $18.95
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Creatistics Metallic Pony Beads
Make necklaces and earrings, or add to craft projects for that jewelled 
look. Assorted metallic colours. Plastic. Size: 7(dia)mm. Colours may 
vary.

EC623 Pack of 1000 $14.95

Creatistics Coloured Pony Beads
Plastic coloured pony beads, ideal for jewellery making, craft and hair 
braiding. Assorted colours. Size: 7(dia)mm.

CS0069 Pack of 1000 $14.95

Creatistics Christmas Pony Beads
Plastic beads in 4 metallic Christmas colours. Each measuring 7mm (dia).

EC622 Pack of 1000 $14.95

Creatistics Pearl Pony Beads
Pearl Pony Beads are perfect for crafting. Assorted pearlescent colours. 
Size: 7(dia)mm.

CS0062 Pack of 1000 $14.95

Creatistics Mini Jelly Pony Beads
Customise your jewellery or craft with these beads. Plastic mini pony 
beads in assorted colours. Size: 5mm (dia.).

THE033 Pack of 1000 $17.95

Creatistics Neon Pony Beads
Large, shiny, opaque, plastic pony beads in bright neon colours. Great for 
personalising jewellery and adding colour to craft activities. Size: 9(dia)
mm.

EC1182 Pack of 1600 $22.95
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Bead Box
A fun assortment of beads in star, heart and shell shapes. Includes 576 
beads and coloured elastic in a storage box. Star bead size: 14mm.

SH6562 Box of 576 $19.95

Creatistics Alphabet Beads
Box of 1200 alphabet beads in a storage container. Bead size: 6 mm. 
Opening size for thread: 3 mm.

CS6577 Box of 1200 $29.95

Creatistics Rainbow Beads
Great class pack of brightly coloured plastic pony beads. Handy plastic 
partitioned box. Does not include string. Size: 8mm (dia.).

THE262 Box of 2300 $47.95

Mini Glass Seed Beads
Approximately 500 mini beads in an assortment of colours. Thread onto 
string or cord to make a beautiful piece of jewellery. Size: 2mm.

TH120B Box of 500 $13.95

Creatistics Alphabet Bead Box
Children can use these alphabet beads to spell their name while making 
a pretty necklace or bracelet. The bead box measures 20 (L) x 10 (W) x 
3cm (H). Bead box contains 900 beads and 180cm of lacing cord.

THE6018 Box of 900 $44.95
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Alphabet Cube Beads
These colourful translucent beads can be 
used to create personalised jewellery. Size: 
50 mm². Hole size: 3 mm.

TH2020 100 g $19.95

Creatistics Black & White 
Alphabet Beads
Fun plastic alphabet beads. Make name 
bracelets or fun key chains using split rings 
(SR10). Size: 1 (L) x 0.5 (W) cm. 

THE032 113 g $19.95

Flower Alphabet Beads
Assorted colour, flower shaped alphabet 
beads. Size: 1.1 cm. Hole size: 2 mm.

SH1927 200 g $19.95

Striped Coloured Beads
Add unique colours and shapes to your jewellery with these striped 
coloured beads. Available in assorted colours and 2 designs. Size: 10(L) 
x 10(W)mm.

SH767 100 g $15.95

Rainbow Beads
These resin rainbow coloured beads are great for jewellery making or 
decorating seasonal crafts. Supplied in a reusable jar. Bead size: 10 x 
12mm. Hole size: 2mm.

TH119 100 g $19.95

Pom Poms with Hole
Multicoloured pom poms with a clear plastic centre tube through which 
wire, thread and pipe cleaners can be threaded! Size: 2cm.

PH20 Pack of 100 $12.95

Straw Beads
Brightly coloured, heavy duty straws are affordable and fun for children. 
4 assorted colours. Plastic. Size: 2.5cm (L).

RE2152 Pack of 200 $10.95
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Creatistics Iron On Beads
These multicoloured plastic beads can be 
easily arranged on a bead board and ironed 
over with ironing paper to create a unique 
and colourful pattern. Size of tub: 16.5(L) x 
13.8(W) x 15(H)cm.

AMB120 Pack of 12000 $41.95
3 or more $39.85

AMB200 Pack of 20000 $49.95
3 or more $47.45

Creatistics Iron On Beads Kit
This iron on beads kit includes 20,000 beads, 
5 assorted design bead boards and 30 sheets 
of ironing paper.

AMB200K $59.95

I’m Green Iron On Beads
Multicoloured iron on beads, for creating fun 
decorations and structures. Environmentally 
friendly and made from bioplastic sugar cane. 
Available in standard and jumbo size beads.

PB6413 Standard - Pack of 5000 $28.95
PB6377 Jumbo - Pack of 5000 $109.95

Creatistics Neon Iron On Beads
These multicoloured neon plastic beads 
can be easily arranged on a bead board and 
ironed over with ironing paper to create 
unique and colourful patterns. Size of tub: 
10.5(L) x 9.5(W) x 15.5(H)cm.

AMB500N Pack of 5000 $23.95

Pastel Iron On Beads
Create iron on bead creations with this kit. 
Includes 10,000 assorted pastel coloured 
beads, 5 assorted shape bead boards and 30 
sheets of ironing paper.

PB6417K Kit $44.95
PB6417 Pastel Iron On Beads 

- Pack of 10,000
$29.95

Jumbo Iron on Bead Boards
Transparent bead boards for jumbo iron on 
beads. PB6264 includes horse, elephant, 
bear, heart, and car shapes. Approx 26(H) x 
22(W) cm.

PB6262 Square - Pack of 5 $23.95
PB6264 Assorted Shapes - 

Pack of 5
$23.95

Creatistics Bead Boards
These bead boards come in various shapes 
and allow children to create unique designs 
with the range of different coloured beads. 
Square size: 15(L) x 15(W) x 3(H)cm, Assorted 
shapes: 10(L) x 9(W) x 2.5(H)cm.

AMB600 Square - Pack of 5 $19.95
3 or more $18.95

AMB650 Assorted Shapes - 
Pack of 5

$19.95

3 or more $18.95

Creatistics Ironing Paper
This pack comes with 30 sheets of ironing 
paper to be used with the different types 
of beads for iron on patterns. Size: 15(L) x 
16.5(W)cm.

AMB800 30 Sheets $3.95

SAVE 19%

SAVE 17%
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Small Plastic Buttons
This bright collection of buttons comes in 
varied shapes, colours and sizes. Square 
button measures 2.5 cm.

LK6210 Pack of 500 $24.95

Creatistics Natural Wooden 
Buttons
A pack of natural buttons in assorted sizes. 
Give your jewellery or craft a natural look. 
Sizes: 2 to 3.5 cm.

TH022 Pack of 50 $15.95

Creatistics Natural Coconut 
Buttons
Coconut shell buttons ideal for sewing, 
threading or gluing onto craft projects. Can 
also be used for sorting, counting and loose 
parts play. Size: 3 cm (dia.).

CS2014 Pack of 100 $27.95

Teachables Coconut Shell Flower 
Buttons
This set of flower buttons are made from 
coconut shells and each have their own 
unique shape. A total of 6 shapes and 5 
colours.

TEB6235 Pack of 90 $39.95

Teachables Coconut Shell Flower 
& Leaf Buttons
This kit consists of one set of Coconut Shell 
Flowers (TEB6235) and one set of Coconut 
Shell Leaves (TEB6232).

TEB6235K $69.45

Creatistics Assorted Buttons – 
600 g
These bulk packs include an array of buttons 
in different shapes, colours and sizes for 
children to use for all of their crafting needs. 
They are supplied in a re-usable plastic 
tub for easy storage. They are an essential 
resource for your craft cupboard.

CS1001 Bright $21.95
CS1002 Pastel $21.95
CS1004 Natural $21.95

SAVE 20%
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Creatistics Wooden Threading 
Animals
Includes 6 wooden animals, yarn and 
threading needles for children to colour and 
craft. Great for developing fine motor skills.

CS7904 Pack of 6 $9.95

Cardboard Weaving Basket 
Bases
Create a lovely basket by weaving yarn, raffia, 
paper strips or ribbon around the walls of 
each basket. Diameter: 22.9cm. Diameter of 
base when complete: 12.3cm.

RE42285 Pack of 24 $65.95

Plastic Lacing Needles
Features large eye for easy threading. Great 
for stringing beads or buttons. Assorted 
colours. Size: 7.5cm (L).

RE5601 Pack of 32 $8.95

Plastic Weaving Needles
Extra long colourful plastic needles for easy 
weaving! Safe tips! Size: 15cm (L).

RE5603 Pack of 12 $16.95

Tapestry Needles
Tapestry Needles with a large eye for easy 
threading. Semi-blunt point, which is ideal for 
beginners. Size: 5.5cm (L).

TH112 Embroidery Needles - 
Pack of 25

$14.95

Creatistics Wooden Weaving 
Shapes
Weave yarn, string or ribbon through the 
holes in these MDF wooden shapes to 
create different patterns and designs. The 
wood can also be painted or decorated 
with markers, coloured pencils or crayons. 
Includes 4 of each shape and includes pre-
drilled holes. 3mm thick wood. Square & 
circle size: 19.8cm, triangle size: 22.8cm.

CS7301 Pack of 12 $18.95
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Creatistics Weaving Loom & Wool
This classroom kit includes everything you need to make woven wall 
hangings: 10 reusable wooden looms, 10 large tapestry needles, 10 
weaving combs, 10 dowel rods to hang and 2 packs of wool (CS0638). 
Each pack of wool contains 2 rolls of merino wool (50g, 65m each), 2 
rolls of dralon wool (40g, 112m each), 1 roll of acrylic wool (40g, 220m) 
and Merino wool roving (50g). Loom size: 13.5 (W) x 20.5cm (H).

CS8880K Kit $136.45
CS8880 Loom - Pack of 10 $72.95
CS0638 Wool - Pack of 6 $39.95

Rainbow Yarn Craft Kit
Children will enjoy weaving the colourful yarn 
around the rainbow! Each rainbow plywood 
frame measures 20 (H) x 15 (W) x 0.5cm (D) 
and comes with 5m yarn x 5 colours: blue, 
green, yellow, pink, purple. There are 10 sets 
in each kit.

SH8771 Pack of 10 $24.95

Stitching Cards
Stitching cards are perfect for use with yarn 
and weaving needles. Children can stitch 
patterns or messages in the pre-punched 
holes. Card size: 16 x 16cm. Hole size: 3mm.

TH271 Pack of 10 $21.95

Cardboard Weaving Circles
Great for developing fine motor and maths 
skills, these cardboard weaving circles are the 
perfect classroom resource. Teacher notes 
included. Pack includes assorted colours. 
Size: 9.5cm (dia.).

TH906 Pack of 24 $18.95

Australian Animal Weaving 
Looms
Includes 6 koala and 6 cockatoo looms. Loom 
size: A6, 1.2mm thick card.

TH9211 Pack of 12 $17.95

Cardboard Weaving Looms
Create beautiful woven designs using these 
heavy-weight cardboard weaving looms. 
Wool & needles not included. Size: 15 (L) x 9.5 
(W) x 1cm (H).

TH867 Pack of 10 $25.95

SAVE 11%
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Creatistics Acrylic Yarn Class Pack
Assorted colour acrylic yarn ideal for everyday crafting. Each yarn ball is 
170 m (L). 4 ply.

CS7899 Pack of 10 $39.95

Creatistics Acrylic Yarn
Assorted acrylic yarn is ideal for collage work, knitting and more. Each 
yarn ball is 170 metres long and available in 6 colours: white, black, red, 
yellow, green & blue.

TH060 Pack of 6 $27.95

Creatistics Yarn Scraps
These wool scraps in assorted colours and thicknesses are perfect for 
collage activities or creating hair for dolls and puppets.

CL9270 150 g $15.95

Creatistics Pastel Acrylic Yarn
Pastel coloured acrylic yarn ideal for Easter & Mother’s Day crafting. 
Each yarn ball is 170 m (L). 8 ply.

CS7898 Pack of 6 $29.95

Creatistics Embroidery Thread
Embroidery thread is perfect for jewellery 
making, stitching and weaving.

CS680 Embroidery Thread - 
Pack of 28

$21.95

Metallic Yarn
Add sparkle to collage, dressmaking or 
weaving. Size: 125m (L).

TH020G Gold $12.95
TH020R Red $12.95
TH020S Silver $12.95
TH020E Green $12.95

Creatistics Weaving Wool
Ideal for making macrame style wall hangings 
with a loom. This set includes 2 rolls of merino 
wool (50g, 65m each), 2 rolls of dralon wool 
(40g, 112m each), 1 roll of acrylic wool (40g, 
220m) and Merino wool roving (50g).

CS0638 Pack of 6 $39.95
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Satin Ribbon Rolls
Great value satin ribbon. 8 assorted colours. 
Each roll measures 7m (L) x 8 mm (W).

SH1956 Pack of 8 $17.95

Creatistics Assorted Ribbon
A great addition to all craft cupboards. 
Excellent for wrapping and decorating. 
Assorted lengths.

SH35R 35 g $14.95

Assorted Ribbon
Colourful satin ribbon supplied in assorted 
colours and widths. Includes 36 x 1m lengths.

TH109 Pack of 36 $14.95

Natural Paper Raffia Roll
Ideal for gift wrapping, weaving and crafting. 
Size: 50m (L).

SH4148 $6.95

Raffia Ribbon
Brightly coloured raffia ribbon, ideal for 
crafting & gift wrapping. 10 colours. Each roll 
measures 10m.

TH0381 Pack of 10 $19.95

Tjanpi Coloured Raffia
Created by Tjanpi Desert Weavers, this raffia 
is soft, pliable, strong and biodegradable 
making it an excellent material for weaving.

AUS601 20 x 25 g $49.95

Metallic Ribbon
Add the perfect finish to gifts, cards, masks 
and costumes. Wrap, curl and tie it. Each reel 
contains 91m.

ME469GO Gold $7.95
ME469GR Green $7.95
ME469R Red $7.95
ME469S Silver $7.95

Rainbow Thread
This thread comes in a rainbow of different 
colours. Can be left plain or beaded for 
different designs. Size: 50m (L).

TH024 $13.95

Polka Dot Ribbon
This pack of polka dot ribbon comes in 5 
assorted colour rolls. Each roll measures 1m 
(L) x 1cm (W).

SH1833 Pack of 5 $7.95
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Coconut Medals
Cut from an actual coconut, these coconut 
medallions can be decorated with paint, 
paper and embellishments to create a medal, 
pendant or ornament. Each coconut circle 
is slightly concave in shape and features a 
textured surface. Includes a pre-drilled hole 
to hang. Size: 60mm.

TH2202 Pack of 10 $18.95

Creatistics Coconut Pendants
Coconut pendants can be used to create 
jewellery or gift tags. Includes a hole for 
threading. 2 designs (oval and heart). 5 of 
each design. Approximate size: 6cm.

CS0166 Pack of 10 $16.95

Wooden Threading Shapes
Assorted set of laser cut shapes for 
threading and creating pendants. 5 of each 
shape. Square size: 44 x 44mm. Threading 
hole size: 2mm.

TH2455 Wooden Threading 
Pendants - Pack of 30

$10.95

Silver Pendants
Children can create their own silver pendant 
and make a necklace when pairing with cord. 
Insert a drawing, photograph or patterned 
paper, then cover and glue in place with the 
glass cabochon. Size: 3cm (dia.).

TH295 Pack 30 $37.95

Ball Chain with Clasp
Silver-look finish ball chain necklaces. Each 
necklace length is 67cm. 2mm wide. Includes 
clasp.

TH0700 Pack of 10 $9.95

Earring Posts & Studs
Create beautiful earrings using these 
stainless steel posts and studs. Size: 8mm.

TH1488 Pack of 100 $9.95

Wooden Pendant Threading Kit
Assorted set of laser cut shapes for 
threading and creating pendants. 5 of each 
shape. Square size: 44 x 44mm. Threading 
hole size: 2mm.

CS680K Kit $49.45

SAVE 22%
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Plastic Headbands
Design an original headpiece. Embellish 
with fabric, glitter glue, sequins, ribbon 
and stickers. Size: 2cm thick. Supplied 
undecorated.

SH1711 Pack of 12 $15.95

Polymer Clay Jewellery Kit
Create bright, bold and fun jewellery! This kit 
includes 12 x 55 blocks of oven bake polymer 
clay, 100 earring posts & backs, 20 ball chain 
necklaces and 20 adjustable rings.

KC1025K Kit $44.95
KC1025 Clay - Set of 12 $25.95

Educational Colours Spaghetti String
These 60m reels are ideal for necklace making with pony beads! The 
string is 1mm thick.

EC901 Sea Blue $13.95
EC902 Fluoro Pink $13.95
EC903 Fluoro Yellow $13.95
EC904 Fluoro Purple $13.95
EC917 Red $13.95
EC918 Black $13.95
EC919 Pale Green $13.95
EC920 Pale Blue $13.95

Jump Rings
Stainless Steel jump rings to be used 
in jewellery or art and craft projects for 
attaching components together using pliers. 
Can be used for earrings, necklaces, keyrings, 
and craft items like flip cards. Size: 8mm.

TH158 Pack of 100 $2.95

Coloured Soft Wire
Can be twisted, plaited or threaded to make 
fun jewellery or to be used as a frame for 
modelling material. Pack includes 10 colours 
– 6m of each.

TH030 $47.95

Creatistics Craft Wire
Make your favourite decorations with this 
silver craft wire. Cut the length you need, add 
beads and use a clasp to secure ends. Size: 
27m (L).

THE218 $11.50

SAVE 19%
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Natural Beading Cord
This strong Natural Beading 
Cord is great for children to 
use for jewellery making or 
threading. Colour: cream. Size: 
100 m (L) x 1 mm (W).

TH345 Beading 
Cord - 100 
m

$14.95

Cotton Twine
This spindle of tough cotton 
twine is super useful string for 
all your STEM needs. 450 g on 
a spindle, which is over 200 m 
of cotton.

DC51350 200 m $16.95

Clear Round Rubber 
String
Superior strength, thick string 
that is ideal for beading. Fray 
resistant. Size: 5m (L).

SH237 5 m $6.95

Fishing Line
Great for hanging artworks or 
decorations in the classroom or 
for construction projects. Size: 
100m (L) x 0.4 mm (W).

TH1300 100 m $7.95

White Round Elastic
Great for mask making and jewellery making. 
Size: 4m (L) x 2 mm (W).

SH236 4 m $6.95

Creatistics Black Elastic
This thin black elastic is great for hats, masks, 
jewellery making, decorations and displays 
Size:100 m (L) x 2 mm(W).

HC52 100 m $29.95

Black Leather Cord
A strong black round leather cord that is 
great for jewellery making. Size: 50m (L) x 1.5 
mm (W).

TH375 50 m $67.95

Creatistics Bakers Twine
This baker’s twine is great for tying items, 
decorating your craft and wrapping presents. 
It is easy for the children to cut and tie.

SH733 Red & White 100 m $14.95
SH488 Green & White 100 m $14.95

Creatistics Jute Hemp Twine
A useful addition to your art and craft 
cupboard. Very strong twine suitable 
for general use or in natural collages. 
Approximately 100m (L).

UB0893 100 m $11.95

Seagrass Cord
Natural twisted seagrass cord that is 
suitable for weaving baskets or a great 
addition to natural collages. Size: 500g ball. 
Approximately 75m (L).

SH919 75 m $17.95
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Creatistics Clear Shrink Film
Draw, cut, bake and watch it shrink! These plastic sheets shrink to 
approximately 60% of their original size. Great for creating key tags, 
jewellery, magnets and more! Each sheet has a sanded side for colouring 
with coloured pencils and permanent markers. The white sheets can also 
be printed on using an inkjet printer or painted with acrylic paint. Size: 
A4.

CS4000 Clear - 12 Sheets $22.95

Creatistics White Printable Shrink Film
Draw, cut, bake and watch it shrink! These plastic sheets shrink to 
approximately 60% of their original size. Great for creating key tags, 
jewellery, magnets and more! Each sheet has a sanded side for colouring 
with coloured pencils and permanent markers. The white sheets can also 
be printed on using an inkjet printer or painted with acrylic paint. Size: 
A4.

CS4002 White Printable - 12 Sheets $29.95

Creatistics Shrink Film Charms
Draw, cut, bake and watch it shrink! These plastic sheets shrink to 
approximately 60% of their original size. Great for creating key tags, 
jewellery, magnets and more! Each sheet has a sanded side for colouring 
with coloured pencils and permanent markers. The white sheets can also 
be printed on using an inkjet printer or painted with acrylic paint. Size: 
A4.

CS4003 60 Pieces $26.95

Creatistics Luke Mallie Shrink Film Animals
Aboriginal artist Luke Mallie. Create Indigenous animal trinkets and 
decorations with 4 bespoke designs. Supplied on transparent sheets so 
you can see your design from both sides. 12 repeated sheets - 48 pieces 
per pack in total.

CS4004 48 Pieces $19.95
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Creatistics Plastic Key Tags
Plastic key tags to decorate and add a photo. 
Rectangle size: 5 (H) x 3.5 (W) cm. Circle size: 
4 cm (dia.).

SH1528 Rectangle - Pack of 10 $11.95
CV11178 Round - Pack of 10 $11.95
SH830 Heart - Pack of 10 $11.95

Bottle Opener Key Tags
Plastic key tag includes a handy metal 
bottle opener and space for picture insert. 
Approximate size: 8.5 x 4.5 cm. Paper insert 
not included. 

CV16112-10 Pack of 10 $29.95

Creatistics Wooden People Key 
Tags
Supplied plain for decoration. Size: 12.5 (H) x 
4.7 (W) cm (including chain and ring).

CS6574 Pack of 10 $9.95

Creatistics Round Wooden Key 
Tags
Children will love decorating these round 
plywood key tags! They are the perfect base 
to personalise & decorate. Each key tag 
measures 4.5 cm (dia.) and comes with the 
keychain attached.

SH8764 Pack of 10 $13.95

Wooden Heart Key Tag Kit
Decorate these wooden heart key tags with 
flowers and butterflies. Kit contains 10 x key 
tags and 10 x wooden embellishments (5 x 
flowers and 5 x butterflies). Heart size: 4(L) x 
4 (W) x 0.5cm (dia.)

SH7879 Pack of 10 $18.95

Rose Gold Key Tags
Metal key tags in a rose gold 
finish. Pack of 10.

SH1926 Rose 
Gold - 
Pack of 
10

$10.95

Key Chains
Round clip with a snake key 
chain in silver. Size: 7 cm.

TH101-SI Pack of 
10

$18.95

Creatistics Split Rings
Silver split rings for creating 
original key rings and more! 
Size: 2 cm (dia.).

SR10 Pack of 10 $3.50

Black Lobster Key Tags
Decorative black finish metal 
key tags, ideal for seasonal 
crafting.

SH1925 Black - 
Pack of 
10

$10.95
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Friends Stained Glass Frames
Create keepsakes for parents, grandparents, 
care givers and friends! Each frame is cut 
from black cardstock and ready to decorate. 
Size: 13 x 21 cm.

RE7858 Pack of 36 $27.95

Cellophane 4 Colours
Cellophane is great for creating stained glass 
decorations, costumes, window decorations, 
mobiles, collages and flowers. Sheet size: 45 
x 90cm.

ME59 Pack of 20 $28.95

Assorted Cellophane
This pack includes 5 colours. Each sheet 
measuring 1(L)m x 75(W)cm. Great for collage 
and window decorations.

AUS201 Pack of 25 $19.95

Tropical Fish Stained Glass 
Frames
Create underwater stained glass art. 24 
paper frames with 12 designs. Includes ideas 
guide. Size: 20(L) x 25cm(W).

RE52087 Pack of 24 $39.95

Creatistics Stained Glass Flowers
This stained glass activity pack includes 40 
black card flowers (2 pieces make 1 flower), 
100 sheets of cellophane in 5 colours and 20 
pieces of ribbon. 2 flower designs included. 
Size: 18cm.

CS6563 Pack of 20 $17.95

Luke Mallie Stained Glass 
Rainbow Serpent
Featuring the artwork of Australian Aboriginal 
artist Luke Mallie. Includes 4 black card 
serpents, 1 squares of cellophane and 2 
pieces of black ribbon. Size: 25 (L) x 23.4 (W) 
cm.

CS5549 Pack of 20 $17.95

Stained Glass Lanterns
Celebrate any occasion with these 3D 
lanterns. Colour in with crayons or markers, 
then cut out sections of coloured tissue 
paper or stained glass paper and glue on top 
of the designs.

RE52093 Pack of 32 $34.95

Cardboard Stained Glass Frames
These black cardboard stained glass window 
frames work beautifully with cellophane, or 
simply lay it over the student’s artwork for a 
beautiful finish. The pack includes 20 A4 size 
sheets that can be cut into A5 or A6 sheets.

TH0935 Pack of 20 $33.95

Junior Stained Glass Frames
Watch the sun shine through the works of 
art! 24 paper frames with 12 fun designs 
that focus on air, land and water. Simply glue 
colourful paper to the back and hang. Size: 
15cm square.

RE52074 Pack of 24 $24.95
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Creatistics Glitter Glue
Glitter glue that can be used on all materials. Easy to apply and great 
control nozzle. Acid-free. Non-toxic. Size: 20g each. 6 colours.

CS6120 Pack of 12 $19.95

Educational Colours Glitter Glue
Australian made, non-toxic and washable glitter glue ideal for seasonal 
crafting. Pack includes red, green, gold & silver. 177ml bottles.

EC0004 Pack of 4 $22.95

Glitter Paper
Create cards, classroom displays or student awards. The alluring 
luminous glitter paper is supplied in assorted shades. Size: A4.

AUS027 Pack of 50 $22.95

Creatistics Glitter Stars
Assorted coloured glitter stars in a 1 g jar. Supplied in a variety of 
different colours.

CL6586 100 g Jar $13.95

Creatistics Glitter Washi Tape
Glitter washi tape is sparkly adhesive paper tape that you can use to 
decorate almost anything – papier mache, greeting cards, household 
items and more. Eight assorted colour rolls. Size: 10 m.

TH638 Pack of 8 $28.95

Creatistics Glitter Shakers
These are easy to use and allow you to pour the right amount of glitter 
needed, reducing waste and creating less mess. Two types of pouring 
from fine sprinkle to steady pour. Size: 7(H) x 6(D)cm.

AM2304 Pack of 6 $16.95
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Creatistics Bio–Glitter
Creatistics Bio-Glitter is made from plant cellulose and is environmentally friendly. Bio-Glitter has been certified compostable and will biodegrade in the 
natural environment. Bio-Glitter has the same shiny, metallic finish of PET glitter, without the damaging effects to our eco-system. Available in 200 g 
bottles with easy pour shaker lids and a pack of 12 x 10 g shakers. Non-Toxic.

CS1100K Set of 8 $177.95
CS1108 Set of 12 x 10 g $22.95
CS1100 Silver - 200 g $22.95
CS1101 Gold - 200 g $22.95
CS1102 Rose Gold - 200 g $22.95
CS1103 Red - 200 g $22.95

CS1104 Green - 200 g $22.95
CS1105 Blue - 200 g $22.95
CS1106 Pink - 200 g $22.95
CS1107 Purple - 200 g $22.95
CS1110 Glitter & Stars 200 g $29.95

SAVE 3%
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Creatistics Decofoam Balls
Plain white decofoam balls are great to decorate with pins or 
embellishments. Tip: Craft glue can melt decofoam products; to avoid 
use tacky craft glue.

SH1296 2.5 cm - Pack of 100 $9.95
SH1295 5 cm  - Pack of 50 $9.95
CL5428 6 cm - Pack of 25 $7.95
SH1301 7.5 cm - Pack of 25 $12.95
SH1302 10 cm - Pack of 12 $16.95
SH1304 15 cm - Pack of 6 $31.95

Creatistics Decofoam Half Balls
A very versatile pack for the whole classroom. Use these decofoam half 
balls for making animals such as a turtle, crab or creepy crawlies. Pack 
includes 24 half balls. Each one is approximately 6.5cm (dia.).

SH880 Pack of 24 $13.95

Construction Foam Sheets
Thick refined decofoam foam sheets. Create a foam construction with 
this easy to cut and join white foam. Also useful as a presentation board. 
Size: A3 sheets that are 5mm thick.

TH003 Pack of 10 $39.95

Creatistics Decofoam Eggs
Children will enjoy creating their very own special patterned eggs. 
Supplied plain. Size: 7cm.

SH823 Pack of 25 $14.95

Clear Decofoam Pins
Decorate your decofoam shapes using these clear pins. Ideal for pinning 
sequins or beads to decofoam objects. Size: 1.5cm.

SH400 Pack of 1000 $14.95
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Global Art Activities Book
An ideal way to start children on an 
exciting, creative adventure towards global 
understanding! The fun, easy-to-do art 
activities in Global Art use collage, painting, 
drawing, printing, construction and sculpture 
to help children appreciate people and 
cultures from all over the world. Each activity 
is explained in step-by-step detail and 
accompanied by geographic and cultural 
background.

GH8827 $66.95

Inclusive Skin Tone Craft Kit
This inclusive skin tone craft kit contains a 
complete collection of inclusive skin tone 
resources including crayons, markers, pencils, 
dough, paint and paper.

FN80K $126.45

Inclusive Art & Craft Kit
Celebrating Inclusion, harmony and diversity 
with a variety of art and craft materials. 
Featuring items from Aboriginal Indigenous 
artists John Smith Gumbula and Luke Mallie. 
Includes skin tone cover paper, human paper 
shapes, skin tone dough, tempera people 
paint, colours of the world crayons and 
pencils, Aboriginal design paper, stickers, 
splash mats and Indigenous stamps.

CS2002K $629.95

x3

x2

x2

x2

x4

x5x5

Cultural Craft Kit
This great value craft kit contains everything 
you need for the classroom when crafting for 
cultural events and ceremonies. Contents 
may vary depending on product availability.

SQED001K $256.45

SAVE 18%

SAVE 19%

SAVE 13%
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Bayadherra Toddler Long Sleeved Smock
Designed in collaboration with Bayadherra which is founded by proud 
Aboriginal Yorta Yorta brother and sister Luke and Siena Tieri. Quality 
polyester 210 denier long sleeved art smock. Suitable for toddlers aged 
between approximately 1-3 years old. The artwork story and sizing can 
be found online.

CS6579K Pack of 10 $94.95
CS6579 Each $9.95

Bayadherra Junior Long Sleeved Smock
Designed in collaboration with Bayadherra which is founded by proud 
Aboriginal Yorta Yorta brother and sister Luke and Siena Tieri. Quality 
polyester 210 denier long sleeved art smock. Suitable for children aged 
between approximately 3-6 years old. The artwork story and sizing can 
be found online.

CS6578K Pack of 10 $116.95
CS6578 Each $11.95

John Smith Gumbula Splash Mat
Featuring the artwork of Australian Indigenous artist John Smith 
Gumbula. These splash mats are supplied as a pack of 3 and are 
reusable. Great to use in the classroom or outdoors. Easy to wipe down. 
Size: 115 (L) x 160 (W) cm.

CS9224 Pack of 3 $29.95
3 or more $28.45

Creatistics Skin Tone Dough
Creatistics dough comes in an assortment of natural colours that are 
pliable and easy to mould. Non-toxic. Size: 900g.

CS2901 Skin Tone $9.95

Wooden Stamps
These beautiful wooden stamps are a 
wonderful tactile resource that adds a natural 
shape stamp to all sorts of sensory materials 
including dough, sand, clay or paint. The 
perfect size for little hands, chunky and easy 
to hold. Each stamp measures 7 (H) x 5.5 
(dia.) cm. The Indigenous symbols and animal 
tracks are designed in collaboration with 
First Nations artist Mirii Designs on Anaiwan 
country in NSW Australia.

EC5000 Indigenous Nature 
Symbols - Pack of 6

$16.95

EC5001 Indigenous Animal 
Tracks - Pack of 6

$16.95

EC5009 Australian Animals - Pack 
of 6

$16.95
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Educational Colours People Paint – 2 L
People paint is a fast-drying, student acrylic paint with creamy 
consistency. Available in four skin tone colours. 2L.

EC0200K Set of 4 $99.95
EC0200 Olive $25.95
EC0201 Peach $25.95
EC0202 Mahogany $25.95
EC0203 Ebony $25.95

FAS Super Tempera People Paint – 500 ml
This non-toxic, water-soluble paint is ideal for painting skin tones. 
Supplied in 500ml bottles.

FN80 Set of 6 $56.95

Crayola Colours of the World Washable Fineline 
Markers
Crayola colours of the world markers contain 24 specially formulated, 
washable colours that represent people from around the world.

BY7810 Pack of 24 $15.95

Crayola Colours of the World Crayons
Colours of the world crayons contain 24 specially formulated colours 
representing people of the world.

BY0108 Pack of 24 $4.95
10 or more $4.70

Lyra Giant Skin Tone Pencils
This set from Lyra gives a comprehensive selection of skin and earth 
tones. These extra thick pencils feature a 6.25mm hexagonal natural 
wood barrel with soft and very blendable leads. 12 colours.

EC1276 Pack of 12 $24.95

Crayola Colours of the World Pencils
Crayola Colours of the World pencils contain 24 specially formulated 
colours that represent people from all around the world. The subtle 
shades inside are formulated to better represent the growing diversity 
worldwide. 24 colours.

BY4607 Pack of 24 $14.95
4 or more $14.20

SAVE 4%
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Human Paper Shapes Kit
A collection of popular shapes cut from 8 different skin tone papers. 
A total of 40 full bodies, 50 faces, 35 hands and 35 feet. Size: 13 (W) x 
20cm (H).

RE51450 Pack of 160 $56.95

Skin–Toned Doll Paper Shapes
Explore traditional cultural dress. Use multi-textured fabric, paper and 
yarn. 8 unique skin tones. Includes activity guide. Size: 20 (W) x 25cm 
(H).

RE51448 Pack of 40 $18.95

Skin–Toned Face Paper Shapes
Make curious faces or silly self-portraits. Sketch yourself and your 
family! 8 skin tones. Includes idea guide. Size: 13 (W) x 20cm (H).

RE51449 Pack of 50 $23.95

Felt People
Great for cultural studies. Pack includes 5 different skin tones. Size: 
16(H)cm.

FLT401 Pack of 30 $11.50

Creatistics Wooden Hands
These wooden hands are supplied plain for children to decorate. A great 
Harmony Day craft activity for teaching children about cultural diversity. 
Size: 12 (W) x 12.5 (H) cm.

CS7222 Pack of 10 $18.95

Scratch Art Hands
Scratch the surface to create bright patterns on these scratch hands. 
Pack includes left and right hands in two designs. Size 12.5 to 19 cm. 
Pack includes 24 wooden scratch tools.

TH037 Pack of 24 $24.95
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Skin Tone Paper
Create multicultural-themed class collages, poster designs and displays. 
Eight skin tone colours. Includes activity guide. Each sheet measures 
21.5 x 27.5cm.

RE5233 Pack of 48 $28.95

Skin Tone Cover Paper
Create multicultural-themed class collages, poster designs and displays. 
Five different skin tone colours. Double-sided 120gsm sheets. Size: A3.

WHP090 A3 - Pack of 250 $49.95

Indigenous Australian Design Paper
This pack of Aboriginal Australian design paper includes 8 unique 
designs created by Australian Indigenous artist, Peter Mackay. Peter 
Mackay “Judda” tells his story through traditional and non-traditional 
designs. Pack includes art activities. Size: A4. Single-sided.

TH910 Pack of 40 $34.95

John Smith Gumbula Paper
Creatistics has partnered with Indigenous artist John Smith Gumbula 
to feature this pack of 8 artworks printed on A4 paper. Single-sided and 
available in a pack of 40.

CS9222 Pack of 40 $16.95

John Smith Gumbula Stickers
Creatistics has teamed up with Indigenous artist John Smith Gumbula 
with this set of 300 stickers. 16 unique designs.

CS9223 Pack of 300 $9.95

Around The World Paper Collection
This paper collection is inspired by cultures around the world, and 
includes: African, Native American, Hispanic, Middle Eastern and Down 
Under. Size: 28(L) x 22(W)cm.

RE15199 Pack of 96 $44.95
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Wooden Boomerang & Paint Kit
This wooden boomerang and paint kit includes 30 Wooden boomerangs, 
5 acrylic paints 500ml (Red, Yellow, White, Black, Dark Blue), and a pack 
of 100 cotton filters. A great classroom activity, use the cotton filters to 
create magical patterns with paint or write or glue onto the boomerangs 
plain mdf surface. Boomerang Size: 30cm. Thickness: 2.5mm.

TH520-BK $119.95

Creatistics Wooden Boomerangs
Wooden Boomerangs are a great craft 
resource for children to learn about Aboriginal 
history and culture. Supplied plain to inspire 
unique decoration. Wood thickness: 3 mm. 
Size: 3 cm (L).

TH520-B Pack of 10 $18.95

Cardboard Boomerangs
Paint to decorate these blank cardboard 
boomerangs in any theme you like. Supplied 
as a pack of 10 sheets that includes a total 
of 60 boomerangs in assorted sizes: 26 and 
13cm (L). 400gsm.

TH851 Pack of 60 $18.95

Scratch Art Boomerangs
A great class pack of boomerangs for 
multicultural events. Scratch designs into the 
surface to reveal earthy tones underneath 
the black coating. 30 scratch tools included. 
Size: 29(L)cm.

TH0003 Pack of 30 $33.95

Creatistics Wooden Map of 
Australia
Supplied plain for children to decorate. 
These wooden maps of Australia are a great 
craft resource for learning about Australian 
geography. Size: 28(W) x 23(H)cm.

CS7223 Pack of 10 $19.95

Creatistics Map of Australia
Supplied plain for children to decorate. 
These paper maps of Australia are a great 
craft resource for learning about Australian 
geography. 210gsm. Approximate size: 31 (W) 
x 26cm (H).

CS7224 Pack of 20 $11.95

Luke Mallie Sand Art Boomerangs
Featuring the artwork of Australian Aboriginal 
artist Luke Mallie. Children can peel back each 
paper section and pour sand or glitter onto 
the adhesive surface. Size: 25 (L) x 10 (H) cm.

CS6566 Pack of 20 $18.50

SAVE 17%
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Luke Mallie Stained Glass Rainbow Serpent
Featuring the artwork of Australian Aboriginal artist Luke Mallie. Includes 
4 black card serpents, 1 squares of cellophane and 2 pieces of black 
ribbon. Size: 25 (L) x 23.4 (W) cm.

CS5549 Pack of 20 $17.95

Luke Mallie Indigenous Stamps
Featuring the artwork of Australian Aboriginal artist Luke Mallie. This 
set of Fairtrade Indigenous animal block stamps feature 6 beautifully 
hand carved designs. Made from sustainable Siras wood. Supplied in a 
drawstring bag.

SIC005 Set of 6 $59.95

Creatistics Wooden Australian Animals
This pack of 12 wooden Australian animals includes 2 x 6 designs. 
Animals include kangaroo, platypus, wombat, echidna, koala and emu. 
Size of wombat: 9.5 (W) x 5.2 (H) cm.

CS7221 Pack of 12 $8.95

Luke Mallie Shrink Film Animals
Aboriginal artist Luke Mallie. Create Indigenous animal trinkets and 
decorations with 4 bespoke designs. Supplied on transparent sheets so 
you can see your design from both sides. 12 repeated sheets - 48 pieces 
per pack in total.

CS4004 48 Pieces $19.95

Creatistics Wooden 3 Piece Koala
These koalas can be decorated using paint, 
paper, felt and more! Size of the largest 
piece: 12.8 (L) x 11cm (W). Wood thickness: 
3mm.

CS0801 Pack of 10 $17.95

Papier Mache Australian Animals
8 different papier mache Australian animal 
shapes to decorate with paint or use in a 
collage. The Australian animals come in their 
own reusable papier mache box. Size approx. 
10-12cm.

TH0855 Pack of 80 $38.95

Scratch Art Australian Animals
These pre-cut scratch Australian animals 
reveal earthy tones. 5 designs included: 
kangaroo, emu, fish, turtle and goanna. Sizes: 
8 – 12cm. 30 scratch tools included.

TH311 Pack of 30 $22.95
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Tjanpi Coloured Raffia
Created by Tjanpi Desert Weavers, this raffia 
is soft, pliable, strong and biodegradable 
making it an excellent material for weaving.

AUS601 20 x 25 g $49.95

Cotton Filters
A fantastic resource for dot paintings or for 
creating various craft structures, a must for 
every classroom. Each filter is approximately 
12 (L) x 0.5 (dia.) cm.

TH800 Pack of 100 $17.95

Creatistics Dabber Bottles
Fantastic for dot paintings or for adding 
touches of different colour to artworks. Each 
empty bottle is approximately 9(H)cm.

CB950 Pack of 6 $18.95

Japanese Colour Diffusing Windsocks
Inspire your students to learn about Japanese culture as you create 
beautiful windsocks! Can be decorated using almost any colour medium. 
Each windsock measures 26 (L) x 15cm (W).

RE4222 Pack of 24 $44.95

Cardboard Flags
Use this big pre-cut card stock flag shape to design your country, club or 
team flag. Design your own unique flag. Learn about an existing flag as 
you duplicate it. Supplied plain. Size: 20 (L) x 41cm (W).

RE52035 Pack of 24 $23.95

Creatistics White Paper Lanterns
White paper lanterns perfect for themed classes and events. These 
white paper lanterns measure 20cm in diameter and are supplied flat 
packed with a metal frame for hanging.

PL2900 Pack of 10 $25.95

Wooden Paper Fans
Wooden handled paper fans. Supplied plain ready to decorate with paint, 
material and embellishments. Measures 23cm (W).

EC24F Pack of 24 $48.95
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Creatistics Cardboard Masks
Plain white cardboard masks with elastic for decoration.

CL2779 Pack of 50 $17.95

Paper Masks With Elastic
Decorate these lovely masks for all sorts of occasions. Create masks 
with different themes. There are 24 masks and each is supplied plain 
with an elastic band. Size: 22(L) x 17.5(W)cm.

EC92 Pack of 24 $49.95

Animal Paper Masks
Includes 8 each of the monkey, butterfly, 
dog and 6 of the cat design. Elastic included. 
Approximate size: 22.5 cm.

SH7492 Pack of 30 $18.95

Wild Animal 3D Masks
Take an art safari with these easy to 
assemble masks. Comes in elephant, frog, 
hippopotamus, koala, monkey and tiger 
designs. Decorate with paint, crayons or 
markers. Includes idea guide.

RE52083 Pack of 30 $39.95

Creatistics White Plastic Masks
A pack of 12 life-size plastic face masks with 
elastic that can be painted and decorated to 
create dramatic effects.

CL7545 Pack of 12 $24.95

Half Masks
These half masks have a flocked finish and are supplied plain for 
decoration. Elastic included. Mask shape can be changed by cutting 
with a blade or scissors. Size: 15.5 x 9cm.

SH1932 Pack of 12 $12.95

Creatistics Scratch Art Masks
These interesting and fun masks come pre-cut. Children scratch a 
design they desire to reveal a bright and colourful creation. Size: 18.5 (L) 
x 6.5cm (H). String is included. Scratch tools sold separately.

TH018 Pack of 10 $12.95
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Scratch Art Doorknob Hangers
Children can make their own unique designs 
by scratching away the black surface to 
reveal colour. Includes 12 scratch tools. Size: 
23 (L) x 7.5cm (W).

TH836 Pack of 12 $12.95

Scratch Art Ties
Pre-cut scratch art ties for children to draw 
on and decorate. Size: 40cm (L). Includes 30 
pieces of elastic and scratch tools.

TH0300 Pack of 30 $37.95

Scratch Art Graduation Hats
Scratch the black surface to reveal a colourful 
backing. Students can write messages on 
these hats for their classmates. Flat-packed 
for assembly. Includes 10 scratch tools. Size 
of top: 20 x 23cm.

TH0033 Pack of 10 $25.95

Magnetic Scratch Art Photo 
Frames
Scratch the black surface of these magnetic 
photo frames to reveal colour. Includes 10 
scratch tools. Size: 15 x 20cm. Photo size: 10 
x 15cm.

TH0016 Pack of 10 $23.95

Creatistics Scratch Art 
Bookmarks
Scratch the surface to create a unique 
design. Measures 5 x 15cm. 300gsm board. 
Scratch tools sold separately.

CV14319 Pack of 20 $9.95

Creatistics Scratch Art Masks
These interesting and fun masks come pre-
cut. Children scratch a design they desire 
to reveal a bright and colourful creation. 
Size: 18.5 (L) x 6.5cm (H). String is included. 
Scratch tools sold separately.

TH018 Pack of 10 $12.95

Scratch Art Birds
These scratch birds come in six different bird designs. Scratch the 
surface to reveal the vibrant colourful surface underneath. Size 12-14cm. 
250gsm.

TH039 Pack of 24 $27.95

Scratch Art Flowers
Children can scratch away the black surface to reveal bright colours 
underneath. Includes 12 flowers, 12 scratch tools and 12 pieces of ribbon. 
Size: 11cm.

TH004 Pack of 12 $13.95
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Creatistics Scratch Art Greeting Cards
Scratch the surface to create a unique design. Measures 21 x 14.5cm 
flat and 14.5 x 10.5cm when folded. 300gsm board. Scratch tools sold 
separately.

CV13988 Pack of 20 $19.95

Creatistics Scratch Board Sheets
Scratch directly onto the board’s surface and your drawings will appear 
in multicolour! 300gsm board. Sheets measure 28.5 x 21cm. Scratch 
tools sold separately.

CV13090 Pack of 20 $24.95

Scratch Art Hands
Scratch the surface to create bright patterns 
on these scratch hands. Pack includes left 
and right hands in two designs. Size 12.5 to 
19 cm. Pack includes 24 wooden scratch 
tools.

TH037 Pack of 24 $24.95

Scratch Art Australian Animals
These pre-cut scratch Australian animals 
reveal earthy tones. 5 designs included: 
kangaroo, emu, fish, turtle and goanna. Sizes: 
8 – 12cm. 30 scratch tools included.

TH311 Pack of 30 $22.95

Scratch Art Boomerangs
A great class pack of boomerangs for 
multicultural events. Scratch designs into the 
surface to reveal earthy tones underneath 
the black coating. 30 scratch tools included. 
Size: 29(L)cm.

TH0003 Pack of 30 $33.95

Creatistics Wooden Scratch 
Board Tools
Pack of wooden tools for scratch board art. 
Size: 11(L)cm x 3(dia)mm.

CV15733 Pack of 20 $3.50

Creatistics Scratch Art Hearts
Scratch away the black surface of these 
hearts to reveal a colour gradient below. 
Attach to cards or hang from string. Size: 
10(W)cm.

CS5542 Pack of 20 $6.95

Creatistics Scratch Art Hearts & 
Cards Kit
Includes 20 white cards, 20 envelopes, 20 
scratch art hearts and 20 scratch tools. 
Scratch a special message into the scratch 
heart and glue it to a gift card. Card size: 15(L) 
x 10.5(W)cm when folded.

CS5542K $17.95

SAVE 37%
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Creatistics Paper Bags
Great for an array of activities. Use these paper bags as gift bags, 
puppets, hats and many other projects. Each pack includes an ideas 
guide. Each bag measures 11 (W) x 21cm (H).

HG62222 Natural - Pack of 100 $37.95

Kraft Paper Bags
Recyclable brown kraft paper bags. Food safe. Size: 24 (L) x 20cm (W).

JM444 Pack of 500 $27.95

Creatistics Easter Hunting Basket
Children can easily assemble these paper baskets by folding along the 
perforated lines. Supplied plain, ready for decoration. 210 gsm. Size of 
basket base: 10.5 (L) x 6.5cm (W).

CS7213 Pack of 10 $11.50

Cardboard Basket Base
Create a lovely basket by weaving yarn, raffia, paper strips or ribbon 
around the walls of each basket. Diameter: 22.9cm. Diameter of base 
when complete: 12.3cm.

RE42285 Pack of 24 $65.95

Kraft Paper Shred
Ideal for all natural kraft paper 
applications, packaging, 
wrapping, easter bonnets, 
nests etc.

AUS032 250 g $11.95

Coloured Paper Shred
Enliven creative crafts. Adorn 
collages, masks and models. 
Brilliant assorted colours.

AUS014 250 g $11.95

Pastel Paper Shred
Shredded tissue is ideal for 
seasonal crafting and supplied 
in assorted pastel colours.

AUS414 250 g $11.95

Green Crinkle Paper 
Shred
Green crinkle paper shred 
is ideal for adding to Easter 
baskets or crafting grass.

CS6565 250 g $11.95
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 Creatistics Blank Cardboard Puzzles 
 Create your own unique jigsaw puzzle. Draw a design on the puzzle 
pieces and colour with paint, pencils or glitter glue. Each Jig draw has 20 
pieces. Size: 22 (L) x 18cm (H). 

 CL1437    Pack of 20   $22.95 

 Diorama Box 
 These easy to decorate diorama boxes bring fantasy worlds to life. 
Combine dimension and creativity with these sturdy 3D shaped boxes 
28 (L) x 21cm (H). Supplied flat-packed. 

 RE2094    Pack of 12   $49.95 

 DIY Pencil Holders 
 Great as a gift or to use in the classroom! 
Decorate the plain cardboard and attach top 
and bottom. Easy to assemble. Pencils and 
embellishments not included. Size: 11.5 (L) x 
8cm (dia.). 

 PL0094    Pack of 10   $22.95 

 DIY Money Box 
 Great as a gift or for saving your spare 
change! Decorate the plain cardboard and 
attach top and bottom. Easy to assemble. 
Embellishments not included. Size: 11.5(L) x 
8cm (dia.). 

 PL0099    Pack of 10   $22.95 

 Creatistics Every Year Calendar 
 Stay organised and create memories with our 
every year calendar. Reusable year after year. 
300 gsm. Size: A4. 

 CS0424    $7.95 

 Creatistics Coloured Paper 
Bookmarks 
 Brightly coloured paper bookmarks are great 
to decorate and use in children’s own books 
or to give as a gift. Size: 21 (L) x 6cm (W). 

 HG42635    Pack of 35   $12.95 

 Colouring Bookmarks 
 These bookmarks can be coloured in and 
given as a gift. 5 designs (double sided with 
a different design on the back). 4 of each 
bookmark design. 250gsm. Size: 16.4 (L) x 
5.6cm (W). 

 SH6531    Pack of 20   $7.95 

 Creatistics Tie Bookmarks 
 These tie shaped bookmarks are perfect for 
children to draw on. Size: 20(L) x 8cm (W). 
210gsm. 

 CS7289    Pack of 20   $6.95 
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Stand-Up Picture Frames
Decorate and display your favourite images with these simple, sturdy 
picture frames. Size: 17.8 x 26.7 cm when folded, image area 10.2 x 15.2 
cm.

RE7856 Pack of 24 $54.95

Economy Fun Frames
The large and small frames are die-cut from corrugated card. Great for 
collage projects. Includes an idea guide. Largest size: 13 x 18 cm.

RE7857 Pack of 24 $24.95

Graduation Paper Hats & Tassels
These hats are easy to assemble with an adjustable band. Smallest 
size: 17cm (dia.). Tassels are sold separately as a pack of 20. Tassel size: 
8.5cm (L).

SH1673 Hats - Pack of 20 $25.95
SH1682 Tassels - Pack of 20 $16.95

Stand Up Dinosaurs
Colour and add embellishments to make your very own dinosaur. These 
stand upright and look great on display. Supplied plain. Includes guide. 
Paint both sides. Size: 19(H) x 32cm (W).

RE16035 Pack of 25 $42.95

Creatistics Bunny Ear Crowns
Bunny ear crowns are perfect for children to craft and wear for Easter. 
Children can decorate with felt and add embellishments. 315 gsm. Size 
of headband length: 60cm (L) when flat.

CS7225 Pack of 10 $18.95

Creatistics Paper Crowns
Assorted coloured paper crowns with two different patterns. Paint, 
colour or add different embellishments and use for a play or just for fun. 
Size when flat: 69 (W) x 17cm (H).

HG65249 Pack of 24 $22.95
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Australian Animal Paper Shapes
Pack contains 5 of each of the 4 designs including a penguin, a 
kangaroo, a koala and a crocodile. Plain white cardboard. Size: Approx. 
17cm (H).

AM1047 Pack of 20 $18.95

Creatistics Map of Australia
Supplied plain for children to decorate. These paper maps of Australia 
are a great craft resource for learning about Australian geography. 
210gsm. Approximate size: 31 (W) x 26cm (H).

CS7224 Pack of 20 $11.95

Luke Mallie Sand Art Boomerangs
Featuring the artwork of Australian Aboriginal artist Luke Mallie. Children 
can peel back each paper section and pour sand or glitter onto the 
adhesive surface. Size: 25 (L) & 10 (H) cm.

CS6566 Pack of 20 $18.50

Cardboard Boomerangs
Paint to decorate these blank cardboard boomerangs in any theme 
you like. Supplied as a pack of 10 sheets that includes a total of 60 
boomerangs in assorted sizes: 26 and 13cm (L). 400gsm.

TH851 Pack of 60 $18.95

Cardboard Flags
Use this big pre-cut card stock flag shape to design your country, club or 
team flag. Design your own unique flag. Learn about an existing flag as 
you duplicate it. Supplied plain. Size: 20 (L) x 41cm (W).

RE52035 Pack of 24 $23.95

Remembrance Day Poppies
Reflect and remember while crafting Remembrance Day poppies. This 
kit makes 50 x tissue paper poppies. Includes teachers guide.

RE42005 Pack of 50 $21.95
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Friends Stained Glass Frames
Create keepsakes for parents, grandparents, care givers and friends! 
Each frame is cut from black cardstock and ready to decorate. Size: 13 
x 21 cm.

RE7858 Pack of 36 $27.95

Luke Mallie Stained Glass Rainbow Serpent
Featuring the artwork of Australian Aboriginal artist Luke Mallie. Includes 
4 black card serpents, 1 squares of cellophane and 2 pieces of black 
ribbon. Size: 25 (L) x 23.4 (W) cm.

CS5549 Pack of 20 $17.95

Tropical Fish Stained Glass Frames
Create underwater stained glass art. 24 paper frames with 12 designs. 
Includes ideas guide. Size: 20(L) x 25cm(W).

RE52087 Pack of 24 $39.95

Creatistics Stained Glass Flowers
This stained glass activity pack includes 40 black card flowers (2 pieces 
make 1 flower), 100 sheets of cellophane in 5 colours and 20 pieces of 
ribbon. 2 flower designs included. Size: 18cm.

CS6563 Pack of 20 $17.95

Stained Glass Lanterns
Celebrate any occasion with these 3D 
lanterns. Colour in with crayons or markers, 
then cut out sections of coloured tissue 
paper or stained glass paper and glue on top 
of the designs.

RE52093 Pack of 32 $34.95

Cardboard Stained Glass Frames
These black cardboard stained glass window 
frames work beautifully with cellophane, or 
simply lay it over the student’s artwork for a 
beautiful finish. The pack includes 20 A4 size 
sheets that can be cut into A5 or A6 sheets.

TH0935 Pack of 20 $33.95

Junior Stained Glass Frames
Watch the sun shine through the works of 
art! 24 paper frames with 12 fun designs 
that focus on air, land and water. Simply glue 
colourful paper to the back and hang. Size: 
15cm square.

RE52074 Pack of 24 $24.95
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Colour Diffusing Paper
Fabric-like paper with great texture. Spritz 
with food dyes or inks and watch colours 
blend. Create original cards, designer paper 
and collages. Includes ideas guide. Size: 30 
(L) x 23cm (W).

RE5213 Pack of 50 $29.95

Japanese Colour Diffusing 
Windsocks
Inspire your students to learn about Japanese 
culture as you create beautiful windsocks! 
Can be decorated using almost any colour 
medium. Each windsock measures 26 (L) x 
15cm (W).

RE4222 Pack of 24 $44.95

Colour Diffusing Sea Life Paper
Design beautiful underwater animals. Pack 
includes 4 designs and an ideas guide. Size: 
25 (L) x 18cm (W).

RE2446 Pack of 48 $29.95

Colour Diffusing Flowers
Design beautiful flowers. Pack includes ideas 
guide and 4 designs. Size: 20 (L) x 17cm (W).

RE2440 Pack of 80 $34.95

Colour Diffusing Leaves
Create beautiful coloured leaves. Pack 
includes 4 designs and an ideas guide. Size: 
23 (L) x 18cm (W).

RE2442 Pack of 80 $27.95

Colour Diffusing Butterflies
Create beautiful flying insects. Pack includes 
4 designs and an ideas guide. Size: 29 (L) x 
18cm (W).

RE2445 Pack of 48 $29.95

Assorted Paper Shapes
Fun paper shapes. Great for collage and for adding colour to journals and 
scrapbooks. Size: Largest 6cm.

RE15648 Pack of 1500 $43.95

Collage Paper Shapes
This pack of collage paper shapes includes an assortment of designs 
and shapes. Paper shape sizes vary.

TH719 500 g $14.95
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Human Paper Shapes Kit
A collection of popular shapes cut from 8 different skin tone papers. 
A total of 40 full bodies, 50 faces, 35 hands and 35 feet. Size: 13 (W) x 
20cm (H).

RE51450 Pack of 160 $56.95

Skin–Toned Doll Paper Shapes
Explore traditional cultural dress. Use multi-textured fabric, paper and 
yarn. 8 unique skin tones. Includes activity guide. Size: 20 (W) x 25cm 
(H).

RE51448 Pack of 40 $18.95

White Card Hand Shapes
Ideal for making name tags for desks and bag hooks or any multicultural 
art activity. White cardboard. Size: 10 (L) x 7cm (W).

LP9022 Pack of 100 $7.95

Skin–Toned Face Paper Shapes
Make curious faces or silly self-portraits. Sketch yourself and your 
family! 8 skin tones. Includes idea guide. Size: 13 (W) x 20cm (H).

RE51449 Pack of 50 $23.95

Skin Tone Paper
Create multicultural-themed class collages, poster designs and displays. 
Eight skin tone colours. Includes activity guide. Each sheet measures 
21.5 x 27.5cm.

RE5233 Pack of 48 $28.95

Skin Tone Cover Paper
Create multicultural-themed class collages, poster designs and displays. 
Five different skin tone colours. Double-sided 120gsm sheets. Size: A3.

WHP090 A3 - Pack of 250 $49.95
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Pop Up Pivot Cards
These three-dimensional message cards 
unfold and pivot as the cards open. 24 cards 
in 12 colours. Size: 11.5 x 16.5 cm.

RE7859 Pack of 24 $39.95

Creatistics Natural Cards & 
Envelopes
Supplied plain for decoration. Envelopes 
included. Size: 15 (L) x 10.5cm (W) when 
folded. 280gsm.

CS7255 Natural - Pack of 20 $19.95

Creatistics White Cards & 
Envelopes
Blank cards ready for children to decorate. 
Includes envelopes. Size: 15 (L) x 10.5cm (W) 
when folded. 210gsm.

CS7232 White - Pack of 20 $17.95

Star Shaker Card Making Kit
Pack of 20 stars and 20 white cards and envelopes. Card size: 15 (L) x 
10.5 (W) cm when folded. 210 gsm. Star pouch size: 7 cm.

SH8226K Kit $39.95

Creatistics Photo Frame Cards & Envelopes
Decorate these photo frame cards using paper, paint, markers, pencils 
and embellishments. Add a photo or drawing to the cut out centre to 
personalise. Each pack includes 10 oval cut out cards and 10 rectangle 
cut out cards. Envelopes included. Size: 14.8 x 10.6cm when folded. 
210gsm.

CS7300 Pack of 20 $17.95

Stitching Cards
Stitching cards are perfect for use with yarn 
and weaving needles. Children can stitch 
patterns or messages in the pre-punched 
holes. Card size: 16 x 16cm. Hole size: 3mm.

TH271 Pack of 10 $21.95

Coloured Card Set
Assorted colour cards which can be 
decorated and given as a special gift. 
Includes 30 cards and envelopes. Size: 10 x 
15cm when folded.

LK6258 Pack of 30 $14.95

Creatistics Scratch Art Greeting 
Cards
Scratch the surface to create a unique 
design. Measures 21 x 14.5cm flat and 14.5 x 
10.5cm when folded. 300gsm board. Scratch 
tools sold separately.

CV13988 Pack of 20 $19.95

SAVE 23%
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Papier Mache Money Boxes
Plain ready for your own creation. Teach the 
children to save their money. Supplied with 
lid and base. Measures 7.5 (L) x 7.5 (W) x 8cm 
(H).

PMC974 Pack of 6 $13.95

Papier Mache Square Boxes
Sturdy boxes that are a fabulous starting 
point for construction, collage or paintings. 
Size: 9.2(L) x 9.2 (W) x 5.3cm (H).

PMC921 Pack of 6 $13.95

Papier Mache Memo Boxes
Decorate these memo boxes then add a 
photo. These are a great gift idea. Supplied 
plain. Size: 8 (L) x 10 (W) x 6cm (H).

PMC977 Pack of 6 $17.95

Papier Mache Oval Boxes
This papier mache box is great to decorate 
with embellishments then store items inside. 
Size: 8 (L) x 5cm (W).

PMC1456 Pack of 6 $13.95

Papier Mache Round Medium 
Boxes
Plain for you to decorate. Great gift idea – fill 
with yummy treats! Size: 12.8cm (dia.).

PMC230 Pack of 6 $29.95

Papier Mache House
Students can decorate their own house box 
with paint, glitter pens, markers and place 
special objects inside. Removable lid. Size: 9 
(L) x 9 (W) x 16cm (H).

PMC1217 $4.95
30 or more $4.45

Papier Mache Treasure Chests
Great as a jewellery box or a great prop in a 
pirate scene. Size: 8(L) x 6.5 (W) x 6.5cm (H).

PMC915 Pack of 6 $18.95

Papier Mache Heart Boxes
Sturdy boxes that are great to decorate and 
give as a gift. Size: 9 (W) x 4.5cm (H).

PMC920 Pack of 6 $14.95

Papier Mache Insect House
Children can develop an appreciation for 
nature by decorating and observing their own 
insect house. Size: 4.5 (L) x 4.5 (W) x 8cm (H).

PMC1231 $3.95
30 or more $3.55
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Papier Mache Large Scrapbook
Scrapbooking is a special way for students to 
document their achievements, hobbies, goals 
and dreams.12 pages. Size: 3 cm square.

PMC1039 $6.95
30 or more $6.25

Papier Mache Small Scrapbook
Scrapbooking is a special way for students to 
document their achievements, hobbies, goals 
and dreams. Add photos, feathers, materials, 
glitter, borders or stickers. 8 pages. Size: 12.5 
(L) x 7.5cm (H).

PMC040 Pack of 6 $16.95

Papier Mache Square Photo 
Frames
This large papier mache frame is a great gift. 
Kids can paint and decorate with lettering 
and embellishments for a personal touch. 
Size: 16.5cm square.

PMC1524 Pack of 6 $13.95

Papier Mache Pencil Case
This large pencil case is supplied plain, ready 
for a child to paint and decorate. Size: 22.5(L) 
x 7.5 (W) x 5cm (H).

PMC1525 $4.95
30 or more $4.45

Papier Mache Jewellery & 
Storage Box
Sturdy box with built-in dividers and lid. Great 
for storing beads, sequins and jewellery. Size: 
17.5(L) x 12.5 (W) x 4.5cm (H).

PMC926 $6.95
10 or more $6.60

Papier Mache Australian Animals
8 different papier mache Australian animal 
shapes to decorate with paint or use in a 
collage. The Australian animals come in their 
own reusable papier mache box. Size approx. 
10-12cm.

TH0855 Pack of 80 $38.95

Paper Mache Cones
The perfect conical shape for creating angels, 
festive scenes or delicious treats. Size: 15cm.

SH148 Pack of 6 $9.95

Papier Mache Baubles
Create a beautiful decoration for the tree 
with these papier mache baubles. Supplied 
plain with a gold string. Size: 7.5cm.

PMC228 Pack of 10 $22.95

Papier Mache Square Coasters
Papier mache coasters with rounded edges. 
Size: 10cm square.

PMC139 Pack of 10 $8.95
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Paddle Pop Sticks
Each pack contains approximately 1000 craft 
sticks. Available in plain (JM67) or coloured 
(CL2328). Size: 11.4(L)cm.

JM67 Natural - Pack of 1000 $11.95
CL2328 Coloured - Pack of 

1000
$16.95

Jumbo Paddle Pop Sticks
Jumbo craft sticks can be used with a wide 
range of crafts. Children can also use these 
pop sticks to build structures. Supplied plain 
for decoration. Size: 15(L) x 1.8(W)cm.

JM100 Pack of 100 $3.70

Mini Paddle Pop Sticks
Each stick is 6.6(L)cm. Available as a pack 
of 1000 plain (SH956) or coloured sticks 
(SH957).

SH956 Natural - Pack of 1000 $11.95
SH957 Coloured - Pack of 1000 $12.95

Half Peg Segments
Lightweight and excellent for pasting, 
painting or playing. Wood. Size: 7.3cm.

JM77 Pack of 200 $11.50

Matchsticks
A classroom essential for STEAM activities, 
art, craft and construction. Available in plain 
(JM68) and assorted colours (CL2311). Size: 
5(L)cm.

JM68 Plain - Pack of 3000 $11.95
CL2311 Coloured - Pack of 

3000
$12.95

Wooden Dolly Pegs
Paint and decorate these traditional wooden 
pegs into fun little characters. Supplied plain. 
Size: 11(L)cm.

JM48 Pack of 48 $9.95
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Wooden Pegs
These wooden pegs can be transformed into 
many different creations. Use them in the 
classroom to hang your projects. Size 8.5(L)
cm.

SH440 Pack of 48 $9.95

Wooden Mini Pegs
What a fantastic way to peg up artwork and 
class decorations! Wood. Size: 4.5cm (L).

HC48 Pack of 48 $5.65

Coloured Mini Pegs
Create amazing constructions with these 
coloured, small wooden pegs. Size: 3cm (L).

SH1307 Pack of 48 $3.95

Construction Value Packs
A complete construction pack. Each pack 
includes: 500 x IQ sticks (115mm L x 10mm 
W), 50 x Spools (15 x 15mm and 22 x 20mm), 
50 x Mini Dolly Pegs (60mm L x 80mm W), 
100 x Blocks (15 x 15mm), 100 x Mini Round 
Sticks (80mm L x 3mm W), 100 x Jumbo 
Craft Sticks with holes (150mm L x 20mm 
W) and 100 x Round Sticks (150mm L x 4mm 
W). Available in plain (SH962) or coloured 
varieties (SH963). Packs of 1000.

SH962 Plain - Pack of 1000 $85.95
SH963 Coloured - Pack of 1000 $85.95

Educational Colours Construct & 
Play Craft Set
This construct and play set includes 300 
coloured wooden shapes and connectors in a 
handy storage tub.

EC0601 $33.95
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Wooden Spools
Great to use in art and craft projects. Children can paint and decorate 
these wooden spools. These can also be used for sorting and children 
can even construct their own toys. Various sizes. Large: 2.2cm (dia.), 
small: 1.3cm (dia.).

SH960 Natural - Pack of 50 $14.95
SH961 Coloured - Pack of 50 $14.95

Wooden Wheels
Great for wood-working and making toys. Size: 4.5cm (dia.).

TH502 Pack of 20 $31.95

Toothpicks
Bamboo toothpicks are eco friendly and 
made of material from well managed FSC 
certified forests. Food safe. Size: 65 (L) x 2 
mm (W).

JM111 Pack of 1000 $4.95

Bamboo Skewers
Bamboo skewers are eco friendly and made 
of material from well managed FSC certified 
forests. Food safe. Size: 20cm (L) x 3mm 
(dia.).

X901 Pack of 100 $2.05
4 or more $1.95

Dowel Rods
Useful for class mobiles and general wood 
work. Size: 90 (L) x 6 (W)mm.

TH1003 Pack of 30 $44.95

Creatistics Bamboo Spoon Animals
Includes 6 bamboo spoons and animal paper shapes for children to 
colour, craft and assemble.

CS7901 Pack of 6 $14.95

Creatistics Wooden Spoons
Children can use their imagination and create wonderful puppets with 
this pack of 10 wooden spoons made from plantation timber. Decorate 
them with sequins, rhinestones, glitter, joggle eyes and other materials 
(sold separately). Each spoon is 30.5cm (L).

CL8458 Pack of 10 $19.95
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Creatistics Wooden Plaque
Children can decorate this plaque using 
paint, paper and embellishments. String 
not included. Size: 29 (L) x 9cm (W). Wood 
thickness: 3mm.

CS7233 Pack of 20 $18.95

Wooden Desk Caddy
This wooden desk caddy is supplied plain 
to paint and decorate. 6 compartments for 
storage of pens, pencils, markers and more. 
Size: 20 (L) x 13 (W) x 8cm (H).

SH2045 $12.95

Creatistics Pencil Holder Frame
These wooden pencil holder frames are 
great for children to create their own unique 
designs. Children can decorate the pine wood 
with paint, glitter and other embellishments. 
PVC frame. Size: 10 (H) x 8 (W) x 8cm (D).

CS9079 Pack of 10 $44.95

Wooden Skateboard Deck
Design a custom skateboard to hang on the 
wall. Wood thickness: 1cm. Size: 80 (L) x 
20cm (W).

TH0500 Deck $19.95

Creatistics Mobile Phone Stand
This mobile phone stand is supplied plain and 
flat-packed for easy assembly. Simply slot 
the two pieces together and decorate with 
paint and embellishments. Wood thickness: 
3mm. Size: 14.5(H) x 7.5(W) x 9.5(D)cm.

CS7208 Pack of 10 $18.95

Creatistics Wooden Coasters
Round and square coasters for children to 
decorate with markers, paint and embellish. 
Supplied plain. Size: 90mm. Wood thickness: 
3mm.

CS7228 Round - Pack of 20 $10.95
CS7229 Square - Pack of 20 $10.95

Wooden Craft Rings
Children can create their very own 
dreamcatchers or macrame wall hangings 
with these plywood rings. This pack comes 
with rings in two diameters - 18cm & 22cm. 
Combine them together and create one large 
project and perfect to use with macrame 
cord, yarn or ribbons.

SH8788 Pack of 10 $17.95

Creatistics Noughts & Crosses 
Board
Create your own game of noughts and 
crosses with these wooden boards. Supplied 
plain. Size: 15 cm. Pack of 1 boards only.

CS7287 Pack of 10 $14.95

Creatistics Wooden Cross
Supplied plain for decoration with paint, 
paper and embellishments. Size: 20(L) x 14cm 
(W). Wood thickness: 3mm.

CS7247 Pack of 20 $19.95
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Creatistics Wooden Map of Australia
Supplied plain for children to decorate. These wooden maps of Australia 
are a great craft resource for learning about Australian geography. Size: 
28(W) x 23(H)cm.

CS7223 Pack of 10 $19.95

Creatistics Wooden Boomerangs
Wooden Boomerangs are a great craft resource for children to learn 
about Aboriginal history and culture. Supplied plain to inspire unique 
decoration. Wood thickness: 3 mm. Size: 3 cm (L).

TH520-B Pack of 10 $18.95

Creatistics Wooden Hands
These wooden hands are supplied plain for 
children to decorate. A great Harmony Day 
craft activity for teaching children about 
cultural diversity. Size: 12 (W) x 12.5 (H) cm.

CS7222 Pack of 10 $18.95

Creatistics Wooden Australian 
Animals
This pack of 12 wooden Australian animals 
includes 2 x 6 designs. Animals include 
kangaroo, platypus, wombat, echidna, koala 
and emu. Size of wombat: 9.5 (W) x 5.2 (H) 
cm.

CS7221 Pack of 12 $8.95

Creatistics Wooden 3 Piece Koala
These koalas can be decorated using paint, 
paper, felt and more! Size of the largest 
piece: 12.8 (L) x 11cm (W). Wood thickness: 
3mm.

CS0801 Pack of 10 $17.95

Creatistics Wooden People 
Paddle Pop Sticks
Wooden paddle pop sticks that can be used 
to craft self-portraits or characters. Size: 15.5 
cm (L).

CS7916 Pack of 10 $3.95

Creatistics Wooden People Key 
Tags
Supplied plain for decoration. Size: 12.5 (H) x 
4.7 (W) cm (including chain and ring).

CS6574 Pack of 10 $9.95

Wooden Family
This adorable set of wooden family pieces 
allows children to paint and decorate their 
own family for display or pretend play. The set 
comes with 6 pieces. Size of largest piece: 
11.5cm, smallest piece: 7.5cm.

CXS0829 Pack of 6 $14.95
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Wooden Egg Cups
This pack of wooden egg cups comes 
plain for decoration. Paint and add 
embellishments. Add an egg for a great gift 
idea. Size: 4 (W) x 5cm (H).

PL4550 Pack of 10 $26.95

Creatistics Wooden Bird House
This everyday craft is perfect for display in 
the home or classroom. Supplied flat-packed 
for assembly. Simply slot each section 
together before painting. Wood thickness: 
3mm. Approximate size: 17 (W) x 13.5 (H) x 
12cm (D).

CS7210 Pack of 10 $34.95

Creatistics Gingerbread House
This Australian made MDF house is supplied 
plain for decoration with paint, paper, 
markers and embellishments. Assembly 
instructions included. Wood thickness: 3mm. 
Size when assembled: 14 (W) x 15.5cm (H).

CS7281 Pack of 10 $29.95

Creatistics Heart Tealight Holder
Wooden heart tealight holders are perfect 
for decorating with paint, paper, markers and 
embellishments. Wood thickness: 6mm. Size: 
10.5(W) x 10(H)cm.

CS9202 Pack of 10 $17.95

Wooden Gears & Cogs
Pre-cut wooden gears in a variety of sizes 
and designs. Made from 2mm plywood. 
Sizes: 25-100mm.

TH538 Pack of 100 $31.95

Creatistics Wooden Threading 
Animals
Includes 6 wooden animals, yarn and 
threading needles for children to colour and 
craft. Great for developing fine motor skills.

CS7904 Pack of 6 $9.95

Creatistics Car Frame
Supplied plain for decoration. MDF thickness: 
3mm. Size: car 15 (L) x 8.5 (W) cm. Base: 6 
(W) x 15 (L) cm.

CS9220 Pack of 10 $16.95

Creatistics Train Frame
Supplied in 3 pieces, this train frame is easy 
to assemble. Frame size: 3.4 (W) x 4.3cm (H). 
Wood thickness: 3mm. Size: 22(L) x 5.5 (W) 
x 9.3cm (H).

CS0800 Pack of 10 $21.95

Creatistics T–shirt Frame
Supplied plain for children to decorate with 
paint and embellishments. Size: 12cm (H), 
13cm (L) base. Wood thickness: 3mm. Photo 
cut out measures: 7(H) x 5cm (W).

CS7226 Pack of 20 $23.95
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Creatistics Small Belonging Tree
This jewellery tree can be decorated for 
Mother’s Day or used as a family tree. Simple 
self-assembly. Size: 30.4 (H) x 31 (W) x 
17.5cm (D).

CS7203 Pack of 10 $26.95

Creatistics Large Belonging Tree
This large MDF belonging tree is supplied 
plain for decoration. Simply slot the two 
pieces together to create a 3D tree. Create 
a large family or Christmas tree. Wood 
thickness: 6mm. Size: 115(H)cm x 97(W)cm.

CS7219 $99.95

Creatistics Tool & Planter Boxes
This planter box is supplied plain and flat-
packed for easy assembly. Simply slot the 
pieces together and decorate with paint and 
embellishments. Wood thickness: 3mm. Size: 
17.5 (L) x 7.5 (W) x 13.5cm (H). Plants and 
embellishments not included.

CV14151 Pack of 10 $25.95

Flower & Heart Wind Chimes
Mum will love her personalised wind chimes. 
Pack includes 2 designs, flower and heart. 
Supplied plain for children to decorate. Size: 
11 (L) x 29 (W) x 1cm (H).

SH1661 Pack of 10 $30.95

Creatistics Wooden Flower 
Bouquet
Includes holes to stick flowers through and 
give as a gift. Simply slot the pieces together 
and decorate. Wood thickness: 3 mm (W). 
Size: 12.5 (W) x 18 (H) cm.

CS7341 Pack of 10 $11.95

Creatistics Wooden Leaf & 
Flower Shapes
Includes assorted flower and leaf shapes 
for children to colour and craft for seasonal 
occasions.

CS7902 Pack of 30 $17.95

Creatistics Flower Key Holder
Simply insert the dowel rods into the flower 
key holder for children to decorate with paint 
and embellishments. Includes a hole in the 
centre of each flower to hang. Material: MDF. 
Wood Thickness: 6mm. Size: 20(L) x 16(H)cm.

CS7201 Pack of 10 $19.95

Creatistics Wooden Flower 
Paddle Pop Sticks
Flower shaped pop sticks to create a 
bouquet. Size: 12 cm (L).

CS7917 Pack of 10 $3.95
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Creatistics Hanging Heart Frame
Decorate this cute heart frame and add a 
photo to personalise. Includes holes to Hang. 
Wood thickness: 3mm. Size: 9.6cm square.

CS7502 Pack of 10 $11.95

Creatistics Hanging Star Photo 
Frame
Wooden Star Photo Frames come as a set of 
3 with jute string already attached. Length: 
(including stars & twine) 50 cm. Window size: 
4.5 (L) x 4.5 (W) cm.

CS6573 Pack of 10 $19.95

Creatistics Hanging Frame
Decorate the 3 frames and string together 
to hang. Wood thickness: 3mm. Photo cut 
outs measure: 7.7cm square, 5.9cm square & 
4.4cm square. Holes to hang measure 4mm. 
String sold separately.

CS7288 Pack of 10 $19.95

Creatistics Heart Diorama Frame
Supplied plain and flat packed for easy self-
assembly. Simply slot the heart and flowers 
into the base. Wood thickness: 3mm. Size: 
14.5 (W) x 12 (H) x 11cm (D).

CS7202 Pack of 10 $19.95

Round Wooden Frame
Supplied plain for decoration and hung with 
string. The wooden frames have a lock-in 
panel on the back which will secure in a 
photo. Size: 10.3cm (W).

SH513 Pack of 10 $19.95

Wooden Frame
A wonderful wooden frame for children to 
decorate or leave plain for a natural feel. Size: 
19.5 (L) x 14.5 (W) x 8.5cm (D).

AM5070 Pack of 10 $25.95

Creatistics Graduation Frame
Supplied plain for decoration with paint, 
paper and embellishments. Insert a 
graduation photo. Size: 20.5 (H) x 19cm (W). 
Frame diameter: 7.7cm.

CS7261 Pack of 10 $19.95

Creatistics Home Frame
Create a lovely frame by decorating with 
paint, paper and embellishments and adding 
a photo to personalise. Wood thickness: 
6mm. Size: 15.6 (W) x 21.3cm (H). Photo size: 
7.4 (W) x 9.6cm (H).

CS7501 Pack of 10 $19.95

Polaroid Frame
These wooden polaroid style frames make 
a lovely memento when personalised with a 
photo. The pack includes 6 of each design. 
Wood thickness: 2mm. Size: 9.2 (W) x 11.3cm 
(H).

SH2021 Pack of 12 $11.95
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Natural Botanicals Kit
The pack includes the following natural items: Small Driftwood 
(TH0048), Large Green Pods (TH0049), Flower Pods (TH0056), Wooden 
Discs (TH1111), Bean Hulls (TH0058), Large Lotus Pods (TH0011), Small 
Pods (TH0021), Natural Bark Pieces (TH0031), Brush Cones (TH0041), 
Dried Chrysanthemums (TH0051), Spikey Pods (TH0071) and Pine Cones 
(TH0020). Contents may vary.

TH0058K $334.95

Natural Stones & Botanical Loose Parts Kit
Pack includes Small Pods (TH0021), Natural Bark Pieces (TH0031), 
Brush Cones (TH0041), Dried Chrysanthemums (TH0051), Spikey Pods 
(TH0071), Pine Cones (TH0020), Bud Cones (TH0010), Branch Cut Ovals 
(TH0025), Thick Twigs (TH0045), Black Granite River Pebbles (PNP057), 
Red Granite River Pebbles (PNP055) and White Granite River Pebbles 
(PNP054). Contents may vary.

TH001K $288.95

SAVE 5%

SAVE 12%
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Pine Cones Mini
Each pine cone measures approximately 2.5 
– 5cm (L).

TH0035 $17.95

Pine Cones
Each pine cone measures approximately 4 – 
6cm (L).

TH0020 $17.95

Natural Bark Pieces
Each bark piece measures between 5 – 20(L) 
x 1 – 5cm (W).

TH0031 $25.95

Large Green Pods
Each green pod measures approximately 
4 – 10cm (L).

TH0049 $32.95

Small Pods
Each small pod measures approximately 
2.5cm (W).

TH0021 $24.95

Natural Leaves
Each natural leaf measures approximately 
6 – 10cm (L).

TH0040 Pack of 90 $15.95

Natural Resources Kit
Pack includes Bud Cones (TH0010), Twig 
Chips (TH0015), Branch Cut Ovals (TH0025), 
Branch Cut Circles (TH0030), Mini Pine 
Cones (TH0035) and Thick Twigs (TH0045). 
Contents may vary.

TH0010K $99.95

SAVE 7%
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Hessian Sheets
Great for natural play and collage. Hessian is versatile as it can be cut, 
sewn, stitched, glued and painted. Packs of 10.

SH924 Coloured A4 - Pack of 10 $16.95
SH892 Natural 24 x 30 cm - Pack of 10 $22.95

Creatistics Hessian Roll
Use this natural mesh fibre to make puppets or for needle work, clay 
decorations and other craft projects. Size: 9m (L) x 50cm (W).

TH405 9 m $77.95

Seagrass Cord
Natural twisted seagrass cord that is suitable 
for weaving baskets or a great addition to 
natural collages. Size: 500g ball.

SH919 75 m $17.95

Natural Raffia
Great for gift wrapping. Use natural raffia to 
give your Christmas crafts a natural look and 
feel.

SH1166 50 g $4.95

Natural Rattan
Enhance collage and craft work with natural 
shavings or use in baskets or boxes for a filler.

SH868 100 g $8.95

Tjanpi Coloured Raffia
Created by Tjanpi Desert Weavers, this raffia is soft, pliable, strong and 
biodegradable making it an excellent material for weaving.

AUS601 20 x 25 g $49.95

Mini Christmas Trees
These festive embellishments are perfect for decorating your seasonal 
crafts or creating a small display. Approximate size: 4cm (H).

SH9499 Pack of 24 $14.95
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Natural Classroom Craft Kit
This large natural classroom craft kit includes some beautiful natural 
resources. Great for any natural collage. Contents in kit may vary.

AM1010 $114.95

Natural Textures Craft Kit
This natural textures kit includes a complete selection of crafting 
resources. Contents include: hessian, jute twine, natural rattan, natural 
papers, buttons, feathers, dough, pine cones, leaves, branch cuts, shells 
and pebbles. Kit contents may vary.

AM4107K $148.45

Natural Skeleton Leaves
This is an ideal product for printing and collage practice. There are 100 
leaves in the pack measuring approximately 13 (L) x 6cm (W).

TH001 Pack of 100 $16.95

Creatistics Story Stones
Story stones can be hand painted and used for story telling, gift giving 
and decorations. Sizes vary from 6-8cm (dia.).

CS0168 Pack of 20 $16.95

River Pebbles
A selection of natural river pebbles: White 
Granite, Red Granite and Black Granite. Each 
jar is 1 Litre.

PNP054 White $23.95
PNP055 Red $23.95
PNP057 Black $23.95

SAVE 10% SAVE 26%
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Garden Grow Craft Kit
This garden grow craft kit is a great class activity! This kit includes 20 
plant pots and stakes, parsley, basil and herb seeds.

SH9802K Kit $55.45
SH9802 Terracotta Plant Pot - Pack of 10 $25.95
SH9864 Mini Wooden Stake - Pack of 20 $10.95

Enviro Grow Growing Kit
Children can learn about the germination process first-hand and it 
makes a great gift too! No soil required with the Eco-Pellets. Allow 5 
weeks for the seed to reach seedling phase. Kit includes; 30 Eco-Pellets, 
30 Eco-Pots, 30 plastic terracotta coloured pots, 30 label sticks, 
Kwikpot tray and 30+ small seeds.

CB960 Kit $69.95

Paper Making Kit
You can make paper in the kitchen, laundry, garage or classroom. 
There is a simple rule – what you put in, you get out. If you want white 
paper, select white paper such as envelopes and if you want coloured 
paper, select coloured paper such as tissue paper. Kit includes 1 x 21 x 
29.7cm(A4) deckle, 1 x envelope deckle and 1 x mould.

SH208 $54.95

Flower Press
Decorate cards, drawings and other art materials with your very own 
flowers by using this wooden flower press. Size: 17.5cm square.

SH966 $16.50

SAVE 23%
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Eco Bag with Display Pocket
Handy shopping bag with an A4 plastic 
pocket to display children’s artwork. Size: 
42(L) x 35(W) x 12(D)cm.

TH087 Pack of 10 $29.95

Creatistics Calico Shopping Bag
This quality calico shopping bag (with gusset) 
is a great item to craft with fabric markers, 
paints and embellishments. Pack of 10. Size: 
35(L) x 32(W) x 12(D)cm.

CS0250 Pack of 10 $42.95
5 or more $40.80

Creatistics Calico Bag
Thick, great quality calico and sturdy handle. 
Create a bag for any occasion. Size: 40(L)x 
38(W)cm.

CAL085 Pack of 10 $42.95
5 or more $40.80

Calico Eye Mask
These eye masks are made of strong calico 
and come with two strips of elastic to fit 
comfortably around the back of the head. 
Size: 10 (L) x 16cm (W).

CAL180 Pack of 10 $25.95

Creatistics Calico Pencil Case
Children can personalise their own calico 
pencil case and use it at school or give it as a 
gift. Size: 10.5(L) x 22(W)cm.

CAL992 Pack of 10 $26.95
5 or more $25.60

Creatistics Small Calico 
Drawstring Bag
A small drawstring bag that can be used to 
store belongings and also fits the wooden 
noughts and crosses game boards (CS7287). 
Dimensions: 24.5(L) x 17.5(W)cm.

CS5163 Pack of 10 $29.95

Calico Apron
Can be used as a crafting apron or a cooking 
apron at home. Size: 66(L) x 50(W)cm.

CAL991 Pack of 10 $59.95
5 or more $56.95

Calico Mini Drawstring Bag
This mini drawstring bag is supplied plain for 
children to decorate with fabric markers, 
crayons or paints. Size: 15cm square.

CAL235 Pack of 10 $29.95

Calico Drawstring Backpack
This bag is made from natural calico, with 
a drawstring cord, and is terrific to use as a 
library bag, puzzle bag or a sports bag. Size: 
48(L) x 38(W)cm.

CAL230 Pack of 10 $54.95
5 or more $52.20
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Hessian Sheets
Great for natural play and collage. Hessian is versatile as it can be cut, 
sewn, stitched, glued and painted. Packs of 10.

SH924 Coloured A4 - Pack of 10 $16.95
SH892 Natural 24 x 30 cm - Pack of 10 $22.95

Creatistics Hessian Roll
Use this natural mesh fibre to make puppets or for needle work, clay 
decorations and other craft projects. Size: 9m (L) x 50cm (W).

TH405 9 m $77.95

Assorted Material
Use for collage, doll clothes, decorations, 
masks and more. Assorted sizes. Larger 
pieces measure approximately 10.5 x 8.5cm. 
Smaller pieces measure 5.5cm square.

SH35M 35 g $17.95

Fabric Wall Hanging
Create a colourful and fun patchwork wall 
hanging. Supplied plain with 32 individual 
fabric squares for each child to decorate. 
Attach the squares together using the 
ribbons provided. Each square is 2 x 2 cm.

BAR141 Pack of 32 $53.95

Calico Bunting
Supplied plain for children to decorate with paints or other 
embellishments. Tag shape size: 23 (L) x 18 (W) cm. Triangle shape size: 
20 (L) x 20 (W) cm.

CAL150 Triangle - Pack of 10 $20.95
CAL155 Tag - Pack of 10 $20.95
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Creatistics Pastel Felt
Felt can be cut, glued or sewn to any craft creation. 5 assorted colours. 
Sheet size: 30 (L) x 20cm (W).

CS5162 Pastel - Pack of 50 $28.95

Creatistics Coloured Felt
This bulk pack comes with 1 assorted colours. Sheet size: 2 x 3 cm.

FLT016 Assorted - Pack of 50 $27.95

Felt Clothing
Clothing for felt people (FLT401). Dress them up and then add hair and 
eyes! Also can be used for decorating craft activities and artworks.

FLT402 Pack of 50 $11.50

Felt People
Great for cultural studies. Pack includes 5 different skin tones. Size: 
16(H)cm.

FLT401 Pack of 30 $11.50

Felt Finger Puppets
Stick or glue these puppets together then decorate for a fun class 
activity. Accessories not included. Size: 10 (L) x 4.5cm (W).

FLT902 Pack of 30 $11.50

Felt Australian Animals
Beautiful soft felt animals to delight children and enhance stories! These 
animals have great detail and are perfect to use when discussing the 
animals of Australia. Assorted colours. Sizes: 3 – 8cm (L).

FLT157 Pack of 50 $11.50
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Creatistics Felt Flowers
Colourful felt flowers can be glued or sewn onto your craft creation. 
Size: 4cm diameter, 3mm thick flower base.

CS0016 Pack of 100 $19.95

Felt Heart Shapes
Bright felt hearts that can be glued or sewn onto your craft creation. 
Great for Mother’s Day, Valentine’s Day, birthdays, or any special 
occasion. Size: 5 (L) x 5cm (W).

FLT1054 Pack of 50 $11.50

Felt Garden Shapes
Create an enchanted garden! This felt pack includes different plants in 
assorted colours. Sizes: 3 – 8cm (W).

FLT914 Pack of 100 $11.50

Felt Bug Shapes
Wonderful felt bug shapes for children to use in their craft projects. Pack 
includes spiders, lady beetles, worms, snails, bees and butterflies. Sizes: 
4.5 – 10cm (L).

FLT1056 Pack of 60 $11.50

Creatistics Natural Felt Balls
Includes 10 assorted natural colours. Approximate size: 2cm diameter.

CS8003 Pack of 100 $44.95

Felt Sea Life Shapes
Soft felt sea life animals for craft and collage. Approx. size 3-8cm.

FLT154 Pack of 50 $11.50
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Creatistics Sand Art Flowers
These sand art flower shapes can be 
decorated with sand or glitter and stuck to 
the fridge or another magnetic surface. Pack 
includes 4 flower designs (5 of each design). 
Size: 16cm (L).

CS0165 Pack of 20 $18.50

Creatistics Coloured Sand – 1 kg
A range of non-toxic, non-staining sand that 
has been produced in 10 vibrant colours.

EC712K Set of 10 $99.95
EC700 Pink $11.95
EC701 Black $11.95
EC702 Blue $11.95
EC703 Brown $11.95
EC704 Green $11.95
EC705 Purple $11.95
EC706 Red $11.95
EC707 White $11.95
EC708 Yellow $11.95
EC713 Orange $11.95

Creatistics Mandala Sand Art 
Sheets
This pack includes 2 designs (10 sheets of 
each design). Simply peel back each section 
and pour sand or glitter onto the adhesive 
surface. Size: 21cm square sheets.

CS0063 Pack of 20 $18.50

Creatistics Sand Art Design Kit
Create colourful designs with this sand art 
designer pack. Kit includes 6 x 1kg tubs of 
coloured sand, 6 shaker containers, 20 animal 
design sheets, 20 photo frame sheets and 20 
mandala design sand art sheets. A fun and 
simple craft activity!

CS700K $119.95

Creatistics Sand Art Frames
This pack includes 2 designs (10 sheets of 
each design). Simply peel back each section 
and pour sand or glitter onto the adhesive 
surface. Frame size: 18 x 23cm, aperture size: 
9 x 14cm.

CS0066 Pack of 20 $18.50

Creatistics Australian Animal 
Sand Art Sheets
This pack includes 4 Australian animal 
designs (5 sheets of each design). Simply 
peel back each section and pour sand or 
glitter onto the adhesive surface. Sheet size: 
21(L) x 14.8cm (W).

CS0064 Pack of 20 $18.50

Luke Mallie Sand Art Boomerangs
Featuring the artwork of Australian Aboriginal 
artist Luke Mallie. Children can peel back each 
paper section and pour sand or glitter onto 
the adhesive surface. Size: 25 (L) x 10 (H) cm.

CS6566 Pack of 20 $18.50

SAVE 16%

SAVE 17%
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Creatistics Hanging Frame
Decorate the 3 frames and string together 
to hang. Wood thickness: 3mm. Photo cut 
outs measure: 7.7cm square, 5.9cm square & 
4.4cm square. Holes to hang measure 4mm. 
String sold separately.

CS7288 Pack of 10 $19.95

Creatistics Hanging Heart Frame
Decorate this cute heart frame and add a 
photo to personalise. Includes holes to Hang. 
Wood thickness: 3mm. Size: 9.6cm square.

CS7502 Pack of 10 $11.95

Creatistics Heart Diorama Frame
Supplied plain and flat packed for easy self-
assembly. Simply slot the heart and flowers 
into the base. Wood thickness: 3mm. Size: 
14.5 (W) x 12 (H) x 11cm (D).

CS7202 Pack of 10 $19.95

Wooden Frame
A wonderful wooden frame for children to 
decorate or leave plain for a natural feel. Size: 
19.5 (L) x 14.5 (W) x 8.5cm (D).

AM5070 Pack of 10 $25.95

Round Wooden Frame
Supplied plain for decoration and hung with 
string. The wooden frames have a lock-in 
panel on the back which will secure in a 
photo. Size: 10.3cm (W).

SH513 Pack of 10 $19.95

Polaroid Frame
These wooden polaroid style frames make 
a lovely memento when personalised with a 
photo. The pack includes 6 of each design. 
Wood thickness: 2mm. Size: 9.2 (W) x 11.3cm 
(H).

SH2021 Pack of 12 $11.95

Papier Mache Square Frame
This large papier mache frame is a great gift. 
Kids can paint and decorate with lettering 
and embellishments for a personal touch. 
Size: 16.5cm square.

PMC1524 Pack of 6 $13.95

Creatistics Graduation Frame
Supplied plain for decoration with paint, 
paper and embellishments. Insert a 
graduation photo. Size: 20.5 (H) x 19cm (W). 
Frame diameter: 7.7cm.

CS7261 Pack of 10 $19.95

Foam Frames
Colourful foam frames to decorate with foam 
shapes or embellishments. Add a photo or 
picture and stick everything together. Size: 14 
(W) x 18cm (H).

PL3310 Pack of 10 $23.95
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Creatistics Weaving Loom & Wool
This classroom kit includes everything you need to make woven wall 
hangings: 10 reusable wooden looms, 10 large tapestry needles, 10 
weaving combs, 10 dowel rods to hang and 2 packs of wool (CS0638). 
Each pack of wool contains 2 rolls of merino wool (50g, 65m each), 2 
rolls of dralon wool (40g, 112m each), 1 roll of acrylic wool (40g, 220m) 
and Merino wool roving (50g). Loom size: 13.5 (W) x 20.5cm (H). Weaving 
instructions can be found on our website.

CS8880K Kit $136.45
CS8880 Loom - Pack of 10 $72.95
CS0638 $39.95

Dreamcatcher Activity Pack
Decorate the thick cardboard hoops and feathers with markers, paint 
or crayons before threading the string through the pre-punched holes. 
Includes: 12 dream catchers (13.3cm diameter), twine (40m), 12 plastic 
needles, beads and a guide.

RE42280 Pack of 12 $67.95

String Art Activity Pack
This string art activity pack makes 10 string art creations. Includes 
wooden bases (15x15cm), 500 nails, 2 rolls of bakers twine and 1 roll of 
natural jute twine. Simply paint and decorate your wooden base board, 
then trace a design onto the board and hammer in your nails at desired 
intervals. Weave the string around the nails to make beautiful geometric 
patterns.

SH8683 Pack of 10 $41.95

SAVE 11%
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Garden Grow Craft Kit
This garden grow craft kit is a great class activity! This kit includes 20 
plant pots and stakes, parsley, basil and herb seeds.

SH9802K Kit $55.45
SH9802 Pack of 10 $25.95
SH9864 Mini Wooden Stake - Pack of 20 $10.95

Creatistics Amazing Maize
This starter pack includes approximately 600 pieces of Amazing Maize, 
a sponge, 3 plastic tools and instructions. These brightly coloured 
Amazing Maize noodles stick together with water, no glue required! Easy 
to cut and mould, Amazing Maize noodles are ideal for 3D projects and 
collages. Made from maize and coloured with non-toxic food colouring, 
these building noodles are bio-degradable.

CS6266 $23.95

Paper Making Kit
You can make paper in the kitchen, laundry, garage or classroom. 
There is a simple rule – what you put in, you get out. If you want white 
paper, select white paper such as envelopes and if you want coloured 
paper, select coloured paper such as tissue paper. Kit includes 1 x 21 x 
29.7cm(A4) deckle, 1 x envelope deckle and 1 x mould.

SH208 $54.95

Kaleidoscope Kit
Make your own Kaleidoscope with this STEAM activity kit. A fun way to 
explore light, reflection and symmetry. Contents include: kraft paper 
tubes, eye hole chambers, plastic mirrors, lenses, colourful tiles and an 
instruction sheet. Size: 17.4 (L) x 4cm (dia.). Pack of 10.

SN6725 Pack of 10 $42.95

Creatistics Noughts & Crosses Kit
This DIY noughts and crosses game kit includes: 10 wooden game 
boards, 2kg of terracotta air dry clay and 10 drawstring bags. Decorate 
the game boards and drawstring bags and craft your own counter pieces 
with the terracotta clay.

CS5163K Kit $47.95

x10x10

SAVE 23%

SAVE 21%
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Metal Vice
This real-life metal vice is made from heavy 
duty cast metal. It can be adjusted to hold 
different sized objects, and features a 
smooth motion and a strong durable grip.

WN26N $249.95

Wooden Workbench
For the young builder. A replica of a full-
size carpenter’s bench with a timber work 
surface. Size: 120(W) x 55(D) x 61(H)cm. 
Illustrated tools are not included. Assembly 
required. Supervision required.

WN26 $624.95

Fibreglass Claw Hammer
Perfect for children to use as they develop the skills of hand-eye 
coordination, joining and hammering.

DC51441 $10.45

Short Saw
This children’s short saw is a real life tool specially designed for children. 
The short saw features a rubber grip, and features an ergonomic design 
which is suitable for children. The short saw measures 37cm in length.

IND003 $36.95

Wooden Bench Hook
This wooden bench hook provides a safe place to do woodwork and lino 
cut designs. Left or right-handed use. Size: 29(L) x 20(W)cm.

TH518 $25.95

Sandpaper
Assorted grade sheets. Perfect for woodworking projects.

NL033 Pack of 12 $3.95
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Safety Goggles
Durable, plastic goggles protect the eyes while flexible body increases 
wearing comfort. Goggles meet ANSI approved standards. Suitable for 
students and teachers.

FD2400-10K Pack of 10 $90.45
FD2400 Each $10.45

Coloured Safety Goggles
This convenient set of 6 pairs features 3 bright colourful frames: 
red, green and blue. Suitable for students of all ages! Suitable to 
use to ensure safety in technology classrooms with woodworking or 
metalworking tools.

LER2449 $64.95

Creatistics Cotton Gloves
Small adult general use gloves. Great for protecting your hands and for 
gripping items. Made from cotton, allowing the hand to breathe. Glove 
size: 25 (L) x 12(W) cm.

NL010 Pair $3.95

Assorted Basic Pliers
These assorted pliers are a must-have tool in any craft tool box. They 
are great to have in an art lesson as children can use them (under 
supervision) for jewellery making and construction of wire models. Set 
of 5 assorted pliers.

AM8360 Pack of 5 $31.95

Craft Knife
Light-duty craft knife with a screw-in blade and 12.3cm smooth 
aluminium handle. Fine sharp point for angle cutting on a range of 
surfaces. Cut on a self healing mat to protect tabletops. Safety cap 
included.

TH0510 $7.50
5 or more $7.15

Cutting Knife
Retractable blade for safety. Solid metal design. Large lock knife with 
18mm wide blade. Colours may vary.

NL031 Large $3.45

SAVE 13%
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Porcelain Bowls
These porcelain bowls are great for children to decorate with their own 
unique designs. Supplied plain white. Size: 11.5 (W) x 6 (H) cm.

UB0068-12 Pack of 12 $39.95
UB0068 Each $3.75

Porcelain Tiles
Square white glazed tiles perfect for creating a mosaic masterpiece! Use 
glass and tile paint or porcelain markers to create a feature tile. Size: 10 
cm².

BAR333K Pack of 24 $55.45
BAR333 Pack of 8 $20.95

Mosaic Tiles - Pearl Colours
These high quality resin deco mosaic tiles come in assorted pearl 
colours. Size 10 mm². 2 mm (W).

SH8757 200 g $22.95

Mosaic Tiles - Warm Colours
These high quality resin deco mosaic tiles come in assorted warm colour 
tones. Size 10 mm². 2 mm (W).

TH6012 150 g $21.95

Mosaic Tiles - Natural Colours
These high quality resin deco mosaic tiles come in assorted earth tones. 
Size 10 mm². 2 mm (W).

TH6032 150 g $21.95

Mosaic Tiles - Cool Colours
These high quality resin deco mosaic tiles come in assorted cool colour 
tones. Size 10 mm². 2 mm (W).

TH6022 150 g $21.95

SAVE 11% SAVE 12%
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Creatistics Latte Mugs
Ready to decorate, these 200 ml white 
porcelain mugs make a great gift for any 
occasion. Dishwasher & microwave safe. 
200 ml.

CS0444 Pack of 6 $27.95

Creatistics Latte Mugs & Markers 
Kit
Ready to decorate, these 200 ml white 
porcelain mugs make a great gift for any 
occasion. The value pack includes 12 x latte 
mugs and a pack of porcelain markers. To 
permanently set the design oven baking is 
required.

CS0444K $99.95

Porcelain Mugs
Plain white mugs with a gloss finish, ready to 
decorate. Dishwasher and microwave safe. 
Size: 285 ml.

UB0020-12 Pack of 12 $32.95
UB0020 Each Mug $3.50

Porcelain Mugs & Markers Kit
Includes 12 porcelain mugs and a set of eight 
porcelain markers.

UB0020-12PM $74.95

Porcelain Plates
Plain white plates with a gloss finish, ready to 
decorate. Dishwasher and microwave safe. 
Size: 19 cm (dia.).

UB0038-12 Pack of 12 $49.95
UB0038 Each Plate $4.50

Porcelain Plates & Markers Kit
Includes 12 porcelain plates and a set of 8 
porcelain markers.

UB0038-12PM $94.95

x12

x12

SAVE 6%

SAVE 22% SAVE 18%

SAVE 8% SAVE 9%
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Porcelain Flower Pot
This porcelain flower pot is great to decorate and give as a gift. The 
round surface provides children with a large area to create their own 
unique design. Size: 8.5 (L) x 8.5 (W) cm.

TH125 Pack of 4 $16.95

Terracotta Plant Pot
Terracotta pots can be decorated with porcelain markers, paints and 
embellishments. Add a plant or flower for a lovely natural gift. Size: 6.5 
(W) x 6.5 (H) cm.

SH9802 Pack of 10 $25.95

Creatistics Hanging Porcelain Planter
This hanging planter is provided plain to let imagination grow using 
markers and paint! Secured with heavy duty twine, the pot hangs with a 
30 cm drop. The kit includes 24 planters, 16 POSCA markers and flower 
seeds. Size: 10 (H) x 10 (dia.) cm.

CS10681K Kit $129.95
CS10681 Pack of 12 $29.95

Porcelain Vases
These vases come in 2 designs and are supplied plain for decoration. 
Decorate with porcelain markers or glass and tile paint. Size: Round 
shape 10.5 (L) x 5 (W) cm, Flower shape 10 (L) x 4 (W) cm.

TH045 Pack of 6 $20.95

Creatistics Porcelain Teacup Planter
Supplied plain in a pack of 12 to encourage garden craft projects. The 
smooth surface is great for painting with porcelain markers or paint. The 
kit includes 24 planters, 16 POSCA markers and flower seeds.

CS10682K Kit $139.95
CS10682 Pack of 12 $36.95

SAVE 9%

SAVE 11%
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Creatistics Porcelain Frame
Decorate this frame using porcelain markers or paint and add a photo 
to personalise. Includes a stand at the back and a gift box. Approximate 
size: 18 (L) x 11.5 (H) cm. Photo size: 8 x 8 cm.

CS20251K Pack of 6 $74.95
CS20251 Each $13.95

Creatistics Porcelain Heart Frame
Shiny porcelain frame for decorating with porcelain markers or POSCA 
markers. Size: 10.2 (W) x 9.5 (H) cm.

CS5487 Pack of 10 $29.95

Creatistics Porcelain Heart Lantern
Supplied plain for decoration with porcelain markers and paint. Pair with 
an LED tealight to make the lantern glow. Size: 10.7 (H) x 8.4 (dia.) cm.

CS19705 Pack of 6 $36.95

Star Photo Frame
Supplied plain with a matte clay finish for paint and embellishments. 
Size: 11.5 (L) x 11.5 (W) cm.

TH995 Pack of 10 $41.95

Porcelain Egg Cup
Supplied plain for decoration with porcelain 
markers or glass and ceramic paint. Size: 6.5 
(L) x 4.9 (W) cm.

TH105 Pack of 12 $33.95

Ceramic Hanging Disc
Personalise this decoration with porcelain 
markers or paint. String included. Size: 8.5 
cm (dia.).

SH9796 Pack of 6 $16.95

Ceramic Star Ornament
Personalise this ornament using porcelain 
markers, paint or embellishments. String to 
hang included. Size: 8.5 cm.

CS6576 Pack of 10 $22.95

SAVE 10%
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Glass Jars - 450ml
Ideal for art & craft storage and decorating, these clear glass jars have a 
metal lid. Size: 450 ml.

AM1780 $3.95
20 or more $3.55

Glass Jars - 840ml
Glass jars are great for storing craft supplies or paint brushes. Illustrated 
accessories not included. Size: 840 ml.

AM1810 $3.95
20 or more $3.55

Glass Lanterns
Children can paint directly onto these glass lanterns using glass and tile 
paint. Supplied with a strong wire handle. Size: 9.5 (W) x 8.5 (H) cm.

SH1718 Pack of 6 $23.95

Transparent Plastic Mosaics
This transparent plastic mosaic pack includes an assortment of shapes 
and colours. One side of the mosaic is flat for easy gluing. Size: 2.7 cm 
(W).

LK6170 454 g $36.95

Mosaic Glass Gems
Assorted colour, flat glass gems that can be used in mosaics, as 
counters and other art and craft applications. Size: 2 cm.

SH6940 250 g $12.95

Glass Stones
Great as a decorative piece, these are perfect for teaching children 
about perspective or they can craft these to be placed on display. Size: 
45 mm (dia.).

TH170 Pack of 25 $23.95
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Creatistics Glitter Globe
Create your own plastic glitter globe by decorating the blank card insert, 
then adding water. Glitter included. Includes 2 blank card inserts. Size: 
5.5 (W) x 7 (H) cm.

CV17389 Pack of 20 $46.95

Creatistics Glitter Liquid Photo Frame
Add a photo or artwork to the compartment in the back of this frame 
and fill with water. Shake and watch the glitter swirl around your photo. 
Gift box included. Frame size: 9.5 x 6.3 cm. Photo size: 8.5 x 5.5 cm.

CS5191 Pack of 10 $33.95

Creatistics Snow Globe
A classic snow globe shape for children to add figurines, glitter and 
water. Includes a white twistable lid to seal in water. Dome size: 8 cm 
(H), base: 5.2 cm (dia.).

CS6575 Pack of 10 $19.95

Creatistics Plastic Hanging Jar
Create a lovely hanging display. Unscrew the bottom cap off the jar and 
fill with your crafted creations. Size: 6.5 (W) x 11.5 (H) cm.

CS5159 Pack of 10 $29.95

Star Shaker Pouches
Use these translucent star pouches to attach to cards or projects. Fill 
each star pouch with glitter, jewels, sequins, confetti, die cut shapes or 
other small embellishments, peel back the adhesive strip and carefully 
attach to the card or paper surface. Pouch size: 7 cm.

SH8226 Pack of 10 $16.95

Clear Acrylic Frames
Glue a photo to this frame and hang as an ornament. String not included. 
Pack of 10. Size: 7.5 cm (dia.).

CS6583 Pack of 10 $7.95
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POSCA Markers, Medium Bullet
The PC-5M medium bullet tip is the most versatile marker in the range. 
Allowing a clean and precise line and the most beautiful colouring. Tip 
size: 1.8 - 2.5 mm.

UM500 Assorted - Pack of 8 $38.95
UM501 Pastel – Pack of 8 $38.95
UM502 Metallic - Pack of 8 $38.95
UM503 Assorted - Pack of 16 $76.95

Creatistics Glass & Porcelain Markers
Creatistics glass & porcelain markers come in 8 bright colours. These 
high gloss, water-based markers are ideal for decorating porcelain, glass 
and ceramics. Oven bake to seal design.

CS8000 Pack of 8 $49.95

Glass & Ceramic Paints
This bright and vibrant set includes 7 different colours. Great to use 
on windows, glass, adhesive sheets or porcelain items. Bake in oven to 
make permanent and dishwasher safe. 75 ml tubes.

CB2200 Pack of 7 $50.95

Giotto Multi Surface Paint 
Markers
These multi-surface markers are permanent 
on porous surfaces. Ideal for decorating card, 
wood, glass, plastic, stone, clay or metal. 
Includes 48 markers in 12 colours. Water-
based, non-toxic and safe, they will easily 
wash off your hands.

GT600 Pack of 48 $109.95

Jovi Glass Crayons
These bright, soft and silky crayons can be 
used on many different surfaces. Ideal for 
glass, perspex and whiteboards. Features an 
easy twist, lipstick like application. 6 colours.

JV1906 Pack of 6 $11.95

Liquid Chalk Markers
These brightly coloured liquid chalk markers 
can be used to write on chalkboards, 
whiteboards and glass. Available in eight 
bright colours, shake to get liquid into the 
fabric nib.

TEB0304 Pack of 8 $16.95
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Creatistics Air Dry Ceramic Clay
A modelling material that dries naturally and is easy to mould. Available 
in grey, terracotta and white. For tips on how to keep clay from drying 
out, go online. Sizes: 1 kg or 10 kg.

KC1021 Grey - 1 kg $7.95
KC1022 Terracotta - 1 kg $7.95
KC1026 White - 1 kg $11.95
KC1023 Grey - 10 kg $36.95
KC1024 Terracotta - 10 kg $36.95
KC1027 White - 10 kg $39.95

Creatistics Air Dry Clay
This smooth, air-hardening sculpting material is ideal for freehand 
modelling and great for making jewellery, figurines or sculptures. The 
material can be painted, drilled or sanded after drying. It is non-toxic and 
available in white only.

LK9365 900 g $14.95
LK9365-20 18 kg $259.95

No-Fire Clay
No-fire clay is a water-based, air-drying modelling clay primarily used for 
modelling and sculpting. No-fire clay doesn’t need a kiln to harden, just 
air-dry for at least a week. No-fire clay is white so great for decorating, 
just use acrylic paints. Supplied in a sturdy air-tight container. Size: 4 L.

NP001 $79.95

Northcote Pottery Supplies Clay
These clays can be used for hand building or wheel throwing. They’re 
excellent for children as they are soft and easy to form. 4 clay types 
available including white earthenware, terracotta, stoneware and raku. 
Size: 10 kg. This item is nett-priced and not eligible for any further 
discounts.

HC025 White Earthenware - 10 kg $24.95
NP2110 Terracotta - 10 kg $24.95
NP3110 Stoneware - 10 kg $24.95
NP4110 Raku - 10 kg $24.95
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Creatistics modelling clay is easy to mould and comes in 12 bright 
colours. The kit of 12 includes all colours and modelling accessories. Size 
of each block of clay: 500 g.

KC1020 Kit $64.95
KC1008 Red $3.95
KC1009 Orange $3.95
KC1010 Yellow $3.95
KC1011 Light Green $3.95
KC1012 Dark Green $3.95
KC1013 Light Blue $3.95
KC1014 Dark Blue $3.95
KC1015 Purple $3.95
KC1016 Pink $3.95
KC1017 Brown $3.95
KC1018 Black $3.95
KC1019 White $3.95

5 or more of any one colour $3.75

Jovi Modelling Clay
These modelling clay class packs include individually wrapped 50 g 
blocks of vegetable based modelling clay. Ideal for figure and model 
making. Gluten-free and non-toxic.

JV70S Assorted 2 x 15 Colours $33.95
JV70P Pastel 5 x 6 Colours $33.95
JV70N Neon 5 x 6 Colours $33.95
JV7018 Multicultural 3 x 6 Colours $19.95
JV7019 Nature 3 x 6 Colours $19.95

Creatistics Polymer Clay Jewellery Making Kit
Create bright, bold and fun jewellery! This kit includes 12 x 55 blocks of 
oven bake polymer clay & an assortment of jewellery.

KC1025K $44.95

Creatistics Oven Bake Polymer Clay
Make your own jewellery from scratch! You can make beads, pendants, 
rings, the options are endless. This clay comes in bright colours to make 
your jewellery amazing! 12 assorted colours. 55 g blocks.

KC1025 Set of 12 $25.95

SAVE 9%

SAVE 19%
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Paper Magiclay - 240 g
A lightweight, soft and elastic modelling compound. Air-dries in hours 
resembling a paper-like texture when dry. It will bond wet to dry, no 
adhesives, joining techniques or tools required. Great for all levels. Each 
pack is 240 g.

TH212 Coloured - 6 Tubs of 40 g $24.95
TH280 White - 6 Tubs of 40 g $24.95
TH0295 Candy Colours - 12 Tubs of 20 g $24.95

Jovi Papier Mache Modelling Clay
Ready to use papier mache modelling material. Lightweight and 
clean, pat mache is easy to knead and mould and it dries at room 
temperature (24-48 hour drying time). Once dry, decorate with paint 
and embellishments or varnish for a gloss finish.

JV380K Pack of 12 $128.95
JV380 Each $11.95

Play Foam Class Pack
This lightweight, colourful foam sculpting material doesn’t crumble or 
stick to skin or surfaces. Never dries out. Includes 2 yellow, 2 blue, 2 
green, 2 purple, 2 white, 1 grey, 1 orange, 1 pink, 1 sparkle pink, 1 sparkle 
orange and 1 sparkle blue. Each brick measures: 18.4 (L) x 13.3 (W) x 5 (H) 
cm. Non-toxic, gluten and protein free.

EN1876 16 Bricks $136.95

Crayola Model Magic - 900 g
Air dry modelling material that starts out soft and pliable for moulding. 
Once the material is dry, children can decorate their creation with 
markers or paint. Colours can be blended to create a marbled effect. The 
900g buckets include 4 x 225 g bags. The 2.25 kg packs have 75 x 30 g 
bags. Coloured packs include red, yellow, blue and white. Non-toxic.

BY4400 White $37.95
BY4415 Coloured $37.95

SAVE 10%
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Creatistics Dough - 900 g
Creatistics dough comes in an assortment of colours that are pliable 
and easy to mould. Non-toxic. Size: 900 g tubs. The set of six (CS2049) 
includes colours red, yellow, green, blue, orange and purple. The 
assorted tub (CS2056) includes 150 g of each of these six colours. The 
pastel set (CS2900) includes colours purple, blue, green, pink, orange 
and yellow. The skin tone set (CS2901) includes a mix of natural colours.

CS2049 Set of 6* $54.95
CS2050 Red* $9.95
CS2051 Yellow* $9.95
CS2052 Green* $9.95
CS2053 Blue* $9.95
CS2054 Orange* $9.95
CS2055 Purple* $9.95
CS2056 Assorted $9.95
CS2900 Pastel $9.95
CS2901 Skin Tone $9.95

Creatistics Cream of Tartar - 1 kg
Cream of tartar is ideal for making your very own dough! Recipe available 
online. 1 kg.

EC921 $33.95

SAVE 8%
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Creatistics Magic Sand - 2 kg
Creatistics Magic Sand’s kinetic properties make it soft and stretchy, 
easy to shape and mould and it won’t stick to your hands. Made from a 
special blend of microscopic glass beads and beeswax, our magic sand 
is non-toxic and suitable for children 3+. Each set includes 2 x 1 kg packs 
of sand, five shaping tools and a handy storage tub.

CS1500 Natural $29.95
CS1501 Blue $29.95
CS1502 Green $29.95
CS1503 Yellow $29.95
CS1504 Pink $29.95
CS1505 Orange $29.95

Creatistics Magic Sand Sensory Kit
The Creatistics natural magic sand sensory kit is a unique sensory 
modelling experience. This kit includes 8 kg of natural-coloured magic 
sand, 4 x modelling trays, 20 x assorted modelling tools, 18 x mini castle 
moulds, 20 x assorted moulds and 20 x modelling tools.

CS1500K $162.95

Creatistics Magic Sand 
Moulds
This set includes extruders, 
cutters and tools.

CS1506K Set of 
20

$19.95

CS1506 Set of 
10

$11.95

Creatistics Magic Sand 
Castle Moulds
This set includes small castle 
style moulds. Size of pyramid: 
32 x 32 mm.

CS1507K Set of 
18

$12.95

CS1507 Set of 9 $8.95

Sand Scrapers
Includes four different scraper 
patterns. Assorted sizes.

RE5454 Set of 4 $31.95

Creatistics Magic Sand 
Modelling Tools
Includes 5 different modelling 
tools to scrape, carve, flatten, 
smooth and add texture.

CS1509K Set of 
20

$12.95

CS1509 Set of 5 $4.95

x4x4

SAVE 29%

SAVE 17% SAVE 28% SAVE 35%
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Nature Rollers
These rollers offer an imaginative way for children to explore the natural 
world through creative play. Roll into dough or clay and stamp with the 
bugs, sea life, pond life and forest friends to create hands-on habitats! 
Rollers are made from a durable stone mix, each set contains six rollers, 
each measuring 72 x 34 mm and are easy to clean.

YD1154 Garden Bugs $39.95
YD1156 Ocean Life $39.95
YD1155 Forest Friends $39.95
YD1157 Pond Life $39.95

Dinosaur Rollers
Assorted rollers with a mix of dinosaurs, 
plants and landscapes. Made from a durable 
stone mix. Size: 7.2 (H) x 3.4 (W) cm.

YD1216 Set of 6 $39.95

Transport Rollers
Assorted rollers with modes of transport 
imprinted on each one. Made from a durable 
stone mix. Size: 7.2 (H) x 3.4 (W) cm.

YD1217 Set of 6 $39.95

Emotion Rollers
These rollers will help children to express 
their emotions and feelings. Made from a 
durable stone mix. Size: 7.2 (H) x 3.4 (W) cm.

YD1186 Set of 6 $39.95
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 Creatistics Block Printing Clay Kit 
 This set includes a set of Fair Trade wooden coastal block print stamps 
and natural air dry clay in colours white, grey and terracotta. The stamps 
are hand carved from sustainable siras wood. Children can make 
beautiful hanging ornaments by stamping the block prints into clay and 
allowing the clay to dry. 

 SIC001K    $84.45 

 Luke Mallie Animal Block Print 
Stamps 
 Featuring the artwork of Australian Aboriginal 
artist Luke Mallie. This set of Fair Trade 
Indigenous animal block stamps feature 
6 beautifully hand carved designs. Made 
from sustainable siras wood. Supplied in a 
drawstring bag. 

 SIC005    Set of 6   $59.95 

 Australian Animal Block Print 
Stamps 
 This set of Fairtrade wooden block print 
stamps features 8 beautiful Australian animal 
designs. Hand carved from sustainable siras 
wood. Size of the blocks is around 5-6 cm. 
Supplied in a drawstring bag. 

 SIC003    Set of 8   $59.95 

 Coastal Block Print Stamps 
 This set of Fair Trade wooden block print 
stamps includes 8 coastal designs. Perfect 
for decorating paper, textiles and clay. 
Hand carved from sustainable siras wood. 
Diameter of the sun block is approximately 
5.2 cm. Supplied in a drawstring bag. 

 SIC001    Set of 8   $59.95 

 Flowers of Australia Block Print 
Stamps 
 This set of 8 hand carved wooden block 
stamps feature floral designs from each 
Australian state and territory. Crafted from 
sustainable siras wood. Use to adorn your 
clay works, paper or textile projects. Supplied 
in a box with an information card. 

 SIC007    Set of 8   $59.95 

 Wooden Block Print Stamps 
 This set of Fair Trade wooden block print 
stamps includes a lotus, heart and petal 
design. Perfect for decorating paper, textiles 
and clay. Hand carved from sustainable 
siras wood. Diameter of the heart block 
is approximately 6.5 cm. Supplied in a 
drawstring bag. 

 SIC002    Set of 3   $44.95 

 Alphabet & Number Stamps 
 Includes lowercase and uppercase letters 
as well as numbers and symbols. Great for 
stamping special messages in clay. Supplied 
in a wooden box. Stamp size: 9 x 12 x 40 mm. 

 CS6560    70 Pieces   $19.95 

SAVE  4% 
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Wooden Stamps
These beautiful wooden stamps are a wonderful tactile resource that adds a natural shape stamp to all sorts of sensory materials including dough, sand, 
clay or paint. The perfect size for little hands, chunky and easy to hold. Each stamp measures 7 (H) x 5.5 (dia.) cm. The Indigenous symbols and animal 
tracks are designed in collaboration with First Nations artist Mirii Designs on Anaiwan country in NSW Australia.

EC5009 Australian Animals - Pack of 6 $16.95
EC5006 Dinosaurs - Pack of 6 $16.95
EC5002 Emotions - Pack of 6 $16.95
EC5008 Farm Animals - Pack of 6 $16.95
EC5004 Garden Bugs - Pack of 6 $16.95

EC5001 Indigenous Animal Tracks - Pack of 6 $16.95
EC5000 Indigenous Nature Symbols - Pack of 6 $16.95
EC5005 Jungle Animals - Pack of 6 $16.95
EC5007 Sea Creatures - Pack of 6 $16.95
EC5003 Weather - Pack of 6 $16.95
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Dough Cutters
This set features a huge variety of shapes 
including geometrics, aircrafts, motor 
vehicles, watercrafts, animals, letters, 
numbers, dinosaurs and Christmas shapes. 
The Christmas tree measures 10 (L) x 8 (W) 
cm. Illustrated dough not included.

LK6008 Pack of 100 $34.95

Cookie Cutters
These plastic cutters come in assorted 
colours and designs. They are suitable for 
pastry, plasticine or clay. Size: approx. 7 cm 
(W).

CL4414 Pack of 16 $9.95

Creatistics Dough Characters
Create your own wild dough characters with this bucket of assorted 
character pieces. The bucket includes approximately 130 assorted 
pieces. Supplied in a plastic bucket.

CL6720 130 Pieces $33.95

Creatistics Animal Pattern Rocker Stampers
These animal pattern stampers have chunky handles, making it easy for 
young children to grip. Use with paint, clay, dough or stamp pads. Set of 
4 different animal patterns, including snakeskin, leopard print, stripes 
and scales. Size: 4.5 (W) cm with a rolling length of 8 cm.

DM0209 Pack of 4 $16.95

Palm Printers
This set of 4 paint and clay palm printers includes a wonderful variety 
of patterns. Each printer has a handle on the reverse, which easily slips 
onto a child’s hand. Great for use with paint, stamper pads or even in clay 
and dough. Different design on each one. Size: 5 cm (dia).

CE660 Pack of 4 $19.95

Finger Printers
Children can use finger printers with paint or clay to create different 
designs. Each durable, hard rubber stamp measures 3cm across. 
Handles easily slip onto one or two fingers depending on the youngster’s 
hand size. Comes with 8 different patterns.

CE6659 Pack of 8 $18.95
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Lakeshore Learning Classroom Clay & Dough 
Designer Kit
Here’s everything a classroom of children needs to roll, slice, decorate, 
etch and mould incredible works of clay. Children fine-tune motor skills 
as they create with safe, high-quality tools that are specially designed to 
be easy to use. Includes rolling pins, rollers, tools, clay extruders, cutting 
wheels, giant clay press, individual clay presses, cutters, moulds and 
more. There are over 40 pieces packed in a plastic tub.

LS388 $199.95

Educational Colours Dough 
Accessories
A great set of 5 assorted dough accessories. 
Made of durable plastic. Can be used with 
dough or clay.

EC0105 Pack of 5 $11.95

Flat Dough Wheels
These easy-to-use dough cutters feature a 
flat wheel that turns as you guide it. Sharp 
enough to cut dough and safe for children to 
use. Size: 18 cm (L).

EC1162 Pack of 12 $18.95

Dough Extruders
A pack of 8 extruders consisting of 4 
different designs in 4 bold colours. Simply 
place dough in the end and push the base 
to make fun shapes. Ideal use with dough. 
Illustrated dough not included.

EC1231 Pack of 8 $13.95

Educational Colours Dough 
Cutters
These mini dough cutters are ideal for 
classroom use for both clay and dough. Ideal 
for young hands. Size: 13 (L) x 5 (W) cm.

EC81 Pack of 12 $24.95

Lakeshore Learning Dough 
Scissors
These dough scissors are safe and easy for 
young children to cut dough. High quality, 
smooth plastic blades that will not cut hair 
or clothes. Set includes an assortment of 4 
colours. Suitable for right or left hand use. 
Approximate size: 12 cm (L).

LS0344 Pack of 10 $32.95
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Educational Colours Modelling 
Tools
Set of 4 tools for clay, plasticine, dough and 
other modelling activities. Each tool is 20 
cm (L).

EC70 Pack of 4 $17.95

Clay Cutter
Wire attached to wooden handles to ensure 
firm, straight cutting of clay. Size: handles 7.5 
cm (L), wire 18 cm (L).

NAR085 $5.95

All Purpose Tool Kit
Great starter pack for beginners to 
experiment with dough and clay with a variety 
of wooden and metal tools.

HC009 Pack of 8 $18.95

Creatistics Wooden Dough 
Stampers
4 patterned stampers for use with clay, 
dough, sand or paint. A great sensory tool for 
children. Size: 11 cm (L).

CS7897 Pack of 4 $33.95

Jovi Modelling Tools
A complete class set of modelling tools 
for use with ceramic and modelling clay, 
dough and papier mache. The set includes 
5 different cutting and shaping tools. Pack 
of 45.

JV500 Pack of 45 $21.95

Wooden Modelling Tools
Young sculptors will use these wooden 
double-sided tools to work the clay into their 
desired creation. Size: 20 cm (L).

EC1163 Pack of 12 $18.95

Wooden Clay & Dough Hammers
Bring dough and clay to life with a simple ‘whack’ using these non-stick, 
lightweight and strong wooden hammers. They can produce up to 10 
different impressions. The hammers are lacquered and each measures 
16 cm (L). Illustrated dough not included.

EC156 Pack of 5 $41.95

Hardwood Slab Rollers
Assorted hardwood strips used in modelling for rolling out dough or clay 
to different thicknesses. Use the wooden strips to lay around the clay 
you want to roll out and using a rolling pin you can achieve a flat surface. 
Pack of 8 – 4 pairs 3, 7, 10 & 13 mm thick. Each strip is 61 cm long.

AM8359 Pack of 8 $23.95
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Creatistics Wooden Rolling Pin
High-quality wooden rolling pin. Ideal for rolling modelling materials such 
as dough, plaster and clay. Size: 24 cm (L).

CL3974 $5.95

Wooden Dough & Modelling Accessories Pack
The perfect modelling accessories set with multiple rollers and patterns. 
This set includes a wooden board and 9 patterned rollers and tools.

QGP23 $69.95

Clay Impression Rollers
Create interesting designs and patterns 
in clay or dough with these six 16.5 cm (L) 
wooden rolling pins. Each has a different 
pattern. Illustrated clay not included.

CUS0048 Pack of 6 $38.95

Creatistics Wooden Dough Tools
Easy to use in small hands. These make 12 
unique designs in the dough allowing children 
to get creative in a hands-on way. The size of 
the longest tool is 17 cm (L).

AM1260 Pack of 12 $25.95

Wooden Rolling Pins
Great to use with dough and any modelling 
material, this wooden rolling pin has a rotating 
centre and is approx. 25 cm (L).

LK0365 Pack of 12 $54.95

Sumi Brushes
Bamboo brushes in 3 assorted sizes. Largest 
brush size: 24 cm (L).

TH570B Pack of 3 $9.95

Sponges
Set of 6 assorted sponges including 2 
synthetic, 2 fine sea silk and 2 course sea 
sponges.

NAR089 Pack of 6 $19.95

Creatistics Coconut Shell Tools
Set of 6 coconut shell tools great for use with 
paint, dough, clay or sand. Great for mark 
making or for a sensory experience.

CS7900 Pack of 6 $9.95
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Creatistics Art Aprons
Quality polyester 210 denier apron with 
woven cord tie. Thin, protective and 
lightweight nylon material can be easily 
wiped clean with a cloth. Suitable for ages 
12+ years. Sizing available online.

CS5008 Nylon $8.95
CS5009 Poly/Cotton with 

Pocket
$14.95

Pottery Wheel
Use this great pottery wheel to shape and 
mould clay and dough. Made in a solid metal 
design, this wheel rotates with a simple 
push to make working with clay and dough a 
breeze. Size: 18 (W) x 10 (H) cm.

AM1261 $59.95

Creatistics Banding Wheel
This plastic banding wheel is perfect for hand 
building with clay. Includes a rubber grip base 
and rotating centre. Size: 28 cm (dia.).

CS8484 $16.95

Wooden Boards
Great lightweight wooden boards for children 
to mould dough and clay on. Untreated 
plywood. Size: A4.

CXS012 Pack of 10 $22.95

Teachables Easy Clean Messy 
Mats
These mats are made from tough 
polypropylene, which is waterproof and 
stain-proof. Each translucent mat has a 2 cm 
grid. This pack of five messy mats is supplied 
in assorted colours and each mat measures 
50 x 36 cm.

TEB5102 Pack of 5 $29.95

John Smith Gumbula Splash Mat
Featuring the artwork of Australian 
Indigenous artist John Smith Gumbula. 
These splash mats are supplied as a pack 
of 3 and are reusable. Great to use in the 
classroom or outdoors. Easy to wipe down. 
Size: 115 (L) x 160 (W) cm.

CS9224 Pack of 3 $29.95
3 or more $28.45
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Modelling Wire
Useful in the craft cupboard as a different 
modelling material. Can be twisted, plaited 
and bent into shape and used to frame 
modelling material. Size: 45 cm (L).

TH907 1 kg $29.95

Armature Wire
Endless creations can be made with this 
armature wire. Children can sculpt then add 
beads or put papier mache around it to create 
a 3D masterpiece. Roll size: 50 m (L) x 3 mm 
(W).

TH903 $44.95

Thin Armature Wire
This thin Armature wire is made of aluminium 
and is very easy to twist and manipulate. Size: 
175 m (L) x 1.5 mm (W).

TH207 $49.95

Creatistics Quick Drying Plaster
A fine gauze material that contains quick 
drying plaster. Apply onto mesh or wire 
structures to create fun figures. Size: Each 
roll is 2.7 m (L) x 10 cm (W) and weighs 300 g. 
Total pack: 32.4 m (L) and 3.6 kg in weight.

AM0451 Pack of 12 $47.95

Soft Wire
Can be twisted, plaited or threaded to make 
fun jewellery or to be used as a frame for 
modelling material. Pack includes 10 colours 
– 6 m of each.

TH030 $47.95

Flex-It Mesh
Made from aluminium, this mesh is great for 
sculpting, creating impressions and acting as 
a base. It is easy to bend and cut into suitable 
lengths. Size: 3 m (L) x 50 cm (W).

TH921 $49.95

Creatistics Plaster of Paris
Easy to mix, just add water and mix to a 
creamy consistency. Great for producing 
moulded figures. Children can decorate with 
paint and craft materials. 2 kg bag.

AM5002 2 kg $17.95
5 or more $17.05

Jovi Papier Mache Modelling Clay 
- 680 g
Ready to use papier mache modelling 
material. Lightweight and clean, pat mache is 
easy to knead and mould and it dries at room 
temperature (24-48 hour drying time). Once 
dry, decorate with paint and embellishments 
or varnish for a gloss finish.

JV380K Pack of 12 $128.95
JV380 Each $11.95

SAVE 10%
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Creatistics Explore with Clay Kit
Explore the natural and sensory elements of clay! This kit includes: 6 
beautiful natural wood slices to be used as modelling boards, 10 kg of 
white air dry ceramic clay, a clay cutter, 12 wooden modelling/shaping 
tools and 12 wooden decorative tools. For further details please view 
online.

CS1027K $230.95

Emotion Recognition Kit
This kit has been designed to help young children explore their emotions 
creatively through sensory and tactile elements. Kit includes 900 g skin 
tone dough x 4, 900 g coloured dough x 4, set of 6 emotion rollers x 4, 
set of 3 natural wood slices x 4 and set of 8 jumbo emotion stones x 2.

CS2001K $606.45

Creatistics Magic Sand Sensory Kit
The Creatistics natural magic sand sensory kit is a unique sensory 
modelling experience. This kit includes 8 kg of natural-coloured magic 
sand, 4 x modelling trays, 20 x assorted modelling tools, 18 x mini castle 
moulds, 20 x assorted moulds and 20 x modelling tools.

CS1500K $162.95

x4x4

SAVE 19%

SAVE 21% SAVE 29%
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Premium Wooden 2-Sided Easel
Soft plastic clips secure papers in place while children create their works 
of art. Plastic paint cups are removeable and easily washable once 
painting is done. The plastic trays are also removeable for easy cleaning. 
Knobs on top sides of each easel panel twist and slide vertically to adjust 
painting surfaces to a comfortable height for each child in the class to 
be accommodated. Ships ready to assemble. Measures 51 (W) x 102 (H) 
x 58 (D) cm.

GC0850 $411.95

Premium Wooden 4-Sided Easel
Create an inspiring art centre with beautifully crafted, multi-sided 
easels. The adjustable, upright surface allows children to draw and 
paint with the fine movement enjoyed by professional artists and the 
ability to fully focus on their creation. Soft plastic clips secure papers 
in place while children create their works of art. Plastic paint cups are 
removeable and easily washable once painting is done. The plastic 
trays are also removeable for easy cleaning. Knobs on top sides of each 
easel panel twist and slide vertically to adjust painting surfaces to a 
comfortable height for each child in the class to be accommodated. 
Ships ready to assemble. Measures approx. 71 (W) x 125 (H) x 71 (D) cm.

GC0852 $665.95

Artwork Display Bar
Soft plastic clips gently hold paper in place to dry and display. Ships 
ready to assemble, mounting hardware included. Measures approx. 92 
(L) x 13 (W) x 2.5 (D) cm.

GC1126 $112.95
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Creatistics Eiffel Easels
These beautiful, premium quality art eiffel easels are made from sustainably sourced oak (hardwood) and include two extra 
large 60 x 80 cm clear boards with metal clips to secure easel paper. They can be used in either portrait or landscape layout 
and fit up to A2 easel paper. Simply twist the knobs to adjust the board height. Folds away easily.

Creatistics Clear Perspex Boards
Replacement clear perspex boards for the 
Eiffel easels (AM2004, AM2005 & AM2006). 
Each board is 60 (W) x 80 (H) cm and comes 
with 2 clips so the board can be used portrait 
or landscape.

AM200-CB Pack of 2 $116.95

Creatistics Senior Eiffel Art 
Easel
The senior easel is height adjustable in 
portrait format from 140 - 154 cm and 
landscape from 120 - 154 cm.

AM2005 $388.95

Creatistics Junior Eiffel Art Easel
The junior easel is height adjustable in 
portrait format from 115 - 129 cm and 
landscape from 95 - 129 cm.

AM2004 $366.95
3 or more $348.60

Creatistics Easel & Paint Pot Table Kit
This art easel & paint pot table kit includes our Creatistics solid oak, 
eiffel easel with matching paint pot side table (holds 8 pots). A bonus 
set of 12 paint pots and 12 brushes is included. Available in 2 easel sizes.

AM2006K Toddler Kit $602.95
AM2004K Junior Kit $636.95

Creatistics Toddler Eiffel Art Easel
The toddler easel is height adjustable in portrait format from 100 - 108 
cm and landscape from 83 - 105 cm.

AM2006 $332.95

SAVE 8%
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Double-Sided Art Easel with Drying Rack
This easel features: 2 x (68 x 61 cm) height-adjustable dry-erase/
painting surfaces with clips, 10 built-in drying racks, a slide-out big tub 
63 (L) x 33 (W) x 15 (H) cm, 7 paint pots on both sides, lockable castors. 
The entire easel measures 71 (L) x 56 (W) x 130 (H) cm. Illustrated 
accessories not included. Assembly required.

CRN70 $879.95

Bamboo Easel
This eco-friendly easel features a bamboo frame. The 4 storage tubs are 
also made from 100% recycled material. Includes 2 magnetic dry erase 
whiteboards, each with a tray to hold markers or as a rest for big books. 
Easel measures 73 x 73 x 144 cm high. Assembly required and illustrated 
accessories not included.

CRNBE1 $939.95

Bamboo Double-Sided Art Centre
A collaborative and creative sensory station. The perfect addition to 
primary classrooms. With 2 dry-erase painting surfaces, plenty of 
storage, 5 drying racks, removable paint trays and spill-proof caps, 
keeping things clean and tidy is a cinch. This flexible art centre can also 
be used as 2 standalone items: a tabletop or floor easel and a drying 
station! This painting easel is made from a renewable resource.

CRN0001 $949.95
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Masterkidz Art Islands
The MasterKidz Art Islands are high-quality, double-sided, floor 
standing easels. Featuring a whiteboard surface on one side, a magnetic 
blackboard on the reverse, a paper roll dispenser for easy dispensing 
of easel paper and storage space underneath for all your art and craft 
materials. Made of plywood. Island includes durable, lockable castors. 
Easel paper not included. Large size: 122 (L) x 56 (W) x 122 (H) cm. Small 
size: 62 (L) x 56 (W) x 122 (H) cm.

MKZ16621 Large $943.95
MKZ16768 Small $577.95

Wooden Double-Sided Art Easels
These folding easels have a unique system of attaching paint dishes 
and brushes. Paint containers (included) can be removed and cleaned 
easily. Equipped with stop hinges and paper clips. Single easel (NS1728) 
size: 65 (L) x 65 (W) x 121 (H) cm. Double easel (NS1729) size: 130 (L) x 
65 (W) x 121 (H) cm. Minimal assembly required. Illustrated accessories 
not included.

NS1728 2 Person $477.95
NS1729 4 Person $654.95
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Creatistics Smart Easel
Includes 6 x 8 cm masonite boards to fit up to A2 sized paper. The 
boards are double-sided - one featuring a clip for holding paper, the 
other is a blackboard. The easel is height adjustable measuring from 115 
cm to 128 cm and has removable trays.

AM2000 $199.95

Creatistics Basic 4-in-1 Easel
This great value 4-in-1 easel features a blackboard, a whiteboard with 
paperclip and four paint pots. Made from FSC-certified pine wood with a 
lacquered finish. Board measures 55 x 55 cm. Easel measures 55 (W) x 
51 (D) x 106 (H) cm. Minimal assembly required. Paint pots included (not 
shown). Whiteboard/Blackboard not magnetic.

CS1243 $109.95

Lakeshore Learning Indoor/Outdoor Easel
This easel has a sturdy aluminium frame with stainless steel hardware. 
Attach paper with the easel clips included or paint directly on the clear 
acrylic surface, then wipe clean. Supplied with three acrylic easel boards 
measuring 61 cm² plus six easel clips to hold paper. Size: 60 (W) x 120 (H) 
cm with adjustable boards from 88 - 110 (H) cm. Assembly required.

LS824 $829.95

Melissa & Doug Art Easel and Paper Roll
This double-sided, wooden easel features both chalk and dry erase-
boards. With adjustable heights it also includes a locking paper roll 
holder, a child-safe paper cutter, four clips, and a plastic tray on 
each side for easy-reach art supplies and easy-clean storage. When 
assembled it measures approximately 119 x 68.5 x 66 cm. Minimal 
assembly required. Illustrated accessories not included.

MND1282 Art Easel $179.95
MND1486 Paper Roll - 46 cm x 19 m $24.95
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Creatistics 4-in-1 Toddler Easel
This 4-in-1 easel includes a magnetic whiteboard for drawing and using 
to attach anything magnetic like letters and numbers for learning. A 
paint clip for attaching paper for drawing or painting and a chalkboard on 
reverse for drawing also. Height adjustable. Size (including board): 61.5 
(H) x 64 (W) x 44.5 (D) cm. Made from pine wood.

AM2007 $110.95

Creatistics Toddler Easel Essentials Kit
A great value, complete toddler easel kit for early learning. Contents 
may vary.

AM2007K $153.45

SAVE 7%
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4-in-1 Tabletop Easel
Secured in a thick wooden frame, this 4-in-1 tabletop easel features 2 
interchangeable boards. One board includes a whiteboard and magnetic 
chalkboard on either side. The other is a perspex board that can be 
switched out dependent on your artistic moods! Board size: 44 (L) x 37 
(W) cm. Easel size: 66 (L) x 20 (W) cm.

QGP106 $119.95

Creatistics Table Top Easel
Includes a whiteboard on one side, and chalkboard on the other. Comes 
with rubber feet to stop the easel from sliding on the table, and also two 
clips to hold paper for drawing or painting. Hinge to fold up legs for easy 
storage. Size: 43 (W) x 40 (H) x 29 (D) cm.

AM2061 $40.95

Wooden Table Easel
Lightweight and sturdy tabletop easel for students who wish to sit while 
painting. Fully adjustable for both canvas height and painting angle. 
Holds canvases up to 56 cm (H). Size: 29 cm (W). Height adjustable. This 
item is nett-priced and not eligible for any further discounts.

TH0024 $54.95

Creatistics Table Top Eiffel Easel
Comes with two whiteboards on either side that can be used portrait 
or landscape. Size of easel: 40.5 (H) x 23 (W) x 24 (D) cm. Size of 
whiteboards: 21.5 x 29.5 cm.

AM2062 $62.95

Creatistics Table Top See-Through Easel
Clear perspex in a wooden frame that can be mounted for horizontal or 
vertical use. It measures 60 x 40 cm.

SR490 $123.95

Mini Chalkboard Easel
These cute A-frame chalkboard easels are the perfect size for children. 
Each measures 21 cm x 12 cm and is double sided.

SH5022 $8.95
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Masterkidz Giant Free-Standing Painting Wall
This giant wooden painting wall is supplied with a clear acrylic window. 
The painting wall has 2 paper roll holders at the top, which will hold most 
easel paper rolls (paper not included). Children can draw directly onto 
the window or on paper. The trays at the bottom on both sides can be 
used to hold brushes, markers and other art materials. This paint wall 
also includes lockable castor wheels. With the metal pull handle on one 
side, relocating this painting wall is very easy. Size: 200 (L) x 45 (W) x 110 
(H) cm.

MKZ04475 $1,553.95

Natural Spaces Acrylic Easel Cabinet
Features a large acrylic board that can be painted directly onto the 
surface and wiped clean. The cabinet also includes 2 shelves below 
for art and craft storage. Ideal for flexible learning spaces and can be 
integrated with any of our Natural Spaces furniture pieces. Made from 
durable plywood and pinewood. Base cabinet approx. size: 82.5 (W) x 40 
(D) x 56.5 (H) cm. Acrylic panel size: 66 (W) x 43 (H) cm.

DM2098 $499.95

Masterkidz Free-Standing Painting Window
A solid and sturdy wooden easel with a clear acrylic window. Children 
can enjoy painting and drawing with water-based paint and markers. 
Easy to clean. Supplied with a wooden mounted tray for storing paints 
and brushes. Made from European beech wood and Russian plywood. 
Size: 52 (L) x 37 (W) x 108 (H) cm.

MKZ03669 $488.95

Creatistics Super Tall Drawing Boards
A complete set of three super tall drawing boards – blackboard, 
whiteboard and clear! Made from FSC certified pine wood with a 
lacquered finish. The blackboard and whiteboard are magnetic. Actual 
board size: 58 (W) x 99 (H) cm. Total height 1.1 m (H).

CS1240K Set of 3 $567.45
CS1240 Blackboard $209.95
CS1241 Whiteboard $209.95
CS1242 Clear Board $209.95

SAVE 10%
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Creatistics Aluminium Easel - Clear
This outdoor easel features a durable aluminium frame and clear acrylic 
boards. The plastic tray on each side holds paint pots, brushes and 
markers. To create a painting station for up to 6 students, simply screw 
multiple easel sets together. Board height can easily be adjusted. Size: 
60 (W) x 125 (H) cm. Board size: 60 (W) x 60 (H) cm.

CS1237C-K Double Station $279.95
CS1238C-K Triple Station $399.95
CS1239C Clear Easel Board - Each $62.95

Creatistics Aluminium Easel - White
This outdoor easel features a durable aluminium frame and white acrylic 
boards. The plastic tray on each side holds paint pots, brushes and 
markers. To create a painting station for up to 6 students, simply screw 
multiple easel sets together. Board height can easily be adjusted. Size: 
60 (W) x 125 (H) cm. Board size: 60 (W) x 60 (H) cm.

CS1237W-K Double Station $279.95
CS1238W-K Triple Station $399.95
CS1239W White Easel Board - Each $62.95
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Outdoor Easel - 2 Sided Toddler
The toddler outdoor easel features a charcoal grey, double-sided 
aluminium frame and is just the right height for young artists. The 
silver grey tray includes 6 holes on each side for paint pots (pots and 
accessories not included). Easy clean. Folds away easily. Size: 60 (L) x 82 
(W) x 82 (H) cm.

CS1247 $943.95

Outdoor Easel - 2 Sided
The standard outdoor easel features a double-sided charcoal grey 
aluminium frame. The silver grey tray includes 6 holes on each side for 
paint pots (pots and accessories not included). Easy clean. Folds away 
easily. Size: 60 (L) x 82 (W) x 102 (H) cm.

CS1248 $903.95

Outdoor Easel - Wide 2 Sided
The extra-wide outdoor aluminium easel is large enough for up to 6 
children to paint together! The tray includes 11 holes on each side for 
paint pots (pots and accessories not included). Easy clean. Folds away 
easily. Size: 120 (L) x 82 (W) x 102 (H) cm.

CS1249 $1,199.95

Outdoor Easel - 3 Sided
The 3-sided outdoor aluminium easel is suitable for up to 3 children to 
paint together. The triangle formation of a 3-sided easel is ideal if space 
is limited! The tray includes 6 holes on each side for paint pots (pots and 
accessories not included). Easy clean. Folds away easily. Size: 80 (L) x 80 
(W) x 106 (H) cm.

CS1250 $1,349.95

With the imagination of our Creatistics brand, combined with the tried and tested quality of Aussie Play, we bring you our 
Creatistics by Aussie Play Easels. Designed and manufactured in Australia, from super durable materials such as aluminium, 
stainless steel and hard wearing powder coat, these easels will stand the test of time. With our spring loaded locking pin, we 
have eliminated clumsy locking mechanisms. No longer do you have to worry about easels 
toppling over or being difficult to fold up – simply pull the spring loaded pin, fold open and wait for the pin to snap back in 
to lock the easel in place, then simply reverse this process to close. Or, in the case of our 3 sided easel, simply unfold the 
3 easel sides into a triangle, and slot the aluminium pin into place for a sturdy space saving art station. Fold down the paint 
pot trays which have no finger pinch points, peg some paper on with our A4 and or larger paper peg slots, and paint away. 
And best of all, when you are done, and the easels are covered in paint from a wonderful day of stimulating the children’s 
imagination, simply take the easels outside and hose them down. Being made from aluminium and stainless these easels will 
never rust, making your clean up time so much faster and easier.
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Creatistics Outdoor Painting Wall & Trolley
Ideal for outdoor learning areas, this set includes an outdoor painting 
wall and a craft resource trolley. Illustrated painting accessories not 
included. Made from FSC eucalyptus hardwood. Trolley includes 
lockable castors.

CS1244K $1,199.95

Creatistics Outdoor Painting Wall
Create an outdoor art room! This outdoor painting wall is made from 
FSC eucalyptus hardwood and a clear acrylic board. Paint or draw 
directly onto the clear surface with water-based art materials or add 
painting paper. Includes a shelf with 6 holes on each side for paint 
pots (sold separately). Measures approx. 117 (W) x 62 (D) x 130 (H) cm. 
Actual board size is 95 (W) x 52 (H) cm. Paint pot recess is 7.2 cm (dia.). 
Lockable castors included.

CS1244 $929.95

Creatistics Outdoor Art & Craft Trolley
Great for outdoor art and craft storage, this FSC eucalyptus wood trolley 
will keep your resources tidy. Measures approx. 69 (W) x 40 (D) x 85 (H) 
cm. Height measurement includes the trolley handle. Lockable castors 
included.

CS1245 $429.95

SAVE 12%
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Outdoor Painting Classroom Kit
This kit includes our large outdoor hanging easel, tempera paint, paint 
pots, paper and brushes – everything a class needs to paint outdoors. 
Kit contents may vary.

CS2084K $263.45

Creatistics Outdoor Hanging Easels
These outdoor hanging easels are made from a waterproof polyester 
material which can be used all year round. The easels come with eyelets 
for easy hanging, straps for pegging paper and paint pot holders. A2 size 
paper recommended. Illustrated accessories not included.

AM1201 60 (L) x 90 (H) cm - One-Person Station $26.95
AM1203 280 (L) x 75 (H) cm - Three-Person Station $69.95

SAVE 17%
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Outdoor Explore Chalk Kit for 15
This chalkboard kit includes 15 wooden chalkboard paddles and 20 sticks 
of assorted coloured chalk. Great for children to explore the outdoors 
as they are easy to hold and can be drawn or written on both sides. A 
reusable and exciting activity.

CS5059K Kit $199.95

Wooden Chalkboards
These open-ended wooden chalkboards feature a chalkboard surface on 
each side. They are ideal for drawing and writing on. Made from smooth 
sustainably sourced basswood plywood. Size: 27 (L) x 18 (W) x 1 (D) cm.

ZZ502 Pack of 3 $49.95

Creatistics Outdoor Chalkboards
These outdoor chalkboards are weather resistant and easy to  
assemble by attaching to fencing through the pre-punched holes  
using cable ties (supplied). Perfect for use with chalk or chalk markers. 
The Australian animals set includes a koala, kangaroo, wombat, platypus 
& echidna. Echidna size: 943 (W) x 562 (H) mm. The outdoor garden set 
includes 3 x trees (different designs) and 2 x flowers (different designs). 
Tree size: 743 (W) x 832 (H) mm.

CS2011 Australian Animals - Set of 5 $255.95
CS2012 Tree & Flowers - Set of 5 $255.95

Large Outdoor Daisy Chalkboards
Bright, attractive and weather resistant, these colourful daisy 
chalkboards will transform dull playground fencing into an exciting and 
fun area for young children to explore mark making.

TTS0805 Set of 5 $359.95

Large Outdoor Bug Chalkboards
Bright, attractive and weather resistant, these colourful bug/insect 
chalkboards will brighten up any classroom or outdoor area.

TTS1502 Set of 5 $359.95

SAVE 21%
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Creatistics Wall Mounted Drying 
Rack
Wall mountable drying rack features 20 
spring loaded shelves. Fits A3 paper. 
Instructions and wall mounting screws 
included. Easy to assemble. Approx. size: 47 
(W) x 34.5 (D) x 75 (H) cm. Shelves measure 
44 (W) x 32.5 (D) cm.

CS1234 $299.95

Creatistics Double-Sided Drying 
Rack
This portable, double-sided drying rack 
features 50 shelves and four castor wheels 
(two lockable). Fits A3 paper. Easy to 
assemble and instructions included. Approx. 
size: 46.5 (W) x 58 (D) x 99.5 (H) cm. Shelves 
measure 44 (W) x 30.5 (D) cm.

CS1235 $443.95

Creatistics Spring-Loaded 
Drying Rack
This spring-loaded, portable drying rack 
features four castors for stability and a large 
shelf size for A3 artwork. 25 shelves. Fits A3 
paper. Easy to assemble. Approx. size: 45 
(W) x 34.5 (D) x 94 (H) cm. Shelves measure 
44 (W) x 32.5 (D) cm.

ED3019 $332.95

Natural Spaces Drying Rack 
Cabinet
The Natural Spaces drying rack cabinet 
features 10 metal shelves and 2 shelves for 
art & craft storage. Ideal for flexible learning 
spaces. Drying rack shelves fit A3 paper. 
Made from durable plywood. Cabinet size: 90 
(W) x 40 (D) x 56.5 (H) cm.

DM2097 $554.95

Stockholm Mobile 20 Shelf 
Drying Rack
Designed to accommodate your art and 
craft materials on the top and works of art 
on the metal shelves below. Truly mobile, 
the castors allow this unit to be wheeled 
around the classroom. Able to hold up to 20 
paintings, the drying rack measures 80 x 60 
x 120 (H) cm. Assembly required. Illustrated 
accessories not included. Fits A2 paper.

STK1028 $1,032.95

Large Drying Rack
This extra-large drying rack has shelves 
that lift up for easy access and fit up to A2 
paper. This freestanding wire rack has 20 
super-sturdy, reinforced shelves. The rack is 
61 (W) x 45 (D) x 76.5 (H) cm and holds up to 
A2 paper.

SUN7001 $255.95
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Creatistics Paint Pot Table
The Creatistics paint pot table is made of solid oak wood and features 
8 x holes for paint pots and a clear acrylic compartment for storage of 
brushes. The shelf underneath can store bottles of paint or easel paper. 
The ideal accompaniment to our range of Eiffel art easels. Lockable 
castors included. Size: 50 (L) x 40 (W) x 49 (H) cm.

CS1251 $269.95

Paint Pot Stand
A very convenient paint pot stand for young artists. Smaller holes are 
provided for keeping paint pots. There’s also a shelf at the bottom for all 
your paint and accessories (not included). Minimal assembly required. 
Illustrated accessories not included. The paint pot stand measures 60 
(L) x 40 (W) x 60 (H) cm.

TF0193 $199.95

Kidney-Shaped Paint Pot Stand
The clear acrylic centre provides a place for the artist to mix paints 
before applying to the canvas and being removable it makes it user-
friendly at clean up time. This ergonomically designed paint pot stand 
has a water-based lacquer over a solid timber top. Minimal assembly 
required. Illustrated accessories not included. It measures 60 (L) x 35 
(W) x 60 (H) cm.

TF0192 $244.95

Paint Pot Stand Trolley
A very convenient paint pot and storage trolley for young artists. The 
7cm holes are provided for keeping paint pots. Includes two storage 
tubs at the bottom for all your paint and accessories. Minimal assembly 
required. Accessories not included. Measures 66 x 31 x 51.27 cm when 
assembled.

SUN7004K Trolley with Paint Pots $159.95
SUN7004 Trolley $159.95

Creatistics Wooden Paint Pot Stand
Perfect for use with our non-spill plastic paint pots. This wooden paint 
pot stand includes 8 holes and is made from FSC certified wood.

DM4116 $59.95

SAVE 16%
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Natural Spaces Craft Trolley
Designed to accommodate many different resources, this collage trolley 
is strong, versatile and mobile. Made from durable melamine, both sides 
have the same storage configuration. Size: 90 (L) x 60 (W) x 60 (H) cm. 
Pictured resources are not included.

DM4111 $554.95

Natural Spaces Wooden Paper Storage Trolley
This sturdy FSC certified plywood paper storage trolley includes 5 
shelves for paper up to size A1. Each shelf has two grooves to assist 
with paper removal. Includes 4 lockable castors. Assembly required. 
Size: 660 (H) x 885 (W) x 630 (D) mm. The castors add 6 cm (H) when 
attached which is included in this height. 

DM4112 $899.95
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MTA Essentials Everyday Art Trolley
This great everyday art trolley offers everything you need to store all 
your art and craft and stationery needs together in one handy spot. 
Comes with shelves to fit paper up to size A2, side panels for paint 
bottles and tubs, a top compartment for all small arty pieces, and seven 
steel cups for holding pencils, markers, brushes, scissors, glue sticks and 
more. Size: 80 (W) x 70 (D) x 83 (H) cm. Accessories not included.

TEB2345 $999.95

Masterkidz Mobile Art Station
The Masterkidz mobile art station is a slimline storage centre for all of 
your creative classroom resources. The top level of the storage station 
features four compartments with removable wooden dividing trays for 
easy organisation and lower shelves just the right height to store paint, 
glue, painting paper and all of your crafting materials. Lockable castors 
included. Assembly required. Size:80 (L)x40 (W)x80 (H) cm. FSC.

MKZ08190 $665.95
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Creatistics Craft Storage Trolley with Tubs
This trolley is portable and perfect for storing art and craft resources. 
This trolley includes 16 handy plastic storage tubs. Features 4 castor 
wheels, 2 lockable. Instructions included. Approx. trolley size: 115 (L) x 57 
(W) x 78 (H) cm. Tub size: 26 (L) x 23.5 (W) x 10 (H) cm. Resources shown 
not included.

CS1236K Craft Storage Trolley with Tubs $489.95
CS1236 Craft Storage Trolley $388.95
CS1236T Storage Tubs - Pack of 8 $55.95

Utility Trolley with Accessory Tubs
A large utility trolley with accessory tubs for the classroom, kitchen or 
outdoor environment. It features 3 large, plastic shelves and 2 wide 
handles on each end. This utility storage trolley features large, quality 
castors, allowing for easy mobility. The cart measures 80 cm long x 48 
cm wide. The height including castors and the handle is 100 cm and from 
the floor to the handle is 88 cm high. The trolley can carry up to 150 kg 
and two of the wheels are lockable. This trolley also comes with 3 large 
deep tubs for each shelf (size 36 x 38 x 25 cm). The trolley comes with 
2 end containers for rubbish or more storage options (small 36 x 20 x 
25 cm, large 30 x 28 x 52 cm) The distance between the shelves is 27.5 
cm (tall).

HSP071 Black Trolley & Tubs $379.95

Multi-Purpose Stainless Steel Collage Trolley
This lightweight, stainless steel school trolley has a multitude of 
purposes. Use it as a simple way to run a mobile art program or as 
valuable help in the library. Supplied with heavy-duty castors, each with 
a brake. Tray depth: 10 cm, tray width: 39 cm and tray length: 70 cm. 
Trolley has a total weight capacity of 40 kg. Can accommodate up to 8 
average tote bins on the bottom shelf. Illustrated accessories and tote 
bins not included. Size: When assembled 86 (L) x 46 (W) x 89 (H) cm. 
Weighs 14 kg.

TH720 $449.95
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Creatistics Outdoor Art & Craft Trolley
Great for outdoor art and craft storage, this FSC eucalyptus wood trolley 
will keep your resources tidy. Measures approx. 69 (W) x 40 (D) x 85 (H) 
cm. Height measurement includes the trolley handle. Lockable castors 
included.

CS1245 $429.95

Storage Unit
This strong and easy to assemble trolley is perfect for storing and 
transporting all your art and craft supplies. It includes 12 removable and 
easy to clean storage tubs. 4 large and 8 small. Features 4 heavy-duty 
castors with locks.

SUN7003 $310.95

Norwegia Spaces Art & STEM Trolley
A mobile trolley that features internal dividers on the top shelf, large, 
open lower shelves, and lockable castors for mobility. Excellent for art, 
STEM and loose parts. Size: 89 (W) x 60 (D) x 65 (H) cm. Assembly 
required.

NOR21016 $609.95

3 Tier Storage Trolley
It has four quality castors with locking mechanisms on two of the 
castors. There are three sturdy metal trays which are roomy and the 
middle tray is adjustable. The metal tube frame is strong and durable. 
This trolley is finished with powder coating for a stylish look. Size 
assembled: Trolley 31 (W) x 46 (D) x 78 (H) cm. Each tray 31 (W) x 42.5 
(D) x 90 (D) cm. Some assembly required. Accessories not included.

EIC0002K Black - with lid $101.45
EIC0002 Black $96.95
EIC0001 White $96.95

SAVE 13%
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Ergerite Storage Trolley - Single
Includes 2 x large trays and 4 small trays. Size: 36 (W) x 42.5 (D) x 92 (H) 
cm. Made with sustainable particleboard. Contents may vary.

SUN831K Trolley + 6 Trays $298.95
SUN831 Trolley Only $259.95

Ergerite Storage Trolley - Double
Includes 4 x large trays and 8 small trays. Size: 69 (W) x 42.5 (D) x 92 (H)
cm. Made with sustainable particleboard. Contents may vary.

SUN832K Trolley + 12 Trays $484.95
SUN832 Trolley Only $367.95

Ergerite Storage Trolley - Triple
Includes 6 x large trays and 12 small trays. Size: 102 (W) x 42.5 (D) x 92 
(H) cm. Made with sustainable particleboard. Contents may vary.

SUN833K Trolley + 18 Trays $615.95
SUN833 Trolley Only $449.95

SAVE 11% SAVE 7%

SAVE 10%
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Glass Jars - 450 ml
Great for making snow globes, vases or to use for storage. Size: 450 ml.

AM1780 $3.95
20 or more $3.55

Creatistics Stackable Container
This stackable container is great for storing embellishments. Includes 
5 screw-containers to organise your craft station, keeping each 
embellishment separated. Size: 13.3 (H) x 7 (dia.) cm.

CS0160 $10.45
6 or more $9.95

Glass Jars - 840 ml
Glass jars are great for storing craft supplies or paint brushes. Illustrated 
accessories not included. Size: 840 ml.

AM1810 $3.95
20 or more $3.55

Storage Containers
Great to organise your art and craft cupboard. These plastic screw-top 
lids have built-in carry handles. Accessories not included. Available in 2 
sizes. Packs of 12.

FD01001 1 L $57.95
FD03003 3 L $79.95

Teachables Storage Jar 200 ml with Lid
The ideal storage solution for small craft items. 200 ml. 7 (H) x 7 (dia.) 
cm. Pack of 12.

TFC70158K $47.45

Teachables Storage Jar 250 ml with Lid
The ideal storage solution for small craft items. 250ml. 8.5 (H) x 7 (dia.) 
cm. Pack of 12.

TFC70159K $52.45

SAVE 24% SAVE 16%
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Flexible tilt bins are available in a set of 4 interlocking bins. Its clear tilt 
from opening makes it easy to see and access the contents. This item 
is so flexible you can create cubes or inline storage solutions. Size each 
12 (W) x 13 (D) x 14 (H) cm. Total size: 24 (W) x 13 (D) x 28 (H) cm. Also 
available is a wall mount bar. Accessories not included.

JPM421103CR $49.30

Deflecto 9 Canister Carousel
Rotating storage ideal for use by multiple users. Comes with 9 clear 
containers (6 small and 3 large) with snap tight lids. Accessories not 
included. Size 27 (dia.) x 17 (H) cm.

JPM3901CR $41.95

Deflecto 6 Canister Carousel
Rotating storage ideal for use by multiple users. Comes with 6 clear 
containers with snap tight lids. Accessories not included. Size 27 (dia.) x 
17 (H) cm.

JPM3900CR $31.45

Deflecto Stack N Go Caddy Wheel Base
Stack N Go Caddy Wheel Base turns your caddies into a mobile storage 
tower. Lift and lock tabs secure the base to you caddies and the swivel 
casters allow you to move it easily. Stackable caddy not included.

JPM29443CR $31.45

Deflecto Stackable Storage Caddy
This stackable storage caddy will solve a multitude of storage issues. 
Each caddy comes with a frame and 3 removeable clear containers 
(small, medium and large). Each container comes with a hinged snap 
tight lid. The caddy can be used individually for transportation or can be 
stacked (with a locking system) and when used in connection with the 
Stack N Go Caddy Wheel Base becomes storage on wheels. Accessories 
not included. Caddy size: 35.5 (L) x 27.5 (W) x 19 (H) cm.

JPM29003CR $52.45
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Teachables Classroom Caddies
Classroom Caddies stores everything from pencils and markers to 
bottles of glue and you can transport them anywhere! Each caddy is 24 
(W) x 23.5 (D) x 9 (H) cm.

BO3001 Assorted - Pack of 4 $29.95

Wooden Desk Caddy
This wooden desk caddy is supplied plain to paint and decorate. 6 
compartments for storage of pens, pencils, markers and more. Size: 20 
(L) x 13 (W) x 8 (H) cm.

SH2045 $12.95

Teachables Classroom Connect Tubs Assorted
Connect tubs allow you to colour coordinate your storage needs. Ideal 
for pens, pencils and markers. They are a fun way to add colour to any 
classroom. This great value storage system allows you to customise your 
storage needs. They connect together to create any sized system. They 
are made from strong and durable polypropylene. Available in a set of 4 
with one each of green, blue, teal and pink.

BO6001 Assorted - Pack of 4 $15.95

Teachables Classroom Book Caddies
This set of 4 assorted colour book storage boxes are a fun a durable 
way to store books. Great for the classroom or office. Great for storing 
books, folders, magazines and much more. Size 10 (W) x 26.7 (D) x 19 (H) 
cm.

B4001 Assorted - Pack of 4 $29.95
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Plastic Container & Lid
These containers are ideal for small parts storage. Each container has a 
colour coded locking clips and feet so it is easy to match the lid and box. 
Sizes range from 1.5 L to 3 L.

RGP115 1.5 L $6.25
RGP116 2 L $6.95
RGP117 2.5 L $7.30
RGP118 3 L $7.95

Storage Bin & Lid
These storage containers are ideal for the classroom. Each container is 
made from durable plastic and are clear to be able to view the contents 
easily.

TFC70186 15 L $13.95
TFC70187 19.5 L $20.95
TFC70188 35 L $24.95
TFC70189 55 L $49.95
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Teachables Knotted Storage Basket
Stylish baskets that are ideal for open storage. Medium: 30 (W) x 36 (D) 
x 13.5 (H) cm. Large: 30 (W) x 36 (D) x 22 (H) cm.

BO5001 Grey Medium $6.85
BO5002 Teal Medium $6.85
BO5003 Grey Large $7.95
BO5004 Teal Large $7.95

MTA Essentials Woven Basket with Handles
A set of 3 natural baskets for storage and decoration. Each woven 
basket is made from natural seagrass and features a woven cotton base. 
Large size: 37 (W) x 31 (D) x 19 (H) cm. Medium size: 35 (W) x 25 (D) x 18 
(H) cm. Small size: 30 (W) x 20 (D) x 15 (H) cm.

CHH188061 $99.95

MTA Essentials Extra Large Wicker Oval Baskets
Set of 3 extra large oval shape baskets made from wicker. Large size: 68 
(W) x 55 (D) x 52 (H) cm. Medium size: 56 (W) x 45 (D) x 46 (H) cm. Small 
size: 48 (W)x 37 (D) x 40 (H) cm.

CHH6005 Set of 3 $299.95
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Paper & Cardboard Construction 
Charts
These paper & cardboard skills & 
construction charts will enhance your 
learning space. With six charts covering 
paper and cardboard sculpture, construction 
and engineering. Size: A2.

TH1022 $48.95

Global Art Activities Book
An ideal way to start children on an 
exciting, creative adventure towards global 
understanding! The fun, easy-to-do art 
activities in Global Art use collage, painting, 
drawing, printing, construction and sculpture 
to help children appreciate people and 
cultures from all over the world. Each activity 
is explained in step-by-step detail and 
accompanied by geographic and cultural 
background.

GH8827 $66.95

Modelling Skills & Techniques 
Charts
These A2 sized charts offer seven clear and 
colourful skills and techniques for modelling 
with dough, plasticine, magiclay, air drying 
clay and kiln fire clay. Includes: 1) Modelling 
Vocabulary, 2) Coils, 3) Mark Making on 
Clay & Dough, 4) Hand Building: Slab 
Constructions, 5) Hand Building: Pinch & Coil 
Pots, 6) Stages of Clay & Armatures and 7) 
Surface Decoration.

TH1103 $44.95
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Acetate 53-54
Acrylic Paint 18-21
Air Dry Clay 228
Aluminium Easels 252
Art Aprons 45-47, 240
Art Island 247

B
Balloons 138
Beads 156-159
Bells 147
Bench Hook 53
Biodegradable Glitter 8, 141, 173
Blackboard Paint 24
Boomerangs 180, 189
Bottlecaps 138
Brushes 34-38, 127
Bunting 138, 210
Buttons 161

C
Caddies 265-266
Calico Crafts 209-210
Canvas 51
Card & Envelopes 193
Cardboard 103-104, 108-110
Cardboard Egg Cartons 138
Cardboard Tubes 140
Cartridge Paper 97
Cellophane 118, 171
Chalk 4, 57
Chalkboard Accessories 56-57
Chalkboard Paint 24
Charcoal 66
Charts 269
Classroom Bundles 2-10
Clay 10, 228
Clay Tools 238-239
Clipboard 120
Colour Charts 103
Colour Diffusing Paper 191
Colour Diffusing Windsocks 182
Coloured Paper 104
Coloured Pencils 3, 69-73
Copy Paper 97
Cord 168
Cotton Filters 182
Cotton Balls 138
Cover Paper 6, 106-107
Craft Glue 124-125
Craft Kits 2, 7, 9, 134-137, 175, 215-216
Craft Knife 132, 218
Craft Paper 102-104
Crayons 3, 58-62
Cream of Tartar 231
Crepe Paper 116-118
Cultural Craft 175-182
Cups 142

D
Dabber Bottles 182
Decofoam 174
Display Book 120
Display Paper Rolls 105

J
Jewellery Making Tools 166-167
Jigdraws 187
Joggle Eyes 150-151

K
Key Tags 170

L
Lino Tools 53
Liquid Chalk Markers 79
Liquid Photo Frames 225
Litho Paper 98

M
Magic Sand 232
Magnetic Canvas 51
Magnetic Sheet 138
Markers 2, 75-82, 273
Masking Tape 54, 129
Masks 184
Mesh 241
Metallic Paint 23
Metallic Pencils 73
Mist Bottles 49
Modelling Clay 229-230
Modelling Kits 242
Mosaic Tiles 154-155, 220
Mounting Board 119
Mounting Tacks 128
Multi-Sided Easels 246

N
Natural Craft 8, 10, 137, 204-208
Natural Paper 115
Newsprint Paper 97
No Fire Clay 228

O
Oil Pastels 63-64
Outdoor Chalkboards 56, 256
Outdoor Easels 252-255

P
Packaging Tape 129
Paint Block Refills 25
Paint Pads 12
Paint Pot Stands 258, 273
Paint Pots 32-33
Paint Pump 17, 19-20, 127
Paintbrush Holder 48
Palette Knife 38
Palettes 25, 27, 32-33
Paper Bags 141, 186
Paper Baskets 186
Paper Craft 186-192
Paper Doilies 139
Paper Making Kit 208
Paper People 192
Paper Roll 96
Paper Shapes 6, 102-103, 178, 191-192
Paper Stumps 66
Papier Mache 194-195
Papier Mache Clay 230
Paste Brushes 127
Paste Powder 125

Double Sided Tape 128
Dough 10, 231
Dough Cutters 236-238
Dough Stamps 236
Drawing Boards 89, 251
Drying Racks 257
Dye 28-29
Dye Fixer 28

E
Easel Paper 96
Easels 5, 56, 244-253
Eco Craft 141-142
Eiffel Easels 245
Embroidery Thread 164
Eraser 91

F
Fabric Markers 80
Fabric Paint 30
Fabric Pastels 64
Fabric Squares 210
Face & Body Paint 31
Feathers 146
Felt 211
Felt People 178, 211
Fineliners 87
Finger Paint 12
Flash Cards 109
Flower Press 208
Fluorescent Paint 8, 17, 19, 22
Fluorescent Paper 8
Fluorescent Tie Dye 28
Foam 53
Foam Shapes 152-154
Foil Paper 111
Folios 100
Frames 119, 214

G
Glass & Porcelain Markers 221, 226
Glass Jars 224, 264
Glass Lanterns 224
Glitter 172-173
Glitter Glue 172
Glitter Paint 23
Glitter Paper 111
Glitter Shakers 172
Glitter Tape 129
Glue Gun Accessories 126
Glue Sticks 7, 122-123
Graduation Hats 188
Graphite Pencils 67-68

H
Hanging Easels 255
Hardware 217-218
Hessian 206, 210
Hot Glue Guns 7, 126

I
Ink 29-30, 54, 87
Iron On Bead Boards 160
Iron On Beads 142, 160
Ironing Paper 160
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IndexPastel Paint 23
Patterned Paper 112
Patty Pans 139
Permanent Markers 88
Pipe Cleaners 145
Pipettes 49
Plaster of Paris 241
Plastic Pegs 50
Plates 140-141
Play Foam 230
Polymer Clay 229
Pom Poms 143-144
Pop Sticks 196
Porcelain Bowls & Plates 220
Porcelain Frames 223
Porcelain Mugs & Cups 221
Porcelain Paint 226
Porcelain Vases 222
Poster Paint 2, 12-14, 22
Posters 269
Pottery Clay 228
Pottery Wheel 240
Printing Ink 52
Protractors 90
PVA Glue 124-125

R
Rhinestones 147
Ribbon 165
Rollers 42, 54, 233
Rolling Pins 239
Rubbing Plates 94
Rulers 90

S
Sand Art 213
Scissors 130-132
Scrapbook 101
Scratch Art 178, 180-181, 183-185
Self Healing Mat 132
Sensory Sand 232
Sensory Sand Moulds 232
Sentence Strips 109
Sequins 148-149
Sharpener 91
Shredded Paper 118, 186
Shrink Film 169, 181
Silk Screens 54
Sketch Pad 98
Sketching Sets 67
Skin Tone Coloured Paint 3, 17, 19, 24, 175, 177
Skin Tone Coloured Pencils 177
Skin Tone Crayons 177
Skin Tone Paper 106, 179, 192
Smocks 5, 45-47, 176, 273
Soft Pastels 65
Specialty Crayons 58
Specialty Paper 111-114
Sponges 31, 39
Stackable Containers 150-151, 264
Stained Glass Crafts 171, 190
Stamps 39, 41-44, 176, 234-235, 272
STEAM 9, 137
Stencils 92-93
Stickers 150, 152, 179
Storage Baskets 268

Storage Buckets 267
Storage Canisters 265
Storage Tubs 261-262, 267
Straws 142
Streamers 117, 140

T
Table Cloths 48
Tabletop Easel 56, 250
Tape Dispensers 129
Tapestry Needles 162
Tealight Holder 201
Tempera Paint 12, 16-17, 25
Tempera Powder Paint 13
Terracotta Pots 222
Threading 162-163
Tie Dye 28
Tissue Paper 116
Toddler Easel 245, 249
Tracing Tools 89, 98
Training Scissors 132
Trolleys 5, 259-263, 273
Twine 168
Twist Crayons 61

U
UV Glow Paint 22

V
Varnish 24, 91
Vice 217
Visual Art Diaries 100

W
Washable Markers 76-78
Washable Paint 12, 14-15, 26-27
Watercolour Pad 99
Watercolour Paint 25-27
Watercolour Pencils 74
Weaving Frames 162-163
Weaving Needles 162
White Charcoal 66
Whiteboard Markers 83-84
Whiteboards 85-86
Wire 167, 241
Wood Craft 196-203
Wooden Pegs 196-197
Wooden Picture Frames 203, 214
Wooden Shapes 43
Wool Scraps 164

Y
Yarn 164
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Bayadherra Toddler Long 
Sleeved Smock
Designed in collaboration with Bayadherra 
which is founded by proud Aboriginal Yorta 
Yorta brother and sister Luke and Siena Tieri. 
Quality polyester 210 denier long sleeved art 
smock. Suitable for toddlers aged between 
approximately 1-3 years old. The artwork 
story and sizing can be found online.

CS6579K Pack of 10 $94.95
CS6579 Each $9.95

Bayadherra Junior  
Long Sleeved Smock
Designed in collaboration with Bayadherra 
which is founded by proud Aboriginal Yorta 
Yorta brother and sister Luke and Siena Tieri. 
Quality polyester 210 denier long sleeved art 
smock. Suitable for children aged between 
approximately 3-6 years old. The artwork 
story and sizing can be found online.

CS6578K Pack of 10 $116.95
CS6578 Each $11.95

Wooden Stamps
These beautiful wooden stamps are a 
wonderful tactile resource that adds a natural 
shape stamp to all sorts of sensory materials 
including dough, sand, clay or paint. The 
perfect size for little hands, chunky and easy 
to hold. Each stamp measures 7 (H) x 5.5 
(dia.) cm. The Indigenous symbols and animal 
tracks are designed in collaboration with 
First Nations artist Mirii Designs on Anaiwan 
country in NSW Australia.

EC5000 Indigenous Nature 
Symbols - Pack of 6

$16.95

EC5001 Indigenous Animal 
Tracks - Pack of 6

$16.95

EC5009 Australian Animals - Pack 
of 6

$16.95
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Natural Spaces Wooden Paper Storage Trolley
This sturdy FSC certified plywood paper storage trolley includes 5 
shelves for paper up to size A1. Each shelf has two grooves to assist 
with paper removal. Includes 4 lockable castors. Assembly required. 
Size: 660 (H) x 885 (W) x 630 (D) mm. The castors add 6 cm (H) when 
attached which is included in this height. 

DM4112 $899.95

Creatistics Wooden Paint Pot Stand
Perfect for use with our non-spill plastic paint pots. This wooden paint 
pot stand includes 8 holes and is made from FSC certified wood.

DM4116 $59.95

Creatistics Coloured Markers
Creatistics fine tip markers come in 12 vibrant colours. They are 
washable, non-toxic and have ventilated safety caps making them ideal 
for young creatives. Creatistics fine tip markers will inspire students to 
draw, colour and design.

CS6582 Pack of 12 $1.95
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Creatistics Watercolour Palette Kit
This class set includes 12 watercolour palettes. 
Each palette has 12 colours and a small brush. 
The clear lid can double as a palette for mixing 
colours. Palette size: 22 (L) x 8.5 (W) cm.

CS3012K 12 Colours $34.95

Creatistics Spring-Loaded Drying Rack
This spring-loaded, portable drying rack features four castors for stability and 
a large shelf size for A3 artwork. 25 shelves. Fits A3 paper. Easy to assemble.

ED3019 $332.95

Creatistics Chunky Colouring Markers
Creatistics chunky markers feature thick, easy-grip barrels and high quality, 
super-washable, non-toxic ink that washes easily from hands and surfaces. 
These markers have a sink-resistant, cone shaped nib for colouring both fine 
lines and larger areas. 12 colours. Non-toxic.

CS7001 Tub of 48 $24.95

Creatistics Cover Paper
A must-have for any classroom. Excellent for 
various art and craft activities. 120 gsm. Packs of 
500. FSC.

TEB0001 A4 $24.95
TEB0002 A3 $49.95

Creatistics Scrapbook
Features a 230 gsm cardboard cover and thick 
100 gsm paper that is suitable for drawing, 
painting and collage work. 64 pages. Size: 240 x 
335 mm.

QL81800 $2.50
28 or more $2.25

Creatistics PVA Glue
Creatistics PVA school glue is non-toxic, 
washable and acid free. Ideal for home or 
classroom use. Dries clear.

CS0006 5 L $36.95

SAVE 20% SAVE 17%

Creatistics Poster 
Paint - 2 L
Creatistics Poster Paint is 
a great value, water-based 
classroom paint. It is a non-
toxic, quick-drying, washable 
paint with vibrant colours and 
smooth consistency.

CS0070K Set of 10 $79.95
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